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ABSTRACT 

From the late 1960s to the present, women have utilised performance art as a 'form' xý ith 

which to resist, transgress, contest or reveal the position of women within wider ', Ociety. 

However, as both the nature of feminist politics and the contexts within which the work 

has been produced have changed, the enactment of such oppositional strategies has also 

shifted. This thesis aims to locate and account for such shifts by mappflig multiple 

subjects, including performance art, feminism(s), contemporary theory, performers and 

women's performance art. 

In the late 1960s throughout the 1970s, the strategies most often utillsed bv 

women performance artists either offered alternative, supposedly more 'truthful' 

representations which drew on the real, material lives of women, or completely 

reimagined woman, locating her in a place before or outside of the patriarchal structure. 

From the 1980s onwards, however, the practice of women's performance art looks 

somewhat different. While performers continue to contest the material conditions and 

results of being positioned as female in Western society, such contestations are now 

often enacted from within what might be considered a 'deconstructive' or I- 

'poststructuralist' frame. Acknowledging the impossibility of ever representing the 'real' 
I- 

\vornan, since 'woman' is always already a representation (and is always multiple), I 

suggest that the aim of this work is therefore not so much to reveal the 'real' ýýoman 

behind the fiction, but to take apart the fiction itself, revealing the way in ýý, -hich the 

signifier 'wornan' has been differentially constructed, for what purpose, and ývlth ý%hat 

real effects. I have nominated this shift as a movement from a performance and politics 

of identity to a performance and polltlcs of subject]\, -'tN'. 



December 1999: 'DISCLAIMER' 

I should never be able to come to a conclusion. I should never be able to fulfil wh, -It 
is, I understand, the first duty of a lecturer - to hand you after an hour's discourse 
a nugget of pure truth to wrap up between the pages of your notebooks and keep 

on the mantelpiece for ever. All I could do was to offer you an 
opinion II 

Virainia Woolf 
A Room (? f One's Own 
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SECTION ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
1989 - 1999: TATHWAYS' 

19 OCTOBER 1989: 'PRIE LOG' 

I went to the Third Eye Centre tonight. A class outing. To see a 
performance, 'Herbarium', by Polish company Scena Plastyczua. 

I don't know how to describe it Bright lights. Haunting music. 
Figures, in white, flying through space. A body emergingfrom a cocoon. 
An egg? Slow movement Fast movement No movement The 
unveiling of unknown things. I don't know how to describe it. I don't 
have the words. 

The hairs in my neck rose. My breathing quickened. Aty heart 
raced. My eyes opened. Adrenaline rushed through me. I don't know 
what I saw. I can't decide what was before me. My thoughts flew with 
theflyingfigures, entering another place, 

and another, 

and another, 

places in my mind that I've never been, 

soaring through my imagination. 

Exhilarated. 

Breathless. 

A live. 

Unable to talk. To come back. Stillflying off somewhere else. 

MARCH 1997: 'SEARCHING' 

It does not happen vejýv often. But I am compelled to keep looking. ' 



TEN YEAR RETROSPECTIVE: 'PERSONAL JOURNEYS' 

To claim that seeing Herbarium changed my life - or at least the direction of my life - 

would be no exaggeration. While I had no words to describe the performance Ift/I IL 

and that internal movement sent me down a path that I have continued to tra%-el for ten 

years. 

As I began to read and see everything I could that related to 'performance art, I 

was amazed to discover that here was an art 'form' in which women had played a 

21 
primary role ('The Amazing Decade'). Moreover, it was apparent that this 'role' Nvas 

deeply political. As a feminist student, increasingly interested in contemporary 

performance, it felt as if I had finally found a place in which I could tarry and explore. 

What was also apparent was that I was not alone. My 'discovery', then, is my own 

personal discovery of a form of performance that existed before I was born. The terrain 

I cross already bears the multiple traces of many others before me and my search is not 

about 'conquering', or 'claiming' or 'naming' but about re-reading the tracks, notincy the 
111) I-D 

bridges, the cross-roads, the turns, the twists. " The terrain may already be marked but it 

also expands and transforms continuously, demanding new routes and remarkings. N 

the past decade, writing about performance art has become a prolific enterprise, and one 

.4 -Yside (and in which feminist writings play a major part My own marks are made along 

indebted to), those already mapped, joining in a conversation already in full flow. Aside 

from my passion for performance art, what interests (even inspires) me is the ever- 

enlarging dialogue that is taking place around the subject of performance (art), between 

academics, between academics and performers, between performers and performers, 

between all of these and other cultural and state institutions. Passionate dialoguie. I verv 

much hope that this thesis will be read as entering into, and contributing to, that 

dialogue. Above all, though, I hope that my passion is evident. I- 



1 1011. Inspired by the experience of Herbarium, my undergraduate dissertati 

Women's Performance Art- A Voice for the Voiceless', focused on women performers 

present at the National Review of Live Art 1990 - Anne Seagrave, Fiona Wright, Lisa 

Watts, Nancy Reilly. In retrospect, a better title would have been 'Voces for the 

Voiceless', confronted as I was with multiple voices, multiple contents. multiple styles. 

If I was seeking to find a unified 'feminist practice' my task was made difficult by the 

fact that there was no easily identifiable feminism presented. I was struck by the vast 

difference between what I saw here and the performances of the 1970s that I had read 

about. Part of me, I think, was slightly disappointed. Where was THE feminist 

message? Pursuing an answer to that question long after the event I realised that, in 

spite of the differences, these performances were still political, still 'feminist'. What 

became evident was that 'feminism' itself - its politics and its practice withiii 

performance - had shifted. 

This thesis is an attempt to define and account for those differences, to mark the 

shifts that have taken place from a feminist performance practice of the 1970s to that of 

the late 1980s/ I 990s. 

THE SUBJECT? 

Multiple subjects would probably be more accurate, 

The 'subject' is performance art. 

The 'subject' is feminism. 

The 'subject' is women's performance art. 

The 'subject' is the feminist subject within vvornen's performance art. 

The 'subject' is the performing subject. 

The 'subject' is (me) the witnessing subject. 
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The 'subject' is the shift in the 'subject'. 

As a representational medium, performance art always has the poienli . al to be 

extremely political. Representation does not merely mirror 'reality' but plays a part in 

actively producing and maintaining the ways in which we understand and view the wider 

social world. As Suzanna Danuta Walters writes. * 

Representations cotali, ito sexual difference, rather than simply reflect it 
[... R]epresentation is not reflection but rather an active process of selecting and 
presenting, of structuring and shaping, of making things Inean. ; 

My analyses of the performance art pieces dispersed throughout this thesis seek to I 

, po\\ er determine both the extent to which such performances reinforce existing 

relationships through a representational reinscription or, alternatively, enact a revealing 

and/or troubling of the representational structure that gives meaning and order to the 

social worlds in which we all live. The aim of much women's performance art, I suggest, I 

is an intervention into the dominant meanings circulating around the term 'woman' and 

my interest lies in defining those points of resistance to and/or transgression of, this 

signifier. 6 My own aim, then, is to determine the purposes of these contestations and the 

strategies used to stage them. Admitting, at the outset, the impossibility of completely 

separating per ormances on a purely historical basis (features inherent in a 1970 

performance may recur in a performance in 1998), ' 1 do intend to show that there has 

been a general movement in performance art practices from the 1970s to the 1990s. in 

both content and politics. 

I am under no illusion that 'performance art' can change the world. Hoýýever, it 

niav make us more cog, III world and our Pisant of the way in which vve both viexý that 

(-)- us to enact our own critical resistances. ýks Alisa Solomon location xvithin it, equippin, III 

likewise asserts., 



As an unreconstructed Brechtian, I am firm]y convinced that self-conscious 
theater can reveal the artificiality of gender, but I certainly can't leap from there 
to the faith that theater will bring down the patriarchy, any more than Brecht 
expected epic theater to dismantle capitalism. But I do think that Brecht Xýas 
right about theater's capacity to teach us a way to see critically, and to apply that 
critical consciousness to the world 

Or, in the words of bell hooks- 

The arts remain one of the powerful, if not the most powerfiAl, realms of cultural 
resistance, a space for awakening folks to critical consciousness and nexv vision. " 

This is not to suggest that performance art prescribes what that new vision should be. 

But it does allow for the pavmbility of seeing differently, and therefore the possibility of 

change - even if the specific terms of that change remain undefined. 

FRAMED 

Returning to the title of this thesis, I must first draw attention to the problematics 

contained within it. This is not merely an aside concerned only with 'naming' the area of 

my research, but is intrinsic to the entire scope of my study, namely that it is 

(intentionally) difficult to position this subject on any firm or solid ground. 

While my title enacts a framing mechanism, pointing to that which supposedly lies 

within, I am also aware that the frame functions not simply as a demarcation but as a 

border construct which produces both the internal and the external, the latter effectively 

constituting the former. Therefore, while I may wish to contain my work - indeed, 

within the conventions of research, it is imperative that I attempt to do so -I also kno\\ 

that that which I leave out will already be within, The 'others' ghosting this xvork 

include non-performance art, and the 'male'. However. if the frame is unavoidable, then 

this frarne has the advantage of inscribing women (back) into the spaces they have often 

occupied, but where they have also often been ignored (in both art and theatre). I 
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choose to focus specifically on performance art as I believe, for reasons explored In 

Chapter 2, that it enables women to embrace a feminist praxis. 

Equally, though I erect a 'frame' my material will necessarily - and again 

deliberately - extend beyond these boundaries into areas unnamed by this title. moving 

across disciplines and into other frames of reference as it does so. The lessons learned in 

the feminist movement of the late 1970s remain pertinent - one is never simply, or otily, a 

woman. This study, then, while being pinned down to the ground of gender or sexual It) 11-7) 

difference, simultaneously floats over other grounds, specifically sexuality and race. 

Such movement incurs a debt to 'disciplines' other than performance studies, including 

literary and women's studies, and queer and cultural theory. 

Moreover, I cannot cite the words 'performance art', 'women' or 'politics' 

without being aware that each are sites of contestations. Indeed, such contestations have 

turned out to be the main catalysts of my research. In the first few pages of this thesis I 

have already fallen into the trap of positing performance art as something wholly 

knowable - as if it is easily identifiable and confinable within a singular nomination. 

Performance art, from its inception, in its inception, was created as a force to defý,, 

categorisation. While its forms, practices and purposes may have changed throughout its 

history, it remains impossible to provide a single, unified meaning as to what Z: ) 

performance art is - and if, in fact, there ever was, still is, (ever will be), such a thing as 

performance art. As Steve Durland writes- 

What IS performance art9 Good question, but perhaps the wroncy question. 1: ) 
Why9 Because to ask 'What is performance art"' is to assume that performance 
is a discipline. Then, to answer the question is to come up with a set of unique 
characteristics that define the discipline. I personally can't think of one. "' 

In tryincy to move away from a singular reading of the 'It' of performance art, I am also 1 7) Z4 

aware of nly desire to impose a false teleological history on its existence Perf Irmance 



art did not suddenly come into being and xvas already occurring before anN, attempt at 

categorisation was made. " Performance art has developed over time and continues to 

do so. And while one of its germinations may be witnessed in the actions of the Futurists 

and Dadaists, other roots surely extend into non-Western traditions. As performer Coco 

Fusco urgently notes of the 'genealogy' of performance art which traces it back to sucli 

movements as Dada and Surrealism, such 'genealogy is flagrantly Eurocentric'. 

Furthermore-. 

Chronologies of the history of performance art that begin in Europe rarely, if 
ever, acknowledge the importance that direct and indirect contact with tion- 
western performers played in giving shape to early twentieth century avant-garde 
artists' concepts of aesthetic transgression. 12 

Thus, for instance, bell hooks suggests that performance has been crucial to the Affican- 

American struggle for liberty because all that is required to 'perform' is the voice - 'an 

instrument that could be used by everyone, in any location. " 

However, for the purpose of this study, I must impose limits on myself and for 

this reason I erect a boundary - albeit an acknowled, (-Yed false one - which locates 

performance art as arriving (but never having fully arrived) by the early 1970s. With the 

erection of this boundary I also acknowledge that all boundaries are permeable and that 

objects (or processes) pass both ways, leaving traces on either side. As a practice 

located within a social context, performance art cannot separate itself from that v, -hich 

precedes or surrounds it. 

The word 'women' in my title is perhaps now even more problematic than the 

term 'performance art. This once stable ground of location has erupted i I in recent vears 

into a proliferation of theories which question what 'woman' is or if she can even be said 

to exist. In this thesis, then, I seek to acknowledge this problematisation of the terin 

whilst at the same time insisting on her presence, in the here and noý\. as an 
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embodied subject. This somewhat paradoxical situation, however, is fraught with 

difficulty and requires a certain balancing act, for even the notion of 'embodied' requires 

a critical engagement. 

My writing of 'embodied' is intended to suggest the materiality of the body - the 

way in which our inhabiting of particular bodies carries material effects. However, these 

ices. particular bodies should themselves be read as the result of various material practi 

Such practices, in effect, construct the very concepts of the bodies that we are said to 

embody. 

Feminism has consistently drawn attention to the fact that gender is a construct 

and that bodies become gendered through various discursive practices and the 

institutions in which they circulate and are maintained. Such a conception of 'gendered 

bodies', however, while importantly denaturalising gender, inadvertently serves to posit a 

body that exists hefore its gendered inscription. That is, the female body is figured as a 

blank slate, waiting to be transformed into a culturally constructed, gendered body. 

However, more recent feminist engagements with the sex/gender question, most notablv 

that of Judith Butler, suggest that the body itself is always already gendered. The body is 

never unmarked matter, awaiting a cultural mark, since the very conceptions of the body 

that we have are already written over with cultural significance, and indeed those 

conceptions are historically located, since what the body signifies chanores throughout t) 11-1) 

history. 

The term 'woman', then, used to refer to those who are anatomically sexed as 

fernale, does not place this study on any firmer ground since, in Butler's terms. I Is t 

actually (-)-ender which enables this ver-v idea of a prediscurs' I ive, 'natural' body, a%4ti 

its, cultural inscription. For Butler, Nvithin the very concept of the neutral body, (lender ./ Z7 

already exists since gender as cultural construct is read as the expression of this 'natural'. 
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prior to culture, sexed body. Gender, through this very process of referrin-L, back to 

something said to exist before gender, produces the very idea of the naturally sexed 

body, which gender is then said to express. As Butler writes. * 

Gender ought not to be conceived merely as the cultural inscription of meaning 
on a pregiven sex (a juridical concept), gender must also designate the very 
apparatus of production whereby the sexes themselves are established. Gender is 
not to culture as sex is to nature', gender is also the discursive/cultural means bN, 
which 'sexed nature' or a 'natural sex' is produced and established as 
cprediscursive', prior to culture, a politically neutral surface on irluch culture 
acts. 14 

Once this idea of the 'natural' body has itself been contested, there is nothing to which 

gender can refer to as its ground, as that which it logically and 'naturally' expresses, 

since gender in fact produces its own ground through the 'performative' operations of 

gender 

Gender proves to be performative - that is, constituting the identity it is purported 
to be There is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender; that 
identity is performatively constituted by the very 'expressions' that are said to be 

its results. 15 

It is through the compulsory repetition of acts inherinc, in (Yender presentations that 
117) 1ý1 

g gender itself is produced as 'natural', as expressing 'sex'. 

In different, yet not unrelated terms, Susan Bordo also posits the body as 

something that is never experienced unmediated. That is, we can never haý"e a direct, 

non-cultured experience of the body. The body, for Bordo, 'is always medicited by 

constructs, associations, images of a cultural nature'. 16 

Such reconceptualisations of 'the body' institute a certain nervousness around 

Nvi, iting about those bodies marked 'female'. How can one write about 'women Is 

performance art', when 'women' are constructed through specific historical and cultural 

I -hile 'women', trames" That said, however, -t s surely imperati\, e to acknowledge that ii -I- 

and their experiences, may be the result of discursive formations. and are not then in any 
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sense 'real' or 'Truthful', they still nonetheless exist in the here and now. " That i s. one 

II inuent must position the material body of 'woman' as a historically conditional and conti . 

construct - thus contesting its assumed 'natural', unchanging materiality - whilst 

simultaneously admitting that this materiality, even if constructed, still doe.,; produce real 

effects for those inhabiting that construct. Thus, 'woman' may not exist, but wometi 

positioned within that location most definitely and variously do and one must work- 

within that space between 'woman' as construct and 'woman' as a living subject, located 

within a present culture. As Bordo persuasively argues, while the body may be read as a 

text, and as textually constructed and therefore able to be deconstructed, the 'fived', 

inhabited, body is also always located in a cultural context, in which racisni, sexism, and 

heterosexism remain productive and oppressive forces. 

Within this thesis, then, I attempt to operate a double strategy - putting the 
11--) 1117, 

nomination 'woman' under contest, whilst not denying that that nomination has a 

material effect on those who inhabit - and inherit and resist - that construction. The body 

of 'woman' may not be 'real', in any essentialist sense, but that does not mean that such 

bodies do not exist, in this culture, at this present time, even if their parameters are 

continuously contested and transgressed. 'Woman' is hoth a construct ulicl an embodied 

subject. Avtar Brah, finding herself similarly positioned, aims 'to deconstruct the idea of 

"woman", exposing it as a heterogeneous and contested category even as [she] 
Z 

analyse[s] the practices of "Asian women" as historically produced and embodied 

subjects'. " The 'Women' in my title, then, refers to those performers cited within this 

text who ai-e, in this time and place, women, whilst my critical focus concentrates oil the 

\vays in which these same women potentially trouble the very concept(s) of 'woman'. 

In the late 1990s it may be imperative to acknowledge the contested status of 

N\ oman I and to use this knowledge as hindsight when critiquing, work of the past, but I 



think it is equally crucial to locate the work of 'historv' xvIthIn Its own time. Only by 

doing this is it possible to define the shifts in political strategising undertaken by women 

performance artists. The ways in which performances were executed in the early 1970s 

may be different to the present time but they were executed in a particular historical 

moment affected by diverse social, political and economic factors, each of which had a 

determining influence on the what to do, the why to do it and the way to do it. As forces 

change so too do counter-forces and vice-versa. The performance work of ýý, -omen iii the 

early 1970s would undoubtedly fail the litmus-test of today's undecidability, but in its 

own time it was no less radical in its intentions and processes and it is unlikely that the 

shifts I identify could have taken place without this earlier foray into the politics of 

representation. I acknowledge here, then, that my critical retrospective look is one 

which could only be taken from my privileged position of being located in the future of 

the past. 

The 'politics' with which I am concerned are those of 'feminist politics'. Like 

performance art, feminism changes with time. I make no apologies for providing on]y Z- 

the broadest definition of feminism here which is that it is a critique of a system which 

positions women negatively and - borrowing from Linda Gordon - is 'formed and offered 

in the light of a will to change it, which in turn assumes that it is chan(yeable'. '9 At the 4: ) 11-! ) 

outset, I stress the fact that there is no 'one' feminism, but that there are various feminist 

political strategies. Nearly thirty years after the birth of the Women's Liberation 

Movement, feminism remains an undecided term, and perhaps this verv undecidability is 

its particular strength -a strength, moreover, which can be usefully capitalised on. 

Thoui)h I examine radical and materialist feminist ideologies of the 1970s and 1980s, 

'211 
1 ,o oil drawing links between these and particular performances from the same period 

21 
to refocus specifically on the concept of 'undecidability'. as explicated bv Diane Elam 

. 
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exploring what (one form of) 'feminist politics' might mean at the end of the twentieth 

century, examining the relationship between this and contemporary wornen s 

performance. This refocusing is not intended to suggest a break between earlier 

feminisms and more recent feminist approaches, but to identify a potential developmetit 

or extension. 

DIRECTIONS 

This thesis circulates around the problematisations of, and relationships between, the 

terms 'performance art, 'women' and 'feminist politics'. Chapter I questions my owii 

(and others') use of the term 'performance art' exploring it as a contested term, a 

contested practice and a contested site of research. Linking performance art to its 

immediate predecessors, thereby locating it within an historical art context - and here I 
I- 

may fall foul of the Westernization criticised by Fusco -I provide a brief outline of wlnc 

of the movements leading up to the coining of the term 'performance art', including tz) 117, 

Action Paintings, Happenings and Fluxus. I then go on to challenge theorist Josette 

Feral's suggestion that 'performance art' is 'dead' because its Initial 'function' has 

disappeared. I strongly believe that performance art has always had more than one 

function, and that it changes as the social conditions within which it is located change. 

Its 'function(s)' may have altered (and I will question this assertion), but that does not 

necessarily mean that as a practice it is no longer valid. 

Chapter 2 locates performance art politically, tracing the political turmoil of the 

1950s, '60s and '70s. Specifically, it documents examples of women's performance art 

of the early/mid 1970s, contextualising them in their own period - parti I I 
'cularly in relation 

to the Women's Liberation Movement and the 'art world' - offering sugoestions as to 17) -- 
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why women should have turned to this practice for personal expression. I also e\plore 

the prominence of solo performance in both the USA and Britain. 

Following this contextual framework, an analysis is undertaken of Suzanne 

Lacy's performance, Three Weeks in May (1977), which I suggest is one example of a 11-: ) 1-: ) 

materialist (constructionist) feminist performance practice of the 1970s. Lacv 

deliberately represents the 'real' conditions of women's lives in an attempt to cliange 

such conditions, but importantly, she figures these conditions as being the result of 

specific social structures rather than as being inevitable. In contrast to this, I then cite 

other performances which I read as attempts to imagine and figure the 'pre-constructed' 

woman - the woman before the Law or patriarchy, aligning these with a radical (or 

essentialist) feminist practice. 

Chapter 3 focuses on Carolee Schneemann's performance, Inicrioi- Sci-oll (1975 - 

1977), which I initially position as a radical feminist piece. I then reread the performance 

through a psychoanalytical lens, alongside H616ne CIxous' theory of 'writing the body, 

attempting to dislodge both Schneemann and Cixous from an essentialist charge. The 

body, for the performance artist, i. y simultaneously both the tool of and for, inscription. 

The body is always already marked and in many cases what is attempted is a re-marking- 

a different marking of this body, which in turn hopes to prompt a different reading 

However, in other instances what is revealed in performance is the very process of 

marking - the way in which the body is made to mean, and the structures that uphold and 

inscribe such meanings. 

In a final reading, through prioritising the presence of the live bod\,, I suggest 

that what might simply be read as being a performance about the 'natural nature' of 

Nvornan can be simultaneously re-read as a performance that troubles multiple binaries. 

including wornan/artist, sacred/profane, naked/nude, internal/external, nature/culture. Mv 
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doubling-back suggests that it is difficult (and dancyerous) to fix these performers into 

neatly partitioned feminist categories, since sometimes they belong to more than one 

category, and often they shift between them. Positioning is perhaps, in the last instance, 

dependent on the one who sees (and the direction of their look). 

Finally, reckoning with Jill Dolan's assertion that 

the representation of bodies is always ideologically marked, it always connotes 
gender, which carries with it the meanings inscribed by the dominant culture 22 

the last section of this chapter takes a revised look at the works so far cited. The focus 

shifts to the problems intrinsic to such works by engaging with the tension betweeii 
It) 

identity and subjectivity, and the politics implicated in that tension, as sugy(gested bN, 

Judith Butler. Examining the use of autobiography and personal experience within 

performance art as a ground upon which to construct 'truth' claims about the 'real' of 

women I suggest that the signifier 'woman' remains unproblematised in much of this 

work, since 'woman% as an identity category, is implicitly assumed in advance. 

In Chapter 41 elucidate a strategy that I believe to be potentially useful to 

feminism, namely a deconstructive approach to politics. " Placing deconstruction beside 

feminism, as Diane Elam does, radically shifts the nature of feminist politics to a stress on 

undecidability - that is, we do not yet know what 'woman' is, or has been, and should 

resist offering up an already fixed notion, with already decided political aims. Instead, 

each aim should be negotiated, and each result re-negotiated. 

In this chapter I suggest that the ways in which the personal is used today is 

somewhat removed from its occurrence in the 1970s. In place of the posited 'real' of 

experience I determine the means by which performers have drawn on the personal whIle 

simultaneously resisting positing their identity as fixed or essential. Explorin-(-, Bobbv 

Baker's performance, A-cncing oii u Afolhei-'s Expenciice (1988 - 1989), alon(-, side 
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Sidonie Smith's work on women's autobiographical writing, I elucidate the productive _*n 

contradiction between 'truth' and 'performance' which enables a resistance to the 

essentialised performing subject and subject of performance. 24 Within the history of 

feminism alone, one can see acutely the danger of calling on or promotin., (,, a 'truth' of I 

identity - such truth will be productive, partial, will exclude others who do not fit the 

picture, and will reduce differences to the Same - 'we're all women, so we*re all the 

same). 

In Chapter 51 further my analysis of subjectivity in performance by examiiiing, 

Annie Sprinkle's piece Post Post Pom Allodermsi (1994). Within this analysis, I explore 

the good/bad girl binary that Sprinkle foregrounds, and her attempts to dislodge this by 

simultaneously straddling the binary whilst showing its construction. I focus particularly I- 

on her 'self as self-invention and her multiple, shifting identities, which resist 

essentialisation. In a sense, Sprinkle plays herself performatively. She is always commg 

(metaphorically and literally) and remains fluid. Prompted by Gerry Harris' engagement ID --ý 

with Sprinkle's work as one which 'might be described as producing shiftincy and , Z) I 1 1-7) It) 

contradictory identifications in the sI)ectator', 25 1 close my analysis of this performance 

by performing a rereading of my spectatorship. 

This analysis of Sprinkle's performance is followed with an exploration of Ilic 

ColisfunI Slale (? f Desli-c (1986), by Karen Finley. Again, the notion of multiple 

positions is foregrounded. In this performance, Finley literalises the metaphorical 

content of psychoanalytical discourse by playing it across her body, thus revealing the 
I- 

horror of the so-called unconscious. Working within psychoanalysis, Finley stages a 1. -- 

critique of it, but resists offering an alternative. 

The final section of this chapter positions Rona Lee's performance, Avid 

, 
AICI(Il"OlPhosis 1(1995), somewhat in contrast to Finley's performance. WhIle both 
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draw on psychoanalytical concepts they do so in very different ways. Lee's performance 

uses no spoken text and consists largely of repetitive actions - namely, the unpicknig, of a 

suit. This unpicking suggests the notion of unpicking the system of representation. 

which relies on the positioning of the ' other' to see oneself" Lee resists being 

I encyagnigy with positioned as other here by making herself 'unrecogni sable' or strange, In -! ) - 

Peggy Phelan's notion of the power of the 'unmarked' in contrast to the assumed power 

of the visible or represented. As Phelan comically indicates, 'if representational %: isibifity 

equals power, then almost-naked young women should be running Western culture. 727 

Acutely aware that the preceding chapters focus on performances by white, 

heterosexual women (although Sprinkle is ambiguously placed here), in the final two 

chapters I cross sexual difference with sexuality and 'race'. These chapters are not 

located in isolation from the preceding work as the threads already woven are further 

developed. 

Chapter 6 centres on analyses of representations of lesbian sexuality within 

performance. Problems parallel to those raised elsewhere are explored, such as the 

struggle around the nomination 'lesbian, and the rise of queer politics and theory as a C :) 

replacement of or challenure I ,, to, 'lesbian theory'. " In relation to the prevIous chapters I 

also mark the shift from the notion of an essentially fixed sexual identity, locating 

strateuies within performances that deliberately question such stability and the blurring of 7 _n 

boundaries that ensues. Specifically, I am interested in how one might perform sexuality 

YI differently (with the doithle ewenth-e 'perform' being used consciously). Can one 

perform lesbianism on (and off) stage in a way that refuses to set it up only in opposition 

to h et ero sexuality" Can one perform lesbianism in a way that questions that nomination. 

or the assurned stability of that identity, or any other seXUalitv" Alternativelv, are we 

oillv NvIlat Nve perform" 



Such questions, prompted by theorists includln(-, Eve Kosofský' Sedgwick and 

Judith Butler, proliferate in my analyses of Iývkc Cum Fcig (1994) by Victoria Goodwiii 

Baker, and Female Deviations: Aitlohiographles (? f Desire (1996) by Aiuta Loomis. 

both of which shift between 'lesbian' and 'queer', troubling 'heterosexual ity' and all 

normative conceptions of sexuality In the process. I do not attempt to defin1t, \, ely 

answer questions raised but instead offer more questions. These performances 

deliberately block the process of arrivin at some 'end' point, provoking, instead. open- 9 7) 

ended discussion, continual re-negotiation, and incessant instability. 

Chapter 7 examines performances by 'black' women, again courting discussion of 

representation and visibility and the purpose of my separating these performances into 

different chapters. While there is considerable debate about the efficacy of the politics of 

v sIbility'29 a debate with which I have sympathy, it is important to acknowledge that the in 

body is still enihodied, a lived experience, and the different positions in which our bodies 

are located will carry different ramifications. Thus, although the effects of being located 

in Western society as a lesbian or a black woman (never mind a black lesbian) are 

different from each other, they are also different from the experiences of white, 

heterosexual women. While the terms 'black' and 'lesbian' are perhaps rightly 

contested, the lived experience of being either (or both) of these bears a material weight 

in a racist, heterosexist society. The body is always a surface of sIgnIficatIons located 

within a pre-existing 'symbolic' order. "' As Biddy Martin and others have stated, in 

much current theory the material body (even if it is a constructed one), does not bear 

enough of a drag on si unification. -" 

In this chapter, then, I look specifically at the difficultv of representing a ground 

fI roni which one can fight for equality, or fight against racism, while resisting fixin(-y that 

01-01.1nd for all eternity. Or, borrowing the words of cultural theorist Stuart Hall. 
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What is it like to live, by attempting to valorise and defeat the marginalization of 
the variety of Black subjects and to really begin to recover the lost histories of a 
variety of Black experiences, while at the same time recognizing the end of any 

Ctr? 
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essential Black subje . 

I determine that the problems of defining oneself as 'black' are similar (but not identical) 

to those already examined in relation to the definitions 'woman' or 'lesbian' - such 

categories are frequently exclusive and oppressive. In place of such bounded notions of 

identity, I draw on the theory of hybridity, where 'identity' is understood to be 

multiaxial, as opposed to singular. Throughout this chapter I identify performances, such 

as Maya Chowdhry's The Saci-ed Housc (1994), in which hybridity or multilocationality 

is represented, pursuing the notion of a dalo_(-YJc performance strategy (indebted to Mae 

Gwendolyn Henderson's engagement with black women writers who are always already 

doubled), as a way to escape from the confines of a singular position of identitv. -; 

Confronted by my own race-blindness as a spectator of Nao Bustamante's Alnerlut, 1he 

Bcuiilýfitl (1995), 1 suggest that such dialogism must also be performed by the spectator. 

The various analyses of performances undertaken throughout this thesis aii-n to 

determine different strategies of political intervention or subversion used by female 
I- 

performance artists, in turn suggesting that from the early 1970s to the late 1990s there 

has been a marked shift within performance from a politics of identity to a politics of 

subjectivity. That is, the politics on display within performance art are no longer 

grounded on the given nomination 'woman' (a knowable entity) and the cyamincy of 'her' I- I 

equal rights, but instead actively question the concept of this nomination, asking 'ý\ hat 

does the signifier "woman" mean (and do)? ' Can we ever be sure of its meaning, since it 

signifies variously, in different ways and in different contexts. ) More radically, what -I- -- 

woman ) means is always already constructed within discourse. It is impossible to dwy 

down and (re)find the 'real', pre- or non-discursive woman. Instead, many performers 
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today engage with the discourses that position women in certain places xvhIle revealing 

how (and at what cost) such discourses work (and fall to work). That is. the womeii 

cited in the second section of this thesis do not attempt to represent women -as tliey 

really are', since such an exercise is bound to failure. What they attempt to do instead. 

and urgently, is show how it is that women are positioned where tliev are, \vhat 

system(s) that positioning maintains, and the effects - very real effects - that such 

positioning produces. Their resistances are often located in their act of excessiVe 

staging. 

CROSS-ROADS, BRIDGES AND ROUNDABOUTS 

The explorations undertaken within this thesis are not aligned with one methodolo(ylcal t) 1-7) 

approach. I am not so much interested in pursuing performance art's connection with 

one over-archincy methodology (for instance psychoanalysis), as aiming to be strategically In 

flexible. My research is multiply located, offering a variety of horizons through an 

engagement with a number of theories, including but not limited to, psychoanalysis. I 

choose to adopt this approach because I believe that the performances I (re)cIte actl\*e]N, 

intersect with a number of discourses and my use of various methodological tools will 

hopefully illuminate these intersections. 

What has also become apparent, and has prompted my decision to approach the 

subject from a variety of routes, is that the metanarratives used within studies which 

adopt one methodological viewpoint have themselves become questioned. While I do 
I- 

not think that such questioning renders these methodologies totally obsolete (indeed. the "D -- 

qUestions depend on the prior existence of the methodologies), I do think that thev signal Z17 - t) 

the danger of attempting to explain everything using one grand theorv Within each 

theory there are contradictions. omissions and silences (often revealed in the 
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performances I cite). As a reaction against such metanarratives, and the power 

implicated within them, there has been a recognition of the need to adopt a multiple 

approach to the area of study. It is within this newly formed approach that I seek to 

place myself, deliberately resisting the production of an underlying -Truth' and offering, 

up instead a number of possibilities. 

In certain sections of this thesis I have attempted what I would suggest is a 

performance style of writing about performance. One of the difficulties that presents 

itself when engaging with performance after the event is that as a live, temporal act. it 

cannot be reproduced 'as it happened'. This difficulty of 'writing' about performaiwe 

has been increasingly highlighted. As Peggy Phelan remarks in a memorable assertion: 

As those artists who have dedicated themselves to performance continually 
disappear and leave 'not a rack behind' it becomes increasingly imperative to find 
a way to remember the undocumentable, unreproducible art they made. The 
paradox is that in writing a testimony to the power of the undocumentable and 
nonreproductive I engage the document of the written reproducible text itself ,4 

Similarly, Adrian Heathfield, in his introduction to the anthology Acatei-ed Alittionnes, 

confronts this paradox of taking the liveness out of 'live performance' by submitting it to 
1-71 

the written and reproducible word. While notingy that there ure some benefits to be had 

for both the performer and the critic in this transformational process, he gpes on to 

acknowledge the power implicit in this act of reinscription- 

Like an old colonial machine, the academy relentlessly surveys fresh cultural 
territory and submits it to its discursive control. It may bestow a little cultural 
capital along the way, but its institutional powers, within which many of us 
necessarily work, are turned towards the mastery of evasive phenomena by their 
conversion into objects of knowledge. Subjected to the proprieties of this, 
knowledge machine, cultural events are surveyed, measured, identified and 
transformed into appropriate, lasting, material remainders. " 

The body of Nvork, then, becornes another body subjected to systems of surveillance. 

categorisation and control. Writing is not a transparent, innocent act, but "s acutek, Z-1 -1 1- 
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connected to systems of power, reinforcing and maintaining certain boundaries everi as it 

attempts to destabilise others. However, as Marvin Carlson notes in his conclusion to 

Pcýft)i-niance: A 0-I'lical Introductioll, such recognition does not mean the 

abandonment of research and writing. 

What it has done is alert [me] to the illocutionary and perlocutionary implications 
of [my] discourse, to consider how knowledge is created, shared, and legitimized, 

11-n how fields of study are created, developed, and their boundaries protected, lloýý 
social, cultural and personal identity is involved in every sort of performative 
behaviour. " 

Like Carlson, then, I will not stop writing but neither will I pretend that what I produce 

is innocent or transparent (and I will address my own 'border' and 'margin' 
,P 

constructions in a moment). Instead, I offer my writing as one more space in which an I- 

other (or - in anticipation - another me) can translate and negotiate to produce something 

else. 37 In a more material sense writing is 'always already an operation of power', since 

it is embedded within 'an economy of power-knowledge in which value is accorded to 

things that last and things that don't are routinely trashed'. " Writing lasts, performance 

art is ephemeral, existing only in the moment of the present. As a result, however, it can 

never be faithfully recited. 

In moving away from the more conventional style of thesis writing in parts of this 
I- 

study, I hope to capture something of the live element of the performance by staging my 

own writing about it as an event that takes place between the performance text and niy 

owti spectatorship. In this sense, the text that I produce will deliberatelN, ' not (attempt to) 

be a text of the performance I witnessed but will be a text in its own right that stands 

beside the 'original' one: "' 

I am not, then, aiming to produce historical 'documentations' of the productions, 

nor arn I attempting to provide exhaustive performance analyses which encyaLre with 



every level of the productions, dismantling each sign system individuallv. Instead- I am I- - 

interested in (re)producing the moment of interaction between m%, self and certain 

performances. (Of course, a faithful reproduction is impossible, since my rememberuig, 

obviously does not take place in the moment of the performance. ) In this sense I \-ie%\ 

myself as a mediator of the performance text. The reader of this text - here and now - 

will be reading the event of my reading of the performance, which will hopefully produce 

another event for the reader. In order to show this interaction between my 'self and the 

performances, I have included, in the case of Drawing on a Allolhei-'s Expericlicc, a 

transcribed version of the spoken performance text (with stage descriptions) hc, s, l*clc my 

own responses to it. Similarly, my attempt to 'show' T'Cmctle Deivalioia (? fI)csJi, c 

results in the interruptions of my thoughts by a transcribed section of the spoken text. 

Aware that this breaks with the 'convention' of placing such material in an Appendix, I 

defend my reciting and situating of it within the body of my own writing by suggesting 

that such a citing/siting enables a dialogue between the (at least) two texts. In my writin(, y 

about both Post Post Porii Moderifist and Fewale Deviations my 'academic self is 

overwritten by the experiences of my 'spectating self, revealing in the process my owti Z:: ) 

multivalent subjectivity. Such mediations are, of course, influenced by my own 

spectatorial positioning, and my writing therefore proceeds from a variety of locations, 

including academic, white, lesbian, female, and is produced from within a variety of 

discursive frames including ethnicity, gender, sexual difference and sexuality. As I return 

to reread my spectatorship of Post Post Poi-n Modei-nisl, Feniale Devi(alous- and 

il7c Beawi t/, such locations and frames are made evident throu(yh the . 
f, 

--- 
dissonance. competition and movement staged between and within them. 

My opening up of each of the performance 'texts' to reveal their strategies and 

politics is not an opening intended to lead to closure by offering a definitive (and final) 
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reading. The readings I volunteer are not grounded in the performers ('authors') 

intentions but are located in the charged space between the performed text and niv own 

spectatorial position. Remembering Barthes-. 

Once the Author is removed, the claim to decipher a text becomes quite futile, 
To give a text an Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it ý\, ith a final 
signified, to close the writing. Such a conception suits criticism very X% ell, the 
latter then allotting itself the important task of discovering the Author [ 

... 
] 

beneath the work. when the Author has been found, the text is 'explained' - 
victory to the critic. 40 

I am not aiming for such a victory here. However, the 'Author' of a performance is aii 

embodied subject, existing in space and time in front of me. Aware that too ofteii 

women have been silenced, or erased from history, I do not wish to repeat the same 

violation here. Though I resist digging downwards to locate the performer's voice , ýýn *_n 

ivithili the performance, I will, where applicable, situate the performer as a live and 

embodied subject existing within, and therefore affected by, a nexus of social conditions. 

OTHER JOURNEYS 

This study is limited to a certain number of performances, in an attempt to engage with 

them in some depth. However, many of the uncited performances witnessed by me over 

numerous years have undoubtedly informed my thinking. One of the most difficult 

challenues ID 
I faced was actually choosing what t 

11-1) o include and what to exclude. MN, 
- 

criteria for selection can be detected in the performances that are cited- the majoritv are 

British or North American, each represents particular strategies of intervention, rather 

than being representative of any particular 'type' of performance art, and most are solo 

performances. 

The reason for my concentration on North American and British performance 

artists is embedded within a larger research aim that extends beyond the frai-ne(s) of this 
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thesis. While my interest here is in exploring political shifts within women's pertormance 

art practice, during the early stages of my research other questions repeatedly surface& 

how do performances in the USA differ to those originating in Britain (with all the 
I 

problems that 'originating' suggests)? Are the politics circulating within the pieces the 

same? Can comparisons be made between the two countries? If there are differences. 

how can these be explained? What are the similarities and cross-overs, the shared, 

adopted and borrowed goals and strategies? That such questions should arise in the first 

place suggests that this is an area which needs to be further explored. 

The tentative observations that I offer here are that in Northern America the 

politics on display are more localised and singular, tending to deal with aspects of the 

personal (what I would call a 'politics of the individual'), while in Britain, the politics 

have tended to be more systemic, casting a wider net. Such differences can presumably 

be traced to the different political histories of intervention, where such intervention In the 

USA was grounded in the notion of the 'free individual', and the 'American Dream', 

while in Britain the slant has traditonally tended towards a broader and more socialist 

scope. 

In terms of presentational styles too, recent work in the USA seems more 

verbally textual and directly 'confessional' than in Britain. There is perhaps a stronger 

cultural tradition for 'confessional' practices in the States, spanning 'self-help (Troups', 

and the proliferating number of 'self- revel ati on' shows, such as Ronaldo, Oprah and 

Rikki Lake (although if the televised shows in Britain are anything to cyo by, we ma\, be 
I- I`! ) - 

catching up). The 'revealed body' within American performance is also pre\, alent, 

perhaps linked to the hi II more directIN political confrontational address of much 

-ýmerican performance art, which often aimed to 'shock' the spectator out of 

complacency and into a response. In Britain, by contrast. greater emphasis Is placed on 
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what I would term 'imagistic performance i, with less direct reference to the personal. 

The body more often remains under wraps, while the 'politics' seem to come in by the 

back door, so to speak, with the route taken being more indirect. Or perhaps wliat I 

mean is more 'British' (which begs the question of what that means). Of course. I am 

risking staging huge generalisations here, but I am not the first to do so. Simon Herbert 

ollers some interesting subjective insights when he writes that- 

The peculiar conventions and restrictions of British (or, more accurately) English 
lifestyles continue to exert defining forces on our artists and audiences [ .... 

] 
English society continues to react to multicultural ism with a paternal pat, and 
gender issues with a jocular predilection for smutty jokes. 

And so it is that UK performance monologists [slc] like Bobby Baker and Sylvia 
Ziranek may create a metaphor from baking an apple pie, but Karen Finley will 
stuff if up her ass. 41 

Herbert goes on to suggest that it is the difference in population numbers that produces 

such differences in form and content, since British artists 'can rarely lay claim to 

representing a community of more than one', the result of which is that 'the consequent 

advancement of a centre/edge discourse has been impeded by its continual relegation to 4--) 4n 

older formal issues'. Am I too suggesting, then, that British performance artists' 

tendency to represent oblique images rather than direct political statements is a result of 

their continued examination of issues relating to the 'form' of representation" I think 
111) 

that there is more to this than meets Herbert's eye. The politics in Bobby Baker's Pieces 

are evidently not only concerned with purely formal issues, but are very much connected 

to a feminist politics. The form is perhaps a camouflage for the politics or, in Baker's 

piece A-mvitig 011 a Moiher's Experimce, while the sheet onto which she paints mav 

initially cover over and therefore hide the politics, they nevertheless literally seep 

tlirouiyh. 
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Nick Kaye has also attempted to map out some of the dIfferences between \orth 

American and British performance art, with such differences being grounded in the 
C Zý 

ica, accordinc), to Kave. practice's relationship to art and theatre. Thus, in North Amer' 

performance art has been 'theorized against the terms and integrities of the work in art 1= 

rather than in relation to "theatre" or "drama"' In Britain, however, performance art of 

the 1960s and 1970s 

was not only shadowed by the strength of the politically radical and largely text- 
based alternative British theatre, but shared some of its practices and concerns. 
[ 
... 

] Whereas North American and continental European artists were cleady 
concerned to theorise their own activities, frequently siting 'performance I 
between theatre and the legacy of the art-object and 'concept art', debates over 
the identity of this British Performance Art have invariably returned to an 
uncertain relationship with dominant theatre practices . 

4ý 

Similarly, Marvin Carlson asserts that while performance artists in the USA and the 

European continent tended to emphasise their artistic backgrounds, 'many British 

performance artists from the beginning consciously incorporated into their experiments 

material from street mime, clown acts, and traditional vaudeville and burlesque. ' 

Kaye and Carlson certainly raise interesting points here, and it would be useful to 

determine in more depth the forerunners of performance art in Britain, as has so 

consistently been done in the USA, if only to examine where performance art is now in 

relation to where it was in the past - and where it might go in the future. However, 

xvhile the legacy of political and fringe theatre of the late 1960s may be one of the 

influential figyures in British performance art history, there are surely others - what of the 
C 

impact of performance practices crossin, (),, - continents and those comin(-, from other 

European countries9 Furthermore, there was presumably some link between British 

performance art and art, even if the strongest connection was to political theatre" C-ý . 
Where 

. s, the 'art' in British performance art" 
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Interestingly, both Kaye and Carlson cite such performance groups as Welfare 

State and The People Show as precursors of British performance art. ContextualisinL, 

both of these groups, it becomes evident that the 'art' of performance art can not be so 

easily sidelined. Throughout the 1950s and into the 1960s it is apparent that there ý\ei-c 

many performance events staged throughout Britain that were more directh, linked to 

cart' than to 'theatre'. John Latham had already set fire to his first skoob tower in 19 5 8, 

while art students and teachers were finding expression in a radical cross-over betweeii 

popular music and art, as exemplified by The Temperance Seven who played 1920s and 

1930s music in the 1950s, dressed ironically in Edwardian clothes. In fact, Goi-iter 

Berghaus singles out the relationship between music and Happenings as being 

responsible for producing a different performance aesthetic in Britain, in comparison to 

the USA and other European countries- 'Many Happeningrs were featured as surprise 

elements in rock conceirts. They were often organised by members of the pop group, 

who changed the musical and theatrical style of their performances in order to 

accommodate these "interludes" in their stage shows or even to make then an integral 

element of them. ' According to Berohaus, although the audiences at such concerts may 11-1) 117) 117) 

be educated, few had any art college training: 

As a consequence, the performers made little intellectual demand on the club 
visitors. Many Happenings resembled a vaudeville show, a Monty Python sketch, 

- 44 
or a scene from a Beano comic. 

The first cited 'Happening' in Britain has been attributed to Adrian Henri, staged 

in 1962 at the Merseyside Arts Festival. This multi-media event was described by Henri 

as a mixture of 'poetry, rock 'n' roll and assemblag), e' .45 
Also in 1962, gallery mýner 

Victor N'lus(Yra\, e presented a Fluxus exhibition entitled 1hc Ah, ýfils. w, hIch Included Ben 

Vautler's performance of living and sleeping in the witidow'. In the same year. at a 
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Fluxus evening at the ICA, Robin Page performed his 'Guitar Piece', in ý\hich he kicked 

a guitar around the commercial galleries in Cork Street. In 1963 the infamous Edinburgh 

Festival 'Happening' was staged by Allan Kaprow and Ken Dewey, and in 1965 Keii 

Dewey and Charles Marowitz performed Happenings in the basement of 'Better Books'. 

in London. In 1966 Jeff Nuttall presented his environment, 'The Marriage', in the same 

basement, and introduced Mark Long, founder of The People Show, to the space. The 

People Show actually began with performances of material by Jeff Nuttall. Robin Page, 

the Fluxus artist noted above, met John Fox at Leeds College of Art, where both were 

teachers, and Fox went on to found the performance group Welfare State. 

Although the above represent only a few of the artists mixing, forms in the 1950.,, 

and I 960s, two features are already apparent. First, the large majority of these figures 

came out of art schools. Secondly, there appears to have been a 'network' of artists v, 'ho 

came into contact with each other which must undoubtedly have had an effect on the 

work that each produced. Kaye himself states that such groups developed largely 

through work in art or music schools, and that 'British performance is still marked by its 

orn-jins outside conventional theatre practices characterised by practices and 1ý 

vocabularies not readily reconciled with the political and textual discourses of 70s 

political theatre. ' However, Kaye's point seems to be that the relationship between 

'theatre' and 'performance art I in Britain is explicit, even if that relationship is one of 

opposition. Thus, in the 1980s, "'performance" is invariably characterised, first of all, as 

"not theatre", belymQ a sense that, at this time, a separate field has not somehow- been 
171 

fully marked out or made sufficiently distinct. -46 Yet from the records detailing artistic 

experiments of the I 950s and 1960s in Britain, it seems probable that the 
-s-yroups and 

*alo-(-),, ue with 'art', as well as being individuals noted above were also entering into a di I 

111flUenced bv artists from both America and other European countri In(-, to Accord' 
- 
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Berghaus, for instance, 'a large number of early British fringe and experimental touring 

companies evolved from the Happenings scene. 
ý47 

What is evident is that much more extensive research needs to be undertaken to 

enable comparative lines of reference to be drawn between performance art in Britain 

and in the USA. I hope that the research already covered within this thesis will feed 

productively into such future work. The geographical boundaries of this study, then, are 

the result of such 'forward planning'. 

Another, perhaps more problematic, exclusionary frame in operation within this 

thesis is my concentration on solo performers. While I do include collaborative 

performances such as Suzanne Lacy's Three Week., ý in M((i,, the majority of the works 

referenced here are solo pieces. One reason for this is that there is something of a 

'tradition' (if one can use that word in relation to 'performance art') of solo performance 

art and the majority of performances continue to be solo. Secondly, I am specifically 

interested in the way in which the personal gets played out in performance, the way in 

which female performers address issues of identity and subjectivity - that is, the 

performing (and troubling) of personal locations - and it is these questions that are 

trequently posed in solo performance art pieces. 

However, it is also important to acknowledge that there is another 'tradition' 

operating within performance art which is equally aligned to a feminist politics. This 

'tradition' could be termed collaborative and co-operative work and appears alongside I 

solo xvork of the 1970s and 1980s, represented by such groups as The Waitresses and I- 

Bloodg-roup. Thus, though I choose to concentrate on solo work it should be recounised 

that other models have existed and continue to do so. Had I chosen to look at these 

other models the questions raised may have been very different. By focusln-(-, oil the 

place w-here the 'subject' of the performer is often central, my study Is perhaps inevitablv 
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biased in suggesting a shift from 'identity' (and the problems contained \\ithin this 

concept), to the positive potentials offered by staging 'subjectivity' (Hm%ever, I also 

think it is important to acknowledge that from the 1980s to the present day there has 

been a consistent shift away from collaborative and co-operative models towards solo 

performances. In Chapter 21 will suggest reasons for this shift. ) 

These other models of performance art offer another area to be researched in the 

future. How do the solo and the collaborative differ? What are the possible potentials 

offered by these models for staging the 'differences' within and between 'women"' Do 

collaborations subsume differences under the common term 'woman', or are the same 

questi in different ways" Where do the ions being explored within this other work, albeit 1 

boundaries between 'solo' and 'collaborative' blur or produce tensions and at Nvhat 

points are they held apart9 

I must also confess, however, that on a more subjective level all of the pieces I 

have chosen to include are also performances which have interested me - they have 

inspired, challenged, or moved me . 
4' This does not mean that I judged them to be 

necessarily 'good' performances since I am not concerned with such qualitative 

statements. What I am concerned with is my 'reaction' to them - as a white woman, as a 

lesbian, as a feminist and as a theoretician. 49 

The majority of the performances that I cite throughout have been witnessed live 

by me between 1989 and 1998, in both Britain and the USA. However, on occasion I 

ha,,, e resorted to using only video documentation of performances that I have not I- 

personally seen live, because I felt that the documentational video provided me ý, v, ith 

enough information to write about the performance and that those performances mented 

Inclusion because they offered something specific to engage with, in terms of the areas I 



am looking at. In the footnotes I will designate the date of the performance and whetlier 

I am analysing a live or recorded version of it. 

In those cases where I have used only recordings to support my ideas, I ha\-e 

resisted offering up projected personal spectatorial responses to the event but instead 

propose suggestions or use other's reactions that have been documented. As iiiy franie 

of reference stretches back to the I 970s, there are instances where not even \-Ideo 

documentations exist and I rely on the materials available, such as slides, re\-Iews. and 

printed texts associated with the performance. In one instance - when anak'sing, Karen 

Finley's The Colisiant Sole qf'De. ýire -I use a printed text of the performance. My 

engagement with and assertions about this piece, then, are based on my response to the 

written text, articles and reviews relatin-g. to it, photographic documentatiori, other 

people's responses to the piece, and my experience of seeing another of Finley's 

50 
performances . 

make no claim that using this other material is comparable to seeing the I ZD 

performance live. My interaction with each of these materials will be shaped by the form 

of them. As Adrian Heathfield writes., 

Undoubtedly each of these reproductive forms will enact distinct kinds of 
translation, operating differently on the event and recreating it in specific ways 
according to their own inherent formal dynamics and traditions. 51 

READING MY OWN TRACKS 

The imbrication of the three strands pursued in this thesis - feminist politics, feminist 

theory and performance art - could be (and has been) perceived as being problematic. 

Both performance art and the theory that I use have been criticised for bel ,II in-(Y elitist and 

Pol-t-CS. therefore for being removed from, if not oppositional to, feminist II 



It is apparent, however, that certain binary oppositions are being reinscribed and 

maintained within such a critique, oppositions which I would seek to destabilise here. 

On the one hand, theory is being held as distinct from political practice or activism, and 

on the other, 'high art' is being positioned in distinction to 'low art' (or variations on this 

binary, such as elitist/accessible, minority/popular). 

At the outset, I would like to suggest that while it may be argued that only a I- - 

small percentage of the population actually attend performance art events, performance 

art does not exist in a cultural vacuum, and its potential impact, or effect, extends 

beyond the frames of its specific locations. Thus, certain strate(yies implemented iii 

performance art make their way into other cultural mediums, including film, theatre, and 

even advertising. (Nothing is sacred. ) Performance art does not travel down a one way 

street. 

Equally, while performance art pieces more frequently occur within gallery 

spaces today, some continue to be sited in public spaces. Walk through many city , In 

centres and it is probable that you will happen across busking performance artists, 

encircled by bemused, amused, or entertained 'shoppers' - all, whatever their reaction, 

watching. In addition, aside from the cross-overs between mediums, there is a crossover 

between spaces. Many clubs now employ 'walk-abouts, a name given to those who 

would once perhaps have been called 'performance artists', and many of the larger clubs 

actually programme their own stage shows which adopt or adapt certain features from 

performance art, particularly in the use of the live body within the performance, and the 

non-matrixed nature of the events displayed. Moreover, a number of performance art' ists 

move between spaces, appearing in a variety of contexts and using a mixture of 

mediums, a point explored in Chapter 1. 



ible throucyh the medium In Britain, performance art has also become more accessi 17 

of television. This may seem paradoxical since performance art is presumed to be a li%, e 

event, and that anything shown on television is necessarily not performance art but a 

derivative of it. Those artists shown on television, though, continue to be described (ts 

performance artists. In the past year programmes have been broadcast which potentially 

expose such artists as Mona Hatoum, Bobby Baker, Ron Athey and Orlan to a wide and 

varied audience. 

While such programmes may be placed within the public frame of 'transgress] ve' 

and 'excessive, the impact will extend beyond this frame. 53 Such publicity prompts 

wider and more general discussions around issues raised by the event, which serves to 

bring more people into contact with performance art. Thus, in the case of Orlan, or 

Finley, or Athey, the question most frequently asked is: 'Is this art/theatreT which, in 

turn, produces further questioning: 'What is art? Who decides9 Do artists have a free 

licence to do anything they want? Should artists be supported by public money9 ý4 W at 

are artists' responsibilities to their audience? What are programmers' responsibilities to 

their audience ? )55 The net of performance art, then, is cast much wider than the 

performance art event itself and the questions or responses that it provokes and prompts 

are deeply political. The 'audience' for performance art extends beyond the gallery 

walls. 

What, though, is the relation between theory and the theorist, and political 

practice and performance9 Where is one to locate the theorist in the creation and 

occupation of political space9- 

Is the language of theory merely another ploy of the culturally privileged Western 

elite to produce a discourse of the Other that reinforces its own po"Ner- 
knowledoe equation . )56 
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Homi Bhabha answers his own question by suggesting that, 

there are many forms of political writing whose different effects are obscured 
57 

when they are divided between the 'theoretical' and the 'activist' 
. 

Feminist theory and feminist practice are much closer and relational than the binaf-v 

which situates them as opposites would suggest. If one agrees that subjects are 

constructed wilhiii discourse, then one task of feminist theory (like feminist performance) 

is to ask how discourses construct specific subjects and objects of politics, unveiling the 

contingency of the 'here and now'. Feminist theory, in order to enact an intervention, 

must enter into dominant discourse and, again in the words of Homi Bhabha, translate 

and negotiate so that new possible subjects and objects can emerge. This, surely, is a 

political act. 

Feminist politics are also, of course, discursively powerful and therefore one 

discourse that the feminist critic must enter into is her own. The feminist critic must ask- 

'who is being represented within (my) feminist politics? Who is the subject of my 

politics? Who are the necessary, excluded 'others' that enable this 'subject of feminism' 

to be constructedT As Judith Butler writes. * 

Through what exclusions has the feminist subject been constructed, and how do 
those excluded domains return to haunt the 'integrity' and 'unity' of the feminist 

58 
we. 

It is not the feminist critic's aim to close down this field of feminist enquiry, to 

suggest or prornise one solution. Since each new space produced by translation and 

negotiation will lead to other translations and negotiations and these in turn to other new 

spaces the movement of theory is without end. The feminist critic does not striý, e to 

produce a final strategy that will 'fix everythim-Y once and for all', or even suo, ()-est the Z% - IIN-7) 

possibility of this. As Bhabha states- 



From the perspective of negotiation and translation [ 
... 

] there can be no final 
discursive c/avtre of theory. It does not foreclose on the political, even tllou(-Yll II- 
battles for power-knowledge may be won or lost to great effect. The corollaiý, is 
that there is no first or final act Of Fe\, olutionary social (OF socialist) 
transformation. 59 

Or 
, in the words of Diane Elam. 

feminism is about keeping sexual difference open as the space of a radical 
uncertainty. We do not yet know what women can do... 'O 

The theorist's task, then, is to open up such spaces, not in order to reach some already 

imagined future utopia but to continuously change (and challenge) the course of the 

feminist imagination. We do not yet know what is possible. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
LAYING THE LAND 

WHAT IS PERFORMANCE ART? (WHERE IS PERFORMANCE ART? ) 

'It's like pornography.... I know it when I see it. ' - Martha Wilson (performance 
artist and founder of Franklin Furnace, NY)' 

TERFORMANC . "K ISTO MAKETHIS MOVE '17 ART IS PROPAC"FANDA. THE TRIC 
PEOPLE AND ATTHE SAMETIM17,1114 GOOD ART. ' - Rachel Rosenthal (performaiice 

artist Y 

'Everytime it happens it defines itself. ' - Ellie Covan (performance artist and founder of 
Dixon Place, NY)' 

'in a way performance art is convenient, the term is very convenient 
for me because if I say performance artist then people already have 
that idea of someone who uses a multiplicity of means, which is what 
I've always done: - Meredith Monk (performance art, St)4 

'Performance provides a safe space to negotiate differences - different ways of 
doing alld saying and seeing. The relationship with audience is particularly 
heightened in that it is real time and real people. '- Lois Keidan (live arts director, 
ICA)ý 

'Oh, my dear, it's very, very in. ' - Ellen Stewart (founder of LaMarna, NY)" 

'I THINK IT'S CONTINUALLY 17.110 Lill NCY'. - USUALLY 11' HAS AN EMOTIONAL 
BASE. IT'S EXCITINC'F 9 FU S RAW... FUS ON THE CUTTINC EIME. ' - Stewart A .1 

IF d IF A 

Gross (performance artist and choreographer)7 

'People are as confused as ever about what it is. ' - scott McCauley (proramme CY 

director of the Kitchen, NY)' 

'E IS AN DIPOVE TOTHE UNKNOWN PERFORMANC RISIIED COUNTRV, HOME 
"ODIFIE 'T ANDTHE IJN(. 1 AD, A PIA(l 7 UNSUPPORTED 13V POWERFUL MIJSEIj)iIS OR 

R "if C'OLLECTORS. THIS IS AN ART OF THE INVISIBLE. ' - C. Carr H/ 
(performance art critic)9 

Tl I ERFORMANCE IS A MEDIUM THATI)EAFINES ITSE M. AS AN ART FORM, IT 
R11 44 If AS 'I'll 11 TRESENTS NOTHING SO MUC 'I'D OF THE 7 NIA CREATIVE ARTIST 
TO EXPRESS HIMSELF [Sýcl] DIRECTLY TO T1114 4 AUDIENCE AND TO "TRY' A .1J 
HIMSELF IN PERFORMANCT. IT WILL CIIANGFE WITH ARTISTS' NEEDS. ý - 
Linda Frve Burnham (editor High Performance)"' 

1-71 



'WHEN I STARTED HAVING SEX, I WASN'T A PERFORMER VET. BUT ALL 
41 THATTIME, SEX WAS MV ART. I RE LIZED ITLATER WHEN I MET A C, 'O1JPLE 

,A 
OF PERFORMANC 4 

11'. ARTISTS. SOME GIJV TOLD ME I WAS REALLV A 
PERFORMANCE ARTIST. I SAID, "WHAT'S THAT? " HE TOLD ME, BUT I 
DON'TREMEMBER WHATHE SAID. TO ME, FUS EXPERIMEN'IINGr lirlI'll LIFE 

"EPTABLE IVAV. ' - Annie Sprinkle (performance artist) IN A FAIRLV At'. T 

'What is appropriately called performance art? Much of what I do I label 
performance because there's nothing better to call it. At this time, one definition 
of performance is "that which cannot be encompassed by other forms". ' - 
Suzanne Lacy (performance artist) 12 

I never had any idea of what it was, which is why I enjoy doing it so much: - Laurie 
Anderson (performance artist)" 



'I'S 

SURVEYING 

This is what my body teaches me: first of all, be wary of names; they're nothing 
but social tools, rigid concepts, little cages of meaning assigned, as you knoNv. to 

keep us from getting mixed up with each other, without which the Society of 
Cacapitalist Siphoning would collapse. 

H61&ne CIXOUS14 

The attempt to define performance art, a practice premised on the undefinable as an 

overt resistance to categorisation, is a futile and frustrating exercise. Those w, ho do it 4 

offer differing descriptions, those who write about it cannot decide on what it actually is, 

those who call themselves performance artists are called other things by other people 

(e. g. monologist, comedienne, storyteller, dancer 
... 

) while those who call themselves 

other things (e. g. monologist, comedienne, storyteller, dancer 
... 

) are called performance 

artists. Though the term has gained a common currency in art discourse (and in the USA 

even in popular discourse, through Jesse Helms' paradoxical gesture of promoting that 

which he sought to censor, by raising it into the public media space), it continues to defy 

any grounded categorisation. 'In 

A popular mechanism for containing the uncontainable is to construct it as an/in 

opposition to other, more (supposedly) easily definable practices. Performance art is 

performance art because it is not theatre... Yet can we be absolutely sure when theatre is 

theatre, and not 'performance art' or when dance is or is not performance art, or when a 

performance artist tells us an amusing story about her life whether she is a performance 

artist, a monologist or a comedienne? Can we any longer confidently demarcate the 

boundaries between artistic practices9 'Theatre' may have no words, consisting only of I- 

movement, visual and auditory landscapes. 'Dance' may contain the spoken word, while 

its movement is reduced to the everydav. The stand-up comic may appear in alternative 

art spaces, while the performance artist takes to the stage of large institutional theatres. 
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During a research period in America I spent time in a number of different spaces. 

each associated with different 'types' of performance events, and witnessed the same 

performers moving in and out of classifications. Penny Arcade appeared in a comedv 

line-up at the Knitting Factory, Dance Noise and performance artist Deb Margolin 

appeared in a comedy festival at PS122, Deb Margolin appeared at the Jewish %luseum 

to perform extracts from a performance piece, Peggy Shaw appeared at an event at 

PS 122 and performed in an off-Broadway show later that month, Carmelita Tropicana 

compered a show at Dixon Place and turned up in a film shown at a Festival of Short 

Women's Films, Patricia Hoffenbaurn devised and directed a promenade show for the 

foyer of the NY Museum and then performed a solo extract from it at an 'underground' 

Soho gallery. The list goes on. These artists move between spaces, in and out of 

'communities' and wear the various roles that each space/event places upon thern. 'ý' 

Adopting a performative strategy, they become named in the process of the performance, 

either by the event they participate in or the space in which they perform. 16 

But what of the audience? Do they too shift strategically, following the (same) 

performers from venue to venue, irrespective of the 'type' of venue or the way in which 

the performer has been marketed? While conclusive evidence would obviously require 

extensive audience research, from my own observations (and personal experience) 

would suggest that in some instances (my own, for example) this is the case. Having 

seen performance artist Penny Arcade previously at the CCA in Glasgow -a space 

associated with performance art -I followed her to New York's KnIttinu), Factory. a 

venue known for its promotion of 'comedy'. Irrespective of where the performance was 

actually happening I attended the shoNv expecting to see performance art, 

While acknowledging the danger of fixing spectators into stable or closed 1. 

categories and reducing them into an undifferentiated mass, I do think it is possible to 
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detect general (generallsed, perhaps) audience make-up. The audience at the Knittinsy 

Factory seemed to be different from those (recurring) audiences I had encountered in 

other performance spaces, such as PS122, and Dixon Place. (Even in New York the 

faces become familiar after a while. ) In distinction to what I can only describe as an 

ýarty' audience, the Knitting Factory audience appeared to be largely composed of 

twenty- something, heterosexual, 'trendily' dressed couples (although, admittedly. 

appearances can be deceiving). 

While I am at risk of making huge assumptions, 17 1 would suggest that the 

majority of these spectators were loyal Knitting Factory supporters, rather than Pennv 

Arcade 'followers', and Just as I expected to see performance art I assume they e. \pected 

to see comedy. My own horizon of expectations was formed from my previous 

knowledge of the performer, while theirs was perhaps the result of previous knowledge 
17 

of the venue. (Of course, their horizons may also have been expanded or altered by 

promotional and press materials. However, it is typical for each venue to market its 

products' with a 'house style', maintaining the image that the venue is aiming to 
I 

promote. ) Watching Penny Arcade (albeit in a 'comedy venue'), I saw a piece of 

performance art that was similar in style to the performance I had seen previously at the 

CCA. I wonder, though, what others saw? What ijv. ý detectable was their laughter - 

although admittedly this was sometimes offered hesitantly. 

This shifting between spaces is also evident in Britain. While Bobby Baker has 

been categorised as a performance artist (by some, monologist by others), in more recent 

vears her work has been located within more identifiable 'theatre' spaces or 

ors4anisations, such as LIFT (London International Festival Theatre). Similarlv- Annie 

Griffin Nvho previously positioned herself within 'theatre' discovered that the label 

I perforniance art' generated greater acknowledgement - and perhaps 'understandin(-, ' - 
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for her work. (Griffin has recently swapped this title - and practice - for that of -film- 

maker'. ) Another area producing cross-overs within both Britain and the US. -k is that of 

I club performance', with performance artists becoming club performers, and vice versa. 

Northern Irish performance artist Anne Seagrave has consistently presented her x,, -ork 

within the gallery circuit, but recently, in collaboration with other artists, including sound 

artists, she has begun to show her work in club spaces, while Glasgymv based club 

performance group, Mischief La Bas, recently performed their own performance piece. 

Bull, in the performance space Tramway. " 

This shifting of performance art through various 'institutional' and 'categorical' 

boundaries perhaps signals the success of one of its aims. Rather than being located and 

fixed solely in resistance to the art market, the gallery system and other artistic forms, it 

produces and maintains a fluidity, actively moving through different - often assumed to ID 11-! ) 

be oppositional - spaces and practices. 

Of course, this crossing over from one space to another, and the adoption of one 

label or another, may simply be a survival strategy. Avoiding being only one thing 
In 

performers are able to promote their work in a wider variety of settings and to a greater 

number of audiences (in terms of both quantity and 'type'). In the increasingly shrinkin( 7, I- I 

world of arts funding the performer wishing, to make a living from performance is often 

impelled to make herself as 'promotable' as possible to secure the widest range of 

fI mancial support. By being strategically fluid, she can capitalise on as many 

ing opportunities as are available. She can also increase the exposure to her work, movi -- 

bevond what is perceived to be a relatively small band of performance art aficionados, bv 

moving into other spaces. 1. 

My purpose in highlighting the fluid nature of the arts in contemporary Western 

society is to suggest that the binaries that opposed one art form a-(-Ta'nst another ar no e 
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longer (if they ever were) sustainable. The practices bleed into each other, affectingy 

changes on both sides, blurring the boundaries of each, and the other boundaries that 

exist at all the other edges. If the difference between one practice and another, betý\ een 

performance art and theatre, for example, is no longer guaranteed, can performance art 

be said to still he? As Simon Herbert states- 

No other medium has so forcefully resisted and denounced categorisation, wIlIlst 
simultaneously being so utterly reliant on those very same categories to give it its 
identity. 19 

If these other categories are no longer securely fixed, then what marks performance art 

out as being different - against what is it forming its identity" While the critic writing 

about performance art has always faced the problem of definition, this problem has 

become increasingly acute since previously it was at least possible to write about what it 

was nol. Now not only am I left feeling unsure about what exactly performance art is, I 

am also faced with the difficulty of determining whether there actually still Ls, such a thing 
I- 

as performance art. The subject of my study - perhaps appropriately - keeps slipping I- 

through my fingers. 

A common way out of this crisis of definition is to drop the 'art' from 

I performance art' and utilise the singular term performance. I am uneasy about this. It 

seems too wi in scope. Theatre (9) is performance, dance (? ) is performance, comedy 

(1) is performance. Moreover, the nomination 'performance' has itself become 

increasingly diversified. The steady proliferation of ideas within contemporary theory 

and other disciplines around 'performance' and 'performativity' destabilises the catevorv 

I performance', and its traditional link to 'theatre'. Lan-g)-uage (discourse and theory). has 

been recogynised as being 'performative', while gender has been defined by Judith Butler 

as a perfori-native act. Such concepts have prompted a blurrIng of the prevlo"' 
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ive ciestures. (One separation between theatrical performance and everyday performati n 

can even return to the earlier sociological writings of Erving Goffman m the late 1950s 

IIy, the to perceive such blurring between the everyday and the theatrical. ) Additionall- 

writings of Victor Turner and Richard Schechner examine links bemeen everyday 

actions and theatre performances, nominating the former as per-formative rituals. Such 

events could be posited as 'cultural performances' in distinction to - but sharing certain 

devices with - 'aesthetic performances' (such as framim, mechanisms of space, time and 

20 
alms) . 

Using the word 'performance', then, provides no guarantee that we all share the 

same idea of what the field of 'performance' designates. 

Another term currently in circulation is 'live art', which has the status of being 
I- 

somewhat interchangeable and closely associated with performance art, containuig the 

same undecidability and stress on interdisciplinarity. However, I believe that the word 

'live' (unintentionally perhaps) suggests the presence of the Ii ' body within 

performance. As the technological realm increases there is a danger in this association, 

since it assumes that the 'live' is necessary to performance art, whereas Aiveness' has 

itself become an area of investigation within contemporary performance art, through 

explorations of the live/recorded, live/dead, human/machine binaries 
. 
21 

It is noteworthy, however, that the event in Britain which has largely promoted 

the use of this term - the National Review of Live Art - itself shows a divers1tv of work, 

i-nuch of which contains no live bodies, for example installations and video art pieces. It 

would seem, then, that the term is something of a misnomer. While both performance art I) 

and live art sug, (-Yest a fluidity I feel that 'performance' resists the association of 

'liveness'. Furthermore, as suggested by Nick Kave, performance art is perhaps more of I-- 

a sub-category existing vvithin live art - that is, wi I Zý 
hile performance art may be an umbrella 

term used to loosely cateo-orise a diverse number of performances, I ve art Is another 
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umbrella term under which performance art sits. ý If this is the case, then it is the sub- 

category that I am interested in studying here. 

EARLIER ROADS 

While the name 'performance art' seems to have proliferated and been subsumed into 

other categories since the late 1980s, it is impossible to pinpoint the exact moment at 

which the term 'performance art' came into existence. It is apparent, however, that as a 

'practice' it did not appear suddenly, from nowhere, since many of the features presumed 

inherent to performance art were evident within much earlier art movements. Thus, it is 

Possible to suggest that vome (bearing in mind Fusco's criticism raised in the 

Introduction) of the Western precursors to performance art are the Futurist, 

Constructivist, Dadaist, Surrealist and Bauhaus movements in the early part of the 

twentieth century, all of which fed into multiple artistic activities in the second half of the 

century. ý` It has also been suggested that performance art borrows from the forms of 

entertainment prevalent in much earlier periods. Marvin Carlson posits mime artists, 

jugglers, rope-dancers, cabaret and circus acts as the not improbable precursors to S, 

contemporary performance art (I would also add 'freak shows' to this list). Carlson also 

suggests that the much repeated avant-gardist genealogy surely misses out other It) _n 

influences, such as the 'great twentieth-century monologue tradition in the United 

States', which could be seen to be of more relevance to the early performance art w, ork 

14 
of Whoop Goldberg than the avant-garde movements were. ' 

In addition to these various avant-garde movements the more immediate art 

movements of the second half of this century bear an important relationship to 

performance art practices of the 1970s. This is not to suggest that there is a strict]v 

teleological lineage throughout art history which will lead one to arrive at a conceptim 
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of performance art, for many of these practices overlap, borrow, and usurp in time, 

function, form and method. Moreover, in relation to Carlson's criticism above. while I 

am sure that performance art was undoubtedly influenced by more than just art 

movements I do believe that in the 1970s its most immediate link (at least in the USA) 

was to 'art', staged variously as reactions agaiml the artistic hegemony. 

An unavoidable problem presents itself in any attempt to chart shifts and 

developments in any practice, and this is all the more acute when exploring a practice 

whose function was to disrupt the social and artistic hegemony of the time. Historical 

mappings of the artistic experiments of this period continuously cite certain movements 

and within these movements, certain 'prime-movers. This is a paradoxical gesture since 

many of these practices aimed to disturb the figure of the 'artistic genius' and the I- 

individual 'work of art'. Relying on historical documentation, however, it becomes 

impossible to avoid naming names, and thereby reinstating the 'genius' figure through 

continual repetition. Thus, artists such as John Cagre, Allan Kaprow and Geor(, e I- Z: ý 

Maclunas take up godly positions, becoming the 'father figures' and progenitors of 1- 17) -1ý 

change. 

I am uneasy with this 'star-status' history and provide the following caution, 

while these figures may be granted the privileged position of 'starters' of movements or II 

artistic Practices, there is no one, absolute start, as every change is dependent on an 

interrelation between past and present, the Happenings are perhaps as much a result of 

the Bauhaus school as of Allan Kaprow. Moreover, history is formulated on silences and 

exclusions, and the people named are perhaps done so at the cost of those who remain 

unnamed. This is not to denv that figures such as Kaprow played an important part in 

ci-eating changes, but suggests that there are surely other people, playing equally 

important parts, who are absent from historical documentation (not least. of course. 
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i- ideologies women). 'History is, itself, bound by its own social contexts and informing 

and discursive rules. Anafs Nin perhaps provides an interesting example here in that. 

although associated with literature, she could be located as a precursor to women 

performance artists of the 1970s, as evidenced by her involvement with what N\ ere 

termed in her diaries as 'masquerades' - parties in which gmests were asked to dress up in 

therned costumes. Describing a masquerade in 1953 in which participants were invited 

to come dressed as their madness, Nin writes'. 

I wore a skin-colored leotard, leopard-fur earrings glued to the tips of my naked 
breasts, and a leopard-fur belt around my waist. Gil Henderson painted on my 
bare back a vivid jungle scene. I wore eyelashes two inches loncy. My hair ývas I- 17) dusted gold with powder. My head was inside of a birdcage. From within the 
cage, through the open gate, I pulled out an endless roll of paper on which I had 
written lines from my books. The ticker tape of the unconscious. I unwound this 
and handed everyone a strip with a message. 2ý 

The similarity of this 'action' to Carolee Schneemann's Inlel-Joi- Scl-oll, analysed 

in Chapter 3, should not go unremarked. The 'body' of woman here depicts nature, 

untamed, reinscribing the association of 'woman' with 'animal' -a reinscription that in 

this instance, I would suggest, reads as being positive, valuing the link between them. 

The head of the woman, however, is trapped in a bird cage. Nin seems to be embodying 

the tension produced between these two states - the natural and the contained, the free 

and the captured, the body and mind split. If her writing is made to conform to the 

prescribed forms, then her freedom, her female form, is curtailed. Like Schneemann, Nil' 

produces a text that comes from the inside to the outside - her unconscious becomes 

conscious. (Nin's focus on the unconscious, however, should be contextualised within 

the general interest in Freud's writing prevalent in the earlier part of thi Zý _n is centurv. ) 

Another paradox presents itself when attempting to trace the historv of an art 

that is five, temporal, and ephemeral. ic practice The records and photo-graphi 
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documentation of such work freezes the intentionally momentary nature of it. givijig it a 

static and frozen form that it deliberately sought to escape. The photograph of live art 

transforms it into 'dead art', and effectively turns it into something it never w-as. As the 

same photos are reproduced excessively because of their photoggenicity - the 'soundbite 

of the arts -a residue of performance art is deposited, creating a histomythography of the 

past . 
26 The photos become the performance but are necessarily Ear removed from that 

real event which occurred in real time. And yet the photos and the writitigs are 

necessarily all that are left. In this sense, they are irresistible as they are our only means 

of touching the past, of knowing that it happened, of owning (ordering and interpreting) 

it. While acknowledging these attendant risks implicit to 'mapping' the past of 

performance art, I believe that in order to determine and account for any shifts occurring 

within women's engagement with this art 'form', such a (brief) mapping is necessary. 

The 1930s to the late 1960s was a vibrant period of artistic experimentation in 

the United States of America. In the 1930s Duchamp was already challenging the 

hegemonic art world by producing his 'ready mades', in which everyday objects, being 

,I tramed' by the gallery context, were transformed into objects of art. By the late 1940s 

the connection between the physical body and the work of art was being explored as I- 

painters turned away from the end product of the painting to explore the 'how' of 

painting, so that the aclions of the painting body themselves became the art work. This 

focus on action was not, however, in direct opposition to the object of art. Instead, the 

action wus the object, signalling an extension of - or divergence from - the challenges 

made to the art/life dichotomy, e\, -ident in the avant-garde movements of the turri of the 

century. 27 In 1953, after interviexviii(gy Jackson Pollock, critic Harold Rosenberg 

pLiblished an essay on 'The American Action Painters' in which he stated that- 
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At a certain moment the canvas began to appear to one American painter after 
another as an arena in which to act - rather than as a space in which to reproduce, 
re-design, analyze or 'express' an object, actual or imagined. What ýý as to Go on 

28 
canvas was not a picture but an event . 

The action painters ultimately sought to question the system that placed the object of the 

art over the action that produced the art. In relation to this, Henry M Sayre states that, 

Art is no longer that thing in which fully-fledged aesthetic experience is held 
perpetually present, art no longer transcends history, instead, it admits its 
historicity, its implication in time. 29 

In 1952 John Cage, influenced by the teaching he had received as a student at 

Black Mountain College (teaching informed by Bauhaus formalism and the conscious 

denial of illusionistic methods within art), presented a performance lacking in any linear, 
C 

causal relationship which was largely unscripted and relied on the spontaneous input of 

the performers at one specific moment. Prior to the event, Cage presented a reading of I 

the Huang Po Doctrine of Universal Mind, which stated that- 

Art should not be different [from] life but an action within life. Like all of life, 
with its accidents and chances and variety and disorder and only momentary 
beauty. 

At the same time as action-artists were staging artistic experiments, Cage was to have an 

impact on other artists with whom he came into contact - particularly Allan Kapro,, k-, 

,I tounder' of the Happenings. Kaprow extended expressionist painting beyond the 
I- 

picture frame into the exhibition space, this space then becoming itself a frame, an 

I environment' for art. Wishing to move beyond space and time, Kaprow broke out of I- 

tN\,, o and three dimensional work and introduced activities that occurred throughout the 

space. The 'actors' within the space did not perform roles but executed tasks, 

responding spontaneously to the environment and the activity being undertaken. Since 

the audience necessarily existed within the environment, they too were mplic ated within 
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the total work, the objective being to break down the barrier between life and art. As, 

Kaprow stated, the 'line between art and life should be kept as fluid, and perhaps 

indistinct, as possible', and 'the source of themes, materials, actions. and the 

relationships between them are to be derived from any place or period except from the 

arts, their derivatives, and their milieu'. 31 

As Michael Kirby has noted, Happenings were compartment ali sed events. 

32 
alogical and nonmatrixed in form. With the inclusion of the audience into the artistic 

event the Happenings denied their own autonomy while emphasising the essential role of 

the audience in the process of production. The actions contained within Happenings did 

not suggest one fixed meaning but could be interpreted on many personal levels with 

such meanings made and extracted by each viewer/participant. Moreover, locating the 

art work within time meant that the 'product' was purely temporal. Unlike the action 

artists who retained a product at the end of the process of painting, or a 'process-in- 

product', Happenings had no final 'product' which could be packaged and sold. 

Other artistic movements coined in the 1960s were Fluxus and Conceptualism. 

George Maciunas, suggesting that a name be given to the disparate activities springing 

up amongst down-town New York artists, chose the name Fluxus, a term with multiple 

meanings ranging from a fluid discharge to a flowinc, of energy across a surface, and to 

purge or flow freely. Fluxus artists, in much the same vein as those involved in 

Happenings, attempted to 'democratise' art by involving the spectator in both physical I- 

and intellectual interactions within the work. Fluxus events tended to be humorous and 

playful in their execution, ridiculing academic notions and traditions of art and taking up 

an oppositional relationship to the art establishment. Art was deemed to be for ever-vone 

and it could exist in the present moment, without anything extra. Thus, a drippnig, tap 
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was art, turning the radio up or down was art, Alfe was art', xvIth the He transformed 

into idiosyncratic material. 

Some Fluxus artists also incorporated the written word into their work. In 19631. 

the manifesto for Concept Art, written by Henry Flynt, appeared in the Fluxus antholo-gy. 

Flynt directed that: 

Concept art is first of all an art of which the material is concepts, just as the 
material of music, for example, is sound. Since concepts are closely bound up 
with language, concept art is a kind of art for which the material is lan(yuage. - ;4 

Concept art, in the tradition of Happenings and Fluxus, sought to decommodify the art I- 

object by emphasising the concept, the idea, over any finished product. 

It could be argued that certain examples of these art forms, or movements, micyht 

be gathered under the general rubric of 'performance art' since all, to varyins-, T degrees, 

utilise the performing body within their execution. However, it is also apparent that 

'performance art' has become perceived as being different from 'Happenings', 'Fluxus', 

and 'Conceptual Art', although these 'movements' (and those that preceded them) have 

been posited as the precursors to the term. Since, as stated, it remains impossible to 

determine a precise moment of divergence between these and performance art, it would 

be more appropriate to suggest that 'performance art' was the term given (retroactively) 

to a diverse number of artistic practices, which signified, if anything, the degi-ec to which 

the live body became actively implicated in the work. Thus, in the work of Yves Klein, 

N, "alle Export and Yoko Ono, for example, the body becomes central to the presentation 

of the art, to the extent that the body is the art, that the art is performance. 

I would also like to suggest, however, that although performance art may siunifý, 

'cliversity', it is also possible to note other shifts within this diversity. Valie Export, in 

relation to the practices cited above. arý4ues that the live body within such x\ ork was 
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for the painter only a painterly or, as the case may be, sculptural material [and as 
such] the body remained trapped in a state of nature and reduced to its natural 
functions. These stagings of the body followed rituals, myths, or painterly 
criteria. 35 

The marking of shifts wahin performance art, then, may be enabled by the questions 

C what role does the body play within the work9' Is the body merely another object, used 

as part of an artistic practice , in the realisation of some concept, or does the body itself 

take on some other significance, as a lived, embodied body" Is the body perceived as 

being an artist's too] or canvas, or as being simultaneously the tool or the canvas cind the 

object of enquiry? Is the body a generalised body or a personal body9 Is the body a 

g given body or a constructed body? While the 'function' of the body may be i-nultiple, or 

may indeed bleed from one function to another, such questions perhaps allow the 

charting of differences both between and within the performance practices of for 

example, Linda Montano (concept), Valie Export (embodied concept), Carolee 

Schneemann (personal body) and Annie Sprinkle (constructed personal body). 

WHICH WAY NOW? 

While it is impossible to provide a precise definition of what performance art is, manv 

critics have delineated certain common features that were/are assumed to inhere in much 

of what is categorised as performance art (although in a moment, from the place of 1998, 

I will contest most of these). In relation to the brief history outlined above, it becomes 

apparent that many of them already existed in preceding art movements. 

Perhaps the most frequently cited element within performance art was the break- 

down of the art/life boundary. It xvas suggested that in performance art there %\ ere no 

roles and no actors. The performance artist presented her/himself as thev I really' \\ ere. 

S/he activek, confronted the audience, making an unmediated address. Secondlv- 
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performance artists were said to be opposed to the commodification of art, xvith their 

choice of live performance resulting in an event which was seen to be temporal. 

unreproducible and unrepeatable and which could not. therefore, be bou(-Tht or sold. 

Performances were frequently executed outwith traditional exhibition and gallery spaces 

and transported to more public arenas, therefore existing outwith the institutional and 

conventional contexts and support systems, resulting in more freedom of (re)presentatioil 

in the process. Thirdly, performance art placed emphasis on the process of work rather 

than the finished product, again resisting the notion of art as a commodity. Fourthly, the 

performance artist implicated the spectator in the performance by refusing to provide a 

closed narrative which the spectator could passively consume. There was no one 'story' 

or 'meaning' within a performance art piece, but a variety of sicyn-systems which t) I 

converged, producing a multi-textual, multi-layered, non-matrixed 'script' from which 

the spectator had to extract or produce meanings as they specifically appeared or were I- 

suggested to her/him. However, it is important to note that although many of these 

eatures were presumed to be common to performance art there were no formal rules - 

something may have been called performance art and yet not adhered to all or any of the 

above features. 

The view from the late 1990s looks somewhat different. First, the idea of the 

performer taking on no roles and presenting only her/himself has been contested with,,, 

conternporary performance theory. Briefly, it has been argued that, on the one hand, it is 

impossible to fully know the self and therefore represent the self, and on the other, that 

the representation of this self is itself also problernatised because it is inherently a re- 

presentation. -' 6 Secondly, it is now possible to su, (,, (-Yest that there is a verv definite 

I performance art touring, circuit' in the UK, encompassing the ICA, CCA, Arnolfiril, The 

Green Room, Ferens, and the Chapter Arts Centre. NlanN, performance art pieces are no 
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longer one-off events but now tour the country. (The same could be said of the USA. as 

each city has its own 'alternative art' spaces). The majority of performances today tend 

to occur within these 'institutions', with performers either receiving a box office split or 

a flat fee. 37 

Increasingly, performance artists choose, or are pressured, into recording their 

work. Without such documentation it is unlikely that programmers will 'buy' in the 

performance. Performers are also increasingly beginning to produce spin-off 

merchandise, which can be purchased post-performance, for example in CD-ROM 

format, video format, documentation books, and audio cassette tapes. -8 Thirdly, because 

of the pressure to 'sell' their performances, I do not believe that it is necessarily the case 

that the focus within performance art remains placed on process as opposed to product. 

Of course, the live performance element of performance art obviously retains its 'non- 

object' art status, and in that sense it cannot be bought and taken away. However, 

spectators tend to buy a ticket on the understanding that they will see a 'finished' (that is, 

polished) piece - and as a result the emphasis seems to have shifted from 'artist' to 

I performer', this shift indicating the expectation of a degree of performing skIlls. Only 

rarely do artists get the opportunity to undertake a residency where the actual process of 

creation can be observed, and even then, such residencies are usually followed by a 

showing of the completed 'product'. 

ormance does continue to take One area in which the 'process' of the perf I/ 1ý 

precedence, however, is within what I would term 'Installation performance art'. Here 

the event is a process that has no constructed 'ending', as such, and therefore lacks any 

notion of teleological progression. The performance is a temporal and contextual evelit, C) 1-7 

produced by the interaction of the performer's body with and in a specific space and 

time. Results cannot therefore be predicted beforehand but surface during the process, 
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In Janine Antoni's Slumber (1994), for example. the artist sleeps in the galler-N,, %\ 111le a 

monitor records her rapid eye movements. During the day Antoni weaves a pattern of 

the printed graph of her REM into the fabric of a blanket. The line of the graph is made 

from strips of her night-dress, so that the dress becomes shorter as the installation 

progresses . 
39 Similarly, in Rona Lee's durational piece, A vid Melanioq)hosis 1( 199 

the performer painstakingly unpicks a man's suit. In these examples the work consists of 

the ongoing relationships between bodies, space, time and spectators. The artist does 

not know, prior to performing the work, what will happen. Moreover, in such 

performances the temporal nature of the work prevents the spectator from ever seeing 

(consuming, owning) all of it. The spectator can only step into the process momentarily, 

and once s/he has left, the process continues. There is no ending, then, just a continuum 

of time and events. Such a strategy attempts to dissolve the notion of the work as a C 

finished, completed product, instilling instead a sense of continuation, a continual 

'becoming' but never arriving. 

If I suggest, however, as I have above, that much of what was previously 

associated with the practice of performance art no longer applies to contemporary 

performance art, can I still posit such a thing us performance art9 It is appropriate to 'In 

turn here to critic Josette Feral and her engagement with this question in her article 

'What is Left of Performance Art? Autopsy of a Function, Birth of a Genre ). 40 

Feral contends that performance art of the 1970s, as a practice, was determined 

b\, its function and that devoid of this function it no longer exists as a form but has 

become, instead, a genre. She writes thav 

The performances [of the 1970s] all had one and the same function". to contest 
the aesthetic order of the time. It is not surprising that performance art 
disappeared as a form Nvhen the function assigned to it was fulfilled. Which is 
what performance art seems to have accomplished . 

41 



Feral locates performance art of this period as being modernist in approach and goes on 

I 'ithin to imply that, with the advent of postmodernism, the ideology contained ýý 

performance art has disappeared. This situation prompts F6ral to write that: 

the disappearance of this ideology has affected performance art insofar as the 
latter lost in this evolution what had given it both its meaning and justification. 
Performance art today no longer has the same parameters as before because the 
stakes are not the same, nor are the theories underlying them. " 

For Feral, performance art, without a function, loses its reason of being. It becomes 

merely one practice amongst many. Hral's title refers to the 'death' (and examination) 

of this function of performance art and while she cites the 'death' of performance art 

within this, she does also acknowledge that, in fact, performance art continues to exist 

and is 'even becoming institutionalized'. 

What is at issue, however, is that performance art, as it was known in the 1970s, 

is no longer. In contrast to earlier performance art, contemporary performance art is 

not, for F6ral, a form specifically used to contest aesthetics, but a genre which can, 'like 

any genre, in turn perform several functions (for example, denunciation, ritual, discourse 

on the world and the self) - functions which the many artists engaged in it will not 

relinquish. 
44 

There is a suggestion contained within the end of this sentence that F6ral 

considers this capacity of contemporary performance art to fulfil many functions as 

somehow 'debased, as less 'pure' than earlier performance art and this is a suoruestion 

which runs throughout her article. F6ral appears to be looking back at some Golden A(-je 

trom a ruinous present. 'It took barely ten years for conditions to change, ten vears for 

performance art to flower and 'die'. ' Or, on the next page. 
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Born out of a movement of protest against established values- which were those 
of an entire period (refusal of the notions of representation, rehearsal. and 
memory; refusal of a practice bereft of questioning and risk, as much for the artist 

45 
as for the spectator), performance art reached its peak in the 1970s 

. 

For Hral, performance art, havinu no aesthetic order left to challenge, has 
Z=) - 

simultaneously lost its (artistic) quality, becoming instead merely an 'expression of the 

46 
self . 

Again, there seems to be an implicit criticism within this, as if the 'proper' 

function of performance art should be restricted to questions of, and challenges to, 'art' 

(or theatre), and not directed towards 'subjectivity'. F6ral's picture of 1990s 

performance art is bleak and is made so, I would suggest, by her positioning of it in 1) ltn 

opposition to some (imagined? ) 'purer' form of an earlier performance art - that is, a 

modernist performance art. Hral seems closely aligned to critic Michael Fried, who also Z: ) 

insisted on the 'purity' of form within art. According to Fried, only that which is 

essential to the work of art should be included in it as anything else approaches the 

theatrical and 'Art degewrales as a approaches Me cotidifioti (? f 1healre. [ ... 
] What /ICS 

hctirccli the arts is theatre' . 
4' For Fried, what characterises 'advanced' (read 'modern') 

art is a critical self-reflective recognition of its own medium's specificity. Thus, the 

specificity of the medium of painting is its flatness, its two dimensionality -a property 

which is distinct to painting and which entirely differentiates it from other artistic 

mediums . 
Each new development in any art medium supposedly signifies a move 

towards the attainment of the purest form of that particular medium . 
As Nick Kaye 

asserts, 'The "modernist work" [ 
... 

] is one that is anxious to define itself that overcomes 

the work of the recent past in a projection towards "foundation", towards a revelation of 

its own unique and leo-itirnating terms as- art. '4' Like the philosopher searching for the 

, essence' of Being, the modernist artist self-consciouck, searches for the essence of 
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with representation as such, but with the means of representation, that is, the *nature of 

their own condition' . 
49 Hral's dissatisfaction with contemporary performance art arlses 

because such work extends beyond the frame of aesthetic concerns or quests. 

While I do concur with much of F6ral's noting of the shifts within performance 

art - as indicated by my own previous mapping - there are points at which I actively 

resist her conclusions. I wish to suggest instead that performance art has not 

disappeared, precisely because it has necessarily adapted to its changing context. 

While it could be argued that performance art succeeded, along with other 

movements, in its aim of contesting the aesthetics of the 1950s onwards, and challenging 

institutional and formal practices, such challenges against 'form' continue today, 

although those challenges may be specific to the 1990s. Performance art persistently 

tests the boundaries of art. One need only witness the controversy stimulated by French 

performer Orlan, as she undertakes a series of plastic surgery over a seven year period - 

locating the operations within a frame of performance - to sense the points at which the 

boundaries of 'art' remain erected. " While artistic boundaries may shift they will still be 

present, in some form or another, and one continuing function of performance art is to 

continue to reveal/test/transgress the limits of such boundaries. 

Admittedly, such art may not directly attack the 'art' as 'commodity' equation, 

but it is important to i-ecognise that the challenges to boundaries implicitly enact a 

troublino, of this equation. Framing definitions of what constitutes 'art' enact a reoime of 117) 1-7) clý 

control which enables those who programme, distribute, critique, produce, or sell art to 

continue to create and re2ulate an art market - and a 'class' of art connoisseurs. Works 
ID 

Nvhlch pass through the frames simultaneously challenge and destabilise them. makinu, it In - 

difficult to calculate and impose value. The troublinu of boundaries, then, is more than 
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oundati just a transgression of 'taste' or acceptabi fity', since It rocks the ver), fI ons upon 

which the 'art market' is built. 51 

Furthermore, I would disagree with Hral's suggestion that performance art's 

singular aim in the 1970s was to contest the aesthetics of the time. Performance art has, 

also often been concerned with contesting the world beyond that of art. As I ývlll 

explore in the next chapter, many women used performance art in the 1970s as a form 

with which to embrace, practice or produce a feminist politics. 'Life' was ofteii 

represented within performance art, lifting the practice beyond its formal concerns. 

Performance art has consistently been multiple in its attacks and oppositions. F6ral 

herself seems to suggest as much when she insists that within the present era there are no 

longer any strong ideologies (plurao to contest - thereby implying that when there were, 

performance artists contested them. 

This suggestion that there are no longer any ideologies left to contest is itself 

deeply troubling. While over-arching ideologies have undoubtedly been conicstc(l and 

problematised, they remain in circulation and it is against such ideologies that certain art 

practices continue to push. If there were really no ideologies, there would be no need, 

for example, for 'feminist' art. 

F6ral sets up an opposition between early and contemporary performance artists 

by locating the former as 'modern' and the latter as 'postmodern'. I wish, in this thesis, 

to avoid replaying the debate between modernism and postmodernism because even if 

one does accept that we are now in a 'postmodern age' (the age of 'late capitalism' or 

'multi-national capitalism'), I am not convinced that labellin, (,,, an art practice as one or 

the other is either useful or insightful. As there is no consensus as to what either of the I- 

terms actualk, means (eveii if this lack of consensus is itself held to be 'postmodern'). 

such labelling, often reads as an eniptN,, cgesture. This is not to say that an ongoing - 1, --- 
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engagement with the term 'postmodernism' has not been necessarý, for feminists. 

particularly around a negotiation over what 'postmodernism' Is/means and its (positive 

and negative) relation to feminism and women. Such an engagement continues to be 

staged, 52 and is implicitly - if not explicitly - woven into the pages of this text. 

While F6ral appears to long for a 'modernism' now past, other critics celebrate 

(versions) of 'postmodernism' as the dawning of a more progressive cultural ýige- 

However, what both positions gloss over is that each term is unstable and internalk, 

divided and that to generalise about either is therefore to suppress shifts and internal 

differences. As Rita Felski notes in relation to the 'modern'- 

Rather than identifying a stable set of attributes, 'modern' acts as a mobile and 
shifting category of classification that serves to structure, legitimize, and valorize 
varied and often competing perspectives. Rather than inscribing a 
homogeneous cultural consensus, the discourses of modernity reveal multiple and 

S-, conflicting responses to the processes of social change. ' 

Similarly, but in relation to postmodernism, Frederic Jameson writes that, 

As for postmodernism itself I have not tried to systematize a usage or to impose 
any conveniently coherent thumbnail meaning, for the concept is not merely 
contested, it is also internally conflicted and contradictory. [ 

... 
] PO'S'11770CICI-111AIII 

is not something we can settle once and for all and then use with a clear 
54 

conscience. 

While most critics would agree that the modern and the postmodern are 117ý 

relational, the latter necessarily occurring withm the former (again raisin(y the difficulty of 

making absolute distinctions), the terms of this relationship are often biased in favour of 

the postmodern. This bias, however, is itself dependent on positioning the 'modern' 
I- 

N hin a part c ramework. Felski, after the multiplicity of the modern, vit I ular fIII 

goes on to state her scepticism of writings which reduce the modern period to a 
, 71 - 

particular and narrowly defined tradition of intellectual thou(-Yht stretchljjýy from Kant to 
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Marx' which then enables the postmodern to appear as heterogeneous and ambiguous 

against a modern homogeneity. Felsk, astutely remarks that. 

Such a purported critique of totalization is itself vastly totalizin(, )', doing 
interpretative violence to the complex and heterogeneous strands of modern 
culture, which cannot be reduced to exemplifications of a monolithic world-vieW 
in this way [ 

... thereby] naively re-enacting the very logic of history as progress 
that it claims to renounce. 55 

Determining differences between a modern and a postmodern art practice does 

not offer a much clearer path of resolution between the terms. While 'modernist' art 

strove towards a 'purity' of each art form, constituting 'itself through a conscious I- 

strategy of exclusion, an anxiety of contamination by its other'. an increasimily 

consuming and engulfing mass culture', as Andreas Huyssen notes, this bridge between 

'high' and 'low' art had already been challenged by the 'historical avantgarde', for 

example Dada, Bauhaus and Futuri SM. 5' The historical avant-garde, then, is another face I I,! ) 

of modernist aesthetics, and I would suggest that the 'modern avant-garde', such as 

Happenings, Fluxus and Conceptualism, are related to this different modernism, rather 

than to a modernism directed towards attaining 'purity' 

Huyssen cites strategies of modernist art, stating that it is 'self- referential, self- I- 
57 

conscious, frequently ironic, ambiguous and rigorously experimental' Adding to this In I- 

list, Roy Boyne and All Rattansi include other strategies such as montage, paradox. 

ambiguity and uncertainty, multiple narrative voices and non-coherent subjecC' When 

confronted with such lists it is difficult to determine, in terms of aesthetic forms and 

approaches, whether contemporary (or indeed earlier) performance art is modern or 

posti-nodern. Moreover, ý\, -hat would either nomination specifically tell us" Such 

categorisation paradoxically erases differences in order to fit practices into concepts 
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which are, themselves, undecided - and in the case of -postmodernism', deliberately so. 

As Nick Kaye asserts: 

In seeking to describe the 'postmodern' in art and performance the critic attempts 
to characterise that which is disruptive of categories and categorisations and 
which finds its identity through an evasion or disruption of conventions. ig 

However, at the risk of producing my own generalisation, but forcino myself off 

the fence (into a corner? ) in the process, I would suggest that a 'postmodernist practice' zn 

is one that does not ground itself in what Lyotard has termed 'grand narratives', in order 

to unquestioningly ascribe to, or prescribe, an already formulated vision of a 'better' 

future, itself grounded in unexamined assumptions about the 'unified subject' and 

'universal progress'. 60 Within these terms, then, some of the performances I cite may be 

determined - in relation to their politics - to be variously 'postmodern'. 

If one chooses to locate performance art of the late I 960s/early I 970s as 

modernist, then one. futiction of performance art of the 1990s could be to challenge 1. 

aspects of modernity, specifically the notions of knowledge, progress, truth, and the 

centrality of the subject. F6ral herself concedes that while the theoi-v of performance art 

(that is, performance art as a practice guided by a critique of dominant aesthetics) no 

longer provides the foundation of performance art, it is not without theory as this 

previous theory has been replaced by contemporary (postmodern) theory. 

Finally, although I have some sympathy with Hral's suggestion that performance 

art has become a genre, I also think that the term 'genre' and its particular relation to 

performance art needs to be addressed. If by 'genre' F6ral is indicatino, a recounisable - In 117) 

but broad - category of work, established through certain repetitions of form and 'In 

employing certain conventions, then 'performance art' has perhaps become a -(-Yenre. 
As 

. Z, 

a spectator in the 1990s, I have certain horizons of expectations produced bv the term 
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'performance art'. With a history of over thirty years, this generic status of performance 

art is perhaps unavoidable. However, if part of my expectation of performance art Is that 

it may contest the produced limits of its own practice, and therefore of its owil generic 17 

conventions, then I cannot ever entirely predict what I will encounter - other than that it 

may be a contestation of the already known. The performance artist, working ývithin the 

(-Yenre' of performance art, pushes against its boundaries, attempting to take it to g _n 

unexpected places. 

Moreover, while I agree with Hral's observation that performance art today has 

become a more institutionalised and 'familiar' practice than in the 1970s, I still maintaiii 

that it continues to lack strict boundaries, enabling it to extend its initial hybridised form 

(performance and art) into other hybrid relationships (performance art and dance, 

performance art and theatre, performance art and ritual, performance art and mediated 

performance, etc. ). Within the 'performance art' genre, then, there are other generic 

tI orms being utilised simultaneously, which serves to destabilise (and perhaps question) 

both categories - performance art or dance? - as well as internal tensions, as evident in 

the use of autobiography within performance art - fact or fiction, performance or real? 

Performance art, in spite - or even because - of its generic status continues to 

serve a vital purpose, indeed one of its founding purposes, as it transgresses or resists 

imposed limits, be they artistic or social. Resisting or transgressing its own generic It) 1-7) - 

conventions is, somewhat paradoxically, one of its generic functions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RE-PRESENTING AND RE-IMAGINING 

Our lives have been transformed by the struggle of the margins to come into 
representation. Not just to be placed by the regime of some other, or imperializing 

eye but to reclaim some form of representation for themselves. 

Stuart Hall' 

CONTESTING THE CONTOURS 

Understanding women's choice of performance art as a medium for artistic expression 

necessitates briefly locating the practice within its political and social context. 

The late 1960s and early 1970s was a period marked significantly by social unrest 

which manifested itself in various organisations throuohout the Western World, the 
11-1) It) 

impetus for which differed from country to country. In the USA the civil rights 

movement had been in existence since the 1950s, and continued to be a powerful force of 

opposition throughout the sixties, becoming more radical following the assassination of Z: ) 

Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968. Equally, the United States Forces involvement in the 4: ) 

Vietnam War led to mass anti-war demonstrations throughout North America, resulting ZD 

in a huge anti-war movement which joined together thousands of protesters in opposition 

to the military State. These two movements provided certain blue-prints for other 

disaffected groups of people who wished to challenge the inequality of American society, t) I 

and the powerlessness that they felt in the face of dominant society. These included the 

student movement of 1968, the women's liberation movement, and the (, Yýay fiberation 

movement. 

What is noticeable about all of these movements is that their aim ý\ as not to 

overthi-mv an entire system. Instead, they were concerned with specific issues and 
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incidents of poiver - that is, the right of one group to hold power over another. Miether 

that be white people over black, men over women, straight over gay, or imperialist 

countries over other countries. These were not organisations seekmL, to work together 

to challenge and transform the capitalist system per se, but were individual groups 

working on more locallsed levels of politics and personal or social relationships. 

challenging the prevailing hierarchies that relegated persons to positions of 

dominant/submissive, powerful/weak. 

In contrast to the USA, the social upheaval in Britain in the late 1960s and early 

I 970s was more directly linked to the historically strong presence of other organisations 

of the Left, ranging from the Communist Party, Trotskyism, neo -Trot skyi siii 

(International Socialism), Libertarian Marxism and the New Left which spanned the Post 

War years. Thus, while there were also student revolts and the formation of the 

Women's Liberation Movement in Britain, such groups were part of the flux of alrea& 

evident 'revolutionary' ideologies which were pushing for complete systemic change. n 

While there are many similarities between the feminist movements of Britain and 

the USA, there are also differences which, I would suggest, are related to the different 
NID 

political ideologies and histories in operation in both countries. While the Women's 

Liberation Movement in Britain was largely aligned to and based on Marxist politics, its 

specific contribution to the general Left movement was that it sought to identify and fill a 

gap in Marxist theory - namely, the unaccounted-for position of women. Particular 
g 

tI ocus was placed on the role women played in the reproduction of both the next 

17, eneration of the workforce, and the maintenance of the present one. Such work ,ý as- (y 

II -)\, erall w'orkinus recognised by feminists as being invisible, unpaid and yet crucial to the (- 

of a capitalist econoniv. 
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As the feminist movement was part of a larger Left movement its aim %ý as also to 

contribute to complete social change - with 'complete' extending to women. It Is 

important to recognise, however, that while the Women's Liberation Movement in 

Britain had many links to other Left organisations, and mariv of its members were also 

members of other groups, it was seen to be an aulonomous movement ýý, -ith sucli 

autonomy being considered as crucial to its success. While other 'Left' orz(, ),, anisations 

may have perceived this as divisive, the feminist movement reallsed that manN, womeii 

were subordinated within groups which were supposedly sensitive to women Is equality, 

and that any fight against male domination had to be done by and for women thernselves. 

Equally, the women's movement avoided what Lynne Segal terms slagcisln - the idea 

that women's liberation could wait until the liberation of the workingy-class. 

In the USA, by contrast, the ideology circulating around various political 

organisations was linked to the historical 'American Dream', and the rl, (')), hts of each 

individual to (be able to) achieve their 'dream'. Women were specifically confronted 

with the contradiction implicit in 'American values' and the 'traditional woman's role'. 

On the one hand, the focus was on achievement and individualism, while on the other it 

was on supportiveness, nurturance, and caring. The demands of the 'feminine' and the 

'American' were blatantly at odds and the two were not easIly compatIble. The femInIst 

movement in America, then, concentrated on the rights of women within the pi-escla 

society. The aim was not to change the world so much as to improve women is place 

4 
within that world . 

Of major importance to the Women's Liberation Movement, both in Britain and 

the USA, was that its political ideology related directly to the real lives of women. All 

analvses of women's situations came out of women's experiences, many of Miich Nýere 

raised and discussed within small localised women's groups (which tended to be 
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comprised of white, middle-class women) These 'consciousness raising I groups 

provided a 'safe' environment for exploration and resulted in women sharing common 

experiences of oppression and realising that the situations they each described were not 

individual, but, ýocial, resulting from present social conditions. Such an awareness 'shifts 

the attention away from one's own inadequacies towards finding the real causes of these 

problems and gives a perspective that can lead to action'. ý 

The 'personal' became the 'political', and in the process multifarious areas of 

women)s lives were explored, many of which had previously been hidden or denied, 

including marriage, housework, motherhood, female sexuality, female employment and 

unemployment, women's representation in media, and women's education. ' 

DRAWING OTHER LINES 

Politics and spectacle have had a long history within feminism. Perceiving themselves as 

an invisible sector of society, one way to force the dominant society to take notice of 

them, to make them notice, is for women to turn themselves into spectacles that are 

remarkably different from the everyday ones. In relation to this, Loren Kruger states 

that -. 

There is a saying that women have always made spectacles of themselves. 
However, it has been only recently, and intermittently, that women have made 
spectacles themselves. On this difference turns the ambiguous identity of a 
feminist theatre. ' 

Responding to this, I would suggest that the 'spectacular' actions undertaken by 

I 
gap 

between the two spectacles - the spectacle is both a teminists deliberately fuse the I 

spectacle of thernselves mid by themselves. This tactic shares links with the performance 

art strate(-YN, of turning the body into art - and here too the body becornes political, 

ofFerinu),, another rendering of the 'body politic'. 
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Early examples of this strategy of collapsing the 'of and -for' into one another 

include the British suffragettes chainin-L, themselves to rai ings. sta(-jin, (:,,, symbolic li 
-- 

demonstrations and, in what could be seen as a precursive performance art piece. 

Constance Lytton's attempt during her imprisonment to inscribe the words ýVotes foT- 

Women' into her own flesh. The demand, scratched onto her skin with a needle, begaii 

over her heart and was intended to finish on her face. 

More recent 'spectacular' feminist events include the Women's Liberation 

marches in the 1970s, in which participating women made giant sculptures of tampons 

and the 1970 demonstration in Britain against the Miss World contest, which culminated 

in the arrest of a number of those who participated. During the event at the Albert Hall, 

women stormed the stage, threw smoke bombs, flour, stink bombs, leaflets. blew 

whistles and waved rattles. ' 

In a similar vein to the British anti-Miss World agitation, in 1968 the Nliss 

America Pageant was criticised by feminists for being an event that symbolised 

Americans' preoccupation with a woman's appearance. Symbolically, feminists threýv 

away different items of clothing which they deemed to be uncomfortable but which vvere 

seen as necessary for achieving the correct, 'attracti%'e' imag)e of womanhood, including, 

I ing a good news sto II oirdles, high-heeled shoes and bras. 'The media, see' fx, h'(-Yhl*(-, hted 

their "Linferninine" "bra-burnincy" activities. In fact no bras were burned... '9 
In 

While both these actions could be seen to anticipate women s use of performance 

art for political expression, the historical mapping of N\ omen's actual engagement with Z: ý ý 

performance art as a 'distinct form' is problernatised bv the fact that the roots of that 

em, nigernent in Britain and the USA (like the political ideologies circulating in both 

countries) are distinctly different from each other. In the latter, performance art achieved 

a 'radical' art form, at approximately a certain recognition. becoming acknowledged as 

-. Ad 
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the same time as the Women's Liberation Movement was -gainin-g in momentum. it was 

therefore both immediately available to, and offered great potential for, feminist artists - 

a point I shall expand later. Additionally, many of the women turning to (or de\-elopinL, ) 

performance art as a medium of expression had previously been involved in those other 

artistic movements and experiments which are hailed as some of performance art's 

forerunners. It is probable, then, that performance art was being practised by wornen 

before it had even been named. 

As explored in the previous chapter, one of performance art's aims was, to 

challenge the 'art world', both in terms of 'form' and in terms of the commodification of 

the art object. As such, performance art was perceived as being distinct from theatre 

since it was seen to be mainly concerned with a politics of aesthetics. Many women 

performance artists, however, while acknowledging that performance art was an 'art 

tI orm, appropriated the form to engage in broader political issues - which included 

resisting and challenging the hegemonic male art world, but ultimately went bevond that 

by examining the representation of women in general. 

The 'story' in Britain is somewhat different since performance art did not begin 

to make any recognisable impact here until the late I 970s. "' The experimental forms, 
C 

such as Happenings, Fluxus, and the Conceptual Art Movement were largely American 

products' (although other European countries had their own avant-garde traditions). 

Feminists in Britain who wished to produce feminist inspired representations of ývonien 

often did so from within their own social and cultural context (a context informed bv - 

althowt in Britain), adapting to their oý\n needs .h separate from - the Lefl i-novements 

one of the prevalent models of alternative representation available in Britain at that tinic - 

political theatre. " 
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In the early 1960s a proliferating number of theatre groups ýýith socialist airns 

were formed, including CAST (Cartoon Archetypical Slogan Theatre). The . -\szltProp 

Street Players, Red Ladder, Joint Stock, 7-84, Belt and Braces, and Gay Sweatshop, all 

12 
of which were 'collectives'. Mirroring the general movement of women leaN-fflu, Leftist 

groups many of these theatre companies also fractionalised in the 1970s as ývomen (and 

some men) split off to form groups that specifically addressed the issues of femmism 

(and gender). For example, company members left Belt and Braces to form The 

Monstrous Regiment in 1975, and other companies, such as the Women's Theatre Group 

( 1974), and Mrs Worthington's Daughters (1978), were comprised of members ývho had 

previously worked in other mixed gender, socialist theatre groups. 

While retaining the collaborative model, these newly formed groups - members of 

which had previously experienced the potential 'take over' of former collaborative 

companies by one member (usually a man) - also worked co-operatively. There xvas no 

hierarchical structure and everyone's contribution was treated as equal. 

The cross-over between members of socialist and feminist companies also 

resulted in shared presentational styles. Thus, the early agitprop forms used by the 

Wornen's Street Theatre Group were increasingly replaced by socialist realist forms 

(following Red Ladder's first 'feminist play' in 1974 Sti-ike While the Iroii is Hot). The 

Women's Theatre Group's initial performances, for example, were predominantly 'issue 

based' plays, lookinIg at areas such as 'women's work', and contraception. 14 

However, it is also apparent that by the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s a 

dc(,, Yree of theatrical experimentation was being undertaken by a number of companies. I Zý 

Siren Theatre Company blended punk music and culture into their 'lesbian' shows in the 

late I 970s. Monstrous Regiment presented European experimental shows. such as 

Franca Rarne and Dario Fo's work, and the NVornen's Theatre Group began doincy more 
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stylistically challenging pieces, such as Deborah Levy's Pax (1985). Additionallv. more 

physical/visual performance theatre companies such as Tattycoram and Bloodgroup were 

representative of a new type of feminist performance theatre that was be(-Tinnin(-y to 

provide an alternative to the agitprop or social realist performances of earlier feminist 

groups. 
15 

Bloodgroup's first performance, A Barriccide, (? f Flowers (198 1), reveals the non- 

text based and fluid nature of its form, with its mixing and merging of images and 

physical movement: 

Barricade (? f Flower, ý starts with the two performers, faces and hair whitened as 
to be almost identical, gently see-sawing on a giant pink see-saw. They are 
linked throughout by a scarlet satin umbilical cord, a physical connection that 
seems to negate verbal communication, their vocal exchanges are reduced to the 
barest twitterings and chantings. 

Images tumble over each other, the see-saw becomes a table for a feast of La 
Grande Bouffe dimensions, each slyly watching the other to see how much is 
devoured, a silver fish is whisked from between a madonna's thighs, a fridge is 
opened, grail-like for worship at the shrine, all the senses are assaulted by colour, 
sound, smell. " 

Bloodgroup's next show, Dii-I (1983), seems to anticipate the contemporary 

tasciiiation with the concept of the performative. Exploring 'performance - the sex of 

theatre and the theatre of sex', Dii-I considers the relationship between women theatre 

performers and women who perform in bed and on the streets. Publicity material for the 

performance reads: 

Composed as a series of 'acts', the piece revolves around the building and 
breaking of fetishistic images. Disguises of femininity are assumed and discarded, 

1: 1 -D II-I: ) 
creating a landscape of clich6s disturbed by incongruity. Action is interrupted bN, 
other media, returning constantly to the theme of women's function as 
performers in art and life. " 

InterestingIv, Stella Hall, reviewing the piece, writes thav 
I-- 
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The need to express a 'correct' viewpoint in terms of the women's movement 
was important, but within it were many conflicting attitudes. The material ý\-as 
dense, contentious, the desire to use new media at times got in the way of a clear 
expression. 

Bloodgroup, then, are in obvious ways related to more contemporary performance artists 

such as Annie Sprinkle. For example, Hall writes that 'Through a series of connected. 

and often disconnected, "acts" Dirl explores the "pure" and "impure " in woman I. " The 

group also showed an awareness of the presence of the spectator, and the dynamics 

between spectator and performer, including the 'desire' of the spectator, and the blurring 

between the 'real' and the 'fictional'. As the performers change on stage, in view of the 

audience, a slide suddenly announces VVE KNOW YOU ARE LOOKING. Hall's 

reaction is telling: 

Should we be? Shouldn't we be" After all, they are performing. Or aren't they'ý 
Is this some kind of interval" No they're talking now. But to each other! What 
about us? We're here too. Eavesdropping on the backstage chat, but they're not 
backstage 

... 

Bloodgroup constantly set up and knockdown our notions of what is and isn't 
20 

performance in the theatrical sense . 

Experimentation with representational forms was not limited to feminist theatre 

co-operatives. By the early 1980s it is evident that there was a proliferation of what 

could be more 'properly' called feminist performance art. Peýformance magazine's 

listinas in the 1980s is instructive in respect of the burgeoning number of women using 

non-traditional, performance art 'forms'. Listings for April/May 1983, for example, 

included the First Darlington Festival of Performance Art & Visual Theatre, with invited 

artists such as Shirley Cameron, Rose English and Anna Furze. The Aýr Gallery in 

London was showing work by New York video artists Ellen and Lynda Kahn. At the 

Chisendale Dance Space there was a week long event entitled 'Dance Talksý Dead 
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Centre or Live Art', consIstIng of events, workshops, conferences, performances and 

parties. The Oval House presented Siren Theatre Company's performance Froln Ihc 

Divine, while in Newcastle Sandra Elear and Robyn Hutt's performance 'deal[t] with 

sexual politics, researched from visits to leather bars, gay bars and sex shops in the US'. 

and in Nottingham Bloodgroup presented Dirl . 
21 

What is also apparent from such listings is that Britain in the 1980s had a 

Vibrantly mixed and experimental performance circuit, encompassing various companies, 

styles and individuals. Alongside listings of the WTG, Siren and Monstrous Regiment 

are performance companies Bloodgroup and Cunning Stunts, as well as solo performers 

such as Anne Seagrave and Fiona Templeton (both of whom continue to perform today). 

Somewhat in distinction to performance art in the USA, women's performance art in 

Britain seems to have had close links to various 'alternative' theatre forms, sharing a 

more symbiotic relationship with them. 

A striking and recurring feature of performance art (noticeable in the above 

Listings) that needs remarking here, in terms of its relation to feminism, is that it is 

frequently created and performed by a single performer. For feminists in the 1970s in 

America a probable tension is produced between two different ideological systems - the I- 

terninist movement with its stress on co-operative and collaborative work, and the 

performance art 'movement', with its emphasis on the body of the solo performer. Such 

a split is reflected in the work of American female performance artists. For instance, 

Suzanne Lacy and Judy Chicago frequently staged collaborative works, such as IN 
I- - 

Phincr Ilw-ii, ( 1979) and Arec Wcck.,; in A/liti, ( 1977), while performance groups such as 

The Waitresses worked co-operatively as a team. How, ever, alongside this feminist 

model, there is evidence of many solo performances such as those bv Carolee 

Schneemann (I ý) to and hicludhic(,,, Hei- Limils, 1973 - 76), Laurie Anderson (Fol, 
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Inslants, 1976), Barbara Smith (Feed Me, 1973), and Bonnie Sherk (PuhlIc Lunch, 

1971). 

In Britain, meanwhile, although collaborative and co-operative working methods 

were prevalent during the 1970s, from the 1980s onwards there is a marked increase iii 

solo work. One way to circumvent this apparent contradiction of the feminist solo 

performer was to produce or promote solo work under a collective banner, as evidenced 

by Women's Distribution - 'six new performances by seven women, including Women in 

Performance, led by Susan Hiller', and the Nottingham Feminist Art Group. 22 However. 

I would also suggest that the shift towards solo work in Britain in the 1980s was not in 

as contradictory a relationship to feminism as that solo work produced In the USA 

during the 1970s; by the 1980s the ideology of feminism had itself begun to shift and 

splinter as the issue of 'difference' increasingly asserted itself within the movement. 

My remarking of this increase in solo work is not intended to deny the continued 

existence of other models. Suzanne Lacy, for example, continues to produce collective 

tI.. ei-ninist performance work and at the 1996 National Review of Live Art, Coco Fusco 

and Nao Bustamante presented their collaborative performance Swf 

Another noteworthy performance form reliant on collaboration and collective 

participation which continues to be an important contemporary political tool is the 

'spectacular demonstration', used by both feminist and 'queer' activists. The 

performance aspect implicit to such demonstrations suggests a strong link to 11-7) 
2 ', 

performance art . 
In 1982, for example, the Greenham Common Women staged a 

I circle' of women around the perimeter fence of the Greenham nuclear weapons base. 

This action served both to make a visual political statement and to produce a feeling of 

solidai-ity and support between the women who participated. Each ývoman was asked to 
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bring something personal to decorate the perimeter fence - 'anything related to real life 

as opposed to the unreal world the military base represents. 
124 

The Lesbian Avengers have also successfully embraced the concept of using 

public spectacle as a means to force home a political message. The Avengers are ý\ ell- 

known for their publicly staged actions, and indeed it is such actions that have ensured 

the visibility of the group and the messages that they wish to disseminate. Their first 

action (staged in New York) was directed at the Queens district anti-py stance against "D 

the recently proposed multicultural curriculum. 50 Lesbian Avengers, wearing t-shirts 

with the slogan 'I Was A Lesbian Child', and carrying 300 lavender balloons with 'Ask 

About Lesbian Lives' printed on them, walked half a mile to a school in the Queens 

district, accompanied by a marching band playing 'We Are Family'. At the school lgýate, 

each child was given a balloon. Founding member of Lesbian AvengeFS, Sarah 

Schulman, writes of the event- 

Every child who attended school that day heard the word 'lesbian', and for some 
it just might have been the most important day of their lives. It certainly forced 
the teachers to discuss the existence of lesbians, regardless of what restrictions 
had been placed on them by Mary Cummins, the bigoted chair of the local school 

25 board 
. 

While such examples indicate the continuing existence of collaborati-ve and co- 

operative performance work, the shift that I am noting here is one that specifically occurs 

x\,, Ithin the feminist performance art movement. Thus, although acknowledging these Zý -- 

examples, I would suggest that there has been a genei-cil move from a mix of feminist 
11-n 1ý 

collaborative-co-operative work and solo work in the early 1970s (with emphasis 

definitely placed on the former In Britain) to more predominantly solo performances 

today in both countries. In America, the female performance artists that are most widely 

recognised are all solo - Laurie Anderson, Karen Finley, Rachel Rosenthal, Annie 
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Sprinkle, Holly Hughes, Carmelita Tropicana In Britain, too, it is apparent that the 

number of feminist performance collectives has all but disappeared while solo artists 

seem to be more visible (although not in the same 'famous' way as in America - Bobby 

Baker is perhaps the closest 'star' Britain has). Attending seasons of 'women's 

performance art' that have been programmed in Britain in the past five years it is notable 

that the majority of the performances presented are by solo artists - be they European or 

American. 26 

This shift is one that remains in need of explaining and I would suggest that there 

are a number of contributing factors that could account for it. First, the documented 

history of performance art itself is mainly a history of solo performance artists as 

reflected by the names most frequently cited- Chris Burden, Bruce Nauman, Carolee 

Schneemann, Linda Montano, Paul Cos, Eleanor Antin, Paul McCarthy, Rachel 

Rosenthal, etc. 27 While feminism in the 1970s stressed the need to create 'communities' 

of support, or a 'community' of women, female artists using performance art either 

contributed to or 'inherited' its solo nature. Prior to the naming of 'performance art, 

Schneemann, Marina Abramovic, Yoko Ono, and Linda Montano, for example, were all 

doing 'solo' work (although admittedly all also undertook collaborative performances, C 

particularly in the case of Abramovic and Ulay). 

Secondly, performing solo requires the least amount of financial support. All that 

is required is the performer's body. As funding has become increasingly scarce, the solo 

performance remains one of the most viable forms for artists, and one of the cheapest 

products for venues to bl. lý, ' in. 

ThirdIv - and related to the previous point - by the mid- I 980s and into the 1990s 

as performance art has become somewhat recommodified (a Avve object' in circulation 

oil the 'art/performance circuit') - its conditions of production have necessarilN, shifted. 
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As a 'commodity' (a status partly conferred upon it by artists wishing to make a living 

money from their prouramMinLY). from their art, and programmers wishing to raise 'In - 

performance art increasingly approaches the conditions of theatre - it becomes rehearsed, 

repeated and toured. Moving into the theatrical frame requires that performance art 

adopts some of the same economic concerns as theatre, particularly those relatill(-, to 

finance and marketing (which are of course interrelated) - who is this for, how are they 

targeted9 In relation to these newly established conditions of production it is easier to 

promote a solo performer since there is already a known and recogunisable 'star 

performance art circuit' with identifiable performers whose work regularly sells out. 2' 

Fourthly, as feminist politics have become more fragmented and differentiated it 

is politically imperative that one does not seem to be speaking for all women. An Z: ) 

inherent danger with collaborative or co-operative work is that all those involved agree I- 

on a 'party line' and differences become subsumed to the general 'theme' of the 

performance. The contemporary solo performer is less likely, perhaps, to attempt to tell 

the story of 'women', concentrating only on her own, specific story. The solo Z-: ) 

performance, then, lends itself well to (and mirrors) the shift within the feminist 

rnovement from the notion that women are all the same, to the notion that women are all 

different. 

Finally, the solo performer has greater control over the work made and does not 

lia\, e to compromise to fit in with a group's perceived needs. The solo performer is C 

more autonomous and freer to perform what and how she wants (although she is of 1. ) 

course constrained by other external factors). 

Since contemporary women Is performance art is most frequently created bv solo 

artists my focus xvill necessarily rest mainly on solo performances. Equa]IN,, as eark, 

examples of performance art seem more prevalent in the USA than in Britain, my survey 



of earlier solo performances - by way of contrast to more recent work - will be reliant on 

29 
the (more widely available) historical documentation of these American performances . 

VARIOUS SITES 

Female artists joining the Women's Liberation Movement in the USA (or impacted by 

it), were aware of the male bias operating within artistic institutions which marginalised 

their own work. The problems faced by female artists were twofold - first, their \vork 

had to be like 'male' work if it was to be understood and acknowledged within the 

artistic institutions. Secondly, even if it was acknowledged, it was treated as suspect, as 

not worthy of serious consideration. As Judy Chicago states* Z 

When I was twenty-three, I was an up-and-coming young artist and so were a 
number of other women. As I went along, there were less and less women. As I 
started getting better and the careers of most of my male peers were going up, 
mine was sort of staying at the same place. I found I could get somebody to 
respond to one work; they'd think that wie was fantastic and I'd get a whole lot 
of feedback. But no comprehension of my work in terms of a whole series of 
ideas. I began to realize that a woman can do a single thing - that's sort of an ID 
accident, but if she makes a coherent body of work that means she has to be 
taken seriously in terms of ideas, and that moves into another place in the art 
world. 

As a result of the difficulties faced by female artists a strategy that was frequently 

utilised was the construction of alternative networks for the viewing of women Is work 

which operated outwith traditional institutions. Of course, there is a difficulty inherent 

to this strategy. The creation of a separate realm for women artists simultaneously 

relegated them to something of a ghetto status, while leaving intact the hegemonic (male) 

opinion that women's art was not worthy of serious consideration precisely because it 

N\ as bN,, wornen. 

Aware of the problems intrinsic to separatist spaces, many women created a 

'woman only' (safe) space in which to make the work, but then mvited both women and 
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men to view it when a mixed audience was deemed to be appropriate. In these instances 

the strategy was multiple- to provide spaces in which women would be actively 

encouraged to make and display art works, to encourage female spectatorship and 

criticism, and to enable male spectators to engage with the work and recognise its value. 

A noteworthy example of this strategy was the Feminist Art Program at Fresno 

State in 1970, where women had both the facilities to explore their own artistic 

expression and the autonomy to decide how and to whom such work should be shown. 

Within this Program, various art forms were utilised as mediums to excavate 

experiences. According to Chicago, the women utilised their real life experiences in their 

artistic productions to- 

work out their own experiences, to see how the personal iras political, to analyse 
their own lives in the light of a feminist perspective... Women worked 
collectively, learned new skills (male skills), explored traditional women's skills 
and aimed at opening up their whole range of emotions for creative work... to 
link the public with the private in our schizoid world, to embrace the whole of 
11 fe. 

Under the feminist slogan of 'the personal is the political' (inspired by consciousness 

raising If icago groups), i e, art and politics were able to be effectively joined. In 197 1, Ch 

and a number of her students, including Faith Wilding and Suzanne Lacy, moved to Los 

Anueles, where Chicago and Miriam Schapiro organised the Feminist Art Program at the 
17) 

California Institute of the Arts (Cal Arts). Aflan Kaprow had already begun teachincy at 1-1) 1--7) 

Cal Arts and his incorporation of ritualistic elements into Happenings lent themselves 

particularly well to women now looking at personal aspects of their fives and seeking 1. - 

N\-a\, s to transform them into the foundations of artistic presentation. 

In 197 1, Womanhouse was created -a run-down mansion in Los Angeles which ID 

the Cal Arts Ferninist Arts Procyram transformed into an artistic space. Chicago writes of 

this space: 
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Our environment reflected our values, the ones this society encourac), es women to 
adopt- openness, vulnerability, caring for others, and placing the needs of people 
above the rigid rules of institutions or academic disciplines. One might ask: 
Aren't you just prolonging womenis oppression by being what society has made 
us? The answer to that was clear to all of us. It seems to me that grow-th takes 
place by starting where we really are and moving on. We women have spent 
much of our time hiding who we are, because we have been made to feel 

32 ashamed. 

In 1973, alongside the Feminist Arts Program at Cal Arts, Chicago formed the 

separatist Feminist Studio Workshop. At the same time, Womanspace (a woman's 

gallery) was founded, and by the end of the year the Women's Building opened, housing 

both the Workshop, Womanspace, and a further two women's galleries. 

Within their own spaces women had the freedom to explore areas that were 

previously deemed to be 'unsuitable' artistic subjects. Just as the consciousness-raisiiii, 

groups had enabled women to talk about areas that had previously been hidden, so the 

women's art groups allowed female artists to explore those areas that had previously 

been invisible or denied, and to do so in forms that had previously been disregarded or 

mmored. As Chicago states- 

Although many women in the arts have struggled to give voice to their 
experiences as women, their forms, like mine, have been so transposed (into the 
language of sophisticated artmaking) that the context could be ignored by a 
culture that doesn't understand or accept the simplest fact of women's ll\, 'es, 

11 much less subtle and transformed imagery. -'-, 

In the Womanhouse, for example, a total environment was created which explored 

difFerent facets of being a woman- I- 

In the kitchen a progression of sculptured breasts turned gradualiv into fried 
11-7) - 

eggs, one bathroom contained a mass of Tampax, another an excessive collection 
of rnakeup, and if you opened the linen closet you found a trapped mannequin. 34 

In addition to these sculptural art pieces, live performances were programmed, each 

agal ific areas of wornen's fives and their relationships to society. ii looking, at verv spec 
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For instance, Faith Wilding presented Ktiling, a piece charting the life-cycle of a woman 

from birth to death, the entire journey of which is punctuated only by the passive 

(non)act of waiting- 

Waiting 
... waiting ... waiting 

Waiting for someone to come in 
Waiting for someone to pick me up 
Waiting for someone to hold me 
Waiting for someone to feed me 
Waiting for someone to change my diaper. Waiting 

This litany continues to trace the stages of the woman's life, travelling through 
1-7) 1--1) 

childhood, adolescence, marriage, childbirth, menopause, until finally- 

Waiting for the mirror to tell me I'm old, 
Waiting for release 
Waiting for morning 
Waiting for the end of the day 
Waiting for sleep. Waiting... 35 

It) 

Further performances highlighted the importance of women's real experiences to the 

presentation of these pieces. Sandra Orgel ironed a tablecloth 'quietly, devotedly, 

obsessively' in Ironhig, while Chris Rush scrubbed the floor in another performance 

called Scrithhing. 

It is hard to describe the pieces shown in Womanhouse as anything other than 

examples of feminist art - art that depicts women's experiences in a critical Inylit- in the 

hope that such revelation will produce change. However, an interesting response to this Z: ý 

interpretation is offered by Suzanne Lacy who asserts that much of women's creative 

work during this period was overladen with feminist interpretations which were perhaps 

not implicit in the works of art themselves. For Lacv, while Kaprow had earlier explored 

ritualistic forms inherent in everyday life through the repetition of mundane activities, 

Nvhen women conducted this sarne exploration throuUh ritualistic presentations of ilicil, 17) 
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everyday, the secular experiences and the ritualistic elements were subsumed under 

interpretations that perceived the work to be a purely feminist and political protest. That 

is, these performances were not perceived as ritual enactments of the 'everyday' but as 

feminist statements concerning the drudgery of women's lives. 6 

While I think it is vitally important to recognise that these pieces were culi . ýS, I/ . C', 

aiming to challenge the dominant aesthetics of the time (as outlined in the previous 

chapter), and were not therefore only 'political spectacles', - s7 I think it would also be 

wrong to ignore or disavow the fact that the activities that the women presented were 

those activities which were singularly applicable to immeli, unlike certain actiýJties that 

featured in Kaprow's work which were gend er- neutral. Tooth-brushing might be a 

mundane activity but it does not hold the same gender- stratified implications that 

activities such as scrubbing or ironing do. While these activities may well be perceived 

as 'rituals', within the context of the rising women's liberation movement - and situated 117) 

physically within Womanhouse - they cannot help but be rituals loaded with significance. 

Moreover, though revealing hidden aspects of everyday life, the fact that these are the 

everyday lives of wolneii is surely crucial to their interpretation and part of any 

exploration of their ritual form. The actual scrubbing of Scrithhhig necessarily takes on 

other meanings, connoting women Is subservient place in society, women's role as a 

dornestic servant cleaning up after others, woman as literal scrubher, woman as isolated 

individual, woman on her hands and knees. 

Lacy's point, however, is important in that it acknowledges that while artists niay 

I. wciid certain readings, any final meaning ultimately resides with the person who reads 

the text. As Keir Elam states, 'Every spectator's interpretation of the text Is in effect a 

tiew con., aiwal'on of it according to the cultural and ideological disposition of the In 

Yle messacye conveyed a performance t xt, but multiple Subject. " There is not one sin( 1-71 e 
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messages, and multiple interpretations, over which, ultimately, the creator of the Piece 

has no ah, volitte control. Although some performers may choose to determine the 

meanings of performance beforehand, there is always a certain amount of indeicrInhict(v. 

since meaning is always relational, shifting, and never immediately pi-es'clil -a situation 

which is often deliberately capitalised on within performance art practice, as the 

'meaning' is not imposed by the performer but left to be 'read' or 'made' by the 

spectator. 40 Similarly, a performer may often wish, themselves, to arrix, 'e at a meaninu 

duritig the act of performance rather than prior to it. In these instances, it is in the 

undertaking of the performance that the 'meanings' surface. 

In both the Feminist Art Programs at Fresno and Cal Arts, performance was used 

as a means for exploring the hidden lives of women because, as Chicauo states. * ID 

Performance can be fuelled by rage in a way painting and sculpture can't. The 
women ... 

did performances with almost no skills, but they were powerful 
41 

performances because they came out of authentic feelings 
. 

One of the distinct advantages of performance art is that it is a lNe art, and as such 

directly confronts the spectators who witness it, viscerally challenging the concept of the 

purely 'formalist', or distanced, aesthetic response. The performer and the spectator 

share temporal and physical space, both are present within it, and the safety afforded by 

distance, or the security felt by the active spectating subject in relation to the passive 

displayed object, is no longer guaranteed. 

As women are (most) frequently represented as 'objects' within art, positioned 

tI or consumption by a (male) spectator, the live presence of the performer affords an 

ionship. ,\S opportunity to reveal or actively confront and challen, (, 
--Y)e 

such a relati 

Catherine Elwes Nvrites. * 
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[performance] denies voyeurism its safe d6nouements leaving a man exposed to 
the fearful proximity of the performer and the dangerous consequences of his 

own desires. His cloak of invisibility has been stripped away and his 
42 

spectatorship becomes an issue within the work . 

An attempted literallsation of the stripping away of this invisibility is revealed in 

Valle Export's performance GenJOI Panic (Munich, 1969). Wearing black trousers with 

the crotch piece cut out, Export enters a cinema that is showing pornographic films. A zn 

gun is slung over her shoulder. She announces that 'real' genitalia is a,,,, ailable and they 

can do whatever they wish to it. 

I moved down each row slowly, facing people. I did not want to move in an 
erotic way. As I walked down each row, the gun I carried pointed at the heads 
of the people in the row behind. I was afraid and had no idea what the people 
would do. As I moved from row to row, each row of people silently got up and 
left the theatre. 4 ', 

Export suggests that, 'Out of film context, it was a totally different way for them to 

connect with the particular erotic symbol. )44 Confronted with the real, live genitalia of a I- 

woman, it is possible that spectators in the auditorium were unable to maintain a distance 

which would allow for successful fetishistic scopophilia and voyeurism. Moreover, the 

fernale looking back destroyed the passivity of the 'object' to-be-looked-at. On another 

level, however, the fact that Export had a gun presumably had a huge impact on the ZýI 117) 

reaction of the audience. The gun, a phallic substitute, facilitated a reversal of the power Z: ) 

balance between man/woman by positioning Export as the more powerful 'man' - in I 

spite of her revealed vacyina . 
45 

However, it is also possible that this interventionist performance was not read as 

a performance at all, since the spectators may have read Export in a number of ways - for 

example as a disturbed woman, a terrorist, or a man-hating woman. As such, the gun 

would still have been the catalyst promptin, (, T, them to leave their seats, but the 

Si"I'lificance of this "Lin would have been differently inscribed, in which case it i 
11 Zý -IIi is more 
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than possible that those seated in the auditorium would make no connection between this 

action and the context within which it was staged. Even If they read Export as a 'loony 

feminist', they may not have noticed her revealed vagina, and therefore w, ould not have 

made any link between Export's display of her own body, and the female bodies 

passively displayed for consumption on the cinematic screen. Again, meaning can iie\'ei- 

be assumed to reside solely in the performance. 

An equally important aspect of performance art and its relation to women artists 

is that it is frequently derived from the actual life of the artist. The performer silj)poscdýi, 

takes on no roles, or characters, but presents herself and her world. It is presumed that 

she does not act or pretend, is not removed from herself, and that her script is self- 

generated. The performer is both the author and the artwork, and as such, her address to 

the audience is thought to be unmediated. As the generator and active participant in her 

own work, the performer is situated not as an object of art but as holh subject and 

obj ect. She is believed to be actively asserting her presence, speaking the I of 

subjecthood, speaking her own tongue, and is ultimately seen to be both the speaking 

46 
subject and the subject of speech . 

As the content of performance art pieces draws on the lived experiences of the 

performer, the female performance artist is said to be in a position to displace those 

images of women that have previously been constructed, revealing instead hidden or 01111 

denied aspects of womanhood. As such, the stereotypical or fictional category of 

wornan I is thrown into question, and other representations are offered up. Women's 

performance art of the late 1960s and early 1970s generally refused to believe that this 

xvas all there was, and sought that which was not yet represented. 

In surveyingy Nvornen Is performance art of the 1970s in the USA it would appear 1. 

that women utilised two strategies when dealing with their oxvii representations. One Zý 
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was a directly political challenge to the position women held in society. through a 

revealing of the untenability of that position, the other was implicitly political in its 

revisioning of the symbolic space that 'woman' occupied. 

This divergence in artistic strategies somewhat resembles the gap openino' up Z-) _n "n 

between materialist feminists and radical feminists within the Women's Liberation 

Movement both in the United States and in Britain. While it would be misguided to 

separate the two strands into distinct and separate camps, as the one often bleeds into the 

other (as I will go on to show), it is useful to identify the ways in which the two could 

generally be seen to differ, in both their political aims and in their deployment withiii 

performance art. 

Jill Dolan, in her book The Feminist Spectator a. s' Critic (1988), provides useful 

summaries of materialist and radical feminism (although Dolan actually uses the term 

I cultural' in place of radical) . 
47 'Material feminism', she asserts, 'deconstructs the 

mythic subject Woman to look at women as a class oppressed by material conditions and 

social relations. '4' That is, materialist feminism locates women as historical subjects 

impacted by changing- social, economic and political conditions, and affected by other I- 

axes of relations, such as race, class and sexual identity. 

Rosemary Hennessy asserts that 'materialist feminism emerged from feminist 

critiques within marxism', in the late 1970s 
. 
4) Emerging out of such critiques, materialist ID I- 

tI.. eminism, although building on the analyses undertaken by socialist feminism, is not 

identical to it. Indeed, materialist feminism could be said to have contributed to the so- 

called crisis in knowledge which marks the shift from modernism to postmodernism. ý() 

Where socialist feminism attempted to work xvithin Marxist discourse to explain the 

position of xvorrien within society in Marxist terms - placing the economic structure as 

central to all explanations - materialist feminism began to question this focus on the 
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T unable to adequately economic and on class relations, perceiving Marxism as being 

account for the sexual division of labour and the system of patriarchy. This questioning 

of Marxist theories and their relevance to the position of women in society was one 

catalyst for repositioning Marxism itself as a discursive structure, a structure Which 

employed particular systems in the production of its knowledge. 

Viewed from a materialist feminism perspective the 'object' of Marxist theory, 

the centrallsed norm, was seen to be a masculine norm (the universal subject), the 

concept of class revolution pointed to a belief in uncontested, universal progress and 

evolution, the focus on the mode of production and the economic system suggested a I 

global explanation for all social events and configurations, thereby placing Marxist 
17) Z--) 

theory as the singular, most appropriate, and therefore 'truthful' discourse capable of 

producing social change. " As Hennessy asserts, 'With its class bias, its emphasis on 

economic determinism, and its focus on a history exclusively formulated in terms of 

capitalist production, classic marxism in the seventies had barely begun to analyze 

patriarchal systems of power. 
52 

Materialist feminism, acknowledging the limitations of Marxist theory in its 

application to questions relating to gender, continues to apply a historical materialist ltý 11-: ) 

analysis but, importantly, extends this practice to realms other than those grounded in 

economic relations. As Jill Dolan has written'. 

In materialist discourse, gender is not innate. Rather, it is dictated through 
enculturation, as gender divisions are placed at the service of the dominant 
culture's ideology. 

Reminiscent of Simone de Beauvoir's assertion that one is not born a woman but 

becomes one, materialist ferninism, 

Far from reifying sexual difference, [ 
... 

I Nvorks to understand how women have 
v gender categories. It attempts, to denaturalize th dom been oppressed b 

1!: 1 -1- 11e mant 
ideology that demands and maintains oppressive social arrangements. 54 
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Moreover, materialist feminist does not restrict itself to utilising only Nlarxist 

theory, since the critique of this theory implicitly raised the question of the productive 

, to maintain the power intrinsic to all discourses, and the structures of exclusion operatin, (-y 

coherency of such discourses. Thus, more recent materialist feminism, attempwigy to 

it power of the 'grand narrative', variously utilises the avoid the exclusivity and implic' 

critical practices of postmodernism, poststructuralism, postcolonialism and 

psychoanalysis, as well as Marxist theory, exploring 'woman' as a discursive categoi-N, I- - 

which 'is historically constructed and traversed by more than one differential axi S. ý5 ý As 

such, materialist feminism does not focus exclusively on gender, but extends its critique 

to sex, class, sexuality, race, and age, understanding all as being discursively constructed 

and deployed by a range of both supporting and competing ideological structures, which 

may be variously linked, but are not singularly restricted to, or wholly determined by, a 

capitalist economic system. 

In contrast, radical feminism 'sees knowledge as transcendent, ahistorical, and 

therefore universal'. " Rather than interpreting 'gender' as historically located, radical 

ferninists reify sexual difference by perceiving gender to be immutable, and as such their 

ferninist politics are grounded in a desire to valorise 'the' female gender. Within this 

terninism, sex and gender are collapsed into each other, one being the natural expression 

of the other. According to Dolan, radical feminism 'seeks to reverse the gender 

hierarchy by theorising female values as superior to male values. The basis for this 

assumed superiority, as Dolan suggests, is tied to women's reproductive abilities-. 

Because they can give birth, Ný'omen are viewed as instinctually more natural, 
more closely related to life cycles mirrored in nature. Men are seen as removed 
from nature, which they denigrate rapaciously. Since women are nurturers, they 
are seen as instinctively pacifistic. Men, on the other hand, are viev, 'ed as 
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instinctually violent and aggressive. Women are spiritual, men ha%ýe lost touch 
ý7 

with their spirit in their all-encompassing drive to conquer and clai 

In the following sections I aim to examine the ways in which these two different 

feminist ideologies have been utilised within feminist performance art. The first artist I 

wish to look at is Suzanne Lacy, since she has consistently used, and continues to do so, 

co-operative and collaborative methods. I hope, then, that the following will provide 4: ) 

some sort of counter-balance to my focus on solo performance artists. 

ONEROAD: SUZANNE LACY- THREE WEEKSINMAY(1977) 

5,8, In many of her pieces Suzanne Lacy extends her work into the wider community . 
In 

fact, without the participation of sections of that wider community, she would not be 

able to produce the work. By targeting specific sectors, Lacy also facilitates the Z: ) 

formation of smaller, localised communities within larger - usually geographical - 

communities. Thus, for example, Lacy has worked with elderly women, with women 

who have escaped domestic abuse, and, in the piece I wish to examine here, with 

survivors of rape. 

Lacy's Three Weeks in May, presented over a three week period in Los Angeles 

in 1977, highlighted sexual violence perpetrated against women in the city, both her 
Z 

means of production and her engagement with the 'issue' rape, prompt me to locate this 
-*-) 11 ) 

work as an example of a materialist feminist performance. Throughout the event, Lacv 

aii-ned to record specific instances of rape on a daily basis and make rape visible as a 

social phenomenon. The central features of the piece were two maps, erected in the CtN,, 

Mall Shopping Centre. ý" One map Nvas nominated a 'rape' map onto w, hich Lacy 

stamped the word 'R-APE' in red letters over ariv area in which any woman had been 

raped during the period. The other map, by contrast, focused on stratel-ies of assistance 
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and prevention by listing the telephone numbers of agencies and organisations ýwrking 

with survivors of sexual violence. This 'empowerment map' safeguarded aoainst 

portraying 'woman as victim', which would merely reinforce feelings of women's 

vulnerability and endangerment. While Lacy was concerned to show that rape did occur. 

ptinu and often, she was equally concerned to show that women were not passively acce 

it as a way of life in modern society. Equally, by including these numbers, Lacy was able 

to disseminate information about the agencies to those who may need their support. The 

exhibition, therefore, became an outreach tool for each of the orgyanisations listed, 

drawing public attention to their existence. 

Throughout the three week period, a variety of different presentations occurred, 

both public and private. Organisations were invited to deliver presentations to a wide 

mix of invited press and passing public, Barbara Smith and Cheri Gaulke created a 

banquet event for women from organisations with differing political views, intended to 

strengthen the community and facilitate an exchange of ideas, Melissa Hoffman and Anne 

Gauldrin performed a healing ritual sharing their own rape experiences for an intimate I- 

audience, Laurel Klick presented a photographic documentation of her own private ritual 

staged as an exorcism of her recent assault- Leslie Labowitz presented four public 

performances, IN Myths (? I'Rape, The Rape, A// Men w-c Poletilial Rapisis, and Womeii 

Fighl Back, Lacy herself presented a piece entitled She Who Would Fýv. 

A three part piece. Part one, women came to the gallery over a several hour 
period to share with each other experiences of sexual assault. They described 
these in writing, leaving the notes pinned to maps on the wall. 
Part two, the actresses, all of whom had directly experienced sexual assault, met 
to talk and provide each other with a healing experience and context in ýý'hich to 
perform the piece. 
Part three, the environment xý: as opened to the public who entered the room three 
or four at a time. They encountered first a lamb cada\, er with great white wings. 
suspended as if in flight. A poem crudely scrawled on black asphalt described a 
wonian poet's experience of being violated. Finally the viewer's attention x\as 
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drawn up toward a ledge over the door where flesh-bared w'ornen, stained blood 
red, crouched like birds, intently watching the audience. " 

A final part of the overall project was a ýguerrilla' action in which Lacy and three other 

women went to several street corners previously specified in the rape reports. On the 

pavement, the outline of a woman's body was drawn in red chalk, and a flower was 

placed within it. Next to the outline, the words 'A woman was raped near here, and the 

date on which the crime was committed, were written .61 
The final event of Pircc 11'ccks 

. li Mqy was a self-defence demonstration, presented at the closing rally, when the maps F- 

were 'given' to the City Commission on the Status of Women who decided to install 

them temporarily inside the City Hall. 

Although difficult to measure the success of such a public project, it is 

unquestionable that one of its strengths lay in the way in which Lacy was able to connect 

individuals and agencies via the central issue of rape. Through drawing on all of their 111) - C 17 

different resources, Lacy enabled various organisations to become an active part of the 

pr ject, facilitating the sharing of information and ideas. Thus, not only were artists Oj 11= 

involved in realising the event, but so too were police, self-defence instructors, 

politicians, counsellors and press reporters, as well as individual women who shared and 

testified to their personal experiences of rape. In this way, rape became an issue for 

diverse strata of society - not just for the women who experienced it. Rape was made to 

take on the significance of a shared problem as opposed to the view that rape is a 

woman Is problem, and as such, responsibility was transferred from that of the individual 

Nvornan - especially the woman who had experienced rape - to that of an entire 

community 

Moreover, Lacy (and the other Nvomen involved) aimed to locate women \ý ithin 

material conditions and social relations, analysmg, that location w'hile shm%ingy its real 
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impact on the lives of women. By challenging the societal myths circulating around the 

issue of the rape of women - that women aren't really raped, that women v,, ho are raped 

deserve/asked for it-, that it only happens to certain women; that it only happens to a feýý- 

women', that it's nothing to do with me, I'm not a rapist, that rapes are perpetrated by a 

tiny minority who are probably mad anyway, that rape is no big deal - Lacy implicitly 

challenged the wider discursive structures that formulate and put into circulation such 

myths. These myths are indicative of an ideological system that positions women as sex 

objects, as second-class citizens, as powerless, as existing for men. By concentratinu 

specifically on a gender- stratified issue - the rape of wolnen by nien - Lacy attempted to 

put the entire gender system under examination, showing the system to be based on 

relations of power, thereby revealing that it is the system itself that enables and 

perpetuates such power relations. 

In her method of production, Lacy actively included many voices in the project, 

seeking to involve people from diverse sections of the community, establishing networks 

of communication, support and exchange of information. The inclusion of multiple 1. 

voices ensured that it was not just Lacy's point of view that was expressed, but a variety 

of different views from throughout the wider women's community. She situated the 

pieces in public spaces as part of larger society and solicited contributions and reactions 

I trorn a varied range of sources. By grounding the piece in the reality of women's lives, 

while simultaneously exposing the system that enables the production of such a reality, 

Lacy actively encouraged a critique of, and challenge to, the dominant ideological 

svstern. As such, I would suggest that Three Weeks i1i May displays and deplovs a 

materialist feminist performance praxis. 
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ANOTHER ROAD: RADICAL FEMINIST PERFORMANCES 

In contrast to Three Week. ý m Allay, I wish now to offer an alternative here since many 

performances in the 1970s did adopt a different political stratecry. As stated previously. 1-7) - 

in distinction to materialist feminists who consider gender to be a cultural construct. 

radical feminists tend to emphasise gender dýf 
. 
ýerence, perceiving gender as a natural 

phenomenon. Their aims are not to reveal and challenge the system that constructs and 

insists on gender positions, but to challenge the system that would hiei-ai-chise such 

positions, see ing a reversal of this hierarchy. 

Radical feminist artists, then, believing that women's gender and experience are 

so inherently different from men's, also assume that their artistic representations are 

likely to be radically different. As Jill Dolan asserts- 

[Radical] feminist performance critics and practitioners are suspicious of both 
male forms and contents, since they equate them with male meanings that are 
alien and oppressive to women. These critics look instead to women's culture 

62 for female significations . 

Cocoon Cei'elnoli. v (1978), performed by Donna Henes in Michigan, is exemplary 

of such radical feminist work. Self-documented in High Peýfornmiice, it is worth 

including in full Henes' description of the piece: 

in a ýYreat circle i visited each of the five great lakes, passing another 125 alon'T 
the way, on each great lake beach i found one especially high energy stone. oil 
the summer solstice i caught the moon in my mirror and danced with her on the 
oaster lake rocks, ontario. on the first day of my period i tied my mane into 16 
braids and took a boat into the middle of lake margyrethe, michigan. 1 wrapped 
my head. i came out with fantastic energy, fighting the wool for my breath, and i 
cut off the braids. on the great circle indian mound in newark, ohio, i offered the 
energy stones and my chant drumming around and around and around. and then 
at this point, ha-\,, inL)- circled around Iona enough to have landed in the center, 1 1-71 In 
could see that the man in the moon in my mirror was me. 

Chant for Head Wrapping Ceremony 

i arn a source erer 
i ain a knot tier 
i ani a Nveb weaver 
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i am a shaman (with split toes) 

i am a dreamer 
i am a dancer 
i am a bruja 
i am a witch (which means woman). 

i am a connecting force processor. 
i am a macro/micro cosmic traveler. 

200 years ago 1 would have been burnt. 6 
-', 

Here Henes is firmly located as part of the 'natural' world, as a woman connected 

closely to nature, not as a means to subvert or escape such nominations as 'witch', or to 

examine the reasons for that categorisation, but to embrace them and celebrate them. 

Referencing solstice, energy stones, the moon, and menstruation alongside drumming, 
I 

chanting, circling and walking, Henes reconnects to the natural world, enterincy into Z: ) ltý 

ýnature as nature'. The binary system that structures the symbolic order, setting woman 

up as 'nature' in opposition to 'culture', a point I will elaborate upon shortly, is upheld 

and actively reinforced. The performance does not attempt to contest such meanings, I- 
64 but in fact insists on them . 

Similarly, Leslie Labowltzs performance piece Sproull'n7e, performed in 1980 in 

Los Angeles, again aligns the female with nature and creative energy. Set against the 

backdrop of her work with Suzanne Lacy documented above, this performance is 

particularly interestina in that it marks a dramatic shift from her earlier performance 

work which was grounded in a materialist feminism. 

z's garage one at a time -a dark space with The audience entered into Labow t 

racks of germinating seeds hung on one side from ceiling to floor, while on the other 

were bags of seeds and beans. Laboxvitz, naked and dimly lit, read to the audience from 

Me Sccrci (; ai-deii, after which the audience made its way throu(, h her greenhouse, also 

filled Nvith foliage, coming out into the garden behind the house. In the uarden. 
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oversized and vibrantly coloured artificial flowers, birds, kites and streamers were 

displayed, providing a backdrop to the artist who again read from The Sccrcl (larclell, 
C) 

ending the performance by offering the audience a sprout lunch. " 

Moira Roth suggests that the shift in both form and content displayed in this 

performance is indicative of the period in which it was executed. Exhausted and 

disillusioned with the feminist struggles of the 1970s, and the corollary backlash against 

the feminist movement in the 1980s, Labowitz's change in direction is posited by Roth as 

a way in which to 'sustain our energies': 

She is expressing not only her own need, but one increasingly shared by others, 
both men and women, for psychic and spiritual nourishment in such a painful 
moment in history. 66 

While Labowitz may indeed have been offering 'a poetic model for creating an ecological 

ý 67 
world in which people can heal themselves and restore their poetic sense , the model 

shown inescapably links her specifically female body to nature, regeneration, creation, 

and ultimately birth. In Sproutinic Labowitz is the maternal figure providing and 

ensuring a 'haven', a 'dark and luxuriously dank space' - somewhat connotative of the 

I womb, where people can be nurtured and brought to life. It is her healing, feminine 

power that will cure the ills of the world. As the source of life, she is the giver of life and 

the protector of life. In this piece she literally provides her 'guests' with nourishment by 

ý11\'M(y them beans which she has cultivated. The associations here between woman, 

nature and nurture are, as in Henes' performance, foregrounded. 
C 

Interestingly and somewhat problematically, in relation to my earlier positioning 

of Lacy as a practitioner of a materialist feminist ideology, she would seem, by her own 

admission, to straddle both camps. 
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For me now, feminist art must show a consciousness of ýý,, omen's social and 
economic position in the world. I also believe it demonstrates forms and 
perceptions that are drawn from a sense of spiritual kinship between women. "' 

The first part of this sentence obviously relates to a materialist understanding, of 

women)s position in society. However, the latter part points to somethimy more ali(-Yned 

with radical feminism, with its emphasis on 'forms' and 'perceptions' and 'spiritual 

kinship'. While it could be argued from a materialist perspective that Lacy is talknig, 

about a 'community, a supportive network of women, where forms and perceptions are 

produced as a result of real, lived experiences, it is difficult to ignore the generalisation 

imbedded within a spirituality that supposedly links all women, and which is represented 

through forms and perceptions that are innately 'female'. This statement by Lac%, 

demonstrates the difficulty - and mistake - of attempting too strict a demarcation of I- 

radical and materialist feminists into two opposing camps. At points, the seernin-gly very 

different ideologies overlap, one informing the other, and the actual positionincy of the 
I 

performance may be the result of spectatorial positioning rather than anything intrinsic to 

the actual piece. Returning to Threc Week. ý in Mav, such overlapping can be read in 

those sections of the event where emphasis is placed on ritualistic forms and cleansings, 

which appear to allude more to a radical than a materialist feminism. 

In Leslie Labowitz's piece, Menstrualion C), cle (1971 - 72), such multiplicity or 

blurring is even more evident. Labowitz announced in a poster that she would be 
I- 

waiting in her studio for her menstruation cycle and invited anyone interested to join her. 

In one respect, it could be said that Labowitz was merely making visible and public that 

NvIlich had been hidden in society or, when acknowledged, been scorned, reviled or 

teared. By publicly displaying what is usually kept private she brought into the open I- 

something that happens, at some time, to the m 'oritv III ai i- of women. Such an act *mpl*c'tl%, 

draws attention to the fact that it is usually invisible, raising questions of w/n, it is denied. 
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feared, unacknowledged and the ideology that lies behind such a reaction to a normal 

biological process. However, an equally valid reading would be that Labowitz wished to 

celebrate this uniquely female experience, an experience which links women to 

conception, childbirth, and the cycle of nature. 

Faith Wilding stated, in 1976, four years after Walting that Los Aiigeles 

feminists: 

are not indiscriminately interested in just any art made by women, for a lot of 
women have emotionally and psychically internalized the male world... We are 
interested in a level of sensation and sensitivity directly related to cunt sensation. 
I'm not talking about sex or orcrasm as much as I am about the experience of Zn 
cunt as a living, seeking, pulsating organism. '9 

While not from the West Coast, performance artist Carolee Schneemann may be 

perceived as a feminist artist who deals with the female body as a direct source for much 

of her performance work, not from a materialist basis but as a reclamation of some pure 

female sexuality, and in this sense her work has been described as beino- essentialist. In 
C) 

the following chapter I will map the basis of the reading, but will go on to suggest that 

this noinination is troubled within her performance and that she can be said to be 

strategically located across the gap that separates radical feminism from materialist 

tI eminism. The chapter will then take a different direction as I begin to delineate the 

problems intrinsic to all of the works I have so far cited - problems, in fact, produced by 

and embedded within their aims. 
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CHAPTER3 
DE-ESSENTIALISING ESSENTIALISM 

The use of my own body as integral to my work was confusing to many people. I 
WAS PERMITTED TO BE AN IMAGE BUT NOT AN IMAGE-NIAKER 

CREATING HER OWN SELF-IMAGE. If I had only been dancing, acting, I 
would have maintained forms of feminine expression acceptable to the culture: 'be 

the image we want. ' 

Carolee Schneemann' 

One type of women's art can be seen as the glorification of an essential fernale 
power. This power is viewed as an inherent feminine essence which could find 
expression if allowed to be explored freely. The essentialist position is based on 
the belief in a female essence residing somewhere in the body of women. This 
orientation finds expression in a reading that emphasizes 'vaginal' forms in 
painting and sculpture and can also be associated with mysticism, ritual and the 
postulation of a female mytholog 2 

, -, 
Y- 

CA ROLEE SCHNEEMANN - INTERIOR SCROLL (1975 - 1977) 

In 1975 - 1977 Carolee Schneemann presented a performance piece entitled hucl-iol, 

Sci-oll. The performance begins with Schneemann undressing and wrapping herself in a 

sheet, which she then drops. While reading from her book, Ceaume, She Was u Crivoi 

Palwei-, she outlines the contours of her face and body with paint. She then drops the 

book and slowly extracts a scroll from her vagina, reading it aloud- 

I met a happy man 
a structuralist filmmaker 

- but don't call me that 
it's something else I do - 
he said we are fond of you 
you are charming 
but don't ask us 
to look at your films 

%ve cannot 
there are certain films 

we cannot look at 
the personal clutter 
the persistence of feelings 
the hand-touch sensibility 
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the diaristic indulgence 
the painterly mess 
the dense gestalt 
the primitive techniques 

(I don't take the advice 
of men who only talk to 
themselves) 
PAY ATTENTION TO CRITICAL 
AND PRACTICAL FILM LANGUAGE 
IT EXISTS FOR AND IN ONLY 
ONE GENDER 

even if you are older than me 
you are a monster I spawned 
you have slithered out 
of the excess and vitality 
of the sixties 

he said you can do as I do 
take one clear process 
follow its strictest 
implications intellectually 
establish a system of 
permutations establish 
their visual set ....... 

I said my film is concerned 
with DIET AND DIGESTION 

very well he said then 
why the train? 

the train is DEATH as there 
is die in diet and di in 
digestion 

then you are back to metaphors 
and meanings 
my work has no meaning beyond the logic of its systems 
I have done away with 
emotion intuition inspiration - 
those acycrrandize habits which 
set artists apart from 
ordinary people - those 
unclear tendencies which 
are inflicted upon viewers ....... 

It's true I said when I watch 
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your films my mind wanders 
freely 

............... during the half hour of 
pulsing dots I compose letters 
dream of my ]over 
write a grocery list 
rummage in the trunk 
for a missing sweater 
plan the drainage pipes for 
the root cellar ............ 
it is pleasant not to be 
manipulated 

he protested 
you are unable to appreciate 
the system of the grid 
the numerical rational 
procedures- 
the Pythagorean cues - 

I saw my failings were worthy 
of dismissal I'd be buried 
alive my works lost 

......... 

he said can we be friends 
equally though we are not artists 
equally I said we cannot 
be friends equally and we 
cannot be artists equally 

he told me he had lived with 
a 'sculpturess' I asked does 
that make me a 'filmakress? ' 

Oh No he said we think of you 
as a dancer' 

One reading of this performance suggests that Schneemann is criticising the male artist 

who would refuse to accept her artistic form, who would wish to turn the 'femaleý artist 

into a 'male' artist, by asking that she provide an 'order' to her w, ork, a svstem of 

regulation. HoNvever, as she is female it is assumed that she is unable to do this, unable 

to be rational, mathematical, intellectual. (This could be contested, however, bv a 
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reading which suggests that it is not that Schneemann is uncthle to work in this way, but 

that she does not wctnt lo. Instead, she actively wants to connect art and life. ) 

While she may be an artist, she will never be equal to him, and even her status as 

4 artist' is threatened - she can never be a sculptor, only a sculptre. ý. v - or a filrnakere. y. ý. 

but even that nomination is denied to her as the male continues to think of her as a 

dancer (not a dancere. ys, since dancing is already associated with women). He, however, 

insists on his right not to be nominated as a filmmaker, since it is not all that he does, 

only 'something else'. 

Schneemann is not simply criticising the man for excluding her from the art world 

because she is a woman - her criticism is also concerned with the fact that he is ifnahle to 

accept her specific. fenfinine form - that is, a form lacking in reason and logic, a form 

cluttered with 'feelings', produced without an organising system of order. By way of I- - 

contrast, the male voice within the text uses 'intellect' and 'systems', his work is devoid 

of 'meanings' and 'metaphors', 'emotions, intuition, inspiration'. Within Schneemann's 

text there is an implicit critique of the 'art establishment'. WhIle the male artist believes 

that his art is not separate from 'life', Schneemann caustically indicates that it is so 

unconnected to 'real life' that when she views his work, her mind begins to wander - to 

the acmal real subjects of 'life', such as her lover and her shopping list. The 'pulsing 

dots' are far removed from Schneemann's conception of 'real life'. In particular, then, 

Schneemann is critiquing and resisting the modernist tendency of stripping away the 
II I- - 

inessential within practice to attain a 'purity' of form. 

Rather than take her ironic criticism seriou,, -, ]N,,, the male artist accuses hei- of being, 

Unable to understand the intricate system he is using, mirroring perhaps his mabilitv to 

understand her form. In this sense, Schneemann reverses the hierarchised positions of 

niale/Iniale artist-critic, usino- die tactics typically deployed against female artists and 
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redeploying them. There is also a possible slippage, here, between readinc, )- 

Schneemann's performance as a genuine representation of the 'feminine' or as a 

deliberate minficking of his positioning of her as 'feminine', 'personal', 'primitive'. The 

ironic voice that Schneemann uses suggests that she may be sending up his Image of her 

by actively embodying it, as if to say- 'You think I use overly personal subjects in iiiy 

work? You haven't seen anything yet. ' When Schneemann uncoils the text from her 

vagina, it is difficult to imagine that anyone is thinking about grocery lists. 

However, returning to a radical essentialist feminist viewpoint, Schneemann 

removes the text from her vagina as if excavating her deepest insides, her interiors, for 

some truth, and then bringing it out into the external world as a testimony to that truth. 

Her form, her art, lies within her specific body, a body accessible through her vagina, her z 

womb. Embedded within her body is a primary knowledge. As Schneemann herself 

states'. 

I saw the vagina as a translucent chamber of which the serpent was an outward 
model... a spiralled coil ringed with the shape of desire and generative 
mysteries.... This source of 'Interior knowledge' would be symbolized as the 
primary index unifying spirit and flesh in Goddess worship. I related the womb 
and vagina to 'primary knowledge'. 4 

Z--) 

In placing the body at the centre of her work, and using hodi1j, knowledge as a means to 
I- 

excavate and represent some 'truth', some vision concerning the representation of 

I woman' that is distinct from those in general circulation, Schneemann is attempting to 

fulfil demand that women's subjectivity can be represented through 

wrifing the body- 

I had to understand why there were no women artists in my inherited history, I 
had to crack the shell to invert turn over smash open. Why all language and all 
speaking existed in only one gender - male - and all that was female was bv 
inclusion, prescription, allowance... why was there no female genital... the clitoris 
has been sliced out of cultural erotics and the vasyma was a stinking 'hole'. an 
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absence, dead zone unless stuffed with male functional needs and fearful 
deforming projections. I had to find out why I believed the basis of creation ýý-as 
a female force denied for 2000 years. I had to put the body where the mind Ný-as. 'ý 

BODILY WRITINGS 

Woman must write herself Woman must put herself into the text - as 
into the world and into history - by her own movement. 

H616ne Cixous 

g of 
. 
finfinine is a feminist strategy that grounds itself upon Lacan's rereading L 'ý, crilure 1 11) 

Freud, but which, in turn, rereads, develops or moves beyond Lacan's formulations 

regarding subject formation. While Lacan's theorising is problematic for feminists iii 

that, although offering up some explanation for the process of subjectification - namely 

that the subject is formed in language - it simultaneously positions woman as the 'other' 

to man .7 
It is this notion that the practice of Ncillilivftniinme would contest. 

Lacan's basic position is that prior to entry into language infants have no sense of 

self (identity) and are no more than a mass of undifferentiated blolol--pcal drives. The 

infant believes that there is no separation between the world and itself - indeed the world 

is the self There is no internal and external, and therefore no need to mediate between 

the two. (Of course, this is a retroactive, fictional belief, belonging to the realm of the 

'ii-naginary'. )' 

This symbiotic relationship with the 'world' is destroyed by the entry of the 

Father (socially prescribed Law), which results in the child 'losing' the body of the 

mother. When the Father appears, he brings with him the societal taboo of incest. The 

infant who previously enjoyed unchecked libidinal impulses associated with the body of 

the mother must suddenly repress these relations, banishing them to the unconscious. 

The child, frorn being- a unified entity, has become a split subject motivated entirely by 

lack. 
Accompanying the loss of the bodv of the mother, then, is the loss of a sense of 

wholeness, translated into lack (particularly of the mother's, body), which the subject will 
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endlessly attempt (and fail) to fill with other substitute objects. From this separation of 

child from mother, the child learns that it must cirlicitlate its needs since the objects 

which guarantee such satisfaction are no longer within the child. 'Lack' becomes 

translated into desire, mediated in language as 'demand', and always directed towards an 

external other. 'Reality' can now only be mediated through words which stand in for 

absent objects. 

As the child attempts to articulate its demands it also comes to learn that words 

have meaning only in relation to their difference from other words. Within each word 

there is not only an absence (of the object), but difference. To enter into language is to 

enter into a never-ending chain of signification, unable ever to fully grasp the missing Z-: ) 1-71 

object in its entirety or fullness. Similarly, the child's sense of self-identity is dependent 

upon its differentiation from other objects. That is, the child can only say 'I' because it 

knows it is not 'you'. Identity always requires the other which it is not. (The other, 

then, is also always within the self, and even our sense of self will therefore be divided. ) 

The phallus (or the symbolic slash that divides the signifier from the signified), is 

the signifier of both lack and fullness, absence and presence, power and powerlessness. 

As desire is the desire to fill up 'lack', our desire is the desire for the phallus, the 

'transcendental signifier', which will return us to our ('imaginary' sense of) wholeness, to 
C I- 

our unmediated relation with reality, to the body of the mother, to our oneness with the 

world, to the Real. " 

When we enter into language we necessarily take up a place within an alreadv 

meaningful' structure, the symbolic order. Every sign within the symbolic is already I- 

imprinted with a cultural encoding and our positioning xvithin this structure is determined 

bv whether xve 'have' the phallus or not. Since all subjects are necessarily constructed as 

'lacking' - 'lack' being the condition of entry into the symbolic order - no one can 
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actually have the phallus (such 'lack' - like 'fullness" - is imagginary). It is only within the 

symbolic order, then, that certain objects are imbued with phallic property. As the 

symbolic order in Western society is produced from within a patriarchal structure (in a 

mutually reinforcing relationship), the object most frequently given phallic equivalerice is 

the penis - said to be a mark of difference between the sexes. In this instance. the phallus 

signifies desire, operating within a circuit in which two complementary opposites are 

joined together to produce 'wholeness'. It is apparent, then, that the phallus does not so 

much mark difference as sameness - you either have one or you do not. Thus. while no 

one can hctve the phallus, certain people inicighic that they have it (and the 1)o%\ er tliat it 

symbolises), while others are made to symbolise its lack. The figure bearing Lack is the 

other which gives 'he' who 'has' it his identity u. s, the One who has it. If she is imagined 

as lacking, then he can imagine that he is whole. Differences between the sexes are 

organ se iI gid 
in a hierarchical relationship. That is, they are not A and B, but A and not-A, 

which translates as having and not-having the phallus - the Same. By organising 

difference into binary opposites the phallic signifier establishes and maintains other binary 

ays be placed on the ne(yative oppositions in which woman (and other Others) will alx%,, - 

side of the slash (the absence and lack of the phallus). 

Within a patriarchal symbolic - in x\; hich the penis, as visible mark of sexual 

difference becomes metaphorically equivalent to the phallus - the girl child is positioned 

oil the side of 'not have'. It is only by becoming the phallus - the object of the mail's 

desire - that the wonian can hope to fill this lack, to be the phallus- In this sense. wonian 

can only ever be an ol? iccl, never a SLIýjeCt. While N\onian must obviOLISIý' take up a 

place in the svi-nbolic in order to speak of an T, that place is a tenuous location since 

wornan, positioned as an ob , 
ject of desire rather than a desiring subject. speaks Ma mocie 

of 'masquerade', as an imitation of the masculme- pliallic SLib-lect She %\mits hini to 

ýd 
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desire her (her desire is to be desired) and so turns herself into the phallus. When she 

speaks, then, it is not clear that she speaks of or as herself 

If woman has always functioned 'within' the discourse of man, a signifier that has 
always referred back to the opposite signifier which annihilates its specific energy 
and diminishes or stifles its very different sounds, it is time for her to dislocate this 

'within', to explode it, turn it around, seize it. I () 

While the term ý, crilurefinfinine has variously been applied to the French feminists 

H616ne Cixous, Luce Irigaray, and Julie Kristeva, I wish to focus here on the writings of Aý 

H6]&ne CIxous and her notion of the pre-symbolic. " Crossing Cixous' concept with 

Schneemann's performance, I aim to examine the potential that such an inter-relationship 

affords for a re-reading of Schneemann's work. 

It is improbable (perhaps impossible) that Schneemann had read any of Clxous' 

writing at the time of Mici-ior Scroll, since much of it did not appear in translation until 

the 1980s, and even the original versions of The Laugh (? I'Ihe Medusa and LuJcune Me 

did not appear in print until 1976 and 1975 respectively - by which time Ilacrior Scro// 

was already being performed. However, it is more than probable that CIxous and 

Schneemann were both respectively caught up in a flux of feminist thought in France and 

the USA which undoubtedly had influences and impacts on their respective works. As 

Susan Sellers writes in relation to Cixous, 'It should again be emphasized that The Ncirýv 

Hol-n Woman was written at the height of feminist debates in France. )12 
C 

Returning to Carolee Schneemann's Infei-iol- Scroll, I would suggest that it bears 

close similarities to H616ne CIxous' call that women 'vvrite' their bodies. This linking of 

the two is perhaps obvious, since both have been accused of 'essential i sm'. Hm\ ever, I 

wish to resist the foreurounding of this particular similarity by suggesting that, in both 
I -- - 

cases, SLIch a nomination is perhaps too easily given. 
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An initial difficulty that needs to be addressed in crossing one with the other is 

that Cixous' demand is located in the practice of 'writing'. Schneemann is not 'writino, 

but performing, albeit with some writing contained ivahin (literally) her performance. 

Can the transference from 'writing' to 'performance' be accomplished"" While Cixous 

has always insisted that ecrifurefinnnine is a writing practice that aims never to exclude 

or appropriate the other, she also admits that., 

there is a certain path of development to follow- there is the path of the self, one 
must develop in oneself out of oneself.. One must become acquainted with this 
self, make a descent into the agitated secret of this self, into its tempests, one 
must cover this complex route with its meanderings into the chambers of the 
unconscious, in order to then emerge from me towards the other. The ideal - less 
and less of me and more and more Of YOU. 14 

It takes time for '1' to get used to 'F. Time for the '1' to be sure 1' exists. Only 
then is there room for the other. " 

Cixous is here citing the psychoanalytic concept, surnmarised above, of self-identity 

being dependent on (the differentiation from) the other - which is nevertheless always 

returned to the Same (the Not-1). Cixous' specific project is to enable these others to 

exist their dýf I f. rt . 
fei-encc. But before these others there is the sel In performance a (of 

the I 970s) there seems to be only self It is therefore, perhaps, the ideal vehicle to drive 

downwards into the depths of this (unconscious) self " What is of primary importance in 

performance art is the real, living presence of the body, and it is to this hocýj- that Cixous 

rnakes her call. 'Write the body. ' How better to write the body than to make the body 

I. iscýfthe tool of writing - the pen, the brush, the living letter9 As Cixous argues in 

I)- /Iccs 
. 
Pl e I Fril *Ilg Dýf 

Language is a translation. It speaks through the body. Each time we translate 
1: ) -D C) - 

what Nve are in the process of thinking, it necessarily passes through our bodies. 17 
C- C) 
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The similarity between Cixous' description of the relation of xvriting to the bo4 and 

Schneemann's enactment of that writing in InleriorScroll is startling: 

Life becomes text starting out from my body. I am already text. Histor\,. lo\-e, 
violence, time, work, desire inscribe it in my body, I go where the 'fundamental 
language' is spoken, the body language into which all the tongues of things, acts, 
and beings translate themselves, in my own breast, the whole of reality Xý, orked 
upon in my flesh, intercepted by my nerves, by my senses, by the labor of all Illy 
cells, projected, analyzed, recomposed into a book. Vision- my breast as the 
Tabernacle. Open. My lungs like the scrolls of the Torah. But a Torah without 
end whose scrolls are imprinted and unfurled throughout time and, on the same 
History, all the histories, events, ephemeral changes, and transformations are 
written. I enter into myself with my eyes closed, and you can read it. This 
reading is performed here, by the b eing-wh o -want s-to-b e-b orn, by an urge, 
something that wants at all costs to come out, to be exhaled, a music in my throat 
that wants to resound, a need of the flesh then, that seizes my trachea, a force 
that contracts the muscles of my womb and stretches my diaphragm as if I were 
going to give birth throu h my throat, or come. And it's the same thing 9 In, 

Like Cixous' text, Schneemann's 'text' comes (literally) from her body, the place in 

which resides the 'fundamental language' - the 'primary knowledge' which is brou(yht 

forth by the body/language - in the breast, the flesh, the nerves, the senses, the cells, 

brought forth like the 'scrolls', the 'scrolls' (literally) brought from the inside to the 

outside of the body, by the body. An entering into the self, and a bringing out, an I C) 

unfurling, which can be read. A reading, moreover, which can be peýfornied. By the one 

who wants-to-be-born, the one who brings the self from the womb, from the 

passageway, the entrance, the dwelling place of the other in me - the other that I am and 1-11) 4: ) 

arn not', I () a self that wants to come out, a coming which causes the muscles of the womb 

to contract and stretch the diaphragrm, as if giving birth to the voice, as if comin(-,. Alid 4D - 

so the scroll comes/comes from Schneemann's vagina/womb, with the words a testimony 

to what she feels, a 'fidelity to what [she] feels, there, at the extremity of life, at the 

nerve endings around the heart'. 2" As she reaches doxvn/up/in, touches 111.0cle herself 
, 7, , 

her own birth is imminent. 21 As Franýolse Defromont writes, 'The body has become a 
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room of one's own, the very place of inscription of writing, a political space in itself 

which abolishes centuries of colonisation of the feminine body. 522 

And yet what ff this body into which Cixous and Schneemann delve - this 

supposedly fienfinine body? For Cixous, there is undoubtedly such a thing (/. Y the 

'feminine body'. What is more troubling is that on the one hand, perhaps the hand that 

reaches up inside the body, the feminine would seem to be tied to the biological body of 

the female - thus raising the spectre/sceptre of essentialism noted earlier. In Me A'eij, /)- 

Born Woman, Cixous repeatedly cites the biological female body as necessarily giving 

rise to a different relation to the other, a relation which refuses to appropriate or exclude 

the other, but which encompasses it: 

It is not only a question of the feminine body's extra resource, this specific power 
to produce some thing living of which her flesh is the locus, not only a question 
of a transformation of rhythms, exchanges, of relationship to space, of the whole 
perceptive system [ .... 

] It is also the experience of a 'bond' with the other, all 
that comes through in the metaphor of bringing into the world. 

There is a bond between woman's libidinal economy - her jouissallce, the 
feminine Imaginary - and her way of self-constituting a subjectivity that spli II its 
apart without regret . 

21 

Furthermore, Cixous believes that inhabiting a sexed body must necessarily induce 11-n 

different experiences. - 

I don't believe a man and a woman are identical. Our differences have to do 
with the way we experience pleasure, with our bodily experiences, which are not 
the same. Our different experiences necessarily leave different marks, different 
memories. If I write letting something of my body come through, then this Z 
will be different, depending on whether I ha,.,, e experience of a feminine or 
masculine body. 24 

And it would seem to be this feminine body to which Cixous is specifically callimly when 

she states that the act of writing vvill 'reallse' the relationship of woman to her sexualitv 

and asks that woman. 
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Write yourself. your body must make itself heard. Then the huge resources of 
the unconscious will burst out. Finally the inexhaustible feminine Imaginary is 

25 
going to be deployed. 

This feminine imaginary is located in the pre-symbolic relation between the self 

and the m. /other, a position which refutes Lacan's theory of the formation of the subject 

which is dependent on separation from the m/other and therefore imbued with loss. 

Cixous believes that the body of the mother has a continuing effect on the subject and the 

inscription of this body's codes would disrupt the patriarchal symbolic. The Inclusion of 

the maternal body in writing provides a way through the loss and separation figured iii 

phallocentric society. In the feminine imaginary the split (from the body of the mother) 

that constitutes subjectivity is a split without regret, since the body of the mother is 11ol 1) 

lost - it is merely outwith the (paternal) symbolic. This m/other language is described as I- 

a singing from a time before the Law, before the Symbolic took one's breath away and 111. ) 

reappropriated it into language under its authority of separation', a language that wi I 
26 

run the codes ragged' . 
If one goes back to the unconscious, to the banished/repressed 

body of the m/other one can allow it to resurface and break through the phallocentric 

codes. Cixous suggests that rather than being completely and forever separated from the Z: ) Z: ) 

body of the mother and therefore propelled into desire by lack, the 'rhythms and 

articulations of the mother's body have a continuing effect' and are important in 

preventing the codes of the patriarchal Symbolic from becoming rigidified and all- 

power-ful'. 
27 The unconscious is a 

magic book by more than one author... And all women feel, in the dark or the 
light, what no rnan can experience in their place, the incisions, the births, the 
explosions in libido, the ruptures, the losses, the pleasures in our rhythms. Mv 

L111CO11SCIOUS IS in touch with vour unconscious. 2' 
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Through the unconscious, we are seemingly back in the realm of the specific 
. 
1cinctle 

body. This body, however, is historically located- 'a Torah wIthout end whose scrolls 

I ies. are imprinted and unfurled throughout time and, on the same History, all the histori 

events, ephemeral changes, and transformations are written'. Moreover, the feminine 

economy Is not limited to the female biological body - as evidenced by the work of male 

of &J, . 11C 
29 

writers cited by Cixous as examples ifurefinn 1 

The crux of Cixous' theory is that a feminine economy is one in which the othei- 

is not annihilated or appropriated, whereas in the masculine economy the other is the 

other to the One - the 'not', the 'negative'. In refusing to take up the phallic position of 

the unitary subject (the One), the feminine writer can inhabit a number of places 

simultaneously. The writer who does not eradicate the difference of the other, therefore, 

is a writer utilisin, (-, Y, a feminine economy, and that writer can be male or female. 

It would seem, then, that Cixous both does and does not ground the feminine 

economy in the biological female body. Her emphasis on the 'maternal body' as a link to 

the 'other' risks a traversal of the essential, and yet she also insists that the biological It) 

i-nale body can be maternal - and the female body paternal. 'Haven't you been the father 

of your spouse, and perhaps the brother of your brother, or hasn't your brother been 

I 
YOUr big sis er9'-, () 

Ultimately, Cixous' aim is to eradicate such labels and boxes, w, hich neatly 

demarcate persons into one thing or another, belying the potential 'bisexuality' that 

resides in each li\, ing, person. "] Moving beyond the codes, the neat boxes, one escapes 

the logic circumscribed by the phallolo, (Yocentric system'. 

As soon as you let yourself be led bevond codes, your body filled Ný ith fear and 
with jov, the Nvords diverge, you are no longer enclosed in the maps of social 
constructions, vou no longer walk between Nvalls, meanings floxv. 
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codes of her male artist acquaintance? A getting beyond the hierarchised binary system 

that would arrange everything into couples - not of difference, but of value, with 

woman/female/feminine at the lower end of the scale" If one can get beyond this binary 

system one can reach other places where the other is lawivii, rather than appropriated, 

and difference is seen to be equal rather than hierarchised: 

She who looks with the look that recognizes, that studies, respects, doesn't take, 
doesn't claw, but attentively, with gentle relentlessness, contemplates and reads- 
caresses, bathes, makes the others gleam. Brings back to fight the life that's been 

17) buried, fugitive, made too prudent. Illuminates and sings it its names. -" 

And yet there remains a problem in this crossing of Cixous with Schneemann, a 

space in-between them, as the words that Schneemanii reads are not the , vords of the 

Lfeminme', not yet her own words. As Schneemann reaches up, and removes the text, 

she is not reaching for the other, but for the self (the first step towards the other). 

However, this self remains contained within a binary structure - he/she, 1/you, 

m ascul ine/femi nine. Schneemann's text is not, then, 'bisexual' - there are two sexual 

economies, held poles apart. Schneemann is not so much producing ýcrllureftlnmmc, 

but mirroring Cixous' demand that such a writing - and a recognition of such writing - is 

necessary, so that the feminine is able to exist, in 'her' difference. 

While the words of the text speak a 'masculine' economy, is it possible to 

suggest that the uvo, in which they are written hints towards some other econoiiiv - ari 

economy that moves beyond the codes" The Nvritten/spoken words are disjointed, 

disordered, illogical, cluttered, metaphorical (the difficultv of writing about cci-imrc In -- 

//I . ile is that I can only use the words I have available to describe the text and these 

are inscribed with the 'ne(, )-ati\, e'. The 'ferninine' exceeds the existing conceptual 

tI raniework). The rhythm of the text points to the 'poetic', the open-ended. the shiffing, 
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even while the actual words seem to uphold and exist within the symbolic order. The 

words then, and the meanings inscribed within them, are not 'feminine' as sucli. but their t) I 

II- ic arrangement does indicate a practice of writing beyond the restrictive heuenioni 

cmasculine' register which is ordered into a unified whole. Schneemann seems to botli 

mirror Cixous' theory and partially practice it. The next necessary step would be the one 

that takes her out of the binary structures and into the pre-symbolic, where she can sing 

34 'from a time before the law' 
. 

Can we be sure, though, that the naked woman, the body before Lis, the Nvords 

that Schneemann speaks (here and in the future) will be heard with a difference? Or %vill 

she (and those who follow her) continue to be reinscribed as primitive, as irrational, as 

iiol-man, returned 'to the image we want', the negative other of the Same" Simikirly, 

Will we, as women, be able to stage a dialogue across our differences from each other, as 

well as across our internal differences, that would not preclude a feminist politics" 

BODILY (RE)MARKS 

The representation of bodies is always ideologically marked; it always connotes 
gender, which carries with it the meanings inscribed by the dominant culture. 

Jill Dolan 5 

In the next section of this chapter I vvish to navigate a different path through 

Schneemann's performance, for while the body may be the tool of inscription it is also, as 

I shall explicate here, always already inscribed. In thi,. -, respect, Schneemann's act of 

literallsing the Nvi-Iting of the feminine on ilieftniale bocýv is a problematic act that carries 

(Y -om the body 
greater risks than merely Nvi itingfi 
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As suggested in the previous chapter, those women who were recognised as 

making art were admitted to the establishment under something of a disguise - their 

female status was subsumed under the title of 'artist' which was generically assumed to 

be male. To be located in the position of 'male artist' was to Inhabit. paradoxically. a 

neutral location, that is, to be distanced, disinterested and objective. Although 

Schneemann had been involved in numerous avant-uarde performances and \ý as I) 

associated with Fluxus events and Happenings, she expresses vividly the feeling that she 11 ID 

was never fully accepted as an equal, on her own terms: 

In 1963 to use my body as an extension of my painting-constructions was to 
challenge and threaten the psychic territorial power lines by which wonlen were 
admitted to the Art Stud Club so long as they behaved enough like men, did 
work clearly in the traditions and pathways hacked out by the men. A7 

In an unsent letter to Alan Kaprow she asks- 

What was my position among you then? My own title private title ironic title v,, as 
'Cunt Mascot. ' Cunt Mascot on the men's art team. 

And a little later in the letter* 

None of the other men ever asked me what I was doing, thinking, or spoke about 
my work. It went in one direction- I asked them about their processes, events. I 
knew that a mutual exchange was normal! I observed you among yourselvesý 
explaining, writing, introducing, meeting, making projects, plans 1. C) 11-1) In 

On the one hand, then, it would seem that the only way to be accepted onto the 'men's 

team' was to play by the men's rules, as laid down by the men. However, even this 

strategy did not seem to produce total acceptance, because, after all, under the gulse lay 

the 'cunt', and the only place for a cunt on the team would seem to be as mascot. As a 

token of luck, the mascot is firmly linked to the natural, non-rational, mysteriOLI,.,. and the 

bestower or giver - all of which are 'ferninine' symbols. As evidenced from 
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Schneemann's account of her experiences on the 'male team'. her position was marizinal 

and the support offered to her from her literally fellow artists minimal. 

In relation to margins, anthropologist Mary Douglas suggests that: 

all margins are dangerous. If they are pulled this way or that the shape of 
fundamental experience is altered. Any structure of ideas is vulnerable at its 
margins . 

39 

Furthermore, 'to have been in the margins is to have been in contact with danger, to ha%-e 

been at a source of power. "" The margins are the edges which form the border or 

boundary that enacts a frame around a subject, demarcating an inside from an outside. 

Schneemann was expelled from the Fluxus movement by its founder, George Maciurias, 

because of her 'baroque, theatrical, sexual tendencies' .4' 
This expulsion indicates that 

she had overstepped the boundaries which he had erected in order to 'frame' the Fluxus 

movement. By overstepping, the boundaries she stepped into the margTM, that is beyond 
I- 

the frame, but in that very beyond, supporting it. 42 

The framing of 'art' is not an objective practice. Frames are erected in historical, ZD III 

social, and political contexts. They are both effects and supports of the structures in 

w'hich they are embedded, and as such have material and ideologocal consequences. As 

Griselda Pollock writes: 

art works are texts and can be understood as a site of a particular organisation of 
signs which produce meanings in a field composed of other signs. [ ... 

] Curators, In tý 11) 

critics, historians operate within socially specific and ideologically boundaried 
frameworks. What is included, omitted, how objects are presented, defined or 
evaluated, all this is not reflection of inherent qualities of meaning [because there 
are none], but representations of current meanings which are therefore inflected 
by the inequalities and social hierarchies of the society which is doimy the 
classifying, curatincy and management of culture. " 

The prerequisite of the frame ils the movement between the inside and the outside, for it 

is in the tension between these that both corne to be understood, and as such one refic', 
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on the other. The inside/outside of the boundaries are not distinct, but touch each other 

at the edges, creating the necessary tension to hold the frames in place. 'Moreover, the 

frame is the site at which judgements (sights) are made. Without the stability of the 

frame, it is impossible to comprehend what is being seen. The frame thus acts as the 

staging for the scene to be seen, the site for sight . 
44 

The appropriate need. ý the inappropriate to maintain its position of dominance. 

(The same is true of the I inappropriate' but the inappropriate stands to gain less from this 
Z 

nomination. ) Boundaries, then, produce threats which justify separation. Jesse Helms 

45 
attack on the 'NEA four' reveals explicitly this productive power of boundaries 

. 
The 

line which Helms maintained had been crossed by Holly Hughes, Karen Finley, Tim 

Miller and John Fleck was the one separating 'art' from 'obscenity 46 The danszer 

implicit in this crossing was that this line would dissolve, as would the distinction 

between 'Inside' and 'outside' -a distinction necessary for Helms to maintain and 

produce his own self-identity and subject positioning. If there is no 'bad', Helms cannot 

assert himself as the moral right/Right. Relegating and keeping these artists in the Z: ) 

margin Helms constructs them as the necessary threat. Any encroaching on the 'good' 

side of the frame demands a performative act of censorship which returns the object or 

artist to the 'negative' edge, remarking them as I inappropriate' while also remarking In - 117) 

those (vulnerable persons) who need to be 'protected' by Helms, and remarking himself 
I- 

as the arbiter of 'good' taste. This creation of 'bad' or 'filthy' artists simultaneously 

strengthens the position of 'good' or 'clean' artists. Noticeably, the 'bad' are those g 

already located on other margins, designated as already dangerous (the feminist, the 

homosexual, the lesbian). 

Dou(y, las asserts that- 
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A polluting person is always in the wrong. He [. ýJc] has developed some wrong, 
condition or simply cro. vved. vome IMe ii, hich Aould tiot huve heell (TONSC(I (1/0 

47 I&Y divplacemew imleaAe, v datigel-fior someotie . 

When the binaries that structure the Western system of meaning and understanding are 

troubled, when the slash between inside/outside, art/obscenity (and any other number of 

binaries) are crossed, the entire system is thrown into crisis, ncitingg what Rebecca 
I- 

Schneider and Vivian M. Patraka refer to as 'binary terror'. 4', Such terror is 'directly 

proportionate to the social safety insured in the maintenance of such apparatus of 

sense'. 49 Helms' attack on the 'NEA four' could, therefore, be read as a physical 

enactment of this binary terror - terror written over a body perceived to be under threat. 

Similarly, Schneemann's baerioi- ýcroll potentially incites such terror as she 

positions herself across several binaries simultaneously. Admittedly, Schneemann's 

painting of her body with an earth coloured substance could be contextualised within a 

radical feminist art practice, as a reclamation/re-presentation of a ritualistic act, servinu 

to link the piece to invocations of Gaia, The Earth Mother/Goddess. Such a reading is I- 

strengthened by the 'envaginated' text which is coiled snake-like - 'a spiralled coil ringed 

with the shape of desire and generative mysteries the primary index unifyin(y spirit 

and flesh in Goddess worship. ' However, to go somewhat against this grain, it is also 

possible to read the painting of Schneemann's body h. v Schneemann's own hands as an 

implicit critique of the historical practice of women being painted by men, of worneri 1111 11-n I 

being the objects of art for the male artist subject. Schneemann herself states that she 7 

I painted large strokes defining the contours of my body and face', suggesting that these 

strokes Nvere ones of active self-definition. 

As stated earlier, women cannot 'be' artists, and yet Schneemann's presented 

body is definitely, defiantly female. She draws attention to its specificity by the paint she 

administers to Its Contours. The binary wornan/art'st is thus throxvii into confusion 
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(although, of course, she may be denied the nomination 'artist' by those who refuse to 

regard her work as 'art'). Secondly, she is both the subject and the object, therefore 

straddling the subject/object divide. Thirdly, she is a woman and women are passive, but 

here she is actively creating, embodying the different locations of passive object/acti\'e 

subject simultaneously, confusing the frames that keep them distinct. Fourthly. as the 

self-same obj ect of the subject she is dissolving the distance between 

objectivity/subjectivity, closing the gap that allows for disinterested observation. Such a 

move troubles the internal/external and mind/body divide. Finally, that which is literally 

internal is pulled out to the external, raising questions not only of the supposed absolutes 

of such positions, but also of the appropriate/inappropriate of art. 

Schneemann writes of the piece 'When I first made the actions of lwei-loi- Sci-oll 

it was considered repellent, awful As a student, Schneemann, bellevim, that no 

part of the body should have been considered taboo, painted self-portraits'. 

using my entire body as one which stood for all/or any human shape from which I 
would learn. I was free to study, perceive my own genital shape and form - as 
well as my ears and elbows. 

My art professor told other students this study was narcissistic. [ 
... 

] The male 
students doing their endless self-portrait studies were not considered 
narcissistic. ' But then they did leave out their bodies! 

This quote raises the important issue of who is permitted to paint what. While women 

have been the objects of art for male studies in form for over two hundred years, when a 

xvoinan becomes her own object, accusations of narcissism are levelled against her. As 

Lucy Lippard noted of the 1970s-. 

Men can use beautiful, sexy women as neutral objects or surfaces, but N\hell 
wornen use their own faces and bodies, they are immediately accused of 
narcissism. 
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It was acceptable for Yves Klein to use women's bodies as brushes, but unacceptable for 

women to use their own bodies as brushes or canvases for their own work. 52 

Rebecca Schneider provides an excellent example of this double- systein of 

in operation, by citing Shigeko Kubota's I agitia Pcimling, performed at the Fluxfest i 

New York City in 1965. Squatting on the floor, with a brush supposedly extending from 

her vagina, Kubota performed a 'vagina painting'. 5' The piece was hated by her male 

colleagues. Schneider concludes that 

Woman as artist's brush, woman fetishized as phallus was acceptable, even chic. 
But woman with brush was in some way woman irlth phallus and thus unnatural, 
monstrous, threatening, primitive - certainly not artistic. 54 

In Schneider's opinion, it is not the explicit female body that was the problem. Instead, 

'llic cigency (? f Me body divplayed, lhe mllhoi--Iýv (? I'Ihe ageni - that was the problem. ' 

I would agree entirely with Schneider - the crux of the problem circulates around 

who gets to portray what, for whom and why. However, I would also suggest that the 

explicitness of the female body (in particular, the nude female body) within both 

Kubota's and Schneemann's work was partly the problem - or rather, nakedness was the 

problem, as the naked body remained naked, instead of being rendered nude. 

Schneemann's 'nakedness' served to erect a barrier to her work's inclusion as 'art', 

aligning it instead with the obscene, thus maintaining the boundary between the t\vo and 

excluding Schneemann (read 'woman') from a male dominated preserve. 

If woman is the symbol of nature and man that of culture, what happens to those 

distinctions when woman creates a cultural product? Or, more precisely, what happens 

when the 'other' upon which the male (heterosexual) artist's 'erection' depends, ceases 

to be the other" The erection becomes threatened, without potency. Impotent. The 

Helmsian fear is evident once again. 
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As Lynda Nead explicates, utilising Kenneth Clark's formulation of the naked 

body versus the nude body, the nude is 'the body "clothed" in art, the body in 

representationi. 56 Following from this, the naked must therefore be the body prior to its 

representation, prior to its aesthetic transformation, the nude is the culmi-cil 

transformation of the nalurcilly naked. The naked is transformed by the artist - the 

subject located at a distance making judgements (for the benefit of the viewer) of what is 

external and what is internal to the object - into the nude. Matter is like\\, ise converted 

into 'form', and the natural, through the skill of the artist's hand (read male) is brought 

under cultural (read his) control. Culture triumphs over nature and disorder is brought 

to order. Without the imprint of culture, then, the body is left in its natural, naked state, 

as matter - without form or order, and therefore in excess of art, beyond the boundaries 

of art. 
57 

The naked body sits precisely on the framing edge (margin) between art and 

obscenity (echoing the virgin/whore binary). Transformed into the 'nude' it is accepted 

as 'art', without such a transformation it is 'obscene'. Interestingly, Yoko Ono states 

that male artists 'rejected as animalistic' the live works of women in the 1960s. 5'ý 

Woman, unable to be an artist, can only present the obscenely naked female body. As 

Nead writes. * 

The female nude is meant to transcend the marks of individualized corporealitv 
by means of a unified formal language- when this fails, both the image of the body 
and the feelings of the viewer are profaned, that is, desecrated or violated. ý9 

As Schneemann is presenting, her own body, that body is explicitly and unavoidablv 

marked with her own individualised embodied corporeality. This is not some made or 

tOUnd object, but an 'object' which Schneemann inhabits. The 'profane' translates 

fiteraliv to mean 'outside the ternple"O - in the profane act of showing her naked bodv, n- 
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Schneemann is kept outside of the sacred temple of art. By attempting to insert herself 

into that temple she has also 'violate[d] or pollute[d] (that which is entitled to 

respect) . 
61 Te pollution metaphor raises its spectre once again, but its shadow throws 

into relief the question of who decides whal is 'entitled to respect'. 

The body is a model which can stand for any bounded system. Its boundaries can 
represent any boundaries which are threatened or precarious. 

Any structure of ideas is vulnerable at its margins. We should expect the orifices 
of the body to symbolize its specially vulnerable points. Matter issuing from 
them is marginal stuff of the most obvious kind By simply issuing forth 
[they] have traversed the boundary of the body. 62 

Representations of the female nude body typically reduce it to its surface 

elements. The internal is hidden from the gaze of the viewer. By uncoiling the scroll 

from her interior, Schneemann enacts another profanity. She visibly marks the internal 

by bringing it out into the external. Here her 'orifice' is made explicit, not denied. The 

text which is brought from inside to outside is aýlecf, traversing the internal/external 

boundary, with the abject being defined as the space between subject and object (a space 

which she deliberately closes by being both). 6" Traversing 'the boundaries of the body' Z: ) 

Schneemann reveals that which an aesthetics of 'distance' would seek to conceal - the 

place which causes terror in the mate psyche - the castrated (and castrating) female. 
Z 

What the nude/naked binary obscures, however, is that the body, especially the 

temale body, is uhrqvs ah-cadj- marked. As Nead assertsý 

Within social, cultural and psychic formations, the body is rendered dense ýý Ith 
meaning and significance, and the claim that the body can ever be outs de of 
representation is itself inscribed with symbolic value. There can be no naked 
'other' to the nude, for the body is always already in representation. 04 

While Schneemann mav therefore be troubling many binaries in her performance, the 

dan(yer implicit in this is that such a troubling will not dislodge the female body from its ZI clý In - 
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prescribed place in the symbolic order or signifying economy, but will in fact reinscribe 

it. 

In representation the sexual difference of woman is figured, amongst other things. 
Z- 

as lack. This prompts Jill Dolan to write that Schneemann and other performers 

fail to see that the female body is a sign which, when placed in representation, 
participates in a male-oriented signifying practice . 

65 

While I think that this is an overly simplistic reading of Interior Scroll, which overlooks 

the 'binary terror' that Schneemann incites, Dolan's criticism is still one to be reckoned 

with. " Though Schneemann may indeed trouble binaries, this does not necessarily 

ensure that her specific female body will shed the marks it is made to bear in a patriarchal 

or phallocentric signifying economy. 

Prior to engaging with the intrinsic difficulty raised here, it is important to remark 

the historical context of bacrior Scroll, and the other performances already cited, 

women performance artists of the late 1960s throughout the 1970s undeniably played an 11-1) 

important role in laying the foundations for women's intervention into the 

representational system. Located within a fervent feminist movement, much 

performance work of the 1970s attempted to challenge male (read dominant) 

representations of women by re-presenting other images of women. Through positing 11-1) _n 

the 'real' lives of women, and by implication the unacceptable and untenable position of 

wonien in society, as exemplified by the performance artists participatinu in I: ) 

Womanhouse, many female artists were part of a movement struggling to unite women 117) 1-: ) 

against what was perceived to be a common oppression. Alternative Iy, some performers, 

such as Henes, through offering images of women that represented them 'positively', in 

contrast to the more farniliar practice of denigrating femininity, attempted to celebrate 

'womanhood'. While women were (generally perceived as invisible, lackinu. or 'other, 



both materialist and radical feminist performance artists attempted to imagine what this Z' 

C other' might look like from another place, to make the invisible \'Isible through 

performance acts of self-expression, expressing the 'real' or the 'imagined'. " Such xý ork 

implicitly attempted to fulfil a feminist agenda throu(, j-h promoting an awareness of the 
I- 

position of women in contemporary society and contesting that position, thereby hopin,, (,, 

to produce change. Also implicit to the work, then, was the belief that chan-(Ye xvas 

possible. 

In Jeanie Forte's opinion, the fact that each performer is a live, livin(y female body 

attempting self-representation and speaking out cis a woman goes someway toNvards 

undoing the system that would prescribe woman as lack, as other, as object to the i-nale 

subjecv. 

The female body as subject clashes in dissonance with its patriarchal text, 
challenging the very fabric of representation by refusing that text and posing new, ZI--) ý17) 
multiple texts grounded in real women's experience and sexuality. "' ZD 

For Forte, the representation of 'real' women will reveal as fabricated the 'Woman' that 

exists to support the present system of representation, allowing the heterogeneous and In 

heteronomous voices of dýf 
. 
ýercnl women to be represented in its place. In defiance of 

the patriarchal structure, women assert themselves as 'speaking subjects'. 

While not wishing to deny the importance of this work in its attempt to fic. Ture 

Nv, oman' as an active subject, this production of alternative representations of women 

belied, as Moira Schor write4 'a behef in representation [.... ], 69 Operating within a 

representational system based on oppositional relations (One and other), the 

performances problematical INI suggested that this system could in some way be 

transcended and that 'wornan' need not be ffizured as a negative signifier. HoN\e%-ei-, as 

Suzanne Danuta Walters asserts, 
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While 'more women' or 'better images' might expand our cultural horizons. theýý 
will not fundamentally challenge the patriarchal 'ways of seeIng" embedded in the 
process of representation. To argue for less stereotypical images avoids an 
attack on the deep structures of the signifying practices that produce such images 

70 
in the first place . 

While 'woman' may find or create 'her' voice and speak out, there is no guaratitee that 

she will be heard. As evidenced by the response to Schneemann's, Ono's and Kubota's 

work, these performers, in spite of their efforts, could not erase or replace the 

inscriptions which already marked them as 'animalistic', 'primitive' and 'obscene'. 

IN THE SHADOWS OF A SIGNIFTER 

For practitioners who work in forms that have a visual dimension, the central issue 
is how to image the female body without engendering 'woman. ' 

Kate Davy 71 

In the final section of this chapter I wish to explicate the problems implicit to the strate(yv 

of refiguring the image of 'Woman' within representation. First, while these imao-es maý, ID 

have actively confronted stereotypes, sexism and the negative images of women, 

embedded within the majority of this work was the belief that if patriarchy was 

destroyed, then the 'true' or unoppressed, liberated woman would be able to emerge. 

Secondly, there was an implicit assumption between representation and the 'real world', 

with performers believing that they could actually show 'real' women. Thirdly, it was 

assumed that these other representations, made by women, would be 'better' and more 

'truthful' images than those already in circulation, and fourthly, that such representations 

would, in time, come to replace the previous (mis)representations, acting as catalvsts for 

a svstenjic change in gender relations. Running beneath, and connecting all of these 
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problems, was one intrinsic difficulty Even where it was acknowledged that gender 

roles were historical constructs, beneath these roles there remained (to greater or lesser 

72, degrees) some 'unconstructed' identifiable 'woman' - the political subject of feminisms. 

As such, the sign 'woman', while perhaps being perceived as 'constructed', continued to 

be the given ground for a feminist practice and remained unproblematised as an identity 

category. If, however, one suggests that 'woman' is a signifier created in various Z- 

discourses (and can actually be no more than this), then an urgent question arises- N,,,, ho 
Z 

is the 'subject' that we are attempting to represent (politically and aesthetically), and 

where do such representations become authorised, since representing the 'real' of 

woman' is an impossible task? 

Aiming to present more truthfully representative images of women, many 

performers grounded their search for truth in their own lived bodily experiences. This 

desire for truth is implicitly connected to the Enlightenment humanist belief of more 

'truthful' knowledge automatically resulting in freedom and progress for all. Such a 

belief is itself grounded in the concept of universal 'reason. As Jane Flax sums it up: 

The accumulation of more knowledge (the 
'getting of more truth) results 

simultaneously in an increase in objectivity (neutrality) and in progress. To the 
extent that power/authority is grounded in this expanding knowledge it too is t) - 1 17 

progressive, that is, it becomes more rational and expands the freedom and self- t, 
actualization of its subjects who naturally conform their reason to its (and their) 
laws. 'ý 

it is assumed that through applying reason one can access the 'real', where the 'real' is I- 

something that is universal, external, unmediated, independent of the knower. Therefore, 

this knoxvledge is the 'Truth' in the sense that it is not the product, artefact, or effect of a 

particular set of historical or discursive practices. The ' real' is something pure. purely 

present, unaffected by external conditions. HoNvever, as Flax asserts, the quest for the 

'real' 
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conceals most Western philosophers' desire, which is to master the world once 
and for all by enclosing it within an absolute system they believe represents or 
corresponds to a unitary Being beyond history, particularity, and change. In 
order to mask his idealizing desire, the philosopher must claim that this Beingy is 
not the product, artefact, or effect of a particular set of historical or lin(yuistic Z) 
practices. It can only be the thought of the Real itself 74 

To attain unity, coherence, and stability - to suggest the 'Rational' - anything which 

threatens it must be excluded. As women constitute the other to the male philosopher, 

her stories are expunged. The traditional representation of the 'real' is a representatiori 

75 
produced by men . 

Feminists' relationship to the Enlightenment is somewhat paradoxical in that by 

producing (and representing) their own knowledge, they were implicitly critiquing the 

supposed objectivity and impartiality of that which was considered to be 'universal', 

while at the vinic time insisting that their own knowledge was more 'Truthful'. This is 

not to deny that this strategy contributed much to the feminist struggle by insistincy on Z: ) Cý 

women's capacity for rational thinking, contesting the equation whereby woman = 

irrational. Again, as Jane Flax states- 

Concepts such as the autonomy of reason, objective truth, and universally 
beneficial progress through scientific discovery are very appealing, especially to 
those who have been defined as incapable or merely the objects of such facts. ý6 

However, this Enlightenment pr ject of reason, truth and progress has been vvidely 111) 01 

attacked since the 1970s by both psychoanalytic and poststructuralist theory, prompting 

an awareness that concepts of truth, reason and progress are discursively constructed 

and therefore inherently partial, provisional and contingent. 

In psychoanalytic terms, since the positioning of subjects in the social structure is 

dependent on their constitution in lancyuac,, e, one cannot stand outside of thi,. -, structure to 

i the structure that One always already implicated 
. -ain a purer vanta, (,,,, e point 1 11) -- 
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constructs one's subjectivity. Furthermore, in order to become a subject, accordin-ci to 

Lacan, the individual must undergo a series of repressions which constitute the 

unconscious, which is itself, in Lacantan terms, structured like a langua(-), e. Thus. 

underneath every appeal to reason and objectivity lies the unconscious, about which the 

conscious subject knows nothing. As such, Lacan's theory of the unconscious strikes a 

severe blow to notions of rational thought and the unified subject. 

Furthermore, as poststructuralism has revealed, meaning is never w-holly present 

to itself, since it always contains within it a (present) absence - that which it is not, N\ luch 

makes it what it is. Each meaning, is therefore a combination of presence and absence. 

Meaning also passes continuously along the chain of signifiers, forever shifting, slipping I- -- - 

and unable to be pinned down as each signifier refers to another, infinitely. To be born 

into and use language means, then, as Terry Eagleton summarises, '[that] I can never 

have a pure, unblemished meaning or experience at all. "' Z: ) 

While female performance artists deliberately grounded their knowledge of 

ýwoman) in their own experiences there was an assumption that such experiences both 

indicated and upheld a 'Truth'. Experience, then, became the ground for a collective 

political identity. Such a belief does not take into account that all experience (and 

therefore knowledge and truth) is produced discursively. A performance artist may 

represent her experience of rape, of motherhood, of menstruation, of death - but what is 

left unexplored or unremarked is in what ways these experiences are constructed to carr-v 

particular meanings, for what purpose and effect, and Nvhat (political) subjects they 

produce in the process. Moreover, if 'truth' is constructed within discourse, then 

discursively established systems of rules govern what can count as 'truth', and what is 

talse', unimaginable or unreasonable. I- 
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Experience is always already implicated in the structure of lanuuage since it is at = -n 

the level of language that experience is interpreted, determining what, specifically, that 

experience is able to mean. If knowledge is based on experience, then understanding 

experience as always already mediated in and by language problematises this relationship. 

This is not to deny, however, that every subject does 'really' experience effects, but that 

experience is, as Joan Scott asserts, 'always already an interpretation and is in need of 

interpretation. )78 

Accepting that meanin s are the result of discourses (both supportiflig and 9 

competing) it is possible to suggest that they are also, therefore, mutable and liable to 

change, affected by shifting social, historical, economic and political factors. '9 The 

questions that then become central are- how do we know what we know and how do we 

deploy - or challenge - that knowledge, what mechanisms are used to represent it as a 

'truth', and who has access to these mechanisms? 

Although poststructuralism is now something of a common currency in the 

academy, much performance art throughout the 1980s to the present day remains tied to 

explorations of the 'personal' - as if the 'personal' is a mirror of the world, reflectin(--, 

what life is 'really' like, and perfecting that picture by including more diverse and 

supposedly truthful representations. The problem with this, however, as Joan Scott 

writes, is that* 

the pr ject of making experience visible precludes critical examination of the 01 1: ) 
workings of the ideological system itself, its categories of representation 
(homo sexual/hetero sexual, man/woman, black/white, as fixed immutable 

its premises about what these categories mean and how they operate. identities), i 
its notions of subjects, origin, and cause. " "I 

This critique of representing the 'self does not deny that such presentations operate on 

IIILIltl%, alent levels in complicated ways, often implicitly critiquing many aspects of the Z- - 
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hegemonic society in the process, as observed in Schneemann's performance Interioi, 

Scroll. However, such presentations do, ultimately, leave intact and unquestioned the 

system of signification that makes 'woman' mean certain things. Thus, xý-hile 

Schneemann may indeed trouble some of the binaries that structure representation by 

crossing through them, what such a strategy falls to address is the impossibility of 

showing what women 'really' are because there is nothing 'natural' or 'Immutable' to 

'woman'. We can never really know what 'woman' is or will be. 

Fractions in the feminist movement began to appear in the late 1970s o\,, er this 
I- 

very question of deciding what woman 'is', that reflect vividly that categories are never 

innocent, but are always implicated in structures of power which determine subjectivity 

and identity based on notions of difference. To 'be' anything, one must first of all 

exclude 'others' - in phallocentrism these 'others' are those that are not male, white, 

heterosexual, middle-class. When feminists begin to define what woman is or should be, 

although such definitions are primarily dependent on their difference from 'man' (itself a 

problematic gesture since it both serves to reinforce the binary that separates the two 

positions, whilst reifying the category 'man'), they also enact other exclusions - 

exclusions which limit what a woman can be. 

Those with the power to define 'woman' reflected their own images - white, 

temale, heterosexual, and middle-class. Differences between women were elided under 

the cover of a common 'sex', as if identity and an 'authentic self was rooted only in the 

temale gendered body, in its opposition to the 'male body. ' As Anna Davin states of her 

time in the British feminist movement- 

We knew about class difference, though xve thought it could be overcome 
through working together, but Nve hardly noticed diArences of ethnicitv or 
sexuality, and to the extent that Nve did, thought it was enough to be 'not 
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prejudiced', thereby assuming the different were always other, and '%ve' . vere all 
the same. " 

This statement highlights the force of reducing all differences to the Same in the service 

of imposing a false unity upon individuals. Of course, such a strategy was undoubtedly 

deliberate, performing the equation between power and numbers. 82 However, this still 

leaves intact the so-called majority imposing their identities on others. The Same that 

differences are reduced to is the Same of the dominant group, and thus the feminist 

movement resembled the hegemonic patriarchy in its ability to make differences 

disappear - either by outright exclusion or by a resolute blindness to those differences in 

the first instance. 

Similarly, while performances of this period fulfilled an important function in 

enabling women to speak (at all)"' one central problem was that speaking 'at all' often Z: ) _n 

became speaking 'for all'. Those that had the power (the greatest access to 4 

'knowledge', representation and therefore the production of 'truth') spoke in their own 

ii-nages, assuming that those images were common and unified. Women who felt that 

they did not fit in with, or were not addressed by, the feminist conception of the 'female 

often left the feminist movement to join other movements perceived to be more aligned 

to their own positions in society. Alternatively, other groups were established, if not 

exactly in opposition to the feminist movement, as a corrective to it. 

In the USA, from the late 1970s and early 1980s, the focus shifted from the 

singularity of women's differences to men, to women's differences amongst women, 

splitting the movement in the process. The racism implicit in white feminism's inabilitN, I- - 

to address differences of race and class was identified as a central blind-spot. As Audre 

Lorde writes: 
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If white american feminist theory need not deal with the differences betweell us. 
and the resulting difference in our oppressions, then how do you deal %vith the 
fact that the women who clean your houses and tend your children ývllile you 
attend conferences on feminist theory are, for the most part, poor women and 
women of Color? What is the theory behind racist femini SM, )84 

In Britain, the widening cracks in the feminist movement tended to coalesce more 

around issues of sexuality and class rather than race, as evidenced in the split between 

radical and socialist feminists. As Anna Davin states* 

I'd probably have seen lesbianism as politically risky - we had to keep the image 
of feminism clean, so to speak! " 

While such fractionalisation initially enabled differences between women to be asserted 

and acknowledged, this recourse to identity - in the long run - contains the same intrinsic 

problem detailed above. Drawing on personal experience serves to legitimate what is . t: ) -- 

known and by whom, with such experience reinforcing identity rather than prompting, a 1, 

questioning of it. The 'experience' of the lesbian, or the black woman, or working class 

woman is held up as an authentic indicator of 'identity' -a pointer to some inner or 

reflective authoritative truth - rather than as a result and constituting force of I- 

subjectivity. Identity, instead of bein(, -, y seen as constructed, contingent and multiple 

becomes fixed, absolute and unified. 

What is left unasked is how such identities (and the experiences that constitute 

thei-n) are made to mean, and which discourses are being maintained in the process. To I- In 

ask these questions demands that performance artists must work from ivuhm the 

discourses, critically engaging with their experiences in place of merely re-presenting 1: ) 1-71 1: ) 

thern. In the words of Joan Scott- 

It is not individuals who have experience, but subjects who are constituted 
through experience. Experience in this definition then becomes not the origin of 
our explanation, not the authoritative (because seen or felt) evidence that 
grounds what is known. but rather that \\-Iiich we seek to explain, that about 
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which knowledge is produced. To think about experience in thi-, -, ývav is to 
historicize it as well as to historicize the identities it produces. 86 
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SECTION TWO 

CHAPTER 4 
DIFFERENT STRATEGIES - STRATEGIES OF DIFFERENCE 

IF NOT THERE THEN 

Through what exclusions has the feminist subject been constructed, and how do 
those excluded domains return to haunt the 'integrity' and 'unity' of the feminist 

(6 99 we . 
Judith Butler' 

The problematisation of the grounds of 'Identity', as it is represented in both feminism 

and women's performance art, necessarily introduces other problems. If one removes 

the notion of 'the subject' of feminism by unsettling just such a subject, who is it that 
'n J 

feminists are left fighting for )2 

you must have a self before you can afford to deconstruct it. " 

How can anyone ask me to say goodbye to 'emancipatory metanarratives' when 
my own emancipation is still such a patchy, hit-and-miss affair r)4 

Let rne contrast the above by revealing the other side of the map: 

Feminist critique ought also to examine how the category of 'women' is 
produced and represented by the very structures of power through which 
emancipation is sought. - 

The critique of essentialism and all its different forms- humanism, rationalism. 
universalism, far from being an obstacle to the formulation of a feminist 
dernocratic prQject is indeed the very condition of its possibi ljtý, 6 
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In the following chapters of this thesis, I aim to shift my focus to the political potential 

offered by the intersection of contemporary performance art with a deconstructive 

practice .7 
My own shift here mirrors shifts within contemporary political. philosophical, 

literary and cultural discourse. Just as the feminist movements of the late I 960s were 

part of a general movement of cultural contestation, this move to what haý'e varlousk, 

been described as deconstructive and poststructuralist critical interventions can be 

located historically and socially within what has come to be loosely defined as 

postmodernism. As stated in chapter 1,1 do not intend here to enter the debate into 

what postmodernism is, or even whether there is such a 'thing' av postmodernism, since 

although the term is now something of a common currency, it remains impossible to 

provide a stable definition of the term, particularly since - and some would say 

appropriately - it proliferates beyond 'control'. Dick Hebdige's critical citing of the term 

C postmodernism' reflects the vastness of its descriptive range: 

the decor of a room, the design of a building, the diegesis of a film, the 
construction of a record a TV commercial, or an arts documentary, or the 
intertextual' relations between them an anti-teleological tendency within 

epistemology, the attack on the 'metaphysics of presence'[... ], the 'predicament' 
of reflexivity, a group of rhetorical tropes, a proliferation of surfaces, a new 
phase in commodity fetishism, a fascination for 'Images, codes and styles, a 
process of cultural, political or existential fragmentation and/or crisis, the 'de- 
centringy' of the subject, an 'incredulity towards meta-narratives', the replacement 
of unitary power axes by a pluralism of power/discourse formations, the 
implosion of meaning', the collapse of cultural hierarchies the functioning 

C 
and effects of the new miniaturized technologies, broad societal and economic 
shifts into a 'media', 'consumer' or 'multinational' phase [ .... 

], 

Hebdige's critical citing of 'postmodernism' is not intended to suggest that the term has 
C 

become useless through being overloaded with signification, but that it has become a 

'keNrword', and as such, suggests that 'a significant number of people with conflicting, 

interests and opinions feel that there is something sufficiently important at stake here to 

be Nvorth struggling and arguing over. 19 
n -- 
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Thus, while it may be impossible to fully determine precisely x\ hat 

cpostmodernism' is, it is still possible to assert that there has been a general cultural shift 

in the West within the last fifty years, a shift indicated by that term, and this shIft can be 

detected in a number of different realms. Thus, within political, philosophical and 

literary idioms, the term 'postmodernism' could be said to mark the 'deaths' of the 

Subject, the Author, Reason, and Truth, as each of these is deconstructed to reveal the 

operations that enable them to function as cohesive - and producti\, e - systems of 

knowledge. Similarly, the 'death' of modernist Enlightenment is pronounced, arising 

from various quarters - for some the event of the Holocaust destroyed any notion of 

cprogress' and 'rationality', for others, the concept of and processes connected to, the 

Enll(,, htenment belief were revealed to operate by way of a system of exclusions in which 

the very notion of 'human progress' was achieved through the dehumanisation, 

marginalisation or invisibility of other (typically non-Western, non-white, non-male) 

subjects. Tied to such critiques of the Enlightenment are those which reveal the 
C 

partiality of so-called objective science and its claim to truth, producing a general distrust Z: ) Zý) 

of any all-embracing explanations or 'grand narratives', including Marxism (a di III istrust In 

strengthened by the perceived 'failure' of socialism). Such resistance to, and 

contestations of, metanarratives have themselves been aided by earlier resistance 

niovernents, including the Black, Gay and Lesbian, and Women's Movements, each of 

which offered an alternative perspective on 'the world'. In addition, the 'end' of 

colonialism has produced a decentering of the West, as well as a critical engagement 

Nvith its colonialist history and its discursive formations. 

In cultural and economic terms, postmodernism tends to refer to the explosion of 

technology and information, and the expansion of consumer capitalism, linked with 

concepts of globalisation and the fraomentation of the subject. Ima(ye,,, - of consurner 
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lifestyles and identities are continuously and ceaselessly produced with new images and 

products endlessly replacing 'old' ones. 'Communities' are no longger perceived to be 

geographically located, or based on class relations, since so-called 'communities' are 

now seen to be dispersed across the globe, aided by technologgical ad-vancements. I 

Equally, the 'bosses' or owners of capital are no longer easily identified as global 

capitalism enables multi-national expansion, dissolving any sense of central operation. 

When one company owns a number of other companies, all with their own products and 

'Identities', located in numerous other countries, identification of 'the enemy' and anv 

resistance to them becomes more difficult. 

All of these engagements, whether located in political, philosophical, cultural, 

social or literary discourse, suggest that - although the term 'postmodern' belies cohesive 

description (a situation which is, indeed, one effect (? f'postmodern dispersal) - as Jane 

Flax asserts, 'Something has happened'. 

Something has happened, is happening, to Western societies. [ 
... 

] Western 
culture is in the middle of a fundamental transformation, 'shape of life' is a 
growing old. The demise of the old is being hastened by the end of colonialism, 
the uprising of women, the revolt of other cultures against white Western 
hegemony, shifts in the balance of economic and political power within the 'world 
economy, and a growing awareness of the costs as well as the benefits of 
scientific and technological 'progress'. "' 

This chapter, then, seeks to locate feminism within this transformation - as both a part of 

and a response to the 'postmodern' (Western? ) world, and as a critical resource with 

which to engage with this world. 

An evident tension that exists between feminisms and deconstructions is that the 

former are, first and foremost, political practices which have always had a common 

desired tilln - the emancipation of women. The latter, in contrast, are sti-alegies ir/th lio 

ussuincti eiidponas. Deconstructive rnanoeuvres do not attempt to replace one form of 

knowledge with another, guaranteed to be better. While acknowledging this. I would 
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argue that the placing of feminism alongside deconstruction does not preclude the 

possibility of imagining a different future (change remains both possible and desirable). 

Such an interrelationship, however, resists fixing or deciding in advance what that 

difference will be, or believing that we will - once and for always - arri\, e there. The 

'aim', then, acknowledging that there is no absolute, or 'final solution', is that of a 

continual becoming, a process which is necessarily open to continuous contestation and 

renogotiation. 

Deconstruction is better understood as a questioning of the terms in which we 
understand the political, rather than as a simple negation of the political. 1ý 1 11 

What might feminism refracted through deconstruction look like, and what would 

be the benefits - for feminism - of such a connection? As stated in the previous chapter, 

since the 1970s the various ferninisms have come under attack for under-representing, 

misrepresenting or not representing 'other' women - that is, women who are not 

included within the feminist movement, be they women of colour, working class women, Z- 
lesbians, differently abled women, etc. etc. Importantly, I deliberately use the 'etc. ' at 

the end of that last sentence because if one wishes to list the 'others' then that list 

continues to be endless. One can never hope to fully include all the differences, because 

we do not yet know what those differences even are, or in the words of Diane Elam, 

ýwhw women wi// havc bccn. ' Thus, any attempt to be fully inclusive is an impossible 

task. In the following pages I wish to concentrate on Elam's deliberately unstable linking 
1-: ) -- 

of the feminist and the cleconstructive. 12 Elam is not the only theorist who does this, but 

think she is worth citing in that she goes beyond highlighting the potential of 1ý ": ) _n In 

deconstruction for feminists. to actuallN, positincy a relationship between them that 1. ) 

maintains the political ucm, qj, of the earlier feminist movement. 

Elarn suorgests that definitions of women produce the ahl-me-. 
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each new attempt to determine women does not put an end to feminist ques- 
tioning but only makes us more aware of the infinite possibilities of Xý. omen. That 
is to say, women may be represented, but the attempt to represent thern 
exhaustively only makes us more aware of the failure of such attempts. Hence 
the infinite regression that I specifically call the 'n7s. en cth_vIne. 14 

Furthermore, while new representations are added to the abyme, previous 

representations are also changed, as the present impacts our reading of the past. "ý The 

abyme fills up with ever more descriptions of women, but these are only other 

representations. There is no point at which the (thyme will be filled up and Nve can knmý 

what woman is, as 'a feminism that believes it knows what a woman is and what she caii 

do both forecloses the limitless possibilities of women and misrepresents the various 

forms that social injustice can take'. 16 We can never really know what 'ýý, oman' is 

) 17 because she is a 'perni(mclilly conlewed, wic (? f nicaimig Importantly, because the 

cih. iwie can never fully, once and for all, be filled, the 'object' of the ah. vIne can never be 

entirely grasped, resulting in a destabilising of subject/object relations. Without a stable 

object, the subject itself is left unstable. For Elam, feminism must be a politics of 

undecidability, where the category of woman is continuously kept as a question, without 

the imposition of an end point which would already presume closure to the question. 

How, though, can one reconcile a politics of undecidability with a politics of action" 

Does political action not depend upon certainty and consensus9 

Elam's radical proposition is that the around of politics should not be that of 

common identity, since identity politics are a dangerous politics in that they suppress or 

erase differences between women, homogenisimy such differences and enforcing Zý - 

uniformity or conformity. Alternatively, where differences ul-c acknowledged, there is a 

tendency to hierarchise thern, placing, people into positions of the 'most ý\ orthy ', \ý hich 

tends to divide people rather than create a 'community'. Equally. individuals become 
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ity to speak of them. representatives of those differences and are only granted the author' 

In the words of Trinh Minh-ha- 

Now, i am not only given the permission to open up and talk, 1 am also 
encouraged to express my difference. My audience expects and demands it, 
otherwise people would feel as if they have been cheated: we did not come to 
hear a Third World member speak of the First (9) World; we came to listen to 
that voice of difference likely to bring us what ire can't hcme and to divert us 
from the monotony of sameness. " 

Additionally, the person who is 'different' is assumed to represent the entire categorv of I- - 

that difference. While there is a problem in the feminist movement of the early 1960s in 

that it refused to recognise differences in the hope of a united 'Sisterhood'. it is, as is 

apparent from the above, equally problematic to treat difference in some essentialist way, 

as a groundable, stable truth. Difference can too easily become 'a tool of seureo-ation I) --) 
19 

Aiming at the heart of identity politics, Minh-ha raises the spectre of the 

fabricated unified subject (a subject which is, moreover, dependent for its constitution on 

external others)- 

Of all the layers that form the open (never finite) totality of 'I ), which is to be 
filtered out as superfluous, fake, corrupt, and which is to be called pure, true, 
real, genuine, original, authentic? Which indeed, since all interchange, revolving 

20 in an endless process . 

Peggy Phelan furthers the debate on identity politics by questioning the political 

efficacy of being 'visible' in the first place. For Phelan, 'visibility is a trap' which 

I provokes voyeurism, fetishism, the colonialist/imperial appetite for possession. 21 

Moreover, the Joining of identity with visibility presumes that identities can be visibly 

perceived, that what you see is what you are, that the more visible you are, the more 

powerful vou are, that the 'self can be fully represented which, as already shown, is an 

impossibilaN, '. 
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In place of the identity politics which for so long have grounded feminist political 

action, Elam proposes instead a politics of g7-oundle, v, sý s-olidw-io,, 'in w'hich a coalition is 

formed by people who are suspicious of any such claims to identity. ' 22 Similarly. Judith 

Butler proposes that the subject of feminism, 'women', 'designates an undesignated field 

of differences, one that cannot be totalised or surnmarised by a descriptive identity'. 

enabling the term to become 'a site of permanent openness and resignifiability' 
2 

-, 

This shift in political practice is fundamental in that politics usually places the 

subject as central, and political practice as determined by gaining the assumed 'rights' of 

that subject. As Elam states, the 

question becomes that of deciding which rights are the natural and inalienable 
property of a given subject. Accordingly, the problem of rights becomes a matter 
of description- what rights belon to which subjects? 24 

Z: ) 
9 

However, if one understands subjectivity as being produced in language and discourse, 

then so too must one understand that any notion of 'rigghts' is tied into and contributes to 

this construction of the individual subject. That is, 'rights produce subjects who can hold 

them. "' There is nothing natural about either rights or the subjects who are supposed to 

have them. Both are equally constructs of particular historical and social positionings. A 

deconstructive approach to politics would therefore 'turn its attention to the way in 

which rights actually construct the political subjects who are entitled to those rights'. 26 
I- 

For Elam, then, a feminist politics must not be a politics that is grounded on notions of 

essential, unchanging rights, but a politics of undecidability, where each political action I 

or decision must be made anew. Anything else would risk establishing a totalising - and 

therefore equally oppressive - discourse. 27 

Hovy', though, does one arrive at a decision9 Equally, is there not a danger in this 

groundless undecidability in that all political practice and decisions will be subsurned 
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under an 'anything goes' because I have decided something? Where is the ground of 

decision making located when the grounds of identity and rights have been destabilised" 

Jane Flax, while supportive of the cleconstructive (or postmodern in her terms) 

strategy of destabilising totalising discourse, argues that such ideas 'have not offered 

28 
adequate concepts of or spaces for the practice of justice' . 

It is precisek, to the 

concept of justice that Elam turns when calling on a feminist ethics, with the proviso that 

one must always strive for justice, even though 'justice remains unrepresentable, [ ... 
] it is 

impossible to do justice to justice, to carry out one Is responsibility entirely'. '9 

For Elam, this question of justice is answered by recourse to a politics of 

undecidability which must additionally 'engage with ethics and consider ohligafions and 

req)onsibilities ). 30 The ethics that Elam proposes are not the Kantlan ethics of the 

autonomous, impartial, rational subject but an ethics, in line with deconstruction, that 

moves away from the centrality of the subject. The subject is not autonomous but is 

caught up in a nelivork (? f relcitioms, and therefore has a responsibility to those relations. 

Moreover, there can be no absolute rationale for deciding what is true or false, good or 

bad, since such judgements are already caught up in established discourses, where the 

rules are already pre-determined. Therefore, 

rather than judging on the basis of a system of rules political activism becomes 
the search for the rule that may do justice to the case. [... W]e have to do the 
right thing, here, now, where we are. -" 

However, as we can never know that we have made the right decision, the right 

judg-ement, all political actions are open to negotiation, to conflict, to different 

dectsions. " The rules are not fixed for eternity, but are liable to continuously change as 

each 'rule' is contested by another specific situation. 'Just as there are no grounds for 

ethical 'udo-ements, there also is no end to 
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How, though, might this notion of a feminism without a grounded subject be 

embraced within feminist performance art? Again we return to the questions of ývho has 

the power to grant meaning to what and for what purpose9 Representation is inherentIv 

political- 

Whether the medium be linguistic or visual, we are always dealing v'-Ith systems Zý - of meaning operating within certain codes and conventions that are socialk, 
produced and historically conditional. 34 

One function of a deconstructive art, then, is perhaps to de-naturallse the seernimfly 

natural, revealing it as a discursive construction that has a specific located history, while 

resisting offering up a supposedly more 'natural' (truthful) image. The remaining 

chapters of this thesis are concerned with the ways in which women's performance art 

has shifted from a performance of grounded 'identity' (of woman), towards a 

destabilising of the subject 'woman', while continuing to operate within a feminist 

tI ramework. In the rest of this chapter I will return to the question of the personal within 

performance art in an attempt to determine ways in which the 'personal narrative' can be 

simultaneously drawn on and destabilised through using particular performative 

strategies. As the personal continues to feature within performance art pieces by 
I 

women, I feel that it is crucial to examine the means of using the personal while resisting, 

positing a fixed, essential subject. In Chapter 51 will shift my focus to performances 

xvhich trouble the representation of 'woman'. Both of these chapters attempt to show 

the ways in which each performer works within discourse, occupying, respectively, the 

position of 'femininity', the inappropriate place of 'woman', a place that stands beside 

(and therefore 'outside') the inscription of 'woman, and a place in which 'woman' 

remains unmarked. Chapters 6 and 7 broaden the horizons of this thesis by examining 
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the work of lesbian and black performance artists, identi ing moments in which sexual fy, 
-7) 

and racial identity are both inscribed and de-essentialised. 
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DRAWING ON DRA ffINCY ONA MOTHER'S EXPERIENCE (1988 - 1989) 5 

And identity is funny being yourself is funny as you 
are never yourself to yourself except as you remember 

yourself and then of course you do not believe 
yourself. That is really the trouble with an 

autobiography you do not of course you do not really 
believe yourself why should you, you know so well so 

very well that it is not yourself, it could not be 
yourself because you cannot remember right and if 

you do remember right it does not sound right and of 
course it does not sound right because it is not right. 

You are of course never yourself. 

Gertrude Stein 36 

I have seen Bobby Baker's performance, Drcnring oii a Vollici-'s A-xj)ei, ieilcc (1988- 89). 

Or, at least, I think I have. I know I have watched a video recording of it. But I think- I 

have also seen it. Years acyo. I cannot be sure. I do not have the programme as "D ltý 

testimony to my having been there. I have no notes scribbled during it, for at that time I 

would have no need for scribbling notes, not knowing then that there would be a tiow I- 

when I would (re)turn to this performance. But in my mind's eye I remember myself 

being there, in that space. It is possible, however, that I am projecting myself into the I- - 

documentational video recording of the event. Making myself believe that I was there. C) 

Making it more ' real'. I would like to think that the following Is an amalgamation of 

memories, those culled from both seeing it live and seeing it recorded. I could be 

deluded and deluding. Memory has a habit of playing funny tricks. 
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[Insert the documentational video tape into the video recorder. Press Playl 

My name's Bobby Baker. 

[Pause Tape] 

Let's return to that later. 

[Stage Description] 

Bobby Baker has entered the performance space wearing a white lab-tvpe coat Oust- 

below-knee length), and low wedged heel shoes - the picture of order and tidiness. 

conjuring up simultaneously the images (in my memory9) of a home economics teacher 

cannot remember her name), and a scientific demonstrator (cultural archetype), both 

symbols (to me) of authority and knowledge. Neat, clean, hyper-functional. No 

unnecessary fuss or mess. 

In each hand Bobby Baker is carrying a large plastic bag stuffed to capacity. 

While the order suggested by her appearance is maintained by the fact that the bags are 

identical, this order is equally troubled by the very presence of these bags. Plastic. 

Ordinary. Domestic. Menial. Associated with the act of 'shopping', not the act of 

expertly 'displaying'. As I watch her walk into the space, weighed down by two large, 
II 

full shopping bags, I cannot help but imagine a woman stFuggling home with the weekly 

tarnily provisions or the woman sitting alone on a pavement surrounded by her 

belon(yincys stuffed into disposable plastic. Disposable plastic for a disposable life. The 
I,! ) "-: ) 

'bag, lady'/ 'motherTBobby Baker' conflate in my mind. 

[Play] 
I'm goliig io be makmg a drcm, mg loiiight so I hope. voit can (t// sce- 

[Pause Tape] 

Like the considerate dernonstrator, Baker tells us what to expect and puts our m\ n 

concerns first - 'I hope you can all see. ' And yet does this 'see' not have a double take, 
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a seeing again, seeing through? Literally. she hopes we can all see what she does, for if 

we cannot, she might as well do it alone. But will we be able to see, in the sense of 

make sense, see beyond? 

[Play] 
If's about n7y experiences as a molher. 

[Stop. Rewind] 

I'm going to be making a drmt, ing. foryou ionighl so I hopeYou can a// 
see. It's aboul my experiences as a molher. 

[Pause Tape] 

The binary that Baker is breaching has been established. Baker is the Artist/Mother. 

The Madonna (Mother) and child is the most frequent 'object' of painting. In Baker's 

performance, the mother comes out of the frame and represents hei-seýf - vvithout the 

child. The paradox implicit here is that the mother is represented us artist, rather than as 

object of art. The mother, stepping, out of the frame, has become a subject. A question 

that is simultaneously foregrounded is what is a mother without her child/ren? Can one 

represent the 'mother' without those that position her in that location being present? Is 

the mother only valuable as a relational symbol - mother antl child? 

[Play] 

I'm rather an experienced mother. I've got eight years experiellce. Eight and (I 
bit. Uqforlunaleýv, I wasn't able to do any hvc work. for quile (I lot (? f thal tl/)IC 
so I'm nol quile so experienced a peýformer. 

[Pause Tape] 

In return for becoming an experienced mother, Baker's experience as an artist is put on 

hold. She is unable to be both. And yet, presumably she is still a mother, and she is also 

performing, here, in front of me. She is an artist-mother-artist. She is an artist usiiig her 

experience as a mother to make her art. She is a mother using her experience as an artist 
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to make her mothering into art. She is doing what she thought/was told she could not 

do. 

[Read] 

What happened was that I could not allow myself to be an artist because there 
was absolutely no precedent within my family that I could carry on actinLi as an 
individual, from that moment on I should devote myself to my family, my children 37 
and my husband 

. 

[Play] 

I'm a bit rusty so ýfyou'll bear wilh n7e. 

[Pause Tape] 

She appeals to our sympathy, asks for our approval, makes allowances for herself Self- 

deprecates. Self-depreciated. There is a niggling doubt embedded within her appeals Z: ) 

that she should not be here, has no right. 

[Play] 

Now what I'm going to begin with is, lqving down this plastic'sliccl oil the 
floor which is quite a dýfficifll bit. This is, to avoid mess. 1,, 'x1ra mess. 
Because one discovers quile early oil, as an intelligent molhcr, that 

. 
voil think ahead, you can sai, c yourseff a lot (? f work. 

[Pause Tape] 

The skills involved in 'mothering' are introduced. It is through experience that one 

learns the skills, such as time-saving devices. Such skills do not come naturally. The 

4 mother' is the result of the experience of mothering, 

[Play] 

And there Is a lol (? f work involved in being a mother. 

[Pause Tape] 

'Mothering' as 'real work' is highlighted. And the plastic sheet that Baker unfolds onto 

the floor connotes such work - difficult. 

[Stage description] 
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Baker has placed a clear sheet of plastic paper on the floor in the centre of the space. 

[Fast Forward. Play] 

And on lop of lhis I lay, Im qfraid, nol a hrand new shcelfin- this 
occasion. "en I did myfiirstpeýformances earlier this. vear. for a long 
lime I did use a newsheel bul this one's heen well-washed 

[Pause Tape] 

The bubble that this performance is just for us, for me, for now, has been burst. She has 

been an artist-mother-artist before. I do not own this performance, others xvill see it- 

have already seen it. And now Baker does not even consider this event to be special 

enough to warrant a new sheet. 

[Play] 

This is the good Ming ahoul th-awing on usheel 
hecauseyou can wash il qfterwards. 

[Pause Tape] 

The 'good' mother is resourceful. 'Waste not want not. ' The 'artist' is decommodifying, 

art - the art that she makes is disposable, erasable, impermanent. Wash the sheet, and it 

disappears. 

[Play] 

I think, lo be fritlýfitl, 1'177 going to 1hrow this onemcay. 

[Pause Tape] 

The 'good' mother image is beginning to dissolve. She is not that perfect. And if this is I- I 

the 'truth' was all that preceded it the 'untruth'? 

[Play] 

Or whal I thoughl I might do, shice il's art, issell a. 

[Pause Tape] 
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The mother who washes has now been eclipsed by the artist who sells - the commercially 

minded artist. 

[Play] 

Or give il losomeone who needs, asheel or a danving. 

[Pause Tape] 

The 'giving'/caring' mother has returned. As she does so, the 'value' of art is raised - is 

a drawing or a sheet more important? Can one be said to be more valuable than the 

other? Does it depend on what one's needs are? Does the one without a sheet value the 

sheet over the art? If a mother needs to provide for her children, does art become an 

inessential luxury? How do we put a price on art? 

[Stage Description] 

Baker unfolds the white sheet and lays it on top of the plastic one. 

[Thoughts rushing through my mind. ] 

Sheet = Bed = Place of intercourse = Conception = Birth = Hospital = Confinement. 

[Play] 

Noic, Fni going lo gel a hii sij, ettýi- iwir hul I have lo 
iitipackei, ei-i, thiiig. Ih(ii, eloi-ettlýý, coticeiilrate. ýoIgelilrighl. 

[Pause Tape] 

The controlled image of the neat demonstrator is beginning to leak at the ed es of the I-) lt) 9 

body's boundaries. The material body is making its presence visibly known. One cannot 

escape bodily fluids, no matter how much the images of advertising try and make them 

disappear. 

Body + Birth = Sweat, Blood, and Tears. 

Concentrate. 

[Read and Compare] 
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Acconci's insistence on presenting 'the body as a system, sweating and 
spermatic, faecal and salivating' exposes the existence of social structures- 
designed to make us forget all those things, as well as their own failure really to 

I maintain cleanliness... -S8 

[Stage Description] 

Baker starts unpacking things from the bags and laying them in particular places around 

the edge of the sheet - buckets, food mixer, bottles, jars. 

[Play] 
Bul I'll try and keep you occipied 

[Pause Tape] 

The mother must entertain us - the children. 

[Fast Forward. Play] 

Because I Imoij, we arc a sophislicaled arlislical4i, (nivre audielice, I'm 
going to try cmd keep in lime with lhal. 16r. you. You needn'l wori-v loo 
much aboul it gohig over _vour 

heads,. 

[Pause Tape] 

Baker ironically sends up both the art world and us, the audience, as part of that art 

world. We may know about the world of 'art', but do we know about the world of 

c mothering'? By joining the two, Baker hopes to afford us an insight into the latter. 

[Play] 

I suppose it's quite interesting ivalchingsome body 
concentrale and work hard 

[Pause Tape] 

The invisible work of 'mothering' is revealed and forecyrounded. 

[Play] 

I'l/ tellyou what 17/ do. I wilIsci this inner so that I don'l go foo loll, (,, 
because I Ihink I tiecd to keel) IhisfialrýI-snappy. 

[Pause Tape] 
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The time of the mother is fully accounted for and hard-pressed. There is no time to 

waste. The performer, equally, understands performance strategies. 

[Fast Forward. Play] 

I'm qfi-aid something else I must poilit out, and I'm vcr. v ((, 'hid 1 
remenihered this, because it has heen pointed out to me hy imporlaill 
people, since my lastshow, that Ihis is slight4v autohiographical. Totulýv 
autohiographical, and I mean that, and I 1hought that was till righl 
hecause Ifelt I needed to get somelh'ng (? f I oil/ qf mYsi" ICIIIYO 
mightsay, and that occasional4v Ws all right to chj, e// onsomethm, (,,,. 

[Rewind. Play. ] 

this is slightly milohiographical. Tolalýi ý aulohiographical, and I Incull 
that 

[Pause Tape] 

Which is it? S lightly/T ot ally. Which is which? What does she mean" This is 

slightly/totally drawn from the life of Bobby Baker (and we'll come to 'herself- later). 

Drawn from the experiences of Bobby Baker, the mother. A literal drawing of the 

experiences of Bobby Baker the mother. Drawing on/from those experiences. And do I 

believe her anyway? Can I distinguish autobiography from fiction9 Is there a distinction 

to be drawn? 

[Fast forward. Play] 

Bul I gol vc/-v worried hecausc I read a revicit, in lhe Gilardiall, (? f 

course, ahoul lhe Edinhurgh Feslival. There was some hc(tv. v crillcIS/11 
ahoul a// fliesc shows h, v aspiring arlIsts which smacked (? /' 117c 
coqfessional hox, wid I hlitshed. This isjust whai I was ahoul lo do, 

[Pause Tape] 

Of course, the Guardian, a middle-class 'quality' paper. Of course, we, this audience. 

are aware of the Guardian and its status as 'quality' paper - liberal, middle-class. 

The 'confessional box'- if her performance is a confession, then the space of this 

performance is the confessional box, and we, by association, are positioned as the 
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cpriests', ready to listen and absolve, to free, let her get it off her 
... 

(eclipsed word 

chest) ... out of her system. 

[Read] 

Since the Middle Ages at least, Western societies have established the confessioll 
as one of the main rituals we rely on for the production (? f truth [ 

.... 
] [N]e\t to 

the testing rituals, next to the testimony of witnesses, and the learned methods of 
observation and demonstration, the coqfeýyývlon became one (? f ihe Wc, w's 117o. sl 
highly iwlued techniques f6r producing 11-uth. We have since become a 
singularly confessing society . 

39 

Through this performance she will 'produce a truth'. 

The confession is a ritual of discourse in which the speaking subject is also the 
subject of the statement, it is also a ritual that unfolds within a power 
relationship, for one does not confess without the presence (or virtual presence) 
of a partner who is not simply the interlocutor but the authority who requires the 
confession, prescribes and appreciates it, and intervenes in order to judge, punish, J 
forgive, console, and reconcilej 40 ]a ritual in which the truth is corroborated by 
the obstacles and resistances it has had to surmount in order to be fori-nulated, - 
and finally, a ritual in which the expression alone, independently of its external 
consequences, produces intrinsic modifications in the person who articulates it, it 
exonerates, redeems, and purifies him [sic]; it unburdens him [sic] of his [sic] 

41 wrongs, liberates him [sic], and promises him [sic] salvation . 

And this is just what she was about to do. Slightly? Totally'? Revealing of the 'self - in 

public - recognition of oneself, in public, in print, - revealing and recognising - causing to 

blush. Embarrassment at the recognition. 

[Read] 

Perhaps it is a uniquely British characteristic to have an intimate relationship with 
embarrassment. If so, Baker subtly elevates this relationship into a revealiii(y 
characteristic. Hovering at the edge of her revelations, her embarrassment 
suffuses the moment of public declaration. 42 

[Fast forward. ] 

Nearly iliciv, don'i worrv, I've goi ujul, clolh. Damp. 
[Pause Tape] 

If there is any mess Nve can rest assured that she will clean it up. Everything in its proper 

place. Embarrassment wiped clean away. 
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[Play] 
Now, I don'l wam lo embarrass vou loo much wilh sorl (? fmts/`vc/`tc-"/`s 
ahow childhirth, I'm really nol inio lhal, 

[Pause Tape] 

Childbirth is a 'nasty detail' and we are to be spared Because we will be embarrassed 

about the details, and they are maybe not so easily washed away with a damp jay cloth. 

And if she does reveal these details to us, will we able to look at the 'mother' before Lis - 

in her clean white lab coat and neatly bobbed hair - in the same light as before? Is there a 

danger of being overwhelmed by the details? Sweat's one thing but the bodily fluids of 

birthing are another, and these are to be kept dammed up in her body's rnernory. No 

seepage here, please, we're British. 

[Play] 
hut wheii in., v ii-st hahi, was hom we inowd house oil 1he. vanic dav ij-171ch fi 
was not the hesi planned thing to do. The ckýv heforc I'd asked 1hese 

firiends over to hell) ils move, Pack, You /mow. And I obvioi/s/v stal-led, 
the lahour started, and I'd got this lovell, 11111ch rca(ýV. A)r 117ell 1, which 
well, ft)i- ine - roast heýl, ' cold polcao sulad and C-1711, cs 

I. n the incal which realýv anno 
, 
vcd inc hia then lhingsslowcd dowil and In 

the end I weia to the hospital in the iniddle (? f the nighl, had ti &ih 
*v- oh, 

Ifin-got, I was going 10 s/c/r/ mY ch-mvilig wilh 1hi's vc/-v. /irs/ incal (I/ the 
otisel (? f birth. 

[Pause Tape] 

The details of giving birth are replaced by the details of providing food, the one 

substituting for the other - in each case, Baker is the provider, the nurturer. We cannot 

deal with 'birth' but we can deal with roast beef, potatoes and fresh chives, strawberries 

and cream. The details of the meal are provided whereas the details of the birth are 

elided - reduced to a mere 'had a baby' 

[Stage description] 

Baker takes a Tupperware dish - indexical (and parodic) of the orderIv houseý\ife - and 

removes slices of roast beef from it, pres-singl- each one into a corner of the sheet. 
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[Thoughts rushing through my head- I 

Sheet = Tablecloth = Dinner Party = Dinner Conversation [does not] = Experience of 

giving birth. 

[Play] 
Just delicately heginning at the corner wlih a little roast heel, and. voll 
needn't worry, this woli't he wasted, I shallfind a good holne. for /I. 

[Pause (Tape) - for thought. ] 

It would be a crying shame to waste good food. Remembering the blackmail used to t) I 

ensure that I ate everything on my plate - 'There's starving children in India. ' 

Food. Evoker of memories. The first taste of a particular food, the place, people, sniell, 

emotion, touch. Gateway to the past. 

[Read] 

Food consumption habits are not simply tied to biological needs but serve to 
mark boundaries between social classes, geographic regions, nations, cultures, 

Zgenders, 
life-cycle stages, religions and occupations, to Ii D 117ý distinguish rituals, 

traditions, festivals, seasons and times of day. -' 

(I never used to like coffee, now I love it, I had never tried an avocado until I was 22,1 

tried asparagus for the first time last year and was embarrassed (read British? ) because I 

did not know how to eat it, I have yet to try an oyster, I still do not like olives, my dad is 

a meat and two veg man, I have been a vegetarian for ten years, although I do eat fish. ) 

Roast beef - cooked the night Baker went into labour and now the signifler of that 

experience. I wonder if every time she eats roast beef she remembers II-I givitio b'rth'-' I 

wonder if she can still eat it at a119 

Food. 

A Ilminal substance. Before being eaten it is outside the body. Nature. Once eaten it is 

inside the body. If prepared in any way it is transformed from nature into culture. (Is 

this, then, the one place where women are 'allowed' to be cultural producers - to turn 
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nature into culture9 I'll chew on this, ) Once inside the body it has to pass to the outside 

again. It traverses the body's boundaries, belonging neither strictly to the inside nor 

outside but both. When we incorporate food it is made part of us. It is our self Matter 

transformed into self Reminiscent of the foetus carried in the body of the pregnant 

mother - it is both of her and not of her, it has come from the outside and is iioxv on the 

inside. It will shortly be back on the outside. Food, like the child, passes through the 

body. It is the abject and the cause of abjection. 

[Read] 

It is not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs 
identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in- 

44 between, the ambiguous, the composite . 

If we did not suspect it before, from the objects that Baker placed around the white 

sheet, we know it now - the drawing she is going to make is a drawing composed from 

food. In a Jackson Pollock/Yves Klein parody, Baker will use the marks of food to map 

out her experiences of being a mother Food is the link to memories of those 

experiences. 

Food as Art? Food vs Art? 

Food/Art. Mother/Artist. Woman/Artist. 

Food-Art, Mother-Artist, Woman-Artist. 

Food preparation is arguably conceptualised as a feminine task. (Thus, perhaps the 'art' 

of food, the 'art' displayed here, does not trouble the binaries as much as I'd like. I will 

return to this problematic situation later. ) Eating food brings to the fore the body. And 

embodiment. The mind/body binaw is raised again. Along, xýith the others. 

Nature/culture, man/wornan, civilised/animal. 

[Read] 
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Food intrudes into the 'clean' purity of rational thought because of its organic 1: ) 1. 
nature. Food is unclean, a highly unstable substance, it is messy and dirty iii its 
preparation, its disposal and its by-products, it inevitably decays, it has odours. 

L, matter, or excreta. As a Delicious food is only hours or days away from rotting 
result, disgust is never far away from the pleasures of food and eating. Food 

45 
continually threatens to become dirt 

. 

Is this, then, why women are the ones who most typically 'create' food" (An interesting 

observation, however, is that 'great' chefs are men, and yet cooking is conceived as a 

'female task'. Do chefs 'create' while women merely 'cook'9) 

The practice of cooking has [ 
... 

] received little serious scholarly attention because 
of its transitory nature and link with physical labour and the servicing of bodies 
rather than with 'science', 'art' or 'theory'. Cooking is identified as a practical 
activity, enmeshed in the physical temporal world. It is therefore regarded as 
base and inferior compared with intellectual or spiritual activities. 46 

So, cooking is not 'culture', because it is a 'necessary act'. 

[Rewind. Play] 

heginning at the corner with a little roast bcýf 

[Pause Tape. Memory] 

Roast Beef = Sunday dinner = Family. 

Fitting, then, that Baker's first addition to the 'family' - indeed, the addition that will ID 
1 47 
make' the family, is marked with the iconography of a family meal . 

Indeed, the 

painting starts at the corner, and the corner is therefore the entry point into all the 
Z 

experiences Baker is about to draw. Prior to the roast beef mark, the sheet is an 'empty 

page awaiting inscription. Z 

Similarly, prior to gpving birth, Baker has no mother's experience on which she can drax\. 

Tile roast beef marks not only the entry into the drawing, but Baker's entry into 
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motherhood and her exit from non-motherhood. The meat therefore is a boundary mark, 

dividing Baker's life into a before/after. 

[Alternative thought] 

Roast Beef = Meat = Animal. 

[Read] 

Meat is a prime example of a foodstuff which attracts conflicting meanings of 
C goodness' and 'badness' in western society. [... ] The sign 'meat' encompasses 
the meanings of power, virility, aggression, passion, strength and masculinity. Its 
bloodiness symbolizes life, deeds of violence, discordance, family ties, the 
passions and sacred power, but also signifies 'self. As part of an animal, it 
represents humanity's control over the natural world [ 

.... 
] Despite its exalted 

status, meat is also the source of ambivalence by virtue of its linking with animals 
and blood; it has the potential to repulse and disgust, and approaches taboo. " 

She set down her knife and fork. She felt that she had turned rather pale and 
hoped that Peter wouldn't notice. 'This is ridiculous, ' she lectured herself 
'Everyone eats cows, its natural, you have to eat to stay alive, meat is Good for 

I 11-n 
you, it has lots of proteins and minerals. ' She picked up her fork, speared a 
piece, lifted it, and set it down again. 
Peter raised his head, smiling. 'Christ I was hungry, ' he said, 'I sure was glad to 
get that steak inside. A good meal always makes you feel a little more hurnan. ' 49 

[Fast Forward. Play. Stage Description. ] 4: ) 

Baker makes an imprint with the roast beef in the corner of the sheet, then replaces the 

meat back into the Tupperware box. 

[Play] 

Pop 11 hack in the hox. Ai, ývwqy, I'm gomg to clear up us I go along. 
Somelhing I've learni. 

[Pause Tape] 

Reminiscent of a 1950s 'Good Housekeeper' demonstrator, Baker malntalns a 

proper workspace. Clearing up as she (goes along, Baker will save herself ti - another g _n ime, 

part of the learnin(y cur-ve of 'becoming' a mother, one is not born a mother, but becomes 
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one. As she saves time, however, she also erases the traces of her work - her ýý ork as a 

mother and as an artist. At the end, what will be left in each case (again, reminiscent of a 

Pollock painting) is the 'product' of her work and not the process. 

[Play] 

Well, as Isaid, our daughter ijus horn in the morning alid il ivas IN 
beginning qf a wondeýfitl neii, 1ýfefibr us. But it ivas a hit Qf (I shock 
hecause we had to go straight hack to our neii, house it'hich )ivs in ruilicr 
a mess. But anyway we managed And I'm n7ovi . ng straight on to 
fieeding hecause Ifieel it is terribly important. 

[Pause Tape] 

'A wonderful new life' reading this retrospectively I am struck by how little there is 
within the performance that is 'wonderful'. 

No mention of the birth, no details, just 'moving straight on'... 

[Play] 

Some people think that love is the most important and ohviousýv it IS 
really, hilt at the time all one recd4v Ihinks (? f isfieding. I was olic (? f 
those luckypeople who can hreasifieed InfiaclIdidproducealiflIcbIl 
too much n7ilk. I think it was. / . list asorl qfneedlojilslýlj' mv. s'clf* Iwoli'l 
en7harrass voif anymore ahoul that. I sent the n7ilk to a prelmflurc 
hah. y's itna. 

[Pause Tape] 

I- Again the woman as provider/nurturer is foregrounded. However, in this instance, she II t) 

is cxce, v. s'h, e/v so, producing excess bodily fluids. She is no longer an artist, and therefore 

has to 'ustify herself as a mother - by producing more than is required, by nurturing more i In I-D 

than her own child. 

Breast milk - not only food, but food that comes from the inside to out, in a reversal of 

the usual procedure - comes directly from the inside of one bodv, to be drawn out of that 

bodv and taken into the body of another - food passed directly from the inside of one 

body to the inside of another body, a kind of external imaging of the umbilical cord, 
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attaching the foetus to the placenta. An extremely liminal substance where boundaries of 

the body merge. And an intrinsically erotic image of the infant sucking on the breast, 

eating up the mother, the smell, the taste, the touch, the demand. 'I won't embarrass 

you anymore about that. ' 

[Read] 

the female body has been constructed not only as a lack or an absence but with 
more complexity, as a leaking, uncontrollable, seeping liquid, as a formless flm\, 
as viscosity, entrapping, secreting, as lacking not so much or simply the phallus 
but self-containment - not a cracked or porous vessel, like a leaking ship, but a 
formlessness that engulfs all form, a disorder that threatens all order. 

These movements cannot be described as the passage from a beginnino, to an end. 
These rivers flow into no single, definitive sea. These streams are without fixed 
banks, this body without fixed boundaries. This unceasing mobility. This life - 
which will perhaps be called our restlessness, whims, pretences, or lies. All this 

51 
remains very strange to anyone claiming to stand on solid ground . 

*** 

MAYBE I'M READING TOO N/fUCH INTO IT. 

[Play] 

I used to store if in hoilles like this - don'l worrv, Ihis isn't realli, it, Mi's, 
is, sterilised milk and water - andfi-ccze it. 

[Pause Tape] 

Would we 'worry' if it was" - the image of the breast, of the milk, of the mother. 

[Read] 

The satisfaction of the erotogenic zone is associated, in the first instance, ýý'ith the 
satisfaction of the need for nourishment. To begin with, sexual activity attaches 
itself to one of the functions serving the purpose of self-preservation and does 
not become independent of them until later. No one who has seen a baby sinking 
back satiated from the breast and falling asleep with flushed cheeks and a blissfý 
smile can escape the reflection that this picture persists as a prototype of the 
expression of sexual satisfaction in later life. 52 

Breast milk. Linlinal. Abject. The fascinating thing about abjection is that \ýe both 
I- 

desire it and yet are repulsed by it. 
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[Read] 

It beseeches, worries, and fascinates desire, which, nevertheless, does not let 
itself be seduced. Apprehensive, desire turns aside-, sickened, it rejects. 
Unflaggingly, like an inescapable boomerang, a vortex of summons and 
repulsions places the one haunted by it literally beside himself 

In citing a source of abjection, Kristeva herself recalls to memory the sight and feel of a 

54 
skin on the sitýface qf'n7ilk . 

[Play] 

So I thought it would be quite good to do a litilc bit (? f 
drawing doivii the side. 

[Stage Description] 

Baker dribbles the milk down the sides of the sheet. 

[Pause Tape] 

The drawing is framed by milk, symbolic of breast milk, which is a boundary substance 

of the body, both inside/outside, and a boundary substance of the mother/child. The 

i-nilk, here, also literally enacts a boundary - erecting a frame between what is inside the z! ) 

picture and what is external to it. However, boundaries seep into one another, just as the 

milk, a fluid, necessarily seeps into the cloth, blurring any notion of a neat frame. The 

breast milk, then, is a remarkably fitting symbol of this whole troubling of inside/outside 

distinctions, marking onto the drawing Baker's experiences as a mother, with that which 

lies 'outside' of the milk's frame (of reference) indicating Baker's previous non-mother I=) 

status. However, even when not a mother, there is a cultural assumption that a woman 

Will become a mother and the societal conditioning, that begins in early childhood paves 11-n 

the viay for this assumed eventuality. Again the mother/not mother is not a distinct 

division, as both are housed in the body of Nvoman. 

[Fast Fonvard. Play] 
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Well, one thing that you never realise until you've got a huh 
- 
I., hecalisc 

nobody ever le/Is- you, is that it's vei), i. n7porlant that somcboclv, /ýeds. i -ou 
because you're using a lot c? f energy and 

, 
vou're expected toftcdYourscýf 

usually. I was. My mother lives rather a long wqv cmqv, and mY 
husband was at work. 

[Pause Tape] 

Who nurtures the nurturer? The first person to be mentioned is the mother - another 

mother - the one who is assumed to be the primary nurturer, even when the 'child' is an 

adult. Once a woman is a mother she is always a mother. There is no going back. 

Similarly, one is always, in a certain sense, a child. 

Or perhaps Baker's status as 'new' mother returns her to the state of childhood - an 

infant in the land of mothering. 

The second person to be mentioned is the husband. But he is at 'work'. He is outwith 

the domestic settina and therefore cannot fill the role of care-giver. Baker establishes the 

separate spheres - he is at work, she is not (although of course she is). He cannot 

nurture her because he is somewhere else. The 'father' is entirely absent from this scene. 

[Play] 

Ally inolher did come owl- whenciv-she could atid she hrought Inefil-ozell 
fish pies, which shefiell w(ts a good thnig, tiourishhigfi-ceze. s. 11, c1l 

[Pause Tape] 

Baker returns us to the mother - not the husband. And the mother of the mother fulfils 

her role by providing 'good', 'nourishing' and 'practical' food. 
I -- 

[Read] 

ly, the preparation and serving of food, Symbolically, in the context of the fami II- 
while not generally conceptualized as a commoditv, mav also be regarded as a 
potent sign of love and duty. 5ý 
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The mother is doubled here, and ghosted by a third - both mothers are nurturing their 

daughter - who, it is (generally) assumed, will herself become a mother. 56 

[Play] 

so we have afew (? f those. I'm going to i. nfroducc them to flic piclurc. 

[Fast forward. Play. ] 

Ally mother used orange hread crunihs bul I couldn't bring ni. vsc/ýflo- 

[Pause Tape] 

Is this because Baker, for aesthetic reasons, does not want breadcrumbs in her picture, or 

is it her mark of 'independence', separating, her (again) from the mother she has just I- 

introduced to us? Either way, Baker is (re)insisting on her autonomy from her mother. I- 

[Play] 

II'S quile sort qfbland. Eaýv to digest. I have to admil 117al Ifinind 
Guinness to he slighiýv more nourishing. I 1-cad ill a book that it was, 
good. for thefieeding mother and I nci, er liked ii bqfore bill when I Irled if 
I discol, ci-ccl that I liked it verv much. 

[Stage Description] 11 ID 

Baker pours some brown liquid from a lass bottle into a (Tlass, and takes a drink. 

I don't like it alývlnorc. I was told that ahow a pint a dqv was. righl. 
fiound ahow. four was, warer IN mark. 

[Pause Tape] 

Like other bodies, the maternal body is caught-up in a network of discourses - scientific, 

medical, familial. The maternal body is under surveillance, xvith the health of the child 

being dependent on the health of the mother. As such, the expectant woman and the 
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woman who is breast f Numerous sources of eeding is both watched and watches herself , 

advice are offered to her, including books for the pregnant woman and the new mother, 

tg consultation with doctors, nurses, health visitors, government agencies, suppor groups. I- 

each one authorised by the discourse from which it emanates, but all place as primary the 

health of the child via the health of the mother. Again, who nurtures the nurturei-9 

'I read in a book... '- 'I was told that about a pint a day was right. ' Baker has been given I- 

the authority to drink Guinness, because it is 'good' for the feeding mother. Howevei-, 

she breaks the rules laid down by this unnamed authority by drinking over the limit of 

what is prescribed as correct. In this act of 'excess' she places her own needs and 

desires before that of the child and thus resists the authorities who would seek to control 

her in the interests of another. She slips into the 'bad' (unfit) mother categTory. I- 

[Play] 

Now, I've had rather a good idea ahoul this. What I'm going io do -I 
ilsed to buy quarls hut now you caii oliýi - get hires. 

[Pause Tape] 

The 'used to' marks a historical space between the Baker of 'now' and the Baker of 

'then' as well as foregrounding this as a staged re-presentation. 

[Stage Description] 
ID 

She kneels at one end of the sheet with a glass bottle of Guinness and rolls it down the 

sheet so the liquid spills out. She then rolls the other one at a ninety degree ang-le so that 

it collides with the first one, making a clinking noise. 

[Play] 

Sce -I wanted thal chink. 

[Stage Description] 
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She removes the bottles from the sheet and returns them to the plastic bags. 

Because that reminds n7e (? f the experience of taking the empties hack to 
the (? f M, Pill 

. 
ý-Ijcence 'n the pram. I used to save ihem a// ip, put 1hem 

, 
ý-Iicence. I wice mci the the haby 'n the middle and hounce hack to the (? f 

health visitor who looked a hit concerned hut it didn't occur to ine thal 
there was, any prohlem. 

[Pause Tape] 

Here, Baker uses a noise to both mark a memory and to recall a memory. Again the "D 

figure of the woman under surveillance is raised and the image produced is one of a 

'deviant' mother - the alcoholic mother. (Although, in fact, she may drink 'over' the 

prescribed limit she is not as 'deviant' as the health visitor assumes because she saves up 

the empty bottles, and it is their accumulation which infers the status 'alcoholic'. ) 

[Play] 

Anyway, ivheii I hecame a hit more relaxed I had the courage to go ou/ 
I. n the cur because that's quile dýf 

. 
ficilh early oii and I wmt to scc n? ' 

mother - il's only ahoul 45 minuics mvqv. She would give n7c a lovc4v 
hinch, prohahly some n7orefish pie, and ahvqys a mce pudding, hecausc 
my mother likes puddings very much. She seems to like sticky. filliligs a 
lot. I don't likefillings vcij, much m' vseýf I never did She used io 
alwqys sort (? f make me eat them, which I thought wass/ra/Igc. We 11scd 

. 
ýed I-Ice pudding, bui to have things likeJunket, haked egg cuslard, sliff 

she has moved with the times, andshe likes things like ice cream wq/ýrs 
or Fienetta, andshe was vei-v excited to discover this wolldcljill sheep's 
yoghurt, sheep's milk, huf she didn't Imoli) it was sheep's n7ilk. She said 
'(freekyoghurl', hut I did, hut I didn't tell her. 

[Pause Tape] 

Her mother is continuing to provide nurturance for her. Eating at her mother's house 
I- 

brings memories of childhood and food to the foreground, where her mother had the 
11-n 

authority to enforce rules. However, this generational and hierarchical gap is somexý-hat 

overturned bN,, Baker assuming authority over foodstuffs, poking fun at her mother's 1.71 

choice in deserts, and her lack of knowledge about 'Greek Yoghurt' which Baker does 
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not tell her is actually sheep's milk, implying that if her mother kneý% this, she would not 

like it. 

[Play] 

She had a ve/-Y nice idea. She slewcclsome blackciti-rants. I've u/ij (o -s 
used tinned 

[Pause Tape] 

Again, the separation of mother/clau hter is foregrounded, as well as the generational 9 

difference. The daughter opts for the non-time consuming ready-made fruit, while the Z: ) 

mother continues in the older, more traditional (and somehow 'purer"') act of preparing 

her own fruits. 

[Play] 

Whalshe did waspop the yoghurl hilo a howl. Incidclaallv, Ifind /I ven, 
strange that although I don't like these puddings I ahvqvs cal Ihem when 
I'm there. 

[Pause Tape] 

When in her mother's house, Baker once again becomes the 'child' and acts accordingly, 

doing what her mother would want her to do. Alternatively, she eats the puddings, in 

spite of the fact that she does not like them, because she does not want to offend her 

mother. 

[Read] 

Although it may not be consciously articulated, the food expresses the affection 
57 

and identity of the giver, and when it is rejected so too is the giver . 

[Stage Direction] 

Baker is spooning)7 yollanhurt into a bowl, fickIng the remains off the spoon. 

[Play] 

Thefilmn, lhiiig is, alihough I do havc asneakingslispi . C-1 . oll 11,17.1" /)It/ 11 
curious as wc// -I a/wqvs eat more wheii I go lo the bicheil whell I clear 
lp. 
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[Pause Tape] 

Why? Why? Mother Comfort? 

[Play] 

Now in here ive'l/ spoon some blackcurrants-. And Pnijust going loshoit, 
you how beaulýful /his is. 

[Stage Description] 

Baker has spooned blackcurrants into the bowl of yoghurt and walks along the front i-ow 

of the audience with it, holding it up so evetyone can see. 

It's one (? f lhose sort (? f amazing lhings one nolices during (m ordillaij, 
da to day Il's lovely isn'l 10 The ijuv fhe colours hIcnd and the Y 
red chrome - creeps into Ihe while. 

[Pause Tape] 

Baker mixes up the 'ordinary' with the 'artistic', blending both as she blends the yoghurt 

and fruit, raising the ordinary to the artistic, and vice versa, thus blurring the boundaries 

between them. She transforms the everyday into art, both as an act of resistance to the 

i-nundanity of the 'everyday' and a questioning of the role and place of 'art'. It is an 1. 

ironic take on 'ordinaty' and 'art' within the one (yesture. 

[Play] 

I don't really know ahout these technical lerms, allhough I did go to art 
school, 11 sort qf didn't quile stick. But I did think that a bit 

something, you Imow, v/ vacious, i rould add to this picture. 

[Pause Tape] 

While Baker may ironically be sending up the 'art world' she nevertheless authorises that 

send-up by referencing, the fact that she has actually been trained as an artist. Her 
1. ) 

as a mother is authorised by the fact that she has children. However. her 

I authority' to make art is invisible without her specifically citing her 'experience' as, all 

a rt I St. 
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[Stage Description] 

Baker throws the contents of the bowl over the sheet. 

[Play] 

Now I don't laiow why but I have this sort (? f insaliahle urge to ivalk on 
these andpop them. 

[Stage Description] 

She walks all over the sheet, popping the blackcurrants with the soles of her shoes. 

[Pause Tape] 

This 'ur e' is not that of the neat and ordered mother, but an urge that is primal, 9 71 

unexplainable - something out of the ordinary. 

[Play] 

Strange. I could go on doing this. /ore ver. Now I have discoi, cred by 
becoming n7ore experienced that at this point it Is q1tile a good idea to 

othetivise I might 
_fii// 

ovcr. And clear ip us I go take my shoes (? f 
along. 

[Pause Tape] 

Is she drawin(y off her experience as a mother or as an artist here, or has the division Z: ) 

between the two completely collapsed by this point? 

[Stage Description] 

She goes to the edge of the sheet and takes off her shoes, and then puts the bowl and 

tubs away in the plastic bags. 

[Play] 

I hecame qullc hil. ýv and well-aqjitsted. 

[Pause Tape] 

What does 'well-adjusted' mean - by whose standards9 The fact that she 'becarne' 

indicates, once again, that one is not born a mother 
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[Play] 

We had qude afiew money worries but I k(-,, pt going and Ifibimd I cill . Oved 
things like making chumey, and what have 

, voit vcrv much. I supposc J. I's 
quite obvious - it's a sort of'creative outlet. I like chume - I, vcg much. 
And I likeJelly, you know, Jelly that you have irith meat, and I usc(l to 
make an awful lot (? f it, andgii,, e it mi, qy, losave moneýy at Christma. s. 

[Pause Tape] 

The woman who is bound to her house and her children finds ways of turning the 

space/place into a creative field to meet her own needs. However, her resources are not 

only aimed at self-fulfilment but are designed as cost-cutting pursuits. Bobby Baker 

presents an image of a resourceful, 'homey' wife/mother. 

[Play] 

AtidIson7elinies. fitidilsti'llinpeoplc-',, vc, iphoardvacliýialýi-. Thislillic, 
(? f course, I didn't make this. I have to admit, I bought it, and I Ilushed 
the lahel (? f 

. 
ýil andpw this one 017. But it gives the sort (? f righiftel. 

[Pause Tape] 

As an 'artist', Baker 'of course' no longer has time (read inclination? ) to make her own 

chutney. Her 'outlet' has been found elsewhere. However, to present a picture of 

authenticity, she has replaced the manufactured labels with her own ones. If she does 

this in order to give us the 'right feel' I cannot help but wonder whether she has not 

merely stuck an authentic label or 'packaging' on herself in order to pass as the 'real' 

mother. The slightly/totally autobiographical reference trembles once more. 

[Play] 

I'll. jusi sharc somelhing wilh you. ýfyoit'vc never Inadc chilmeY, 117c 
hesi hilfin- inc, 1hesinell is disgusting, is gelling all the. lars washed (Ind 
clean and 

, 
voil pul 117cm in 117c oven lo sicrilisc them and IN 

,v 
look all hol 

and shiii 
,v 

antlyou gcI 117cm oul anclyou pul all this hoi chimicy in and 
vou lahel 117cm up alid wash them and INY'rc. /itst sort qf, sparklmg, 
heaulifid ohl'ccis 1halyou'vc made. 

[Fast forward. Play] 
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Now, don't ask me whi, but I've got a ven-sirong. feeling that the wal, to 
draw with this, although I can't dance ve/j, well and I'm im tral'ned or 
what have you, but I have a sort (? f desire to do something, a sort o/ 
pirouelle. Well, 11's not really, hul this is my... 

[Pause Tape] 

Like her previous 'urge', Baker now has an unexplainable 'desire' to 'draw' in a 

particular way, throwing her whole body into the process of production, like a dancer, 

and therefore embodying the artistic act. 

Again, she raises the notion of being 'trained' to do something - in distinction to the 

mother' who just does it. However, troubling the 'desire' is the notion that there is 

something instinctive that leads us to act or do in a particular way - thus, 'mothering 
I 

may be an 'urge' or a 'desire' of a similar nature (and I use that word purposeffifly) - for 

which one does tiol need training. However, rather than reinscribing this notion of 

'natural' impulses I would like to suggest, instead, that such 'Impulses' are produced by 

material conditions, and are indications of frustration. 

[Read] 

[RANK sits at the piano and plays. NORA dances more and more wildly. 
HELNIIER, taking up a position by the stove, gives her frequent directions as she 
dances. She seems not to hear them, her hair comes down and falls over her 
shoulders, but she goes on dancing without taking any notice. MRS LINDE 
comes in. ] 
MRS UNDE [stopping spellbound in the doorway] AN 
NORA [as she dances]- Oh, this is fun, Kristina! 
IIELMER. - But, Nora, darling, you're dancing as if your life depended on it! 
NORA- So it does. 
HELMER- Stop, Rank. This is sheer madness - stop, I tell YOU! 

58 

(Constrained by domesticity = desire to break free from the confines of that scene = 

I madness'. Says who") 
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Of course, this may just be an extension of her ironic parody of the 'action paintin(-js 

[Stage Description] 

Holding a jar in each hand, Baker twirls round in repeated circles, splatterIng the 

contents as she does so. 

[Fast Forward. Play] 

Unfortunately, qfter this, becaitse I wasso busy - Isuppose a bli loopv, I 
became very ill really. I had - women's troubles - somelhing wrong, and 
I. I was terrible because I couldn'l get bellcl, and cvc/: vhocýv lhought, 
except my husband and some firiends, 1hat I was having a 
breakdown, hul I was in terrihle pain. Realpain. 

[Pause Tape] 

The specifically female medical problems are left unstated, blanketed in the vague phrase 

'women's trouble' - the insides are left securely secret(ed). However, these 'women's 

troubles' are similarly culturally elided by turning them into a 'breakdown', therefore 

removing any validity from them, so that 'women's troubles' becomes ghosted in this 

instance with the 'female hysteric' - another specifically 'woman's trouble'. 

[Read] 

'You see how hysterics shout, ' he noted, 'much ado about nothing" I- 
*** 

The fact that women chanue their leading erotogenic zone together with the Zý) It) 
wave of repression at puberty, which, as it were, puts aside their childish 
masculinity, are the chief determinants of the greater proneness of women to 
neurosis and especially to hysteria. These determinants, therefore, are intimately 
related to the essence of feminin, ty. 60 

Baker insists that the pain was 'real' - not imaginary - but her own evidence and 

experience is dismissed. She has no authority to diagnose her own condition. I- 

[PlaN] 

A nd I endcd ip M bedfin- aboitifive months which it as terrible, it ith a 
small child to look cificr, cmd molle. v worrics. Bul the ow Ihilig about 
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being 1//, ýfyou could call // nice, is Mal 
- voitsort (ýf licuround the whole 

lime and think, and I did lhink an cti t -/it/ /of. 

[Stage Description] 

Baker is now lying outstretched, on her back, on the sheet. 

Ally mother used to come over and hi-Ing me thesc nicc little sorl (? / 
spongefingers. Because they are very, good wheii you're ill hecausc 

, 
j, ou 

can digest them easily. And I didn'Iftel much like camig 1hem culd I'd 
eat then7fior her hut they used to make the hed. full qfcrumhs. 

[Stage description] 

Baker is taking the sponge fingers out of a bag and eating them, as well as crumbling, 

them in her hand, so that the crumbs land on the sheet. 

[Thought] 

Baker uses food in various ways, each linked to a memory, either by siL3ht, or sound, or In 

colour, or smell (roast beef, Guinness bottles, yoghurt and berries, chutney). In this 

instance she extends the evocative nature of food to feel - the feel of crumbs in the bed 

to which one is confined. 

[Play] 

And my little daughter (? f two used to sit in bed with mc and cal 117cill, 
which makes it civii more uncon? fortable especial4v whc1i 

, 
1,011, /-c it/ pal/l. 

A lot (? f pain. Then I discovered during this Ici-rible linic a ill(/V ol 
beginning to. feed m. vseýf, perhaps, from the inside, which was, (1111le a 
turning point. 

[Stage description] 

Baker gets up and her previously pristine white lab coat is now smeared with the 
C 

imprints of the food she has just lain on. 

[Pause Tape] 

The memories that she has been drawing are now also marked onto her - the internal has 

become marked externally. The most visible mark is the mark of the blackberries -a 

deep red stain on the back of her overall, like the stain of bloody pain. 



'I began to feed myself - takes me back to the earlier episode of Baker fiterallv not being 

able to feed herself, while the metaphorical use of the word 'feed' alludes more to a 

'feeding of the souF. This turning point may be the point at which Baker be-(-))ins to 

reallse her own needs, and to provide for those, rather than leaving them unmet. 

[Play] 

We'll move on quickly. I was i, crý,, veýv lucký,. I was ahle, qfIer a//, to 
have another child, which is what 1, we'd, desperulcýi, irmilcd and agaill 
I won't go into the details but I was in no wqv goi . ng ncar another 
hospital, so I had this one at home. And I hecamc obscsscd wilh 
cleanliness, especlally the floor. I think ils some kind (? f inslinct 
because mysister was the same. 

[Pause Tape] 

From the imposed image of the 'hysteric' Baker shifts us to the image of the 'neurotic' 

mother-to-be, scrubbing and cleaning obsessively. Like the 'urge', and 'desire', this also C 

is an 'instinct' - unexplainable. Her decision to have the child at home indicates her 

desire to escape from her dependency on the medical profession, which is regarded as 

being male dominated. 

[Fast Forward. Play] 

I did have all the things ready 1hal one needs, including (t flask 

camomile Ica which is vei-v usqful. for drinking. 

[Fast Forward. Play. ] 

But actualtv Ifiound hol, sircci ordinan, lea n7ore itsclid. It sorl (? /' 

slinnilaled inc lo keel) nic going. 

[Stage Direction. ] 

She picks up a flask. Drinks a little, and then pours it over the sheet. 

11 's 1/0/ vel: 1, illicresli I ý("" I ., I 'I 
. 
') 

[Pause Tape] 
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Again, Baker wants to avoid talking about the actual process of ui%-ing birth, and turns 

instead to the practicalities of preparing for birth and of getting through labour. xý lthout 

actually telling us anything directly. The 'tea' - camomile first -a 'natural' herbal tea 

(one thinks here of the midwife and her 'secret potions' in opposition to 'male' medical 

establishment), known for its soothing, calming qualities, points to labour as being, the I 

opposite of that- the second tea - sweet and ordinary - stimulating, and keeps Baker 

going - pointing to the ordeal that must be got through. The tea, therefore, signifies the 

process of labour in a way that is palatable and 'watered down' and this is mirrored by 

I ar 
) 

the mark it makes on the sheet which 'is not very interestirg . 

[Play] 

Now this is good. Because next, I'm qfraid, I got posi-naial depression 
so we had rather a rocky lime as you can i. magine. A nd I Imoi j., that post- 
natal depression is really- to do ivith suppressed anger and I ii-as prell. 1, 
angry by thisslage. 

[Pause Tape] 

This is the first mention that Baker explicitly makes of her emotional state, and 'by this 

stage' suggests that it has been an anger that has been building for some time - as C) Z: ) 

indicated by the eruptions that keep appearing throughout the performance text. 'This is Z 

good' acknowledges our voyeuristic desires. We desire to see the 'bad' times. 

[Play] 

I did gel heuer quitc soon hitl again il i ras heavy 

[Pause Tape] 

Like giving birth, breast-feeding, and 'women's troubles', Baker glides over post-natal 
I: ) _n 

depression fleetingly, putting us at ease that she is not (), oin(-y to dwell on her depression 
I-) _n :)- 

too lona 
It) I 

[Play] 
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but what I thought would he good. for lhis -I /ovc this bit, I thnik. voit 
wi//, although it's meant to he sad, Is plim . ngsome (? f this on. 

[Pause Tape] 

This moment is, for Baker and for the audience, one of catharsis. 

[Stage Direction] 

She pours black treacle out of ajar, making spirals onto the sheet. 

[Play] 

I had a littor al college ivho alituys used los(ýv '11iti a hif ql'black oii /1, ' 
whenever I ivas at a dýf 

. 
ýicitlf parl in a painting, ir/i *ch seemed cvrcmcýi I 

unhelpful. I had 1hought ihis morning 1hal he irould be verv proild lo, svc 
n7e now, doing this ivondeýfifl drcming. 

[Pause Tape] 

While mockingly referring to her art tutor, Baker is simultaneously acknowledging that 

this part of the picture is 'difficult' and the black of the treacle is symbolic of the 

darkness of depression, the 'black mood'. 

[Play] 

Alij, way, I did gel helter and I hecume afiairýv weXa4justed, hu. ýv, 
working - paid working - mother. 

[Pause Tape] 

Again, well-adjusted indicates that mothering is not something one automatically does, 

but something one has to adjust to. By citing her status as a paid working mother Baker 

draws attention to the fact that while all mothers are working by the very act of their 

being mothers, not all are paid - because being paid is something that happens outside of Zý 

the domestic sphere, and mothering is unpaid labour. 

[Plav] 

Because quilefi-anký1 -I had to go huck to paid work becuitse wc it crc M 
hig. fillallcial frolthle. So I. 111sl hecame, witil thissiage, more and more 
skilled, quicker, shaiper. 17/ demonstrate lhis as hcst I c-cm with ow of 
Iny dillnel-paqv I'LlCipes. 
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[Fast Forward. Play. ] 

What I'm doing is, I mustsori), ', speed up. I am a/waj, s thinking ahoul 
fifty dýf 

. 
ferenl Ihings at once because 1h*s *s usually eight o'clock and II 

Ihe. ý''reconil'iig(ilhaýfpct, vieighl. We've sort qfsfoppeddoingihisnow 
hut we did, ft)r a while have dinner parties and. friends would be coming 
and Andrew would he upstairs with the children and I'dsqv 'Huri-I, up 
guys,. Get into hed Andrew. 1.1' And he would take no nooce so I would 
he thinking 'Got to lay the table, put mY niake-ip on. Got tofinish that. 
Do this'. 

[Pause Tape] 

Self-explanatory. 

[Stage Description] 

She has separated the eggs and is now whisking the yolks. 

[Play] 

It's. /ilsi so ivondeijid. It's sn7oolh, and pale 
_),, 

c//oij,, alid puler I/le morc 
you do. 

[Pause Tape] 

Like the blackcurrants and yoghurt, Baker is drawing out the aesthetic qualities of the 

mundane. 

[Stage Description. ] 

She mixes the egg whites in a food mixer. 

[Fast forward. Play] 

Allesmerisitig. You can think ahout ali. vthing you livia. You mighl 
reincinher solnclhing c1sc. 

[Pause Tape] 

Undertaking the task of something boring and repetitive allows the mother time for her 

own reflections. Baker alludes to the fact that it is only at moments like this that she is 

able to have time to think for herself 

I [Fast torward. Play] 
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Ifindsomething e/sc Pie learnedsince Pi, c become an curning 177olher, 
n7oney earning mother, 1 . 's, that it's a good idea to be well-turned oul, il'. s 
good. for you, youftel you look nice. I couldn't somehow achiciv it 
before but I've since become quile good al it and Pi, c got some mce 
clothes 

[Pause Tape] 

Having money enables the mother to spend some of it on herself and her appearance. 

Baker here raises a class issue. If you feel you look good, you feel good. With no 

money to do that, the corollary is that if you feel you look bad, you will therefore feel 

bad. 

[Play] 

but 11's also a good idea not to become too good, hecausc it's liol a good 
idea. for children Io have peýfecf parents, so I'vc read You should be (I 
good enough mother. 

[Pause Tape] 

The authority figure on parenting is once again inserted into Baker's text, drawing a 

somewhat ridiculous line between a 'good' parent and a 'too good' parent, as the latter 

will result in being a 'bad' parent. 

[Play] 

"at I do with my pudding /// the howl is to fold this together with a 
spatula. Which is the only 1hing Ifiorgol to hring with mc, I'm qfi-aid. 
So I'll. jusl have to use in ,v 

hand but one can ch-mi, withyour handso 11-hal 
I'll do isjus/ pop this across here. 

[Stalge Description] 

She throws the contents of the bowl across the sheet. 

nd lhis one - ti: v and gcl thein lo blend. 

[Stage Description] 

She throws the contents of the other bowl across the sheet. 
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And then I'll quilesort (? f genily. fold them together 

[Stage Description] 

Baker uses her hands to fold the two mixtures into one another. 

[Pause Tape] 

As Baker is blending the white and the yolk together she is symbolically blendim-, 

together her roles as a mother and an artist, so that the two become indistinct, and merge 

into the one. This is a metaphorical action of the entire drawing, which equally blends 

together the mother/artist transforming it into mother-artist, with neither term taking 

ascendancy. 

[Play] 

So sqff. One wouldn'l know lhal ýfone did it with a, spamht. 

[Pause Tape] 

The food takes on a tactility that transcends its status as food stuff 

[Play] 

Now, I suppose. you could say that n7Y druiving is compIcIck up lo du/c 
ýicull to talk ahout hut but there is one n7ore thing which Ifind it vci-v dýf 

I. I is important and that'.,; an element (? f ni 
,v 

1ýfe, (? f 1ýfe, that is sort (? f like 

a, sort qfpcuccfill and happy, and it's sort (? f ýywholized hy whilc light. 

[Stage Description] 

Baker takes a sieve and sifts white flour over the entire picture. 

I'm itsing strong while flour and I'm nol being racisi, it 's 
. 
111st so 

beaitlýfid, don'l voit lhink? Well, I lhink so. You know, I'm c1fivid I'm 

going lo lake thcsc awqv. 

[Stage Description] 

She removes the frozen fish pies. 

[Pause Tape] 
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The artist has the authority to change her work in any way she pleases. for aesthetic 

purposes. 

[Play] 

Carry on like this. I got another little bag because I thought ihai 
wouldn't do. Seýf-raising. Sorýv, I couldn't help that. 

[Fast forward] 

II'S a good thing, the supermarket. Sori-v. I'm changilig Ihe,,; ifhl'ecl. A, 11, 
sister who is clever itses logarllhnis to ivork out the dýl ermcc hetirccli 
prices. 

[Pause Tape] 

Baker is not alone in turning the munclanities of daily life into more interestin-(y 

enterprises. 

[Stage Description] 

Baker stops sieving. The sheet is now covered in a layer of flour. 

[Rewind. Play] 

therc is one more thing which Ifind 'i verv dýf ýicull to talk abow but '/ II 
I. mporlant and that's an element (? f my (? f 1ýfe, thal is sorl qflike ct, 
sorl (? f eacqful and happy, alid il'ssorl (? f symbolised bv ivhi'ic light. p 

[Pause Tape] 

Baker refuses to reveal this part of her life because she herself finds it difficult. not 

because she is saving us from embarrassment. Although she has revealed aspects of her 

personal experiences she keeps this to herself There is an implicit acknowledgenient 

again of our voyeuristic pleasures. By keeping this memory secret(ed) she is protecting 11-1) It) 117ý 

it from the outside. We are left to wonder what it could be. Moreover, this experience 

is not confined to one part of the picture, but falls all over it, blotting out and blotting up ZN -1= 

(), e\, erN,, thin-(g, in a 'white 1*-(--Yht', thus cover"'(-, ove, the food that lies below, coverinI., Iý-- all the 

other experiences. 
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[Fast Forward. Play. ] 

[Stage Description] 

Baker stops sieving, 

I think it is important to take your past with you, into yourfialli. c. [, J'cl/, 
it's itiescapable really, quite hard not to. But to consciously do 117(ti and 
so I thought I'd lake this with n7e, or should demonstrate /I. Ohvlolfsýv 
I'm liol going to take it with n7e a// the way. Th's *s qit'lc a clýf . 

ficulf h 

[Stage Description] 

Baker lies down on one edge of the sheet and begins to roll herself up in it. 

Whal I'm going to do is roll myseýf up In it so it's rea/ýv c/osc lo mc, like 
a cracker, a glatif cracker. 

[Stage Description] 

Once she has rolled herself up, she removes one arm from under the sheet and pushes 

herself up into a standing position. 

so'. 1 . ust lo. finish th v (? f 
,fI 

lhoughl I'd sorl (? f celehrale the whole ih'tig h. 
dancing. I chose lhe music I like. 

[Stage Description] 
I-) 

A Nina Simone recording comes on - 'My Baby Just Cares For Me' - and, still cocooned 

in the sheet, Baker starts to dance. 

[Pause Tape] 

Baker, choosing the music she wants has, at the end of the performance, placed herself 

and her own desires first. The memories etched out onto the sheet are now etched 

around Baker's body, as if the internal thoughts have been literally exteriorised and she is 

wearing them on the outside of her skin. In fact, the memories that she has inscribed 

have now been inscribed onto her own body, like a giant body tattoo, each mark bearing 
Z17 - 

a testimony to Baker's life as a mother. Such marks of experience are usuallv invisible, 
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but Baker has consciously revealed them to us, and in this act, has revealed her personal 

experiences of mothering. The ways in which 'mothers' are marked is literalised. 

[Read] 

Gradually, this seepage takes on the appearance of internal organs -a mapping of 
61 

capillaries and veins, a tacit revelation of inlerior matters 

The Baker that stands before us is very different from the Baker who first entered the 

performance space - clean, neat, tidy. This Baker wears her life on her sleeve, so to 

speak, and it is not a mapping of order, but of the chaos of life. Random, messy, 

disordered. The sheet wrapped around her also traps her into the body of the mother, in 

a sense, she is 'mummified'. 

[Play. Stage Description] 

Baker squashes the clear plastic floor covering into one of the carrier bags. The song, 

fades out and Baker picks up the bags and exits. 

[Pause Tape] 

The stage is now completely bare. Baker has removed all traces of her presence. As 

promised, she tidied up everything as she went along. When she first entered the space, 

it was empty, then she filled it with food inspired memories of her experiences. Baker 

brought everything she needed into the space, indeed created the 'space, as the mother 

is supposed to create the 'home'. When she exits, she takes that space with her, 

reinforcing the invisibility of motherhood. The mess is packed away, and order is tý I 

reinscribed. The presence of the mother has once again been erased. Except that it 

remains in our memories. To be recalled. Remembered. Rewritten. 
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SOJOURNING THROUGH MEMORY 

111dentity is always in part a narrative, always in part a kind of representation. It 
is always within representation. Identity is not something which is formed outside 

and then we tell stories about it. It is that which is narrated in one's own self. 

Stuart Ha1162 

Ally name'S [] 

II'Sahoul my experiences [] 

[... ] this is slighily aulohiographical. [] 

Totally autobiographical, and I n7eati that [ 
.... 

] 

Identity. Experience. Autobiography. Does Bobby Baker merely represent her 

experiences? 

Teresa de Lauretis writes of experience. 

I use the term not in the individualistic, idiosyncratic sense of something 
belonging to one and exclusively her own even though others might have 
C similar' experiences, but rather in the general sense of a proce. ýs by which for all 
social beings, subjectivity is constructed. Through that process one places 
oneself or is placed in social reality and so perceives and comprehends as 
subjective (referring to, originating in oneself) those relations - material, C) 
economic, and interpersonal - which are in fact social, and, in a larger 

63 
perspective, historical 

. 

While this performance is supposedly 'drawn' from experience, could it be said that 

Bobby Baker is in fact resisting the notion of experience 'originating in oneself by C) --- - 

actually locating experience within social and historical relations, showing in the process 4 1-. ) 

how such relations in fact constitute experience, and in turn construct subjectivity - in 

this case, the subjectivity of Baker, the mother" 

To pursue this line of thought, I Nvish firstly to take Baker's 'confession of 

I contession I and place it alongside a brief tracing, of 'literary' autobi I ices I-- ouraphical pract" 
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to see whether theories of literary criticism can usefully be applied to the practice of 

I autobiographical' performance art. In spite of the fact that so much of women's 

performance art would seem to rely on the 'confession', the 'autobiography', the 

'testimony', the 'self-narrative' (and once again the boundaries are, of course. 

dissolving), there appears to be very little critical analysis that deals specifically with the 

problems or potentials of utilising 'autobiography' within this practice. Where the 

autobiographical content is referenced, it is usually so done to mark the importance of 

the previously 'silenced' finding a voice, and speaking out. 64 
Z: ) 

Printed autobiographical writings are necessarily different to 'performed' 

autobiographies. The very 'act' ofpeýfornfing would seem to remove the autobioLyraphy 1.71 

from any approximation to the 'real'. Additionally, as previously demonstrated, the 

i-nuch celebrated ability of performance art to show the 'real self, in contrast to the 

4 acting/performing' self, has itself been theoretically problematised, since there is no 

ýreal' that can be absolutely 'known'. Paradoxically, however, the fact that there is a 

live, present performer, 'really there' might, in some way, support the autobiographical 1. ) 11ý 

content of the performed piece. Unlike the subject of written autobiographies, the live 

performer can be seen, and such visibility will either reinforce or weaken the 'truth' value 

of the autobiographical act. Is the performer what she says she is? Do we believe her 

performance? The live and the printed can perhaps, then, be said to converge around 

notions of 'Truth' and the attendant 'real', or resistances to such notions. 

Traditionally, the practice of autobiographical writing was linked to notions of 

metaphysical selfhood. At the centre of the autobiography was a subject who 

supposedly kneNv himself As Sidonie Smith notes, the individual who had emerged at 

the beginning of the Renaissance was by the mid-nineteenth century 'conceptualized as a 

i, its unique destiny 
. "fixed, extralinguistic " entitv consciously pursuing 1 66 
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Furthermore, this individual self was conceived as a rational being with the body 

subordinated to consciousness and thought whereby 'the self thereby presumes the 

possibility of self-knowledge', and 'assumes its privileged status as the origin of 

67 
meaning, knowledge, truth' Historically, the subject of autobiography displays agency 

over his life, ordering it into a teleological progression, where everything is given rational 

meaning and this 'teleological drift of selfhood concedes nothing to indeterminacNf, to 

am iguity, or to heterogeneity. Such purposiveness leads to the silencing of that which 

is contingent, chaotic, tangential to a true self 168 

However, the concept of the 'universal subject' demanded that anyone outwith 

the notion of the 'universal' - that is, the inappropriate - was excluded from the 

autobiographical act- 

To secure the universality of the self, cultural practices set various limits, and 
those limits are normative limits of race, gender, sexuality, and class 
identifications. 61) 

Once again, we see that any notion of the 'universal subject' requires that other subjects 

are made to be inappropriate, so that the 'universal subject' can shore up its 

universality'. Those bodies rendered as Other transmute into others perceived as 

essentially body, while the universal subject is not 'body' but consciousness or soul. 

Since, as Smith notes, women are fully in their body, embodied as procreators and 

nurturers, the female subject can never be the disembodied universal subject, but must 

necessarily inhabit the margins. In the words of Judith Butler, 'From this belief that the 

body is Other, it is not a far leap to the conclusion that others ctre their bodies, Nvi-i'le the 

masculine T is the noncorporeal soul. "" Paradoxically, while the white, heterosexual, 

ives himself as an masculine T is the universal sulýject, he also percei IIII since his 
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body is made invisible, and therefore does not carry the cultural Inscriptions of the 

marginallsed. As Susan Stanford Friedman asserts. 

Isolate individualism is illusion. It is also the privilege of power. A white man 
has the luxury of forgetting his skin color and sex. He can think of himself as an 
, individual. ' Women and minorities, reminded at every turn in the great cultural 
hall of mirrors of their sex or color, have no such luxury. 71 

In her role as procreator and nurturer, what woman sees in the mirror are the 

associate roles of wife, mother, daughter (and note here that these are exactly the 

positions that Baker occupies in her performance, a point I will address later). As such, 

ýwoman's destiny cannot be self- d eterml ned, and her agency cannot be exercised' as her 

72 
roles are already fully mapped out for her 

. 
(Of course, to a lesser extent, males are also 

constrained by the roles that are already mapped out for them. However, I would ar(, ue 

that white, heterosexual, middle-class men have greater access to the machinations of 

power which would enable them to contest these roles in an attempt to change them. I- 

Additionally, the roles into which males are positioned are, generally speaking, beneficial 
C 

to most men. Of course, some do not wish to, or in fact cannot, fit into them and iii 

these cases such roles are perceived to be as prescriptive as those available to women. ) 

The pertinent question, in respect of the above, is how can women - wholly 

associated with the body - write herself in(to) autobiography, since autobiographv 

(knowled e of self-hood) is associated with the rational mind Of course, 9 

autobiographical writing has become increasingly varied and diverse, with more 

'i-narginalised' voices being represented - including famous and unknowii gay men, 

lesbians, black people and women. However, I would also suggest that in spite of such a 

proliteration of voices, there remains xvithin autobiography a pressure towards 
I- - 

unification of the subject. 
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The very question of 'how' one writes oneself into autobiography has itself been 

superseded in recent years by questions pertaining to the very notion of writing the 
It, 

autobiographical self in the first instance. Can there be such a thing as writing the 'self 9 

That is, can the self 'know' itselP As has been explored In Chapter 3, such conceptIons 

of 'self-hood' have come under attack from numerous (and often competiiigy, yet 

overlapping) quarters. What is at stake in such questioning is the replacement of the 

concept of 'Identity' with that of 'subjectivity. ' One does not have an 'identitN,, ' that can 

be rationally observed and depicted. Rather, one is a subject whose very subjectivity is 

the continuing result of discourses existing around, and producing, every person. Thus, 

subjectivity is not fixed, stable, or unified, but is itself subject to shifts, splits, and 

multivalent positionings. 

Moreover, while the autobiographical writer may wish to dispense with his 

material body and its attendant needs, desires and emotions, the unconscious 

continuously intrudes upon, and therefore affects, his so-called rational thought. As a 

result, there can be no pure state of 'rationality' for within it is the unconscious, which is 

necessarily irrational. 

Adding to Freud's unsettling of the 'knowing subject' is Lacan's rendering of the 

ýmirror stage' in which the subject misrecognises itself as stable and un, fied, when In fact 

it feels the opposite of this. The subject is necessarily split, both 'Is' and 'is not' the 

retlected image. Shari Benstock, reading Lacan's conception of the mirror staue against 1117, It) _n 

autobiographical critic Georges Gusdorf s work, concludes that Gusdorf s definition of 

the autobiographical act repeats the effects of the mirror sta(ye* 

'Autobiography... requires a man to take a distance xvith regard to himself in 
I 

order to reconstitute himself in the focus of his special unity and identitv across 
The effect of such a distancing and reconstituting is precisely the effect of time. 

the mirror staue, a recognition of the alienating forces within the specular (the 
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regard') that leads to the desperate shoring-up of the reflected image alzamst 
disintegration and division. 74 

While the autobiographical subject assumes it is coherent and unified., such an 

assumption belies the fact that every subject is in fact a split subject, and cannot therefore 

ever know itself in entirety. 

Finally, poststructuralist theory suggests that every subject is plagued by the 
I- - 

movement of dýf 'rance, in which its very subjecthood dependent on what not, but 

that 'not' is necessarily part of the 'Is', and the two cannot be neatly demarcated. Both 

presence and absence exist simultaneously within every subject, even though the absent 

is denied or repressed. Furthermore, as the chain of signifiers can never finally be pinned 

down neither can the T of autobiography. T can never be sure of 'me. Moreover, T 

can never be sure of your conception of 'me'. The '1' is both the subject and object of 

autobiography, and liable, therefore, to slippage between the two renderings. The 'I' 

will exceed the signifier, signifying in unexpected and unintended ways. 

Such troubling of the T of autobiography prompts Betty Bergland to ask It) 

whether 

we read at the center of the autobiography a self, an essential individual, 
ii-nagined to be coherent and unified, the originator of her own meaning, or do we 
read a postmodern subject -a dynamic subject that changes over time, is situated 
historically in the world and positioned in multiple discourseS? 75 

Frorn a poststructuralist perspective, the subject is necessarily 'multiply designated', 

situated within competing discourses, and is also therefore non-unified, non-consistent, 

and fluid. There is not one homogeneous body, but a body that bears the multiple marks 

ot I historical positioning, including sex, gender, sexuality, race and class. 'Experience'. 

then, is multifaceted rather than unified and siniyular. 
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Craig R Barclay asserts, in relation to autobiographical writmg. that the reader 

must be convinced that the 'telling' of events resembles closely the way they actually 

happened, or 'the autobiography as a genre would fall into the category of fiction. " 

This assertion raises a number of important points that I wish to address. First, In this 

proposition, the success of the autobiography rests on whether what the author 'tells' is 

convincing to the reader, suggesting that 'truth' is dependent on two parties. Thus. as 

Leigh Gilmore notes, 'the canonizing of "What is truth? " cannot be separated from the 

process of verifying that truth. 177 Suggesting that authority in autobiography is related to 

the truth claim of confession, Gilmore suggests that 'in order to stand as an authoritative 

producer of "truth, " one must successfully position oneself as a confessing subject whose I 

account adequately fulfils enough of the requirements of the confession'. Furtheri-nore, 

autobiography 

cannot[ ... 
] be seen to draw its social authority simply from a privileged relation 

to real life. Rather, authority is derived through autobiography's proximity to the 
78 

rhetoric of truth telling: the confession . 

Thus, as Foucault has written, the production of truth is dependent on the relationship 

between teller and listener, without which there would be no 'truth. It is this 

ivIctuotiAil) which authorises the autobiography, categorising it as truthful or not, rather 

than simply the content. 

However, any notion of 'telling the truth' about one's life is problematised in the 

sarne way that the concept of a stable, coherent, and unified identity is destabilised. The 

blurring of 'truth' and 'non-truth' necessarily also blurs the literary genre of 

autobiography. Therefore, Rubin's assertion that if the reader is not 'convinced', then 

the autobiography would 'fall into the category of fiction', is also troubled. On the basis 

of a postructuralist notion of the 'truth of identity', autobiography is akavs already 
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fictional. As Smith notes, in relation to Derrida and Lacan, both perceive (albeit 

differently) that. 

the 'self is a fiction, an illusion constituted in discourse, a hypothetical place or 
space of storytelling. The true self, or core of metaphysical selfhood, can ne%-el- 
be discovered, unmasked, revealed because there is nothing at the core. The self Z-: ) has no origin, no history, since both origin and history are, like the self fictions. 71) 

However, such an understanding of subjectivity does not mean that the autobiogyraphical I- 

su . ect does not 'draw' from experience. Such a drawing, however, is dependent on 

memory, and as such, these 'drawings' are necessarily partial, selective, subjective: 

'I told you the Truth, ' I say yet again. 'Memory's truth, because memory has its 
own special kind. It selects, eliminates, alters, exaggerates, minimizes, glorifies, 
and vilifies. "0 

The past cannot be recaptured in the present and represented identically to its happening, 

The past is always (re)interpreted through the lens of the present and as the present 

moment is always changing (and becoming the past) such reinterpretations are 

continuous. 81 Thus, if the self is constituted from past events, this self is itself subject to 

an interpretative process, and such interpretation is plagued by gaps, omissions, and the 

unconscious. 'The invocation of the remembered implies the silences of the 

unremembered. 
)82 

In traditional autobiographical writing, where the T of autobloggraphy is 

presumed to be stable and unified, where the T has agency over events and the 
1. ) 

meanings given to such events, memories are arranged in a linear narrativity which point 

towards or back to the T at the centre of the writing in possession of a single, stable I- 

I reterent. Accordin(g, to Smith, the pursuit of selfhood develops rect in two di ions, one 

horizontal and one vertical. The 'horizontal autobiography' involves a movement 

through stages of growth, but such movement is always grounded in a prior unified core. 
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I (" searched for. In the vertical autobiography, by contrast, it is the central core that is bein, 

the self that is to be discovered lying at the bottom of all the events. The horizontal 

autobiography, then, expands the already present core, while the vertical autobiography 

reveals the core. Both directions lead 'to certain teleological itineraries - the unfolding 

of the mind toward greater knowledge, or the unfolding of personal history toward some 

progressive goal'. " 

Kim Worthington, in an attempt to reconcile poststructuralism with agency, 

suggests that 'in thinking myself I remember myself I draw together my multiple Z: ) Z: ) - 

members - past and other subject positions - into a coherent narrative of selfhood which 

is more or less readable by myself and others' 84 While thi ion notes that there are asserti 

multiple subject positions held by the writing subject, these multiples are still ordered 

into a singularity - the C coherent narrative of selfhood', where narrati\'e, for 

Worthington, 'denote[s] the constitutive process by which human being 
-)s 

order their 

conceptions of self and of the world around them. "' Worthington's central concern is 

that the constituted self can still form communities with others, because these selves are 

recognisable, even if such recoornition simultaneously contains the recounition that the 111) 'I'D 11-n 

'self is a construction. Such a narrative of the self enables the subject to 'project 

desire and intention towards an imagined future. " The danger, however, implicit in 

Worthington's theoretical stance is that power is always already implicated in 

suggestions of the 'readable subject' - who authorises the readable from the unreadable. 17) 

even within so-called communities (of like) )87 Differences may again be elided or 

suppressed, and where they are not, the bearers of 'difference' may be excluded. 

All of this should indicate the danger of taking the 'autobiography', with its 

attendant 'truth produced by memory', at face value. Can we ever really kiiow the 

'truth' or remember faithfidly" Or. more radically, can there ever even be a 'truth' or a 
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iography is a faithful memory in the first place? With its invocation to 'truth', autobi g 

powerful too] in the authorising of 'correct' subject positions, perpetuating the 

maintenance of such 'proper' and 'Improper' subjects. However, the corollary of this is 

that the autobiography also allows the 'unofficial' voice to make an entrance. \Vhether it 

can be heard (read), however, is another matter. 

In contemporary autobiographical writing, a frequent strategy employed to 

question te truth value of the autobiography is to question the autobiographical form 

within the very autobiography. Autobiographical metafictions make explicit the blurring 
I- 

of genres between autobiography (truth) and fiction, and therefore the actual blurring of 

truth and fiction. The quote from Salman Rushdie's Allidnighl's Children, cited earlier, 

is a pertinent example since this novel is, literally, a 'fictional autobiography'. " 11-7) 

Another tactic for troubling the truth claims of autobiography is to call into 

question the truth of the memories recounted. A perfect example of this is to be found in 

a citation included in Worthington's article- I- 

In Philip Roth's The Facts: A Novelist's Aiilohiogrqplýi, (1988), the 
autobiography is prefaced by a letter from Roth to one of his own fictional 
characters, as follows- 'Memories of the past are not memories of facts but 

memories of your imaginings of the facts.... It isn't that you subordinate your 
ideas to the force of the facts in autobiography but that you construct a sequence 
of stories to bind up the facts with a persuasive hypothesis that unravels your 
history's meaning. ' 89 

In yet another example, citing Virginia Woolf Smith writes that Woolf avoids 

assurning the position of the subject who knows by stepping into others' stories located 
In 

in history, thus 'refusing to contain her narrative in a coherent chronolop". ") Such 

stratei-yies point to subjectivity as being 'constituted provisionally through the 

contextualities of history, family, and individual experience'. 91 
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Cherie Moraga, meanwhile, refuses to deal with specific bodily experiences of 

ings that are inscribed all o,,,, er her oppression by making explicit the mult*pl'c*ty of mean 

body, Including those connected to sexuality, race, and sex, which are presented as 'part 

and parcel of a complex web of personal and political identity and oppression'. 9' And 

yet, as Smith notes, Moraga resists universalising her experiences by keeping her subject I- 

status as a Chicana lesbian to the foreground of her writing, thus insisting 'on the 

material specificity of the body that speaks and on the specific discourses, practices, and 

contexts that inscribe the cultural meaning of that body. 9ý' 

I have included these examples offered by Sidonie Smith merely to highli-CYht the 

potential that autobiographical practices may hold for those who wish to 

transgress/subvert the form by troubling notions of the stable subject - particularly the 

subject 'woman'. I wish now to return to Bobby Baker's performance and analyse the 

ways in which she utillses 'autobiography' and 'confession' to produce such troublingy of 

the subject 'known' as Bobby Baker. 

The first words spoken - 

Ally name's Bobby Baker. 

It would seem that the subject has been posited, located firmly on the ground directly 

before us. 

But before speech, vision. 

[Stage Description. ] 

Bobby Baker enters the performance space wearing a white lab-type coat Oust-beloý\- 

knee length), and low wedged heel shoes. She has neatly bobbed fair hair and looks to 

be a(yed mid/late '310s. She is carrying, two full plastic carrier bags. The forearounded 
1. ) -- 
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picture is that of the 'good housekeeper. ' The image before us is that of a re- 

presentation of a familiarly circulated and recognisable symbol. 

My names Bohhy Baker. 

Interestingly, this 'subject' who speaks does not say I am Bohhj,, Baker, but announces 

herself with the nan7c Bobby Baker - the subject is perhaps named, therefore, but not 

strictly posited or given. And the name refers back to the re-presented symbol - the 

stereotype of housewife/mother - not to someone that exists outside of that re- 

presentation. In this respect, Bobby Baker would seem to be more of a recognisable In 

C character' than a knowing subject. But then Bobby Baker tells us that she is going to be 

drawing a picture from her experiences. And that this performance is sligh//v 

cnilohiographical. Totally aulohiographical. Irrespective of the troubling space 

interjected between sligh1h., and folally, there is a deeper troubling already existent 

between the 'character' Bobby Baker, and the 'subject' that is relating her experiences. 

Do the experiences belong to Bobby Baker, the character, or the 'real' Bobby Baker" Is 

this performance autobiographical, or is it an autobiographical metafiction? The success Z: ) 1-11) 

of the performance lies in the fact that these questions cannot be answered. We never 

know whether we are seeing the real 'subject' or the truth of her experiences, or whether 

and to what extent the performance is fictional, because notions of both the 'truth' and 

the 'real' are problernatised. Throughout the entire piece there is a blurring and slipping 

between truth and fiction, prompting a questionin, (,, ),, of these absolutes. 

Such a questioning, I would suggest, throws a spoke into the confessional nature 

of this performance and in the process, reveals something of the spectator's (niy) desire. 

I desperately want, need, this performance to be 'real'. I want to share this mornent of 
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intimacy with Bobby Baker, and fulfil my role as confidante, absolver, shoulder of 

support. This giving of myself demands her giving herself There is a mutual contract 

between us. What if, after the performance, I discovered that Bobby Baker had ne\-er, in 

fact, had any children? How would I feel? Cheated? Exploited? Manipulated9 Does 

this troubling of the 'truth/fiction' binary unlock an uneasiness in me, enacting a 

simultaneous troubling of the contract between spectator/performer based on 'trust, " 

While I may not know what is 'really true' I still find myself wanting to insist on the I-- 

'truth' value of these experiences 

C 94 
presence' before me is 'real' 

. 

That these experiences belong to her. That her 

What is most obvious in the 'character' of Bobby Baker - and in fact what signals 

the fact that she may be a character - is the use of parody in the explicit mimicking of the 

L good housewife/mother'. Even before the performance we are confronted with the 

name - Bobby Baker - an alliterative and illustrative name, conjuring up the figure of a I- 

cartoon character. Baker -a person who makes food. Bobby Baker -a person who 

makes art with food. Indeed, not just some person, but a woman -a position thrown 

into confusion by the first name which is commonly assumed to be male. 

Prior to beginning the actual drawing, Bobby Baker is hyper-clean and 

controlled, organised and calm. She talks to us in a soft, endearing, almost apologetic 

tone, asking us to 'pardon her' if she cannot quite live up to the standards we expect. 

(Such pleas bear the echoes of the ýconfesslon' as noted previously, where we are 

situated to judge whether the confession meets the required expectations. ) Throughout 

the piece, Baker solicits our sympathies as if to protect herself 'I'm a bit rustv so if 

vou'll bear with me. I'll try and keep you occupied. I'm going to try and keep in 

tune... ' 'I'm aftaid you'll just have to bear with me. ' A hope you don't find this too 

boring .' 
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In addition to playing the passive woman appealing to the good nature of the 

(forgiving) spectator, Baker also speaks in a soft, soothing voice, ensuring that the 

spectator feels included and informed. This aspect of the 'character' seems to connote 

two different personas (both juxtaposed to the passive role which is played 

simultaneously) - that of a teacher speaking to her pupils, and that of the cookeiA, 

demonstrator speaking to her audience. In either case, there is an acknowledgement that 

Baker is the one with the 'expertise' who is going to share that expertise with others, in a 

careful and caring way. 'I hope you can all see. ' 'Now what I'm going to do... ', 'On 

top of this I lay. ' It is with such statements that she leads us gently through her 

performance. However, since the tone of voice that she uses is recognisably similar to 

that used by teachers/television presenters, the parody of her performance is 

foregrounded as the spectator is immediately able to identify these stereotypical ffigures 
I- 

that are in social circulation. This parodic display of the good housekeeper/wife is most 

blatantly and humorously inscribed in the repetitive manner in which Baker cleans up 

after her every action, and references that fact as she does so, so that it becomes a sort of 

leitmotif of the entire performance. 'This is to avoid mess. Extra mess. Because one 

discovers [ 
... 

] that if you think ahead, you can save yourself work. ' 'Don't worry. I've 

got a Jay cloth. Damp. ' 'Pop it back in the box. I'm going to clear up as I go aloncy C C) Z: ) 11-1ý - 11ý 

Something I've learnt. ' 'Better put the top back on. ' 'Clear up as I go along. '' So let's 

just clear this up. ' 

In a similar vein, there is the repetitive trope of the resourceful housewife, caring 

about the environment, avoiding unnecessary waste, and saving money. Again, due to C) Z17 

the familiarity of this 'eco-housewife' symbol, this is forecTrounded as being, entirek, C) -- 

parodic through carrying such resourcefulness to the extreme. 'This is the s-jood thing, 

about drawing on a sheet because you can Nvash it afterwards. ' 'You needn ,t N\orr\,. this I 
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[roast beef] won't be wasted, I shall find a good home for it. ' -it's very important to save 

egg shells because they make good compost. ' 

A final strategy that suggests the constructed nature of 'Bobby Baker' is once 

more a recognisable British 'gesture' - that of avoiding embarrassing subjects, such as 

giving birth, 'women's problems', and 'breast feeding'. This embarrassment connotes 

the very 'proper' woman who would not wish to discuss such 'unsuitable' subjects. 

However,, the embarrassment is actually displaced onto the spectator - 'Now, I don't 

want to embarrass you too much with sort of nasty details about childbirth', 'I won't 

embarrass you anymore about that', 'I had - women's trouble -, 'We'll move on 

quickly', 'Again, I won't go into the details'. 

Such parodic strategies seem to produce a gap between Baker the performer and 

Baker the subject of the performance, so that I never know who the 'real' Bobby Baker 

is. However, foregrounding the construcled nature of the character Bobby Baker, also 

alerts us to the possibility of the socially constructed 'nature' of the 'real' Bobby Baker, 

perhaps prompting the question 'What, then, is 'real' about the 'real' person behind the 

personaT 

Despite this parodic representation of the 'moth er/hou sewife' there is, however, 

an implicit danger in representing a female subject as being passive, domestic, modest, 

nurturing, and caring. However, I would suggest that Baker at least attempts to avoid 

such a remscription of the female body by playing these marks to excess, through 

mimicking a recognisable cultural 'fiction'. Using such devices as excessive rendering I'D C) 

and repetition they cannot be taken to be the 'real' of anything and in fact such tactics 

airn to de-naturalise the very concept of the natural 'mother' or 'housewife', making 

'Visible the concealed mechanisms which work to make them transparent, and brinus to 

the fore their politics'. ()ý Additionally, such over-I n script Ion points to the more Invisible 
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and therefore pervasive - markings of the female body that lie below the surface of this 

parody. Lying beneath the Baker who almost obsessively cleans up as she goes along, is 

the mother whose work is invisible-, beside the woman who amusingly relates the story of Z: ) - 
taking empties back to the off-licence is the observIng eye of the medIcal establishment 

and the pressure for all women to put their children first; and contained within the 

resourceful mother who makes chutney is the woman pushing at the boundaries of her 

constraint by turning domestic acts into resistant acts of creativity. 

Such acts of resistance are literallsed within the performance, and in effect the 

culturally inscribed image of the 'housewife/mother' is undermined as the perfori-ner 

'Bobby Baker' clashes with the prescribed image 'Bobby Baker, who is tidy, neat, clean, 

calm, organised, resourceful and self-effacin(y. Baker, the performer, uses food in a way It) 

that is removed from domesticity - throwing it around, creating a mess, rolling herself up 

in it. Through such acts, food is placed outwith its prescribed cultural contexts while 

Baker herself simultaneously challenges those same contexts which seek to tie her to that 

domesticity. While this could be acceptable in the name of 'art, it still troubles the 

binary woman/artist and causes the supposedly fixed ground of 'mother' to tremble. 

Equally, while some of the food is used in an 'orderly' way (and the external 

i-ness is cleared up), there are also moments in the text when 'disorder' is introduced, 

throucyh the suggestion of 'needs', , instincts' and 'desires'. Lurking beneath such 
ll-: ) Z 

control one senses the pent-up frustrations awaiting release, occasionally witnessing such 

release in actions that remain unexplained. As Lucy Baldwyn asserts: 

Apparently acquiescing to the repressive stereotypes proliferated within 
misogynistic culture - bv identifying herself as a mother/housewife and discussing 

17) - _n 1 -1 
ing shopping and cooking - [Baker] simultaneously undermines them by contra%-eil' 

their limits. Employing a particularly British gamut of emotions - reticence, 
irony, and embarrassment - she concocts theatrical ima-ges that resonate wl'th 
unspoken desires and frustrations. 96 
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Likewise, the precisely neat Image of the 'mother/housew, fe' slips as Baker's material 

body begins to show signs of its materiality - the sweating, the stains on her prev, ously 

'Persil-white' overall - alongside the textual references to memories of her body beiil, -, 

pregnant, birthing, breastfeeding, and 'women's problems'. Her failure to live up to the 

stereotypical image of the 'good mother/housewife' is also revealed in her admittance of 

drinking over the prescribed limit and of suffering from post-natal depression. The 

material body of Bobby Baker, the performer, seeps through the parodic body of the 

housewife/mother, with such seepage hinting at the falsity of the seamless and unified 

body. The material body continuously threatens to disrupt the imaged body, and Baker 

actively draws our attention to this materiality by referencing the literal fluids of the 

body. 97 

By interjecting her physical body into her performance, Baker contests the 

autobiographical practice that would separate body from mind, the rational from the 

irrational, and allows that body to erupt into, and become part of the narrative of 

1-)1wwMg oti a Mother's Expericiwe. Indeed, it is from her body - both its enactments in 

the performance and memories remembered from bodily experiences - that the 'narrative 

is drawn (extracted and displayed). As Sidonie Smith asserts- 

Writing her experiential history of the body, the autobiographical subject engages 
in a process of critical self-consciousness through which she comes to an 
awareness of the relationship of her specific body to the cultural 'bodN,, ' and to 
the body politic. ", 

The body of Bobby Baker - both the parodic Bobby Baker and the performer Bobby 

Baker - is a body which is, to return to Sidonie Smith, 'multiply designated'. There is 

not one Bobby Baker who kiioxvs 'herself, but a subject who is, dispersed across 

numerous and often competing discourses. each of which contributes to the experi lln II iences 
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that Baker reveals. Bobby Baker is simultaneously woman, wife, mother, claugliter, 

artist, performer, and throughout the performance the clashing of these subject positions Z:: ý 

is made explicit. As a mother she cannot be an artist, as an artist she cannot be a good 

mother, as a good mother she must place her children first, as an individual subject she 

has a right to satisfy her own needs, as a wife and mother her needs are secondary, as a 

daughter she must be a child, as a mother she must be an adult, as an artist she must be 

an individual, as a woman she cannot be an individual, etc. etc. The representation of the 

subject who is multiply designated serves to undermine the notion that the subject speaks 

from one,, stable position and therefore exercises control over self-identity. 

In her invocation to 'experience', Baker resists providing the spectator with an 

understanding of these experiences that feeds into any notion of a stable subject 

presented before us. Instead, I would suggest that she represents the experiences and the 

various discourses that impacted or caused such experiences, and therefore the 

discourses that have shaped her subjectivity. It is not, therefore, that Bobby Baker 

reveals her experiences to stabilise her self-identity, but that the representation of such 

experiences indicates the multiple ways in which her subjectivity has been discursively 

constructed. The experience of motherhood, then, Baker's 'experience' of motherhood, 

does not so much 'show' Baker (the mother) as reveal the discursive practices or forces 

that enable the production of such experiences, constructing the figure of the 'mother' in 

the process. The questions which surface as a result are these experiences should be 

experienced in this way, and what alternative experiences and subject positions ml-c, )D-ht be 

imaginable? 

It is not only the T of this piece that is destabilised but the mapping of historv, 

Baker's chronology of her experiences, beginning with her first pregnancy and ending 

with the wrapping of her experiences around her body to carry them Into her future, 
In, - 
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suggests initially a teleological narrative, which progresses fJ rom a *beginninu' ýý-hicli is 

her past (pre-mother), to the present (mother/artist), to her future (the unknoxvii). 

However, the present of Baker's life is that she is an artist performing a piece in front of 

an audience at this moment. Does this actual presence of the live artist not therefore 

serve to interrupt her narrative of her past as a mother unable to be an artist9 i, In her five 

presence, performing before us, we Imoij, that Bobby Baker will become/already is a 

mother/artist. The past that she reveals to us, therefore, is not sealed off but is 

necessarily inscribed with the present, as it is through this very present that she is able to 

raise the past. For example, as she lies down on the food-spattered painting and dry 

crumbs the evoked past of her illness is simultaneously juxtaposed with the visible 

wellness that is presented before us. 99 While Baker tells us that she was confined to her 

bed, the live representation of that episode reveals, before it is narrated, that the 

confinement would come to an end. The future of the past, then, is inscribed 

simultaneously with the evoking of that past. The neat distinctions of past and present, I- 

like truth and fiction, are blurred, the one blending into another, like the literal blending 

of Baker's desert mix. 

Equally, the rememberings of the past are interrupted by the physically present 

body and its enactments in the present moment. Baker's sweatln-(-; body in the space 

mixes with her previously pregnant body, just as her stained outfit carries traces of the 

past and the present on its surface. Also, as Baker tells us about her experiences. she 

interrupts the telling by vocally inserting the present through signalling what she is doi 
I ltý II ing, 

at this moment- 'Just delicately beginning at the corner, 'Don't worry, this isn't realk, 

it', 'So I thought it would be quite good', 'I'm going to introduce them'. Throuoh such 

slonals, Baker breaks up her stories of the past, therefore not allowing them to become 

discrete, fossilised moments, but moments in which the past and the present continuousk, 
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interact, in a sort of literalisation of the concept of memory being dependent on and 

infused by present positioning. As Baker wraps her memories around the bodv- she 

acknowledges that these (memories of her) experiences will be taken into the future and 

will continue to affect her subjectivity and future experiences Just I IJ as that future xN'll 

continue to impact on her past. This performance, then, is not so much teleolo-ulcally 

ordered as performatively layered and interwoven. 

In spite of all that I have written, something within this performance produces an 

unease within me, a feeling resonant with Linda Hutcheon's term 'complicitous 

inscribing'. Although Baker attempts to minimise the risks of reinscribing the marks of 1-7) 

'femininity' through a number of different strategies, there is a danager that she remains I- 

too firmly located within the prescribed areas of femininity. While she engages in 

resistant acts which serve to push at the boundaries of these locations, by transforming 

food into art, the dinner party into a Jackson Pollockesque paint splash etc., the 

boundaries are never totally broken down. While Baker partially resists the cultural 

inscriptions of housewife/mother and their corollary roles of procreating, caring and 

nurturing, she does not actively escape from them as they are all necessarily contained 

within her resistant acts since it is against these that the resistances are aimed. I ()() She is 

then, 'both complicitous with and contesting of the cultural dominants within which [she] 
4- 

operates. ]()I 

As stated in Chapter 3, however, I believe that it is only from icahm discourse 

that one can mount an attack oii discourse, so it is not Baker's positioning within 

discourse, as such, that is problematic. It may be, however, that the roles she chooses to 

play are more complicitous than contestatorv. 

In the next Chapter, I wish to look at performances which continue to use and 

graphical' material and personal e periences. Ho\\e\-er. my main clestabilise autobiol,,, Ix 
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interest in these performances is primarily that of determn, nL),, whether one can enact 

resistances from within the system while avoiding the reInscriptIon of cultural femin, n, tN, 

in the process. These performances, I would suggest, negotlate this danugerous 

relationship between complicity and contestation by actively moving into inappropriate 

spaces' rather than performing from those 'spaces' marked as already appropriate for 

the female subject. Such a move, however, is no less fraught as the danger of re- 

inscription remains. What strategies then, are used to resist this re-inscription and hoýý 

successful are they? 
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CHAPTER5 
INAPPROPRIATE L YAPPROPRIATE 

ANNIE SPRINKLE - POST POST PORN MODERNIST (1994)l 

What was this 42nd Street venue doing invading my performance space? 

My problem was, if Sprinkle represented a female 'other, ' she was also not 
'other' enough. This was not taking place in a barn of a burlesque hall with 

an elevated stage, where I might fade into the balcony [ ... I and become an 
invisible or masqueraded spectator of a separate male culture with its 
different kind of female. In this space Sprinkle had entered my world. 

Eleanor Fuchs' 

Eleanor Fuchs is discomforted by the invasion of this 'other' into her space - this woman 

who is not a 'woman' in the way that Fuchs wants a woman to be or imagines herself to 

be. This woman is the 'bad girl' in the dichotomous structure of 'virgin/whore' and this 

bad girl has invaded the 'good' space of art, a space that Fuchs' 'owns', as a 'good girl'. Z: ) It) 

The pornographic threatens the artistic, and, by association, threatens Fuchs position as 

the 'good' girl. It is such dichotomies and binaries that Annie Sprinkle sets out to reveal 

and explode (if only temporarily). 

Annie Sprinkle - virgin, prostitute, pornographer, performer, whore, artist, sexual 

healer, safe sex educator, goddess - the definitions and categories blur and blend and in 

that process the terms are opened up for examination. What is immediately apparent. 

when placing Sprinkle beside Bobby Baker, is the different signifying spaces that each 

occupies. Baker signifies (and troubles that signification) 'mother', the only appropriate I- 

gin' signifier has been closed (and note here the space left for a woman after the 
_n I 

collapse between them embodied by the Virgin Mother icon). Her inhabitin-(-, of this 

appropriate space is inappropriate - she behaves as an inappropriate mother. Sprinkle. 

on the other hand, in the main inhabits the inappropriate space - the pornographer. the 
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prostitute, the whore (passing through the 'virgin' on the way), but inhabits it 

appropriately to the female subject (although inappropriately to the signifier) - she is the 

safe sex educator, healer, nurse, goddess. The place of 'mother' is not actively figured 

here - although perhaps her very absence inscribes her presence. ' 

The CCA is a performance/gallery space located in one of Glasgow's main 

shopping streets, in the centre of the city. Its remit is to present innovative and 

challenging work, and it is known locally as the place to see the 'new' and the 

'different'. 5 In 1994, in collaboration with Its 'sister' organ'satlon the ICA In London, 

the CCA presented a season of female performers and artists under the title B(id Gii-ls, 

(thus signalling, immediately, the 'good/bad' divide), which included American 

performers Annie Sprinkle, Pamela Sneed and Penny Arcade. 

The pre-publicity concerning Annie Sprinkle's show deliberately IncIted 

controversy by foregrounding her 'former' identity as a pornographer and prostitute and Z: ) 

the 'sexually explicit' nature of her work, thus questioning the validity of her appearance 

in an art venue. However, what such publicity inadvertently raises are issues of 

I context'. Would Sprinkle's show be read as 'pornography' or as 'art"' Would readings 

be dependent on whether the show was presented in a strip-club or in an art gallery? If 

definitions change depending on venue, how rigid and fixed are the definitions" What 

makes art art and porn porn" As C. Carr states, Sprinkle 

opened the Cleveland Performance Art Festival with the vice squad in attendance 
at both shows. [She] changed her act when police implied that the cervix piece 
would be grounds for arrest. The irony is that Sprinkle used to perforni in Z_ Cleveland during her porn-star days, at a burlesque theater she describes as the 
'wildest' place she's ever Ný: orked. She actually did live sex shows then. and the 
vice squad never even showed up. ' 

In this example, the vice squad, as representatives of the judicial system, served to 

literally police the boundaries of what could acceptably be shown in an art space, and 
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thus functioned as the arbiters of what could be considered as 'art' and ý\ hat 

transgressed art by threatening its 'purity' or 'high' status .7 
Spriiikle's ý%ork was 

acceptable within the context of the sex-industry, but was deemed to be outside of the 

limits of 'good art'. 

In Glasgow, however, the case could be seen as being somewhat different, even 

the opposite. Sprinkle was, in a sense, protected by the fact that she was appearing in an 

art venue, and her appearance at the CCA granted her the status of an artist and 

therefore allowed her a certain freedom. There are no strip-clubs or burlesque halls in 

Glasgow, and had one been established for Sprinkle to appear in, it would uncloubted]v 

have been shut down prior to the show. ' However, in a sense similar to the Cleveland 

scenario, what ivav being questioned in the pre-publicity was whether in fact her 

performance was 'art' or whether it was pornography, and therefore whether Sprinkle 

was 'really' an artist or in fact a pornographer. It was not so much Sprinkle vv, ho Nvas 

being judged by the 'city' but the CCA for its programming. I- 

In spite of such pre-publicity it seemed that many of the spectators at the 

performance were regular CCA spectators and not spectators who had turned out to be 

turned on. 9 However, this statement is a dangerous one to make. Is it not possible that 

sorne members of the CCA audience are also the actual and potential spectators of sex 

shows9 The sex show spectator is not immediately visible, marked in some way as 

distinct from the CCA spectator. There is no such thing as 'the' CCA audience. There 

are individual audience members, each of which is a potential audience member for 

another venue. To divide the audience into those that watch art and those that watch sex 

shows is to raise the very same binaries that Sprinkle is intent on troublin-g. Equallv- 

while the audience members may not have decided to attend the show exclusively for 

titillation, this does not mean that they were not titillated. What was immediately 1 
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apparent, however, is that the audience for Po, vi Post Porn Alloderniv was a packed one. 

A fact In itself which raises questions. Fascination" Voyeurism9 Desire9 Interest9 

Politics? Loyalty? Research? The reasons as to why people flocked to this shoNv are 

probably multifaceted, but unfortunately lie beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The space contains a large bed, complete with lots of pink lace, a dressing table 

scattered with wigs and makeup, and a toilet. Sprinkle enters wearing a dressin(gr gown. 

She tells us that she has not always been Annie and proceeds to show slides of her 

younger self juxtaposed with those of her present - Annie - self 

I was born Ellen Steinberg, but I didn't like Ellen 
very much, so I invented Annie Sprinkle. 
Ellen was excruciatingly shy. Annie is an exhibitionist. 
Ellen was fat and ugly, and nobody seemed to want her. 
Annie is voluptuous and sexy, and lots of people want her. 
Ellen desperately needs attention. Annie gets it. 
Ellen wore orthopaedic shoes and flannel nightgowns. 
Annie wears six-inch spiked heels and sexy lingerie. 
Ellen was afraid of men and sex. Annie is fearless. 
Ellen was a nobody. Annie gets asked for autographs. 
Ellen wants to get married and have children. 
Annie wants fame and fortune. 
I suppose Ellen Steinberg really is Annie Sprinkle, 
and Annie Sprinkle is really Ellen Steinberg. " 

A strategy that Sprinkle variously utilises within this performance is the crossing 

of Huyssen's 'Great Divide', first by the fact that a pornographer/prostitute is presenting 

her work in an art agallery, and secondly, by transferring what may have been taken from 
I- 

the lexicography of the sex industry into an art context. Airt/porn, prostitute/artist are 

mixed together, neither totally one nor the other, forcing the spectator to question their 

supposedly distinct, original separation. During the interval audience members can have 

Polaroid photos taken of themselves sitting under Sprinkle's naked breasts. Speculums 

and 'cervical' button badges are for sale in the foyer. Sprinkle therefore also crosses the 

divide that separates the artistic from the commercial (the sacred from the profane). 
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jap mixing artist with salesperson, and whore with entrepreneur, closing the supposed 

between them, or suggesting that both words -I artIst' and 'whore' - offer multIple 

significations. (In the same gesture, Sprinkle questions the gap between 'client' and 

C spectator'. ) 

Sprinkle not only uses the 'tricks' of the sex trade within her performance, she 

also draws from a mixed array of presentational forms, from both high and low culture. 

As she 'chats' to us, she is the host of a television show, as she dresses up she is at-i 

actress on the stage, or a demonstrator. Drawing on advertising and photographic 

traditions she uses slide presentations extensively within her piece as 'portraiture' shots. 

'Educational' slides are also displayed, which shifts Sprinkle into the role of 'teacher', 

explaining the sex work industry to her 'pupils'. This 'educational' role is pushed to the 

extreme as she 'educates' the audience about female genitals through picture diagrams, 

with each anatomical part labelled. The 'diagram' is then replaced by the living flesh of 

the material body as audience members are invited to look at Sprinkle's cervix through a 1. ) 

speculum. In this instance, the 'educator' has slipped into the 'nurse/doctor', which is 

rapidly slipping into the 'pornographer', but the 'pornographer' is speaking the discourse 

of the 'educator'. (Of course, there is a tradition of disguising pornography as 

educational material, as evidenced in early film pornography which masqueraded as 'sex 
Z 

education'. Sprinkle is, then, borrowing a historical 'guise. )" Thus, as well as using I- 

multiple presentational devices, she also multiply locates herself, shifting and sliding 

throuLyh discourses and binaries as she does so, the catalyst for occasions of binarv terror 
kn 

as discussed earlier. 

it is impossible to pin Sprinkle down because she is forever on the 111ove. FILild. 

Her chosen name, Annie Sprinkle, within this context, is ironically appropriate. She took 

the name 'Sprinkle' for herself because she was -attracted to the sound of weiliess -I like 
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waterfalls, piss, vaginal fluid, sweat, cum - anything wet' . 
12 And the wet, as we know. is 

seeping and uncontainable. 

Most importantly, however, as is evidenced from the opening segment of the 

ity, or performance, quoted above, Sprinkle troubles any notion of the 'truth' of idemi 
- 

'reality'. Sprinkle has invented herself she is self-created,, and that self-creation cracks 

any notion of a stable foundation, of an 'original' or 'natural' being that lies below the 

surface. 

Certain theorists have suggested that Annie Sprinkle's performance reveals the 

performativity of gender. Before exploring this assertion it is necessary to return to 

Judith Butler and her explication of gender performativity. Identity, as I have previously 

explicated, is largely the result of an exclusionary practice -I am this because I am not 

that. And, for Judith Butler, those that are excluded form the 'constitutive outside to the 

domain of the subject. Those 'outside' inhabit the 'abject 

The abject designates here precisely those 'unliveable' and 'uninhabitable' zones 
of social life which are nevertheless densely populated by those who do not enjoy 
the status of the subject, but whose living under the sign of the 'unliveable' is 
required to circumscribe the domain of the subject. " 

Sprinkle, the prostitute, pornographer, sex worker, like those who have come before and 

after her, is an 'abject' woman. Like the prostitutes who are hurt or killed, Sprinkle does 

not/is not matter, because she is not 'really' a woman. (And we can hear the echo of 

Fuchs' comment here, that Sprinkle is an 'other'. Of course, Fuchs goes on to say that 
I:: ) 

Sprinkle is also not 'other' enough, and while this may indicate that, as a woman, Fuchs =1 

not also possible to is compelled to identify with Sprinkle - as an/other woman II 

suggest that Sprinkle is not 'other' enough because what the (Yood (, irl/bad (-, irl binary 

dis(guises is the way in which xvomen are all marked as 'bad girls', by the very virtue of 

their location in the negative position'? )'ý 
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However, even outwith the dominant hegemony of heterosexual patriarchy, 

Annie Sprinkle remains one of the 'others'. In relation to certain strands of the feminist 

movement she (or what she symbolises) is variously chastised, pitied, accused of 

maintaining and aiding the continued oppression of women, perceived as a victim, male- 

identified, etc. Anti-pornography feminists perceive pornography as being III 

oppressive to all females and therefore anyone working within the sex-industry as 

complicit with that system of oppression. " As such they are either excluded from the 

feminist movement or regarded as women in need of 'saving'. 'To the Dworkin- 

MacKinnon anti-pornography faction, agency can only be located in resistance. ' 
17 1 ýý, 1 11 

later explicate Linda Williams' argument that Sprinkle finds agency through using 1- 1. ) - 

pornography rather than just in resisting it. However, for now I wish to concentrate on 

this good/bad division that is explored and denaturallsed in Post Post Porn Moclei-insi. 

Judith Butler states that, 

Gender ought not to be conceived merely as the cultural inscription of meaning 
on a pregiven sex (a juridical concept)- gender must also designate the very 
apparatus of production whereby the sexes themselves are established. Gender is 
not to culture as sex is to nature, gender is also the discursive/cultural means by 
which 'sexed nature' or a 'natural sex' is produced and established as 
'prediscursive, ' prior to culture, a politically neutral surface on ichich culture 
acts. 18 

What Butler is suggesting is that there is nothing 'natural' about sex, and that the belief 

in gender as expressing sorne intrinsic sexual difference is actually an act that constitutes 

the naturalisation of sex. That is, gender in fact upholds the myth of a 'natural' sex. as a 11: ) 

'on of a pre-social sev variety of discourses assert that -(-), -ender is the cultural expressi 

Conceptions of nature, she arl, ', Lies, are always cultural - 

This sex posited as prior to construction will, bv virtue of being posited, become 
the effect of that \-cry positing,, the construction of construction. If gender is the 
social construction of sex, and if there is no access to this 'sex except by rneans 
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of its construction, then it appears not only that sex is absorbed by gender, but 
that 'sex' becomes something like a fiction, perhaps a fantasy, retroactively 
installed at a prelinguistic site to which there is no direct access. 19 

Butler proposes that gender is 'the effect of a regulatory practice that can be 

identified as compulsory heterosexuality' . 
21' By regulating gender, making gender stable 

through disavowing or abjecting all that would threaten this sense of gender which Is 

organised within a heterosexual matrix of male/female, masculine/feminine, '[t]he 

appearance of an abiding substance or gendered self [ ... 
] is [ ... 

] produced. )21 If there is 

no natural sex which gender supposedly expresses, then 

gender proves to be performative - that is, constituting the identity it is purported 
to be There is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender- that 
identity is performatively constituted by the very 'expressions' that are said to be 

22 
its results . 

That is, the 'gendered self is the result of expressions of gender, gender acts constitute 

the notion of an essential identity as opposed to merely expressing that identity. 

However, it is in the repetition of such gender acts that a belief in the 'naturalness' of 

gender arises-. 

Gender is the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within a 
highly rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appearance of 
substance, of a natural sort of being. 2, 

Furthermore: 

[gender] pi-oduces the illusion of an inner sex or psychic gender core- it pi-oditccs 
In In I 

on the skin, through the gesture, the move, the gait ], the illusion of an inner 
depth. In effect, one way that gender gets naturalized is through being 

-1") _n -- 
constructed as an inner psychic or physical necessl . /. 1,. 

24 

If gender is a set of repeated acts which are not the expression of some 'natural' sex. 

then, importantly, it cannot be said that there is such a thin(-, as an 'original' or 'primary' 

sex or gender, since. 
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gender J. v a kind qf inniation in fact, it is a kind of fior which there i, s, no original, 
C -t and imitation that produces the very notion of the original as an c// c IIII.. 

consequence of the imitation itself [ 
.... 

Qompulsory heterosexual identities. those 
ontologically consolidated phantasms of 'man' and 'woman, ' are theatrically 
produced effects that posture as grounds, origins, the normative measure of the 
real. 25 

It is precisely within (and because of) the performative nature of gender that the 
117) 

reified notion of gender and sex can be contested. If Gender is the construction and ID 

maintenance of the fiction of an 'internal' essence that is marked on the external body 

surface through a 'stylizzed repeutioti qfacls', then the potential for making explicit the I= 

fictional status of both sex and gender is realised through a repetition that is different -a 

subversive repetition that would reveal 'the performative status of the natural itself'. 2" 

For Butler- 

gender is an 'act' [that is] open to splittings, self-parody, self-criticism, and those 
hyperbolic exhibitions of 'the natural' that, in their very exaggeration, reveal its 
fundamentally phantasmatic status. 27 

Returning to Sprinkle, then, where can such subversive acts be located" In the 

opening sequence of Posl Post Poi-ii Allodeiwisl, quoted previously, Annie Sprinkle 

immediately threatens any notion of a grounded, stable, core 'Identity' 

I was born Ellen Steinberg, but I didn't like Ellen 
very much, so I invented Annie Sprinkle. 

While this first line may appear to reinstate the 'natural', I would suggest that what 

follows it in fact serves to trouble such a notion. Ellen and Annie are both, equally, 

constructions. Neither is more 'truthful' than, or the original of, the other. Annie 

Sprinkle was not 'born' Ellen Steinberg but was born, then named Ellen, and in that 

naming, given the sex of female and the gender of feminine. it is assumed, in the West, 
n 

that there are two 'natural' sexes - male and female - decided on by biological feature S. 2S 

However, as Diane Elarn points out, quoting Suzanne Kessler, when doctors are 
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confronted by genitals that are not unambiguously female or male, the doctor's task i,.., to 

reveal the 'true' sex of the infant and assign it its sex accordim-y1v This 'true sex is 

determined not on whether the genital is a penis 'but on whether it is "-(), ood enough" to 

remain one'. To be assigned a female sex is to have insufficient maleness. Kessler's 

article illustrates 'how physicians create a "natural" sex on the basis of shared cultural 

29 
values about gender roles' .I am not trying to suggest here that Annie Sprinkle is not 

female. What I am suggesting is that it is culture that brings the individual into being - 

one is not 'naturally' born an anything. Thus, Ellen Steinberg became Ellen Steinberg 

through cultural inscription. This raises striking similarities with Sprinkle's 'story' about 

'becoming' a prostitute, and here I am reminded that the performative is an enacted 

process of 'becoming', rather than the production of a fixed 'Is'. 

I was working in a massage parlor. For three months I worked and didn't eVeli 
know I was a hooker -I was having such a good time! The men I saw were 
referred to as 'clients' or 'massages. ' But finally, after about three months one 
woman used the word 'trick' and I realized, 'Ohmigod - they're lrick. y! Oh shit - 
I'm a hookei-! 30 

As Linda Williams states* 

Sprinkle only recognized herself as a whore - one who performs sex for money - 
in the word 'trick. ' She never chose - in any liberal, Enlightenment sense of the 
exercise of free will - to become a whore. Annie Sprinkle found herself 'hailed' 
by an entire system of signification. 

So too did the 'good girl', Ellen Steinberg, the necessary flip side of the same coin who, 

being, 'hailed' as Ellen, similarly finds herself positioned by 'an entire system of 

signification'. `2 The presence of the nominations good and bad serves to keep in place 

the system that would designate \vomen one or the other, subjecting the female bodv to a 

reo* Without good there can be no bad and vice versa. 
I-Irne of control. 

The destabilising of categories is furthered in 'The Transformation Salon' ýýhen 

Sprinkle presents 'before' and 'after' slides of women, first as 're, -gular people' and then 
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as 'sex stars'. The 'regular woman' is transformed into the 'sex star' - which Iniage Is 

the more 'real' (or 'Real')? It is this very notion of the 'real/Real' woman that is beii-ig, 

contested, since both the 'before' and 'after' are cultural constructs. which can be read 

and given meaning only within pre-existing signifying systems. Moreover, it is the s(unc 

woman in both pictures. However, is it not possible to suggest that since the 'after-shot 

is a makeover, the previous shot is the 'original'? Remembering Butler's troubling of the I 1,! ) 11.1) 

origina copy binary, can we now say that the former is the 'original', since gender is "Y I 'III) 

always already an imitation of a fictional representation (serving to produce the fiction of 

C natural' sex - of the 'real')? Both the 'before' and 'after' shots are produced, framed 

and understood by and within socially located discursive parameters. 

Sprinkle's statement at the end of the 'Transformations, however, inserts a 

problematic spoke into reading the performance as deconstructive: 

Maybe there's a little porn star in you. Maybe not. But I can tell you from 
experience - there's a little of you in every porn star. 

Rather than thinking of difference differently -a difference that resides wahin every 

subject, since every subject is constructed from exclusions (in Minh-ha's terms, the 

3-' there is a suggestion that only the appropriate is inappropriate other within every Y), 

contained within the inappropriate. This, I would suggest, serves in some xvavs to ,: )-n - 

restabilise the good/bad binary at the same point as it would attempt to trouble it. That 

is, the 'bad' girls are not really 'so bad' because they are the 'same' as you. However, if 17ý 

this is read as 'true', then it does serve to close the ggap between the two positions. At 

the same time, though, it serves to return difference to the Same - 'we're all realk, the 

same'. As Gerry Harris would posit, this sentence 'sug), gests a more essentialist \-iex\, in I- 

which intra-gender clitferences are always subsumed within sexual difference'. Harris' 
Zý - 
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specific critique is that the 'Transformation' photos transform different images of women 

into images in which the women are all the 'sarne': 

As a 'feminist' spectator, I was being positioned so as to identify with these 
images but the framing of the episode demanded an IdentIficatlon with the 'after, 
pictures (women as same) not the 'before' (women as different from each other). 

Harris finishes her critique of this particular section by stating that* 

For me, the manner in which this socially and culturally constructed division 
between good girl/bad is produced, enforced, naturallsed and internalised throug, 11 
'terror' - remained unquestioned and so potentially reinforced. 34 

find myself resisting both of Harris' statements here. If the first photos are 

themselves copies of a 'copy', how much difference exists between the images'? While 
Z- 

the second photos show even less difference, I cannot help wondering whether this also 

comments on the lack of difference in the previous ones. Woman as 'properly feminine', 

woman as 'whore' - both positions signify 'types, or moulds, in which we are located. 

In relation to Harris' latter statement, I would suggest that Sprinkle is actively showing Z71 1-71 

the binary to be a construction through inhabiting more than one position simultaneously. 

She is both the 'good' and the 'bad' girl (or the 'good bad girl' ancl the 'bad good girl) - 

a situation which is supposedly impossible within a binary structure, where one is either 

one thing or another and where such polar opposites are required to keep the system in 

place. It is the insistence on the separation of the positions that enables an enactment of 

control over women's bodies - if you are not 'good' you will be/come 'bad'. However, I 

would agree with Harris that Sprinkle does not actually show the way in which the 
It) - 

binary is enforced. But is it not also possible that Sprinkle's playing across the binary 

causes the binary construction to surface, therefore prompting a consciousness of our 

*n-(y to Fuchs, she writes that- own actions in the maintenance of it? Returni -I 
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The ambivalence I experience within and about this work, my sense of danLyer a's 
a 'good' female spectator, results from a crack In IM, system, the systematic 
division of women into opposed sexual pools, and the replication of that division 
in an elaborated system of values within each female consciousness. 

Fuchs goes on to quote Jacquelyn Zita, who 

points out that the 'pornographic apparatus' constructs two female populations. 
one to service the fantasies and 'secret realities' of male dominion over women, 
the other 'Ignorant' and 'purified, ' each operating as a 'necessary condition' to 
keep the system in place. 'it is often "good" women who do the work of 
separating themselves from female sex workers and maintaining an aura of purity 
and goodness for themselves. ' 3 

While Sprinkle may not reveal this system within her performance, in this openinlu 

sequence she does reveal that what 'whore' symbolically denotes is a cultural artefact. 

The 'artificial' nature of the 'whore' is made explicit through both the 'Transformation' 

photos and through Sprinkle's 'how to' photo, where the method and means of 

becoming the archetypal construction are depleted. 

This latter slide depicts the necessary accoutrements worn by Annie, describing 

their effects, such as 'Corset hides a very big belly. Makes my waist 41/2" smaller. I, -) 

Extra tall stockings make my legs look longer. Black stockings make my legs look 

thinner. Bra is a size too small to make breasts look bigger. ' It is external markings that 

mark the 'whore', not some internal quality. Moreover, such markings are actively put 

on to play the role of the prostitute. The appearance of the 'other' of the 'good' woman 

is little more than an/other costume. However, what is equally important in this 'hoýý- to 

photo is the fact that the material effects of such accoutrements on the body of woman 

are also depicted - 'These heels are excruciatingly high. My feet are killing me. Lunus 
In --- 

restricted I cannot breathe. ' The materiality of the real (physical) body underneath the 

'props I is foregrounded and that body 
n- 

feels discomfort. The clothes do not -fit' but 

sculpt the body into a particular shape. Being the image of a 'whore' is not 'natural', but 
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requires effort and agency (remembering- here, that being another type of 'wornan' often 

requires the same effort and agency - applying of make-up, 11 styling of hair., wearing of 

certain clothes and shoes). " 

It seems evident that Sprinkle attempts to break down the boundaries between 

good/bad girl, through presenting 'herself as an qf , 
ýecl of performance. Not only does 

she make explicit the tools of her trade, she plays the role of the 'whore' to excess. in an 

excessive mimicking of the signifier 'whore'. Before our eyes the pre-whore body is 

transformed into the body of the whore - enormous breasts, spiked heels, wl, (,, and sexý' 

voice. The stereotypical, bimboish, 'heart-of-gold' prostitute is made up - literally and I- - 

metaphorically - before our very eyes. 

Linda Williams asserts that, 

Although Sprinkle 'is' a woman and doesn't perform otherwise, her ex- 
aggeratedly fetishised femme appearance is offered as a performati\,, e 4D 37 
achievement, not as natural . 

I would argue, however, that it is not so much gender that is revealed as being 

performative, but that the performative nature of the 'gender' of the 'prostitute' is 

displayed (the prostitute signifying another 'type' of woman). Sprinkle does not stop 

being 'feminine' but the 'femininity' of the 'whore' is excessive and therefore actually 11-n - 

talls beyond the boundaries of the 'proper feminine' - and it is this which Sprinkle reveals 

as constructed, not in any sense 'real. ' In this sense, Sprinkle's performance is an 

example of Butler's exaggeration of the 'natural' that reveals 'Its fundamentally 

phantasi-natic status'. 

Perhaps implicit within this display is the fact that all gender i,. -, a construct. 

Unlike Williams. however, I do not think that Sprinkle goes far enough in revealing the 

I masqUerade of femininity' - as opposed to the masquerade of the 'whore' - for thl's 
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reading to be justified. However, what Sprinkle does reveal is the oppositional poles 

constructed for women. On one side is the virgin, and her extension - the mother 

(reproductive sexuality), on the other is the whore (polymorphous, non-reproductive 

sexuality). While Ellen is the Virgin and Annie is the Whore, the body inhabiting these 

locations has not changed. It is the meanings that the body has been made to bear which 

have become different - the body has been discursively inscribed (in an attempt to curtail 

and control it). Of course, had Sprinkle stepped into the space of 'Mother', her body 

would again have (been made) to signify differently. 

While the visible signifiers of the prostitute and the way in which she comes to be 

positioned and read can be denaturalised, what of the physical act of selling sex that 

would continue to separate the good girl from the bad girl? The selling of sex as a 

commodity is supposedly the performative act that raises the signifier 'whore'. And yet 

whore' extends beyond this signification (like any other signifier) signifying differently i Z: ) II in 

various discourses. Whore is also, therefore, synonymous with victim, bad girl, provider. 

dirt, criminal, entrepreneur, etc. I would suggest that Sprinkle does not attempt to turn 

social perceptions of the bad whore into the good whore but to unsettle, from the outset, 

such binary divisions so that we may look at the prostitute or pornographer in a different 

N, v, ay -a way that is neither absolutely good nor bad. 

In the section of her performance entitled Tornstitistics', Sprinkle shows various 

slides of statistics concerned with her work in the sex industry, such as 'Why I Did It- 

Advantages'. 'Why I Did It - Disadvantages'. Both slides consist of pie charts, ý\ ith each 

seunient divided up according to their importance to Sprinkle. The advanta(-Yes Include 

'Monev, Didn't know Nvhat else I Nvanted to do, Love and Attention, Creative Outlet, To 

Rebel against society, Glamour, I don't know why, Curiosity, Sex, I like the costumes 

[ ]' Disadvantages include- 'I met some hoi, rible people, Irreversible psvchological 
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damage, I hurt my parents, Not enough money, I didn't want to work, Social 

disapproval, Became sexually jaded and confused, Felt like an object, Physical danuer, It 

was hard sometimes. ' What both slides reveal, then, are the contradictions implicit to 

becoming and being a prostitute. Sprinkle djid not become one for any single reason and 

her experiences of being one ricochet between advantages and disadvantages. For 

example, she did it for the glamour but, paradoxically, one disadvantage is the social 

disapproval. These contradictory experiences that Sprinkle confronts reveal the 

discursive forces that produce such experiences. If the 'whore' was not made to signify 

negatively (in opposition to the 'good girl'), then Sprinkle would not have experienced 

csocial disapproval' and she may not have been placed 'physical danger' (although I Z: ) 

experiencing such 'physical danger' is not exclusive to the 'whore', acyain sucy(yesting that nlln 

all women are, in a sense, 'bad girls'). By showing these contradictions, Sprinkle 

simultaneously shows the shifting and multiple subjectivities she occupies. 

In another section of the performance, Sprinkle invites members of the audience 

to come and take photographs of her in sexual positions of their own choice. The fact 

that this would be included in the performance was presented in the pre-publicity. When 

I saw the performance, only one man walked down to the performance space with his 

camera and took a few photographs, including one of Sprinkle lying on her bed, with 

legs parted. Within the context of the performance space, however, it was not only 

Sprinkle that was on view for the man to photograph but the photographer himself - in 

tact, my own spectatorial eye strove to enclose them both, simultaneously, within my 

vision. Predominantly, however, I watched him watching her watching him. Lest 

tuation Sprinkle demanded from hirn that he anyone think that he Nvas in control of the si III 

should tell her hoN\,, to 'pose' (there is nothing 'real' in the pornographic shot, just a 

series ot composed shots. Again, the made-up and the real become confused - the made- ZI 
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up photo pose, the made-up whore, the made up Sprinkle, the made-up performer before 

11 offering the man us - what is actually 'real'9). Sprinkle took control of the episode, 

suggestions, adopting poses that she herself had suggested, and although he may have 

controlled the shutter she controlled, to an extent, what the shutters would capture. 

This blurring of subject/object positions was further accomplished in the section 

'Public Cervix Announcement, in which spectators were invited to look at Sprinkle's 

cervix with the aid of a speculum. Prior to this, however, as previously noted, Sprinkle 

presented an anatomical education 'lesson' on the female body, asking the audience to 

name different parts of the female sexual organs. This framed the later examination 

within that of sex education. However, clashing with this was the visual spectacle of 

Sprinkle in suspenders, legs parted, vagina revealed. Again, the pornographic and the 

educational become blurred boundaries, with Sprinkle literally straddling both in stiletto 

heels. 

Importantly, Sprinkle held a microphone to each spectator as they peered at her 

cervix, prompting them to comment on what they saw, whi ing ile also talki , 

conversationally herself during each 'examination'. The distance that is required for any 

voyeuristic positioning on the part of the spectator Is absolutely denied - the 'voyeur' 

becomes a participant, with Sprinkle watching them watching her. Each person lookin(y 

through the speculurn is also being watched and is not allowed a distanced, anonymous 

position. As the spectators are looking at Sprinkle's cervix, it could be argued that she is I: ) I'D 

objectifying herself However, Sprinkle is also returnm(y the gaze of the gazers, and in Z17 

this sense, she is the subject of the gaze. Thus, the positions of subject and object 

circulate, rather than either belonging, singularly to one person. Moreover, by askino the 

spectator to look deep inside her, the inside/outside division is destabilised, and the mvth 

of the \-a(-Yina dentata is perhaps confronted. This, is not a dismembered 'pussly' on shox\ 
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but is connected to the live body in front of us The fear and disgust circulating around 

woman's internal organs are challenged. As Rebecca Schneider writes. 

The display of the cervix becomes a kind of ludicrous moment in which 
voyeurism is taken to a certain extreme where the viewer encounters not an 
infinitely recessing negative space, a vanishing point of 'Origin, ' but explicitly. 
and somewhat clinically, a cervix. If the cervix can be ima(, Tined as an eve. 
catching the viewer at the keyhole as it were, any horror that scene might 
occasion would be noted by the author, Annie Sprinkle, and remarked. 'Oh 
look, ' she might exclaim, letting her audience in on the scene, 'Your eves are 
erectile with horror! "' 

Offering an alternative psychoanalytic reading through Luce Irigaray's text V)ccWwn (? f 

the Other Womati, '9 Gerry Harris suggests that this part of the performance could be 

seen as aC subversive repetition' or 'parody' of psychoanalytical discourse in which 

woman is figured only as a mirror for the male subject- 

Sprinkle promises the male spectator 'enlightenment', a full disclosure of 
'woman', Freud's mysterious 'dark continent' and, indeed, the viewing of the 
cervix is facilitated by means of a torch. Yet, at the moment of seeing the 

C 
maternal place of origin, what he sees looking back at him is the blinded eye, a 
reflection of himself as Oedipus. 40 

The person seen takes on an agency within the scene of the performance 

becoming the seer who turns the seer into the seen who is also the seer (although what 

s/he sees is the 'eye' of the cervix rather than the eyes of Sprinkle) - it is a visual 

exchange of reciprocity rather than of subject/object, seer/seen. While her 'goods' may I- I- 

be on display they are acm, cli, displayed by Sprinkle and those goods are not the 'bad' 

(yoo ds of the prostitute or the 'bad' goods of the 'good' woman (because the 'good/bad' 

breaks down at the scene of the internal female organs), but are the 'goods' belon(yin(-, to 
ID I-.: I- 

Sprinkle. Prior to showing her cervix, Sprinkle explains to the audience whN, 41C ý6shes 

to do this - it is her agency that is foregrounded. 

To demystify women's bodies. 
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2. To create a reality where there is no shame about genitalia. 
3. Because the cervix is beautiful. 
4. Because it's fun. 
5. It's a way of saying to some men, 'You want to see pussy I'll shoNv 
you more [ ... 

] than you ever wanted to see. ' 41 

This notion of agency is, of course, one that is implicit to feminism(s). However, what is 

different in this case is that Sprinkle - who has been hailed as a 'whore' and xvho is 

therefore often presumed to lack agency - actually locates her agency within her 

I whoredom. ' As Williams suggests, 

Annie Sprinkle neither denies that she is a whore nor fights the system that so Cln names her. Rather, she accepts the nomination, but in that acceptance also sees 
room for what Butler calls 'subversive repetition'. This subversive repetition 
becomes an articulation of something that is not named in 'whore: her own 42 desire 

. 

The function of the prostitute is to satisfy the desire of the payingT customer (and as 

stated, in the context of this show there is a slippage here between 'customer' and 

I spectator'. We, too, have paid our money and expect certain 'results'. ) The idea of the 

desiring prostitute is at odds with this conception, and the fact that Sprinkle reveals her 

desire ivilhin the system that would posit her as object to the desiring subject is an 

instance of 'a taking up of the tools where they lie' and using them with a difference - or 

repeating the 'act' of 'whore' differently. 4 

1") 

Williams goes on to sugcy I It) gest that these subversive repetitions 

consist of an ever-widening range of sexual acts, or 'perversions' which expand 
the notion of what sexual performance is, and sexual objects, conventionalk, not 
regarded as acceptable objects of desire - dwarves, burn victims, transsexuals, 
persons with Aids, amputees - which allow her to explore her desires in ne\ý 

44 
ways. 

Examples of these explorations of her desires are found in the slide presentation of Alen 

I Have Loved', which depicts Sprinkle's sexual partners, with each of their particular 

I iticises Sprinkle for this section of the areas of sexual expertise described. Rose Illet cri II 
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show, maintaining that these slides cannot help but be juxtaposed in the minds of the 

viewers with the previous ones, the slides of 'normal' bodies, and asserts that it 'is 

impossible not to be reminded of ideas of the freak show'. 4'ý However disagreeing xýith 

this, I would suggest instead that it is precisely such notions of 'normal' and 'abnormal' 

that Sprinkle is attempting to trouble. As more and more pictures flash onto the screen, 

the types of bodies become more and more diverse, and the range of the 'human' body 

expands. There is no 'normal' - there is just a proliferation of differences which 

threatens the division of the two terms. Of great importance within this section is that 

bodies assumed to be 'abnormal' bodies - therefore not fully human and again the abject 

- are presented as being fully sexual, within the realm of the human 
. 
4" This sexuality, 

however, is activated against the realm of the fictional 'normal' heterosexuality, with its 

equally fictional focus on reproduction. Here sex is not simply about male penetration of 

the female organ. Sex is as diverse as the people who are having sex. It crosses 

genders sexes, bodies - as is made most explicit the picture of a transsexual who has 

III The retained his/her former clitoris, so that s/he now has both a clitoris and a penis. 

bodies in these pictures cannot be relegated simply to male or female, masculine or 

tI erninine but slide across the categories, just as the sexual practices that are acted out 

cannot be neatly categorised. Like the fictional status of the original gender or sex, there 

is no original, true sexuality and any such notion is revealed as a construct ýý'hich 

supports (and performatively produces) the system of heterosexuality. Who has the right 

(Y as normal/abnormal, normal/perverted? And what system such a to label somethin, 

labelling protectin(Y9 The hegemonic system of fictional heterosexuality must hide its 

unrul, v 'others' in order to maintain its stability. As Chris Straayer sugcgestsý I 

By expanding the understanding of heteroSeXUality to acknowledue innumerable 
and diverse desires and practices (Including certain activities shared b\, 
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homosexuals and bisexuals), Sprinkle effectively contests the equation between 
homosexuality and deviance as well as the boundaries between homosexual, 

47 heterosexual and bisexual 
. 

Within this proliferation of sexuality, where is Sprinkle's own desire located" In 

the performance and the numerous interviews with Annie Sprinkle that are in circulation, 

Sprinkle asserts again and again that, for her, sex is the most interesting thing, in the 

world, that sex is good for you, that it is therapeutic, that through sex one can learn 

about life 
. 
48 Sprinkle eqjoy. ý sex, actively seeks it, perceives it as her area of expertise. 

Even when trading sex for money, she strives to satisfy or feed her own sexual desire. 

While I would agree with Williams that this is performing the role of the 'whore' 

differently, enabling the 'hooker' to have agency, I also think that this agency, linked as 

it is to the 'positive' aspects of sex, is problematically foregrounded within the text, 

particularly when Sprinkle introduces us to Anya. However, at the same time, Anya 

furthers the unsettling of the stable, unified subject, being the latest creation in the life of 

Ellen/Annie - so that now it is Ellen/Annie/Anya (Virgin/Whore/Goddess). As Sprinkle 

says- 

Now, the show (and my life) has evolved to the point where I've invented a new 
49 

personality. After 19 years of being 'Annie Sprinkle, ' now there's 'Ativo' . 

In the show, Sprinkle tells us: 

Annie Sprinkle loves everybody, Anya loves herself 
Annie Sprinkle seeks attention, * Anya seeks awareness. 
Annie Sprinkle is a feminist, Anya is a goddess. 
Annie Sprinkle wants a career, fame and fortune, 
Anya N\,, ants peace, love and freedom. 
Annie Sprinkle likes an animal attraction, 
Anya likes a spiritual connection. 
Annie Sprinkle loves men. 
Anya loves men but absolutely adores women. 

-1 1 gets , -knnie Sprinkle likes sex Nk, th transsexuals. m'd., 
and amputees, 

, knya makes love to the sky, mud and trees. 



Annie Sprinkle masturbates, 
Anya meditates while she masturbates. 
Of course, Anya is today only because Annie Sprinkle 

50 
ivcis yesterday . 

In this final section of the performance, divided into 'New Ancient Sex (Theory) 

and 'New Ancient Sex (Practice)', the female body is reconstructed as a sacred templeý 

Once upon a time, a long, long time ago, in ancient cultures such as Sumeria, 
Mesopotamia, Egypt and Greece, there were no whore-houses or street ývalkers 
[ 
.... 

] Instead at that time, there were Temples of the Sacred Prostitutes. 

The Sacred Prostitutes were highly respected members of society, considered by 
all people to be powerful healers, counselors and magicians They xý,, ere ZP I- 
taught everything there was to know about sacred sex by the elder priestesses, 
their well-tended bodies were trained to be channels for the Divine [ 

.... 
] The 

most essential elements of their love-making sessions were prayer and ritual. Sex 
was their path to enlightenment, their creative and spiritual discipline. 

People went to a Sacred Prostitute to be cleansed, healed, nourished and 
pleasured. Her temple was breathtakingly beautiful [ 

.... 
] 

They would go into a state of sexual ecstasy because that was the best time to 
pray and to have visions and if there was a war or plague they could create 
miracles when they were in this state of sexual ecstasy. " 

If one takes this retelling of the ancient legends as 'truthful', then it serves to highlight 

the difference in the status of prostitute then and now, and reveals the extent to which 

the discourses which construct, mark and effect bodies are historically and socially 

52 located. The prostitute, in this story, is sacred, not profane . 

This 'Theory' section is followed by the 'Practice' section in which Anya 

reclaims the sacred of the past and inserts it into the present, translating theory into 

practice. Each audience member is given a rice-rattle to shake to music that is playing. 

while Anya is surrounded by burning candles. She covers herself in oils, and begins to I- 

touch her body sensuously in a 'masturbation ritual'. Using a vibrator, and encouracged 1, 

b the audience's participation, Ariya enters into a 'trance' state, aimin-gy to achi II ieve an 

orgasm. (Did she fake it" \Vould N\e know'? Would \\e care? ) As well as dra\\ ing, on llý - 



the powers of the sacred prostitutes, Anya 'calls on an erotic tradition evokIng the spirits 

and knowledge from ancient tantric and Taoist masters, Native American teachers- the 

Phoenix fireman and firewoman, the geishas 
[ 

... 
]). 53 

On one level, this section could be read as a powerful display of women's, 

sexuality. Anya is touching herself for herself The orgasm she achieves is by and for 

her alone, while the audience is permitted to participate in the ritual. There is an over- 

riding sense that this is a 'New Age' performance, in that it is returning to the 'Old Age 

to 'purify' the present, to make the present somehow more wholesome, showln-(., n the ývav 

to 'enlightenment'. Such a reading, however, must be grounded in the 'sincerity' of the 

performance. How do we know that this is not a parodic display of such New Age 

mysticism? Or that the 'legends' are not, in fact, stories made up by Sprinkle? Is 

Sprinkle attempting to present a 'Truth' here? 54 

In the earlier sections of the performance, Sprinkle destabilises the given by 

playing the signifier 'whore' to excess. By contrast, Anya seems intently serious. This 

last section does not read as an excessive mimicking or parody of some ýprimiti,, -e' sexual 

ritual, but as a 'recreation' of that ritual without any excessive staging. 

However, Harris offers a timely warning here, stating that she is only too aware. 

'as Sprinkle surely is, that "pornography" and "performance" are both realms where It Is 

foolish to start bandying about terms like "authentic", "truth" and "real' In spite of 

the lack of excessive mimicry, it would be misguided to promote this latter section of the 

performance as intentionally more 'real' than the previous sections, for once again ýý,, e 

are in the world ot self-invention. 

The staternent 'Of course, Anya i, ý today only because Annie Sprinkle was 

vesterclay', su, (. )cTests that without the Annie there would be no Anya - but Aiiva, like 

Annie, is made up. While this invented status of Anya again refuses to provide a secure Zý 
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ground of reference, there does remain something in this latest transformation which 

troubles me, perhaps an echo of the word 'evolve', prompting the concept of I- 

progression' both within the performance and within the invented lif CIie 
of Sprinkle. The 

move from virgin to whore to Goddess seems almost predictable and while the Goddess 

space is refigured by being inappropriately inhabited by the 'whore', the 'xvhore' here is 

figured as 'sacred' weakening this potentially radical appropriation. This last position, 

would suggest, risks leaving intact or even reinforcing the binary between good and bad 

that Sprinkle has attempted to dissolve. If the good girl is figured in the symbolic or 

culture as having no sex, and the bad girl as having too much sex, then the figure 

Sprinkle attempts to conjure, through Annie, is the girl who questions those positions by 

being neither one nor the other. Anya, however, reinscribes the whore as good by 
17) 

placing her in a Sacred space. In contrast to the whore who is not fully human, the 

Goddess is better than human. But both spaces are linked by their beyond the human, 

their unhumanness. However, Anya - by her very Goddess status - seems to re-mark the 

'bad -), irl' who has lots of physical sex, separating herself from this signifying space by 

ti(Turincy the sexuality of the Goddess differently - inscribing her as something of a 

Go(o)dcylrl. If Ellen was 'asexual', and Annie was 'overly sexual', Anya is spiritually C) 

sexual. In an era when AIDS has threatened sexual practice, Anya shifts the terrain of 

sexuality away from physicality to sensuality. While this move could be read as being 

ethically responsible, it also suggests that the body of the Goddess is beyond the material 

world (Anya is not a feminist), beyond the material body, beyond flesh and human 

desires, and therefore bevond reproach. If she is beyond this world, what is she 

challenging or contesting" Moreovei-, if the 'good whore' can be conceived as such onk, 

through inhabiting the figure of the Goddess, there is a suggestion that such a sigliifý'i Z7 It) In i- i ing 

space is impossible within the material world. 
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Finally, while Anya is no more real than Annie or Ellen and can be seen to be just 

another example of Sprinkle's fluid identity, and in this sense Sprinkle is truly 

performative, I am left wondering where she can move to next. What is there beyond the 

Divine9 

1998: ANNIE AND IF 

I have to put my hands up and insert my own confession here . 
56 There is something 

missing in all of the above. Something I have been trying to deny, hide, forget. In 

attempting to define the positive possibilities and potentials offered by this performance I 

have been performing the role of feminist academic, and what I have so far v, 'ritten is 

informed by that positioning. However, 'critic' is not my only position, even it II do 

choose to foreground it above. Is the 'spectator' that I have been talking about me" 

Partly. Partially. 

The alternative path through sections of the performance that I offer below is 

largely prompted by (and indebted to) Gerry Harris, who writes that theorists such as 

Chris Straayer and Linda Williams 'tend to focus on Sprinkle as the producer of 

ineanings' and that "'subversion" is accredited to Sprinkle as "author"', while the 

spectator is positioned as 'fixed and stable'. Harris' task, in contrast, is. * 

to examine how Sprinkle's live work might be described as producing shiftin(Y I Z, 
and contradictory identifications in the spectator, in a manner that might 
foreground identity as discursively constructed. 57 

In wi-Imig the above text I felt accepting of Sprinkle's difference (the difference 

in me), and empowered bv her challenge to the good/bad divide. I located 11IN'self then, 

as being the 'better' feminist than Fuchs. And yet - and yet, what happoictl when I smi, 

the te\t of the pert I ormance" In the moment of my watching it, what did I feel'-. 'ý" Or, 
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perhaps more revealingly, what did I do? Unlike Harris, I did not go on the 'rides' 

offered in this 'carnivalesque' performance. I did not get a Polaroid photo taken of 

Annie's breasts resting on my head (what would the face that stared back out of the 

photo say to me in the present and the future? ), although I did buy the button badge of 

an (unrecogni sable) drawing of the cervix. I did not go and look at Annieýs cervix. I 

did, however, shake the rattles, and 'urge' her on to orcyasm - along with everyone else lt) 

around me. (The anonymity afforded here is important in relation to what I am about to 

write. ) 

What, then, does my (lack of) action signify about the way I responded to this 

performance? Like Harris and Fuchs, I experienced ambivalence, and a shiftitig of 

identity positions. Was this shifting similar to that displayed by Annie? 

In parts of the performance I felt embarrassed - although the roots of this 

embarrassment are probably multiple. Embarrassed by the revealed female body, and by 

association my own reveal ed-in-your-imagination female body. Like Harris and Fuchs, I 

know that Sprinkle is a woman, like me. And yet I am also tiol embarrassed by the 

naked body, seeing it as strangely familiar, comforting. Brought up by parents who 

supported the nudist movement in Britain my childhood memories are of the body 

released from the confines of clothing,. And yet in turn I become embarrassed by this 

i-nemory, remembering in its place the increasingly awkward feelings prompted by the 
I- - 

(inevitable") coming of the age when I resisted what had become a family imposed I- - 

ideology. But the naked body here, in front of me, is not just 'any' naked body, it is the 

I prostitute I body - and so, immediately, the binary between (-Tood/bad, me/her, 

mother/her is re-erected. The nudity on display in childhood memories is different to 

Sprinkle's nudity - this difference marks her as 'different'. 



Both embarrassed and not embarrassed, then. But is my embarrassment caused 

by her or for her? I did not get a Polaroid photo taken because I felt that it would be an 

embarrassing act, for both Sprinkle and myself having a woman place her breasts on niv 

head while someone else takes a photo and then handing over f3.50 to Sprinkle - *1 

don't think so'. My resistance was not due to the fact I felt it would unnecessarily 

objectify Sprinkle (and by association other women), or be an act of exploitation on my 

part (although my embarrassment for her does suggest this, so this reading cannot be 

completely ruled out), but because I felt, simply, that it would be ridiculous. 

Here, then, another of my locations is beginning to surface, and the performance 

causes it to react in a somewhat ambiguous and contradictory manner, binaries are not 

just being revealed and crossed in the performance but also in myself I imagined that 

the act of attending this performance was itself performative - it inscribed me as 

C cultured', 'hip, 'liberal' - marking me as liberated. This implies, then, that Sprinkle's 

show (and Sprinkle herself'? ) was positioned by me (and the Glasgow tabloids) as being a 

little bit risky, too hot to handle for some, but not for me, and the proof lay in my act of 

'consumption'. On the one hand, then, by marking myself as liberated, I simultaneously 

and necessarily mark Sprinkle as the 'other' by positioning her as 'exotic' (which, 4: ) 

although not a precise return to the good/bad, is close). On the other hand, however, I 

did not 'consume' her because I did not go and get a Polaroid photo taken of Sprinkle's 

breasts resting on my head. Because it all seemed too 'tacky' and 'cheap'. 

As a regular performance art spectator I imagine I have invested continuously in C) -- 

niv cultural capital. At the same moment as my academic self is insistin-g on Sprinkle's 

potential to blur high and low, my 'cultural' self actually responds bN,, reinsertinu the 

binarv. This is just too 'cheap' for me to desire to participate in it. Such an action on 

part NVOLIld reduce - and therefore threaten - my cultural capital. My resistance. 
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however, is also a remarking, in the sense that I am made aware of the binary. and also 

of my own contradictory, and shifting, discursive positioning. 

What of the public cervix examination, though" As my friends queued up to take 

a peek, I sat, fixed resolutely to my chair, refusing to get up and walk along the rmv of 

people, descend the stairs, stand in the queue at the front of the performance space, bend 

down, hold the torch, look and speak into the microphone. What stopped me" I felt too 

self-conscious. Which has more than one meaning here. 

Sprinkle's revealing of her cervix makes me conscious of my own body, and its 

sameness to hers. (The good/bad dissolved through similarity). Self-conscious also 

implies, however, that I feared the exposure of my (spectating) self I did not want to 

step into the performance space, and thus become a 'performer' in this scene. I wanted 

to be a spectator, remaining outwith the spectacle. Since the other spectators could not 

possibly see anything from the distance of their seats, all they would (be able to) look at 

would be me looking. And I did not want to be seen looking. But why not? This was 

an invite. I was being invited to look at a part of anatomy that I share and yet have never 

seen. For the first time, I would get a sight of a previously hidden part of myself Where 
1. 

is the violation in that? 

Something else is troubling me here aside from my fear of being exposed to the 
I-) Z) 

audience, and this trouble is produced by a double spin on the word 'exposure'. I feared 

exposure - being exposed as a 

Let me put this in context. For a few years prior to this performance I had been 

identifying myself as neither straight, nor lesbian, nor bisexual, just sexual. Bv the time 

of this performance I was heavily involved in a relationship with another wornan, and the 

pressure to 'come out' was mounting from all points on the sexual spectrum. 'You're a 

lesbian, you're not a real lesbian, *ust admit you're bisexual- 'ust admit you're flirting 
-1 

1. IIi-- 
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i- *ust admit you're with the idea-, just admit you're too scared to admit you're a lesbian, J 

sitting on the fence, just admit it's only a phase; just admit you're kidding on - you re 

really straight/lesbi an/bi sexual. ' 

My resistance to 'looking' was induced by my difficulty at identifying nivself, 

locating myself anywhere. Who would I be when I looked? What would my spectatorial 

gaze be (read as)? At this point, I did not want the ground on which I was standing to 

be fixed (by myself or someone else), believing that such fixing would be permanent, 

irreversible, and not 'true' (I wa, v not always a lesbian, oi- always 'straight'. ) My fear of 

exposure, then, was both a fear of self-exposure and of public exposure. How would I 

react when I looked at Sprinkle's cervix? What if I was disgusted" What if fear marked 

my face9 Alternatively, what if desire was written there instead? Or what if others, 

looking at me looking, inscribed my look as desiring anyway? I feared that other people, 

wanting to mark me as 'lesbian', might themselves desire to interpret my look as 

voyeuristic. And such an interpretation would mark me as an inappropriate voyeur, since 

this was intended to be an 'educational' observation (and here, again, I unconsciously 

reinscribe another binary). 

My response earlier to the man who had taken photos of Sprinkle had been one 

of embarrassment for him. I felt he had exposed his 'sordid' desires. Such a reaction, 

then, served to re-establish the binaries of porn/art, sacred/profane, rather than dissolving 
I- 

g potential of this performance my position as 'feminist' them. In spite of the unsettlin, IIII 

reinscribed that which was being dissolved. If I inscribed him as being a desiring subject 17) -- 

(and therefore, inspite of what I have written, Sprinkle as the 'object' of desire), ml, 41it I 

not also be inscribed in the same way" Be exposed as looking for the xvrong reasons, for 

the non-ferninist reasons 'We all know whv she's looking' or 'See. There's the proof-. 
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Worse. Annie Sprinkle might think I was a voyeur. She might even say 

something to me. She might say 'Here's a lesbian. And what do. vou think of that'? ' as 

she held the microphone to my mouth. And I might be rendered speechless (or I might 

say the wrong thing). And everyone who knew me would laugh, because it would either 

confirm their 'suspicions' - 'we always knew', or clash with what they believed me to be 

- 'No she isn't! ' It seemed that whatever way I turned I would be positioned as a fraud. 

The power of categories to fix is foregrounded in my panicked response to this 

performance and it is a painful reaction. 

Appropriately, then, in a show in which the binaries are being troubled, I arn 

experiencing my own binary terrors and they are literally immobilising me. And yet, iii 

another sense, they are not immobilising me as my spectatorship is far from passive. 

Instead, I am reactive, and responsive. I may not have got off my seat, but in my mind I 

have travelled to a hundred terrifying places. And yet, somewhat ironically, in a very real 

sense I am unable to n7ove. My desire to remain unfixed has fixed me. In a performance 

which foregrounds desire and fluidity you would expect there to be an identification 4: ) 

between Sprinkle and myself And yet my own lack of ground produces not liberation, 
I- 

not production, but inaction and an inability to identify ai cill, not even as a 'woman', 

because I do not know what sort of 'woman' I am, or will become, in relation to the sort 

of woman Sprinkle 'Is' (and here again, paradoxically, in my moment of awareness of my 

owii unfixed subjectivity, I resort to fixing hei-). I do not know how to look at her. I 

have not yet decided what (all) my desires are, so how can I act on them'? In spite of her 

seeming groundlessness, from xvhere I am sitting Sprinkle appears to be vefA, grounded - I- 

because although she shifts, these moves are self-activated rather than imposed (not 

deriving that these shifts are directed towards such potential impositions), in a sense she 

has produced her vervflul(lilv as her iyround. ý" 



From the place of 1998 it seems obvious that Sprinkle acted as a screen for the 

I during the act projection of my own crisis in 'identity', a crisis that was being played out 

of my spectatorship. This crisis, however, served to reveal the fluidity of my own 

'Identity'. The remembering of my reaction to the piece is now itself a cause for 

embarrassment. But then, a lot can change In the space of four years. Including, of 

course, Sprinkle. 

POST POST-SCRIPT 

For those who would seek to fix Annie Sprinkle as sexual liberator, sexual radical, sexual 

freedom fighter, there is another twist in the tale of Annie Sprinkle. In an interview in 

1996, it appears that Sprinkle has shifted again. As I have not seen any performance that 

60 
inserts this latest transformation, I will quote it in some length 

. 

I used to get fucked really hard. It would turn me on. But what gives us an 
orgasm isn't always necessarily good for us. Pin-ups can portray a powerful 
woman, but ultimately the model is vulnerable, submissive and available. Shit, I 
sound like the people I used to debate against. [ 

... 
]I used to be very pro-high 

heels, for example, and people would question me about that from different 

perspectives. Now I'm starting to understand what they were talking about. My 
initial response had been, 'They're only shoes, what does that have to do with 
anything"' But I think there's a connection to a larger picture. There are deeper 

issues. I didn't get along with women until I was about 35. By then, I'd 

met enough really great women to think they were maybe OK, and in my work, I 

started liking my female peers more than the men. Then I took a women's 
studies course at the School of Visual Arts, which really changed me. I hadn't 
been educated until then about what a feminist was, or how unfairly women \\, ere 
treated. That course made me a feminist. Gradually I stopped being \ý,, ith 

61 men and I becarne a full-on lesbian 
. 

The discursive structure and power of feminism(s) is revealed here. (And I am tempted 

to say that 'feminism has a lot to answer for'. There is also a certain ironv, since it is 

mostly terninists - including 'lie - Nvho write about Sprinkle's work, locating it as ha\-IIILI Zý -- 



postmodern feminist potential). Sprinkle has hecome a feminist. In another recent 

interview Sprinkle says- 

With women relationships are a much deeper experience, much deeper 

emotionally. It's like all the heavy S&M I was into. I've really changed iiiN, 
mind about it. Personally, at this point in my life, I don't want to perpetuate 
images of sadism and masochism, slavery and bondage. It's time to be 

myself 62 

But who is this 'self that it is time to be? Another selP A new self'? Or does she meaii 

that she has finished playing and now the 'real' self will be revealed? This self, it seems, 

is the self constructed within feminist discourse. No more 'real' than any other. Annie 

Sprinkle (Ellen/A-nnie/Anya), with each transformation, seems to be throwing 

representations into her own personal cibyInc - each of which affects previous 

representations. We do not yet know what Annie Sprinkle is, never mind what she will 

become or vOllyet have heen. 

What I would like to know though is, if Sprinkle were to show me her cervix 

now, would I look and how would I look? 
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KAREN FINLEY - THE CONSTANTSTA TE OF DEVIRE (1986)6' , 

I was never considered talented by many conservative journalists. 
Although I've been schooled and educated, I was dismissed as a hysterical 

female by most of the press. Which proves my point about what Im trying 
to right: the female is only looked at as a sexual object and then she 

becomes the harlot, the whore, the evil witch. And I was given that position 
with my work. And that's the reason why I have to continue doing the type 

of work I do. 

Karen Finley 64 

In this second section I wish to concentrate on Karen Finley's The Cotulam Stale (? /' 

De, vu-e. While I will largely be using the spoken text of this performance, which has been 

printed, it is important to note that Finley's performance style also incorporates the non- 

scripted, with ad-libs and asides directed to the audience in a conversational manner. 

Thus, no two performances of the piece are presumably identical. " Interestingly, Finley 

does not call this work 'performance' because it is not a singular, one-off event, but is I- 

repeated. Instead, she terms it a 'performance procedure', because although it is 17) 

repeated 'I change it, I change the act )66 
1 117) 

A strange irony asserts itself when reading theoretical critiques of this 

performance (including this one) - namely, that different interpretations of what 'the 

constant state of desire' actually i. s- abound. On the one hand, this would explicitly 

indicate Finley's strategy of refusing to close down the proliferation of meanings that 

circulate within her performance. Like Sprinkle, Finley does not provide one viewpoint 

or one message and, in an even more extreme manner, refuses to posit a stable subject of 

performance. Where Sprinkle never quite loses the 'female-feminine', although she may 

implicitly question the svstem that constructs this figure, Finley attempts to shake off 

even gender Nvhile simultaneouslN, revealing gendered positions. In the performance she 

becomes the female child, the mother, the son, the commentator, the fenunist. the xvife, 
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the artist (note, however, that she never actually becomes 'the father', but Finley's 

'father' is paradoxically everywhere, as I shall go on to explicate), slipping and sliding 17) -- 
through subject positions, changing in the middle of recitations Into another gyeiider. 

simply by changing the pronoun. In her performances Finley performs in a 'trance state% 

acting as a conduit for different voices. She does not take on any 'character' or act out 

any roles, and the text she speaks is disjointed and non-linear, with no narrative throuoi- 

line connecting all the different voices. In this respect, it is impossible to recyard what ID 

Finley speaks as a monologue that belongs to a particular character. As Vivian N/I. 

Patraka states, 

without the 'plot' of revelation attached to the life of a particular character, there 
can be no 'talking cure'- the voice untethered from either character or performer 

67 
conveys that what has to be changed is both larger and more political C 

While the voices that she speaks may not be her own, the body that she uses to 'channel' 

such voices is materially present. She is both the material body present before us olicl the 

body of others. " 

Throughout the performance we witness a plethora of voices competing with 

each other. None take precedence. I am left reeling on a ground that keeps turning 

beneath my feet. Like Sprinkle's ground, however, this ground is inappropriate- Finley 

is the 'obscene' body and the obscenely revengeful body. The space she occupies is not 

that of the passive feminine. 

This attempt to define the 'desire' indicated in the title of the piece ironically 

suggests that at the heart of the critic's act of theorising lies a desire to control, to 
I- -- 

master, to suppress the unruINI, by naming it/claiming it. Thus Jon Erickson posits 

(Nvithout a hint of self-consciousness) that the 'obsession that FInley articulates is the 

desire for absolute control and mastery xvhIch in turn promotes abuse at e\-ef-\, level, "9 
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while Maria T. Pramaggiore suggests that Finley exposes the modern 

p atri arch al/capital I st subject's fiterally Insatiable desire for a controllable representat ion 

of the female body ). 70 Finley herself states that The Con. viatil Stale (? f De, virc" is about 

ccý 72 
womb envy". Not penis envy, but womb envy' . 

Of course it is difficult not to suggest an underlying theme when one wishes to 

analyse a performance. However, there is no one interpretation guaranteed wl I ithin the 

piece even if one was intended. As Finley herself writes, in response to an article written 

by Catherine Schuler which suggests that Finley's performance fails as a feminist 

performance because female spectators do not 'understand' it* 

ht it's alrig if yellow means biology, feminism, or the destruction of the 
housewife's kitchen, for that matter - to her. If someone sees yellow and they 
see jealousy, fine. If someone else looks at yellow and sees happiness, so be it. 
Interpretation makes people think and reflect back on their own lives. 7 ', 

Any reading of the concept of the constant state of desire - foregrounded within 

the performance text - requires a brief return to psychoanalysis. Desire, as indicated in 

Chapter 2, is inculcated at the moment that the child enters into language and is 'split'. 
I 

As Kaja Silverman writes. 

Desire commences as soon as the drives are split off from the subject, consigned 
forever to a state of non-representation and non-fulfilment. In short, it begins 

with the subject's emergence into meaning. Desire has its origins not only in the 
alienation of the subject from its being, but in the subject's perceptions of its 
distinctness from the objects with which it earlier identified. It is thus the product 
of the divisions by means of which the subject is constituted, divisions which 

74 inspire in the subject a profound sense of lack 
. 

Language stands in for the real object, and as such signals (and is) the absence of that 

object. Language is not present to itself but is composed of difference. Accordinc.; to 
Z- 

psychoanalytic theory, when Nve enter into language we are sevei-ed from the Real - that 

suplification, outwith the symbolic order. In the imaginary. we conceive Which is, bevond I 
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ourselves as being 'full' and 'complete' - not a subject split by difference. it is to this 

imaginary state of wholeness that we wish to return, where one imagined it was possible 

to have access to the Real - especially the Real of the mother's body. Desire, then, is the 

desire to return to this state of wholeness. 

If subjects experience a fundamental 'lack' - lacking both access to the Real and 

the imaginary wholeness that precedes entry into language (and therefore 

subjectification) - then any attempt to fill up that lack must necessarily fail, since our very 

construction as subjects depends on that lack, and the wholeness is, in any case, 

imaginary. But this feeling of 'lack' persists throughout life, and as such, our desi 2n, 1 ire to 

fill it up can be nothing but insatiable - or 'constant'. 

Finley re-performs, across her body, the myriad patriarchal terrors and desires 
woman has been inscribed to contain. She opens 'her' box to find, instead of 
some true body or some pure self, a cacophony of socio-cultural disturbances - 
all the evils of the world. ' Her 'vision' is, then, a replay in excess of the way she 

75 has been envisaged to contain and symbolize patriarchal anxiety . 

Finley's appropriation of psychoanalytical discourse produces a tremor at both the heart 

of this production (although it is problematic to talk of centres here) and the critic's I- 

attempts to write about it. This tremor is produced as a result of the difficulty in 

determining whether Finley is using psychoanalysis to critique the Western social v,, orld, 

or is, in fact, critiquing this theory which would attempt to describe and explain this 

world, while also critiquingy society. There is an undecidability within the text between 

Finley's ideological position, the 'world' in which she is located, and the theoi-v that she 

chooses to utilise. Not wishing to dissolve this tension, I would suggest that the attack is I- - 

ile simultaneouslY sizpalling, the IIILJltIply aimed at both the theory and the 'world', Nvhl III- 

danger of utilising a single metanarrative to explain entire social systems. Finley mirrors I-- 



my own paradoxical simultaneous appropriation and criticism of Lacanian psychoanaly 

to explain sexual difference -a paradox that induces constant anxiety. Finley, then, 

works ivithin the discourse of psychoanalysis, both using and resisting it. As Lynda Hart 

similarly suggests, Finley 

does not merely imitate the body in pain. Rather, she nfinnc. v the psychosocial 
structures that describe, theorize, and construct the patriarchal female body. Her 
performances enlist the possibilities for multiple, shifting identifications that 
psychoanalytic discourse permits without abandoning a materialist critique. In 
the gaps between her rhetoric and performance, she negotiates the psychic/social 
split that troubles the feminist project of enlisting psychoanalytic concepts in a 

76 materialist critique . 

Thus, while Finley acknowledges that we are all motivated by desire, she simultaneously 

critiques both the destructive way in which this desire is played out in the 'real' world 

and the theory that would seek to explain the roots of such 'playing out' without 

acknowledging its own discursive power at reinscribing and maintaining the (normallsed) 
Z 

form of this 'playing out'. 

Finley has been criticised for this mimicking of her representation in discourse. 
1. ) 

For example, Jill Dolan writes that'. 

Because she is mired in the corporeality of her own flesh as it has been abused in 
the system of representation, she never takes flight into sexual and gender 
fantasies of liberation. 77 

However, as there is no utopian beyond to which we can escape, it is the way in which 

Finley works within discourse that I wish to document here. As the attacks are multiple, 

so too are the strategies that are utilised. In opposition to Dolan, I would suggest that 

Finley does take flight into fantasies of liberation - but perhaps not the fantasies that 

Dolan Nvould wish to fly to. 

One of the central tenets of psychoanalytic theory, as I have alreadv stated, is that 

the Subject is created in lanuua(, ), e. 'Language', and the way in which it used, becomes 
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both Finley's primary object and tool of attack. She uses language upon itself As 

Finley takes on different multiple voices within her performance, including those of 

cmen', the posited spoken gender produces a dissonance with the materially marked 

female body. The inscribed 'female' body of Finley frequently speaks with a 'niale' 

vocabulary, highlighting the very gendered nature of supposedly neutral language. 
- I- 

Additionally, through taking on the gendered language of 'male' subjects, it 

could be said that Finley is also parodically, excessively showing the Lacanian thesis and 

going beyond it - gendered subject positions are not only constructed in language but are I- 

also continuously reconstructed, reiterated or performed, within it. Language, then, 

becomes performative, and through using language one continuously re-enacts and 

repeats one's gendered positioning as either male/female, active/passive. However, 

when the words and the body clash, when the repetition is enacted differently, ggender 

distinctions become simultaneously revealed and confused. Is the speaking subject male 

or female? To what extent are spoken language and sexual difference alIgned9 C 

Within the Lacanian ar ument the signifier is the mark of the subject's radical 9 Cn 
alienation from the real - from its organic nature, from actual mothers or fathers, 
or from any phenomenal experience. Thus the signifier 'father' has no relation 
whatsoever to the physical fact of any individual father. Instead, that signifier 
finds its support in a network of other signifiers, including 'phallus', 'law', 
cadequacy' and 'mother', all of which are equally indifferent to the catecyory of -In 
the real.. " 

Finley actively contests this notion of the signifier being removed from the 'real' bN, 

revealing the impact of the signifier on the materially present body. 'Woman' may be a 
1ý 

symbol that bears no relation to living women, but the material female body bears the 

real impact of such symbols on its flesh. In replaying such impacts across her bodN, ', I 

would suggest that Finley is consciously making her body a drag on signification. While 
1. ý I-: ) -- 17) 
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the female body may syniholffe 'lack', Finley turns the symbolic into the literal, p aying II \' Z1- 

the 'negative' across her body - female as literally object, abject, hole. The space 

between signifier and signified, between 'symbol' and 'real woman', is denied. 

Similarly, while the phallus is also said to be a symbol, without a signified, and 

therefore no one can 'have' the phallus since it is not a real organ, in Finley's piece those 

who wield power are those who have a penis - the symbol and real become synonymous. 

The same can be said of the symbol 'Father', again, a symbol of power, and access to the 

Law. The performance reveals that it is the actual father who has this power - sianifier 

and signified are conveniently aligned and the gap between them is dissolved. 

Furthermore, by literalising within her spoken text the metaphors that circulate 

throughout and support psychoanalytical theory, Finley attempts to make them 

unpalatable. What is also evident is that such metaphors are not relegated merely to 

psychoanalytical discourse but have become commonplace in conversational languagTe, 

although their roots could arguably be said to lie in Freudian theory. In Finley's text, 

then, normallsed language such as 'mother fucker' is denaturallsed and made strange by 

transforming the metaphorical into the literal. Just as she closes the gap between the 

signifier and signified, she reduces the space between the metaphorical and the literal, 

revealing, the phallocentric grounds upon which psychoanalysis has constructed itself, 

and the associated phall o centricity that runs deep within society. Ironically, the 

unconscious everyday use of the language of psychoanalysis is revealed - and therefore 
1. 

made conscious - within this performance In relation to this, Vivian M. Patraka 

suggests that, 

Perhaps one xvay to rupture the cycle of symbolic seduction between father and 
daughter that functions to uphold the phallic order is to go back to the literal. to 
perform as Finley does the shoddy, unerotic, painful quotidian horror that is 
covered over by the distractions of a monolithic taboo. i" 
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In the performance, metaphors of repressed desire are vocally enacted. Such an 

enactment also explicitly stages the psychoanalytic theory of the 'desire' to return to a 

fullness associated with the non-differentiation between the infant and the mother's body 

(that is, prior to 'castration' or subjectification): 

My first sexual experience was at the time of my birth, passing through the 
vaginal canal. That red pulsing tunnel, that alley of love. I'm nothing but a 
human penis. And at the time of my birth I had an erection. I'm fucking niN, own 
mama at my birth. [ 

... 
]I Just take that mama and push her against that ývasher- 

And I take her baby, a bald-headed baby, and put Downy fabric softener on 
baby's head. Then I strap that baby around my waist till it's a baby dildo. Then I 
take that baby, that dildo, and fuck its own mama. 'Cause I'm nothing but a 
motherfucker. I'm nothing but a motherfucker. Just puttin' that baby back 
where it belongs. Back to its old room, the womb. (p. 66) 

My hands soothe her rumpled dimpled flesh. My mama! My mama, sweet 
mama. And I pull down her cotton Carters all pee stained. Elastic gone. Then I 
mount my own mama in the ass. That's right. I fuck my own mama in the ass. 
(p. 6 7) 

Juxtaposed with this collapsing of the space between the signifier and the 
I- 

sig, nified, however, there is also, paradoxically, an illumination of that space. Thus, the 

symbolic father' - the figure who imposes and upholds the 'Law' - in ICSD, J. v the 'real 

(imaginary) father' - the individual who bears the name father. Since the 'real father' has 

access to the phallic position, he becomes synonymous with the symbolic father. 

However, in spite of this, the symbolic father and the 'real father' are huolely at odds. 

Rather than upholding and maintaining the Law against incest, for example, the 'real 

tather' is usually precisely the one who breaks this Law. Finley collapses the symbolic 

in (-, Tather' and the 'Law-of-the-Father' the actual father and that collapsi - 

reveals the gap between the two* the 'real' cannot live up to the symbolic-, that is, the 

s mbolic position of the 'father' occupied by the actual father. but is occupied 

inappropriately. What Finley shows, then, is the real abuse perpetrated by the one who 
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has access to the place of the symbolic - the symbolic place of power becomes an actual 

place of power. While the 'father' is never vocally present in the text, he is everywhere. 

the effects of his power searing through the spoken words- 

Like when my father told me he loved me after forty years then went into the 
bathroom, locked the door, put up pictures of children from the Sears catalog, 
arranged mirrors, black stockings and garters to look at while he masturbated as 
he hung himself from the shower stall. [ 

... 
] And the reason why my father 

committed suicide is that he no longer found me attractive. (p. 60) 

The 'father' also abuses his daughter with food- 

'Showing me what it's like to be a mama', he says. 'Showing me what it's like to 
be a woman. To be loved. That's a daddy's job, ' he tells me. (p. 68) 

The 'father' refuses to allow his son to become the imaginary father- 'I just wanted that 

fatherly hug to a son turning to a man. No, you had to puke your gin, rye, and whiskey 

in the toilet bowl. ' (p. 63) Finally, the 'father' refuses to accept a homosexual son or 

acknowledge his death. Within the 'properly' functioning symbolic order, a male cannot 

desire another male. To do so is to give up 'having' the phallus and wanting, instead, to I I- 

'be' the phallus, that is, feminine and passive. Beneath homophobia lies misogyny - to be 

figured as 'female' is to be positioned as a negative. In Finley's text, the homosexual is 

represented as non-human: 

And when I told you I had the disease that mostly afflicts homosexuals, women, 
and children too, I know you no longer considered me your son, a man, so I ývent 
to you as a human being. And all you could say was, A told you to stay avvay 
from those faggots, those fairies, those queers, those queens, those people with 
lisps. I told you to get out of San Francisco'. (pp. 68 - 69). 

If you are not a 'man', you are not a human being. Thus, even though the 'father' is 1. -- 

absent he remains central, ornnipresent and oppressive. While Freud and Lacan ma\, 

insist that the phallus is up for (, ),, rabs, in culture, in the actual culture w-here wornen and I 
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children live, men - those designated as 'real' men (and here the echo of 'you are not a 

real man' is evident) - more frequently have greater access to power. 

Underneath such literalisation of psychoanalytical metaphors is the knowledge 

that such acts actually do occur - that women and children are sexually abused. NVhile 

the abuser is more typically male, women also abuse children. Crucial to Finley's text is 

the line 'It's the father, it's the father, it's the father in all of us'. (p. 69) Since we are all 

marked by a lack, we are all propelled by a desire to fill up that lack -a desire to access 

the Other to make ourselves whole again. While women are mostly excluded from 

accessing power and authority, they will still desire that access. As Silverman states, 

It must be stressed once again that the desire of the mother, like that of the 
daughter or son, has its origins elsewhere, finds its inspiration and support in a 
symbolic field which is invested at all points with the desire for paternal authority. 
If she desires the phallus, and identifies it with the father, that is because she too 
finds herself subjected to the desire of the Other - to a cultural network which 
reifies the father by inserting his 'name' into a signifying chain in which it enjoys 
close proximity to other signifiers- 'law', 'money, ' 'power, ' 'knowledge, ' 
C plenitude, ' 'authoritative vision, ' etc. "' 

However, it still remains an acknowledged fact that men are more generally the abusers. It) 1--) 

What is apparent, then, is that in many cases, the so-called unconscious - constituted by 

repressed desires, and said to be structured like a language, therefore figured as 

metaphorical - is actually conscious and consciously enacted, shifting into the literal. By 

displaying these supposedly reln-cssecl desires, Finley, in the words of Pramaggiore- 

is - the positing of undermines one of the basic tenets of Freudian psychoanalysi II 
the unconscious as a realm cordoned off from the material and intersubjectlVe 
world of patriarchal power relations. " 

In R', S7), the male 'fantasies' seern all too real - because these 'fantasies' aiv frequently 

really enacted. 

That such fantasies are not always unconscious fantasies is made all the more 

explicit bv FinleV's enactment of her 'own' feniale repressed fantasies. a display which 
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simultaneously reveals the operation of a double standard. One set of fantasies are so 

unfantastic because they actually happen. The other causes shock, even ýý, -hen it is only 

realised in language and not in fact. If the 'victims' of oppression should gain access to 

power, and if their so-called 'unconscious' fantasies became realised, became actually 

enacted, as the supposedly unconscious of some men are today, what would these 

fantasies be like? Finley perhaps gives us an idea-. 

I go up to all the traders and cut off their balls. They don't bleed, only dollar 
signs come out. [ 

... 
] 

So I gather all their balls, scrotum, testicles and stick 'em in my mouth. I roll 'em 
around my mouth and I feel like a squirrel in heat. I love the sound of scrotum. I 
take the balls home and boll them. 'Cause they're small balls and need to be 
plumped up. After I boil the balls I roll them in my own dung, my manure. [ 

... 
] 

Ruenne. Ruenne sleeps with a gun under her pillow. For every time she has 
intercourse with her husband he defecates uncontrollably as he has orgasm. And 
the shit is running loose and splatters. Even though she put down Hefty trash 
bags over the carpeting and walls, lets the crap dry before pulling it off the 
plastic, she found the gun to do a better job. She puts that gun in her husband's 
asshole every time he is about to cum. The gun up his ass gives her such a sense 
of power. And for a few fleeting moments the tables are turned for her as she 
forgets the time when at gunpoint she was forced to perform fellatio in front of 
her children and pets in her own garage. (pp. 62. - 63) Z: ) 

Such literalisation. seems horrific, grotesque, unacceptable, truly shocking. And this is C 
Z: ) 

exactly the point - if such literalised acts of the 'fantasy' of female power are 

unacceptable why should male abuse of power be, if not acceptable, then taken for 

aranted? 

In taking that 'power to abuse' and wielding it from a revenging body that is It) "D 

marked female - and therefore 'ferninine, ' passive, victim - Finley explicitly sliows that 

is generally perceived to be 'masculine'. When a woman stages the abuse, it such power I I- 

becornes more shocking, sickening, violent - even to those who call themselves 

ferninists. '2 n representation women are usually placed in positions under threat, or ' Withi 

as victims of violence. Finley reverses this by putting men - in (general, not just one, 
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Ue specific man, which would serve to reduce this to a 'personal vendetta' or 'reven., 

story' - in a threatened position. In this act, then, she switches the spectatorial positions. 

As Z. Isiling Nataf comments: 

a woman being violent is still extremely taboo, and the blood-thirsty, castratInL, _ frenzied, rageful woman is as monstrous and repressed in feminism as she is by 
the phallocracy. Violence feeds into transgressive fantasies we don't always 
want to admit even to ourselves. 83 

Is part of the negative reaction by some feminists to Finley's performances e\, Idence of 

this unwillingness to admit such fantasies (or even realities - women do occasionally take 

revenge in the real, as evidenced by the 'Bobbit' case)? 

While Finley may restage abuse across her body, that same body refuses to be a 

passive victim. Instead, it is a material body, an enraged body that directly confronts the 

spectator in its visceral presentness. Thus, the abjected body of 'woman' stands beside 

the enraged body of Finley, and we see them both in a sort of double vision. Or, as Alisa 

Solomon writes, in relation to women performers: 

On stage, 'woman' may be represented, but at the same time a living 
ID) breathing woman can be presented. And most important, it's possible for her to 

comment on the character or image she represents, that is, to make those 
quotation marks around 'woman' visible. 84 

Again, then, as Solomon indicates, the gap between the signifier and the signified is Z- Z) 

tI oregrounded. Finley reveals the quotation marks around 'woman' by showing the way 

in which she has been constructed within psychoanalytic discourse while also playing 

woman' differently. In the very first section of the performance Finley explicates the 

niale/female binary and its role in maintaining the system of patriarchy and I- - 
ty. lieterosexuali . 

But she knexv that it really wasn't the doctors' fault. That the problem really was 
in the xvay she projected her femininity. And if , -, he wasn't passive, well she just 
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didn't feel desirable. And if she wasn't desirable, she didn't feel female. And if 
she wasn't female, well, the whole world would cave In. (p. 60) 

Patriarchal culture relies on the positioning of the female as the negative term in the 

male/female binary, which also produces other binary positions, such as her lack to his 

whole, passive to his active, object to his subject. If she does not fulfil these roles. then, 

indeed, the whole world may cave in, for without 'woman' there can be no 'man'. Atid 

woman can only be 'woman' within this economy if she is passive, and desirable (to 

man). As Dolan recognises, Finley shifts 

the typical balance of power. Her aggressive denial of the power dynamics of 
legitimate sexuality - that is, heterosexuality, in which men are powerful and 
women are passive - angers male spectators. 85 

Furthermore, through an active, excessive rendering of abuse staged across her body, she 

literally makes it undesirable. (And, if woman is undesirable ... 
) By offering her body as 

already consumed Finley discourages any spectatorial desire of that body. The body of 4: ) 

Finley (and those who 'inhabit' her) vomits, bleeds, defecates (although not literally). 
I- - 

Finley also uses bizarre, not neatly explainable or easily associated materials to physically 

alter her body. This is not the cleaned up, fantasy body of pornography, but the body of 

the living flesh, the abject body. " A stage direction, for example, reads- 

Easter baskets and stuffed animals sit on table. Take off clothes. Put colored 
unbolled eggs from basket and animals in one large clear-plastic bag. Smash 

C 
contents till contents are yellow. Put mixture on body using soaked animals as 
applicators. Sprinkle glitter and confetti on body and wrap self in paper garlands 
as boas. (p. 60) 

Though Finley operates wiihin the discursive system of psychoanal\, sls, she 

continues to enact a resistance to it by showin-gy the real power that such discourse has on 

materially located bodies and then staging a reversal of that power. In R'SI), desire to 

fill up the hole left by lack becomes staged to excess - so that everything is literally taken 
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into the body in a show of consumption. Such consumption, however, is re-enacted on 

or returned violently to those bodies that use their consumption as a symbol of authorjt\, ý 

So I open up those designer jeans of yours. Open up your ass and stick up there 
sushi, nouvelle cuisine. I stick up your ass Culsinarts, white wine, and 
racquetball, your cordless phone and Walkman up your ass. And you look at me 
worried and ask 'but where's the graffiti art' and I say 'up your ass. ' (p. 0- 

As is shown in this extract, Finley links desire and capitalist production. /consumption 

closely throughout the performance, with consumption staged as the desire to fill up 

lack. In the capitalist world, individual satisfaction reigns supreme - it is 'every man for 

himself. (p. 70) 

Finley does not provide us with a 'cure' for our social ills, or see sorne rosy 

future in the distance if only we could all change in various ways. She does not suggest 

an alternative discourse to psychoanalysis. Instead, she shows us the 'real' world. A 

recurring word within the performance is 'feel', and I would suggest that this is w'hat 

Finley is attempting. to make us feel something, to shake us out of our complacency at 

accepting the status quo as 'ust the way thin s are. Through her performance she is ýn 19 

carrying out her own personal petitioning, rioting, terrorisin,, (, ),, and organising (p. 61) to 

make us feel the horror of the world we have come to accept. Finley says that she wants 

the audience. 

to feel that I am really feeling it. Maybe not even my words, but *ust that energy. C) 1 11-7) 
I'm giving everything I have to make it an experience. You can't pick that up on 

In -- 1-ý film or on disks. It's the live experience, and that's really important. 87 

Furthermore, the voices in her performance variously state- 

And the only feelings I share are no feelings at all. Just no feelillus at all. The 

only feelings I share are no feelings at all. (p. 64) 

'Cause the 0111Y feelings I show are NO feelings at all, (girl. Just no feeliligs at all. 
(p. 68) 
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It's better to feel abuse than to feel nothing at all. It's better to feel abuse than to 
feel nothing at all. (p. 69) 

Another repeated phrase Is 'Something is going to happen' (p. 61) and. 

But something's gotta give. 
Something's gotta give. 
Something's gonna happen. (p. 70) 

Refusing to close down her performance with simple answers, she merely reveals the 

oppression and violence that the present system wreaks, attempting to make usftc/ its 4n 

impact on our bodies, and in that provocative act, perhaps hopes to make us niovc - to 

acl, rather than to accept. For Finley, good art is 'that which destroys the last 

generation Is hopes'. " At the end of Finley's performance text there is not much hope. 

Leaving us standing in the ruins, she gi 1 11 ing a way out of ves us the responsibility of find' N) 

the detritus of Western capitalism and the constant state of desire that is said to structure 

every subjectivity, placing consumption and the needs of the individual before anythino n 

else. If psychoanalysis is defended by feminists as being 'descriptive' rather than 

'discursively constructive' of gender differences and social relations, Finlev offers her 

own description and it is one that is much harder to swallow. In showing us the show, 

she seems to be asking how much more we need to see before we do something, 

Analysis is not enough. 

I'm your voyeur. I'm your exhibitionist. I'm your pervert, your fool, your 
martyr, your fool. I'm your Donald Trump, your Baby M. I'm your real estate, 
your profits, your greed. 
But something's gotta give. = -7) In Something's gotta give. 117) 11-7) 
Something's gonna happen. (p. 70) 
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RONA LEE -A VID METAMORPHOSIS 1 (1995)'9 

In Finley's performance words are rendered literal, impacting the material flesh of 

bodies. In contrast to this, in Rona Lee's A WdMelamoiphom. ý 1, one of a series of three 

works, there are no spoken words and the body marked 'female' is actlvelýý 

metamorphosed, rendering it strange. The following reading is heavily indebted to 

Peggy Phelan's text Unmarked The Politics (? f Peýformance. 

I enter into the space - an upstairs gallery, with varnished wooden floors, grey 

walls and bare windows. Immediately in front of me I see a woman in a long, black 
Z- 

dress, standing behind a table, working intently on the piece of cloth lying on it. I look 

again. A purple scarf is covering the lower half of her face, and a white beak is attached 

to this scarf Her arms are covered in elbow length purple gloves. On the floor, laid out 

carefully in separate sections, are pieces of cloth. The 'woman' (is she9 isn't she") 

working on the cloth is not sewing but unpicking it. In front of her is a mirror, angled 

slightly. Positioned above the 'woman' is a small video camera. 

Suspended from a high bar, behind her, there are two coat hangers. On one is a 

grey 'acket out of which a hole has been cut in the centre. Contained in this hole is a Di 

i-nonitor, which plays the image caught by the camera. The captured image is of hands 

holding a small pair of scissors that are unpicking seams. A look again at the 'woman' 
1 1. 

reveals that she is unpicking the stitching of a man's grey suit. The other hanger holds a 

number of white shirts, ascending in size, from a very small infant size to an adult size. 

Each shirt is stuck onto a larger one, and in the centre of them is a hole which runs 

through them all - this time framed bv purple material. 

Each time the 'woman' has finished unpicking the stitches of a particular piece of 

the suit, she takes the loosened material and places it on the floor, in an organised and 

careful fashion. So far she has removed shoulder lining),, pockets. buttons, and the inside 
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of the jacket. The unpicking of the stitches is unhurried and methodical, the same action 

repeated again and again. The 'woman' also repeatedly looks into the mirror which is 

reflecting the monitor behind her, to see her hands doing the work. 

Walking in on a 'woman' with a beak doing what would appear to be a private 

task, assumed at first to be assembling something, but then revealed to be disassembling 

something. Entering the private space of the woman locked II- n the turret, watch'n-(, her 

execute a riddle, an arduous task, a punishment, a penance, a duty9 I cannot decide. 

Watching the concentration, the focus, the single-mindedness, the perseverance. 

Watching her looking at the mirror, never at me or at any of the others who are watching 

her. We see her but she does not see us, because she never looks. Where should I look? 

At the monitor or at her? Watching her and trying to work out exactly what are the 

parameters of this, her private space. Where does the performance space end9 The 

spectator space begin? Where should I stand to see (clearly)" Like most in the room I 

stand as far away as possible from her, scared of interrupting her painstakingly careful I- 

work, pushing myself into the wall facing her as much as I am able, not wanting to 

attract attention to myself wanting to make myself invisible yet still wanting to watch. 

Watching her unpicking, and unpicking, and unpickingy, mesmerised by the repetition. 

Hypnotised by the careful actions, like watching a watch swing back and forth. 

Switching- my focus from her to the screen in an attempt to see both. 
It) 

Others are more bold, sitting cross-legged on the floor nearer her. Some even 

walk around the space looking at the sections of cloth laid out on the ground. It seems 

to me a brave violation. But still she refuses to see those who stand close. Resolute in 

her private task we remain unacknowledged. How long has she been doinu thi,,, ') - She 

was here before my arrival. I watch and watch and she unpicks, unpicks. Ceaseless 

movement. When I lea,., -e will she keep goin(Y9 When she is alone in the space will hel- 
1_1ý -l, - 
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work continue? Although we are given permission to be here, that permission is framed 

by time. We can enter at the start of that time, the appointed hour, but already, by the 

time we arrive, she is unpicking. Similarly, we can stay until the 'end, but when ýý, Ijl that 

be? When will she stop? Lee does not appear to obey the conventions of time. the 

conventions of performance and spectator time. I know that she will stop sometime, but 

I also know that I will not be here to witness it, that it will not be in my time. In my 

mind's eye, then, she will be doing this forever. (She is still doing it as I write this. ) 

There is no closure. No final 'unpick'. No resolution. Her task is an endless one. The 

durational aspect of this installation performance allows a sense of the never-ending. of 

the necessity of repetition, of a woman's work never done. 90 Time, here, is not 

segmented. It flows. No beginning, middle or end; no linearity or teleology but merely 

continuation in which one moment, one movement, becomes inseparable, 

indistinguishable, from another. And yet the increasingly disassembled suit bears 

testimony to the fact that time ha. v passed, even though the movements remain always 

the same. What 'time' does the performer inhabit? A time when nothing changes? A 

time to keep going, to not give in? A hope for a better time? Z: ) "D 

The refusal of an ending, of a conclusion, of a climax, leaves me unable to take 

the performance away, and I am left carrying what I assume is only a fragment. Perhaps 

like a memory. Which would seem appropriate since the recognition of time passing can 

only be contemplated as memory. And the memory that I carry is 'unpick, unpick, 

unpick'. 

The beak covers her mouth, stopping her from talking, should she vvish to. Yet it 

also functions to lift her out of the 'normal' - this is not a 'woman' but a bird, a creature, 

a mythical being. Why is she undertaking this arduous task" A labour of love) 

ing something. Carefullv executed. And yet she is not making something but is destroy' 
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Unhurriedly. The grey suit is being unpicked stitch by stitch until it is no longel- a suit 

but an assortment of unconnected parts, unable to function as a whole. Readings 

proliferate in my mind. Unpicking the myths. Revealing the seams. Reversing, the 

fairytale. Taking revenge. I cannot decide. 

The silence. The repetitive actions. The beak. The colours. The fragmented 

suit. A strange space. More like a dream than reality. 'She' is there, in front of me, but 

who is she? What is she? What is she doing? 

Rona Lee's performance is unsettling (and productive) because I cannot decide. 

definitively, what it is that I see. I can 'see' Rona Lee, but cannot 'see' her because she 

looks both familiar and unfamiliar, a woman and yet not a woman, with her face half 

covered in a scarf and her mouth covered in a beak. Her actions, small and repetitive. 

her unbroken silence, offer no help, no declaration. 

I cannot 'see' anyone else in the performance and yet the suit she is unpicking, 

the suit that hangs above her to one side, and the shirts that hang on the other suggest 

the presence of one that is not visibly here - again, as in Finley's performance, the absent 

i-nale. He may be 'physically' absent, but his presence is nevertheless registered in every 

way throughout the space - she holds his presence in her hands, his presence looks over 

her, surveilling her actions, playing them back to her. There is something to be said, 

then, about the 'power' of the invisible. He is not here, and yet he is everywhere. 

It is this paradox of 'seeing' that is central to and revealed in Lee's performance, t) I 

a paradox accurately summed up by Schneider who states that 'Women are irivisible to 

the clegree that they are visible - that is, as visible, women will be read relati\-e to man, 

while man is also read relative to man. ' () I Within the system of represent ation. women 

are unable to signify 'real wornen' because the purpose of 'wornan' to reflect back to 

I man' both his desire and his position as 'man' in relation to her 'not-i-nan*. She is 'his 



seeing of this cipher, and as such 'she' is not there. While identity dependent on the 

cother', for it is the other that marks the separation between one and the other and the 

other that reflects back the image of the self, Phelan notes that- 

The proposition that one sees oneself in terms of the other and the other in terms 
of oneself, is itself differently marked according for men and women. When the 
unmarked woman looks at the marked man she sees a man, but she sees herself 
as other, as negative-man. Within the frame of the phallic mark, she sees that 
which she is not. 92 

Woman is unable to see that which she is. For some performance artists, the political 

task is to reveal that which is invisible which, as already stated, is something of an 

impossible task. Rona Lee, however, deliberately defamillarises the body of woman, 

making 'her' disappear. 

This strategy of 'active disappearance' recognises the danger that is implicit when 

women attempt to (re)present 'woman'. The attempt to make woman more visible risks 

subjecting that body 'to legal, artistic, and psychic surveillance. This, in turn, reinforces 

the idea that she is her body'. "' More representations of women do not necessarily make 

woman any more 'real'. They merely reveal 'woman' to be a construction. Moreover, 

such (re)presentations will be re-marked by 'he' who seeks to see himself, returning 

temale (re)presentations into the always already marked other, as fetishes or the abject. 

Within Lee's performance, the 'woman' cannot see 'herself. What she sees 

instead is an image that is contained within the figure of the 'male'. The caniera C) It) 

positioned above her records the movements of her hands, and these are shown in the 

monitor which inhabits the centre of the suit. The suit is the symbol of the absent vet 

akvýivs, already present male. When the woman looks in the mirror, she does not see a 

direct reflection of 'woman' but sees, instead, the reflection of that which he sees. and 

that NvIlich lie sees is contained within him and not her. Her internal self is figured in an 
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image of his internal self And his internal self is reliant on containing 'her' imagge. 

Without her, he cannot position himself as 'male'. This image js contained wl'thl'ti him, 

rather than being held as distinct, as different. However, when she looks in the mirror. 

she does not see herself containing 'him', and reducing 'him' to the Same, because the 

Same is always male, and woman is always other, on which he depends for his 

subjectivity. She sees only what he sees, and her image of herself is a reflection of his 

image of her. And that which he sees is only one part of her - her gloved hands. Her 

cwhole' body has been reduced to a part. She has been made into a fetish -a phallic 

substitute. From the position of the 'male', however, when he looks in the mirror he 

sees himself, propped up by the marks he has made on 'woman' as the non-male. (In the 

performance, the suit jacket is further back from the mirror, and thus the 'person' 

wearing the jacket will see more. ) What the 'woman' sees in the mirror is a copy of the 

copy that the 'male' eye/camera has seen. In this sense, Lee enacts a literal rendition of 

Phelan's assertion that- 

A re-presented woman is always a copy of a copy; the 'real' (of) woman cannot 
be represented because her function is to re-present man. She is the mirror and 
thus is never in it. Her narrowly defined but ubiquitous image represents the 
frenzy of man to see she who makes him him. 94 

Thus, Lee shows the show of seeing - how it is that we see, and the different positions 

that genders are made to occupy - to see or be seen, marked or unmarked. 

However, within the 'male' imaging of the woman, Lee inserts a resistance. I- 

First, the hands are holding scissors - within this there is an implicit threat. Scissors cut - 

cut off, cut out. In one way, this could be read as the 'male' incorporatin(, y - or 

reinscribing - the fear of castration, which women are made to symbolise. The other side 
1ý 

. the castratin_ig, female fi---ure, takin-(y on that of the coin, however, is that Lee is literal, sin-(--, I (Y I- 

metaphor and bringing it into the real. And the 'castration' is not of the 'penis', but is a C) --I 
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picking away at the inside of 'man', stripping him of his self-assured subjecm, jty 

Furthermore, what the male 'eye/camera does not record is the task that the woman is 

executing in the 'real' of the performance. It is only when one looks away from the 

suited monitor that one can see that she is undertaking a task of destruction - she is 

unpicking the suit, a copy of the symbolic suit that hangs behind her, revealing, its seams. I- 

revealing the way it is held together, sutured by stitching. 'She' who makes him (mean) 

is unmctking him. There is also an implicit association between the beak of the woman, 

and the scissors that she is using. The beak enacts a substitution for the scissors, 

collapsing the two objects into the one action - the bird-woman unpicks the suit/system. 

The table covered in a white cloth signifies an operating table, the suit doubly signifyim-, 

the 'mate' and the 'system of representation' the male/system is being operated on, 

taken apart, disassembled. Thus, while the 'male' of the hanging suit may contain and C Z: ý 

constrain the 'woman, the 'woman' before me (and the 'woman' captured in the 

monitor image) is actually defiantly resisting this, by literally destroyim, the system that 

would position her as his image (maker). The unpicking of the system that positions her 
I- C 

as not-man, as invisible on any other terms, is mirrored in the unpicking of the suit. If 

'he' uses 'her' to fill up his hole and make him whole, then she is (in) his seams. Unpick 

(her from) the seams and the unified, 'whole' image collapses. 

If the signifier 'man' and its metonym suit' is unpicked, what happens to 

I woman'9 If 'woman' is freed from the system of representation will she then be able to 

I see' herselr If the mirror is angled differently, that which she sees would not be wholk, I-) - 

recognisable. It would be a woman Nvith a 'beak9 Which is precisely what I see here. in 

this space. It is an image that offers a proliferation of readinszs and cannot therefore be 

fixed or easily contained. If as Phelan asserts, 'What Nve can see is in everv wav 

1 96 

related to what one can say ,I 
do not know how to say what is before me, as the %\ ords, 



available are inadequate to the vision. *She' is not/does not exist in the 'real". I do not, 

then, know what I see. And if I do not know what I see, I similarly do not know how to 

srupting the usual positioning of position myself in relation to it. In this sense, Lee is di I 

the spectator, denying me a position from which to project, Identify or objectify. While 

Lee offers herself as an object to be seen, there is no referent in the 'real' enabling me to 

ý see' her, to make her mean. 

This is not to deny that Lee bears some relation to what I usually 'see' of woman 

since I still read her as a woman with a beak. But this beak also makes her not a 

'woman'. She both is and is not a woman. And perhaps this also implicitly suggests that 

what I usually 'see' of woman both is and is not woman, since 'woman ', though C 

materially present, is no more 'real' than the image that Lee is presenting me with here. 
1. ) 1-71 

Phelan has suggested that in order to 'see' differently, we must acknowledge the 

inability to fully 'see' ourselves, because only then will the other be other-than a cipher 

for self-seeing, and only then will be able to resist turning the other into the Same. 
I- 

The failure of the inward gaze to produce self-seeing needs to be acknowledged. 
If one could confront the internal/external other as always already lost one would 
not have to rely so heavily on the image of the external other to produce what the 
looker lacks. [ 

... 
] Until one can accept one's internal other as lost, invisible, an 

unmarked blank to oneself and within the world, the external other will always 
bear the marks and scars of the looker's deadening gaze. 97 

The white shirts, symbolic of the progression of the infant to the adult male, are C 

representative of this unmarked blank. They have a hole in the middle, and within that 

hole there is no already inscribed 'Image' of the external 'other' made into the Same. 

Instead, there is a hole that emanates only a colour. However, this colour is purple, and 

matches the colour of the performer's gloves and scarf The hole, then, could be said to 

carry traces of the other, without fully imaging or fixing that other. When the suilt is 

unpicked one imag,, ines that the shirt below is revealed. When the system of 
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it to representation is unpicked, when the other that Is bound to the subject to enable i 

maintain a self ull'. not -identity falls away, that which is beneath is seen to be not -f 

Tht is 'unified'. The internal gaze is acknowledged as being partial. Our ability at self-sg 

c seen' to be impossible. For Phelan: 

By declaring our eyes blind and impotent we may be able to resist the si-nooth 
reproduction of the self-same. We may begin to be able to inhabit the blank 
without forcing the other to fill it. 9' 
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CHAPTER6 
WHO'S WHO? A GUIDE TO SEXUAL POSITION(ING)S 

What sense does it make to extend representation to subjects who are constructed 
through the exclusion of those who fail to conform to unspoken normative 

requirements of the subject? 

Judith Butler' 

TH RFE MEMORIES (1991 - 1995) 

My boyfriend's mother, after meeting me for the first time, tells him I'm nice but 
I could 'make more of myself. 

My girlfriend's getting married to Edward this morning. We wake up and drink 
champagne. She slips into her white wedding dress, complete with long white 
gloves, while I get into my blue velvet dress. Just before the guests arrive she 
removes one of her long white gloves and fucks me against the kitchen sink. One 
in the eye for immigration control. 

Leaving the ICA bathroom, after havincy seen one of the show's in the Jezebel 
Season (A season of international performances reflecting the diversity of I 
artforms and gender agendas being embraced by the iconoclastic, subversive and 
innovative women artists working in the 90S, ), 2 I almost collide into another 
woman entering the bathroom. 'Excuse me', she says, followed by 'Oh, I 

thought this was the ladies'. 
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IT'S THE LESBIAN IN US 

In this Chapter I wish to look at two performances - Victoria Goodwin Baker's Dyke 

Cum Fog (1994) 3 and Anita Loomis' Fenwle Devialioiu. - Aulohiographle, s, (ýI'De. wre 

(1996) 
.4 Immediately I am faced with a problem - where to position these pieces in 

relation to my thesis? My unease at locating them as 'Lesbian' is marked by the 

(compulsory? ) attendant marks of "- marks in writing which signal that, like the 

category 'woman', sexual identities have been equally problematised in recent theoretical 

writings. 

One implicit danger in signalling that this chapter is a chapter on 'lesbian 

performance' is that such labelling presumes that we know in advance who such a person 

(or what such a practice) is, that 'the lesbian' is a discrete and identifiable category. 

Within the realm of performance or any other cultural production, questions circulate 

around the difficulty of defining a 'lesbian' text - is it the lesbianism of the author 

(presuming we know this), the lesbian content of the text, or something more ephemeral 

known as a 'lesbian sensibility'? ' 

Furthermore, this approach of defining 'the lesbian' rests on the assumption that 
I- 

the 'lesbian' is visible - that you know one when you see one. This begs two further 

questions. is seeing believing, and is what we see all there is" As Lynda Hart has 

remarked, unlike other 'identity categories I sexuality is not marked visibly on the surface 

of the body. 

Whereas political essentialisms of race and gender mav resort to color or sex to 

ground their strategmes (not, of course, without their attendant risks). sexual 
si identities would seem to rely not on some presumably %-I Ible difference, but, 

instead, on acts that cannot be marked. ' 

This situation Of the 'invisibility' of lesbians has resulted in the call from some 

IIII 
gies. quarters to make lesbians more visible within society throu-(,, Yh represent ational strate-(, ' 
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However, returning to the issues that Peggy Phelan raises in relation to ý-Iisjibjljty politics 

it is perhaps not wholly positive or beneficial to 'make' lesbians 'visible'. Moreover, if 

'lesbian' is a position constructed through a necessary exclusion from heterosexual It\,, 

what or who is it that we are making visible or representing9 As Elizabeth Grosz 

suggests, to 'know' lesbian desire risks the danger of the tying 'of the new to models of 

what is already known, the production of endless repetition, endless variations of the 

same). 8 

If one intersects Grosz's anxieties with a deconstructive practice, then perhaps a 

more fruitful way of exploring lesbian sexuality would be to leave it as unclecidable - 

open to continual change and contestation. Indeed, this strategy of undecidability would I- 

appear to be upheld by the recent history of the intersection of feminist politics with 

lesbian politics. In the 1970s and early 1980s lesbians joined the feminist movement 

under the common banner of gender, and, in some instances, lesbianism was heralded as 

a positive political choice for feminists -a personal practice which could potentially 

escape the operations of an oppressive patriarchy. As early as 1973, the Radicalesbians 

described the lesbian as 'a woman-identified woman' who 'acts in accordance with her 

ing', unwilling to 'accept the inner compulsion to be a more complete and freer human bel II 

limitations and oppression laid on her by the most basic role of her society - the female 

role'. " However, while this may have been one strate y of including the 'lesbian ficrure' 9 11-1) I= 

within the feminist movement (feminism is the theory, lesbianism is the practice), it did 

not succeed in the smooth inclusion of the former into the latter. "' HardIv surprisill(-, ]N, 
- 

the presence of lesbians within the movement was used by sections of the larger society 

(notably the media system) to discredit it, labelling its participants as 'men-haters'. a I 

backlash which prompted 'feminist (, Turu' Betty Friedan to denounce the 'lavender 

menace i, Stating that their presence NVOUld 'harm the overall feminist causeý. 
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A further tension within the lesbian feminist movement is the tendency of 

feminists to subsume lesbianism under its rubric of gender difference - that is, because 

lesbians are women then the areas of concern for feminists will apply equally to 

lesbians. 12 In these instances, lesbians are seen as a cvariation' in general feminist 
I- 

writings, as a subcategory within feminism. The separation of gender and sexuality, 

however, is not a simple matter. Monique Wittig would assert - with, I would argnie- 

good cause - that 'lesbians are not women' because 'what makes a woman is a specific 

social relation to a man, a relation that we have previously called servitude, a relation 

which implies personal and physical obligation as well as economic obligation' -a 

relation that, in Wittig's view, lesbians are outside of and exempt from. '. ' (Wittig makes I- 

no reference to the female who is neither lesbian nor heterosexual - that is the celibate 

woman, the bisexual or the autonomously sexual woman - these 'others' then are 

Wittig's constitutive outside. ) One major problem with Wittigs theory is that it erases 

the material body of the lesbian - for, while in terms of language 'lesbian' may be outwith 

the symbolic system and not part of a system of exchange, their bodies are still read as In III 

gendered feminine (or, as I shall o on to explicate, masculine). 14 While they may 'be' 
1: ý 9 

lesbians, they are also most frequently perceived as 'women' and are therefore impacted 

by some of the same forces that affect heterosexual women living in a patriarchal or 

fucking, but sexist society. As Hilary Harris concisely puts it, 'Sexuality may be about 

gettimy fucked is still about gender, even if 'only' metaphorically. ' 15 Performance artist 

Holly Hughes similarly states that, in relation to the reality of sexism and se\ual violence, 

'Lesbians can't stop being Nvomen and dealing with that reality. "' D 

The other side of this coin, however, is that too narrow a focus on gender 

difference marginalises lesbian experience, making it invisible or supplementary, rather g Z- - 

than something distinct from the problems of gender oppression. As Gavle Rubin 
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forcefully suggests, 'lesbians are also oppressed as queers and perverts. by the operation 

of sexual, not gender stratification. ' 
17 

Another area of unease that exists between the feminist movement and lesbians- 

resulting in heated debate, is that of lesbian sexual practice. Ironically, in respect of the 

Radicalesbians' earlier statement, many lesbians were excluded - or felt excluded - from 

the (lesbian) feminist movement because their sexual practice (Includina penetration, ID 

using sex toys and pornography), was regarded as 'male identified'. " Wilton indicates 

that 'Detached from gender, "heterosexual" now meant any sex which involved any kind 

of inequality between partners'. 19 In many ways, this reaction towards lesbian sexual 

practice was predictable, in that 'lesbian relationships' within the feminist movement had 

been perceived as being the escape route from patriarchally organised relationships, and 

concentration was therefore placed on the 'caring, sharing, nurturing' aspects of the 

woman-identified-woman' rather than on the sexually active lesbian relationship. As Jill 

Dolan points out, 'the 1970s and 1980s lesbianism's too rigid attachment to identitv 

politics of gender by terms such as 'woman-identification' re-closeted active sexual 

practice. '2" Adrienne Rich's 'lesbian continuum' (presented in 1981) is a prime example 

21 
of this tendency to make lesbian sexual practice and desire invisible . 

These debates over 'proper' lesbian sexual activity continue to the present day, as 

evidenced by the vigorous disagreements about lesbian S/M practice which some 

lesbians, lesbian feminists and heterosexual feminists perceive as being implicated in, and 

constitutive of, patriarchal power relations. Lorena Leigh Saxe argues, for example. that 

sado-masochism is based on a disrespect and contempt for women, and is a practice that 

eroticises power Nvithout act'vely contributIm-4 to the dismantIIn-(-))- of 'real' po%\ er relations 

that exist in society. " Tile paradox of a ferninist movement circumscribing what is 

I acceptable' is neatly caught by Joan Nestle. who writes: 
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One of the most deeply held opinions in feminism is that women should be 
autonomous and self-directed in defining their sexual desire, yet when a woman 
says 'This is my desire' feminists rush in to say. cno, no, it is the prick in your 
head; women should not desire that act. ' 23 

The fissures that appeared in the feminist movement of the 1970s and 1980s 

continue to cause unease today, both within the wider feminist movement and within the 

lesbian and gay community itself, circulating around the question of who 'properlý, 

belongs to that community. Like the feminist movement, the lesbian and (, -Y)aN, 
communItY 

has suffered fractions and splits, as differences come to the fore and are frequently 

unacknowledged, assimilated or excluded. Such divisions have acted as the catalyst for 

scrutinising the concept of 'community'. As David Woohhead notes, the results of 

creating a 'community' are ambivalent since although it acts as ac site of resistance [ ], a 

site of shared injustice, a symbolic representation it is also a system of 

cexclusi Vity). 
24 

Thus, although 'the community' does serve political purposes, the politics upon 

which it is grounded insist upon the internal/external boundary, transformingy or I- 

disregarding differences in the process. As Benedict Anderson has suggested in relation 

to nations figured as imagined political communities, they are w7agined- Z7) 

because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their 
fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives 
the image of their communion. ... 

Ilt is imagined as a comlnwwiý, because, 
regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevall in each, the 
nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship. 2ý 

Meanwhile, those who are expelled from or refused entry into 'the community' form its 

essential borders, with 'the community' actively policing the borders to ensure they are 

maintained. In the final paragraph of her 'senii-autobiographical' novel, Stow Bitich 

Blues, Leslie Fembergy polgilantly captures this moment of exclusion as it affects her- 
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I watch protests and rallies from across the street. And part of me feels so 
connected to you all, but I don't know if I'm welcome to join. There's lots of us 
who are on the outside and we don't want to be. We're getting busted and 
beated up. We're dying out here. We need you - but you need us, too. I don't 
know what it would take to really change the world. But couldn't Nve get 
together and try to figure it out9 Couldn't the ire be bigger" Isn't there a way 
we could help fight each other's battles so that we're not always alone'12" 

Feinberg is calling for a model of coalition politics here, where what is required is not a 

community based on 'unity' or 'sameness', but a movement that recognises the myriad of 

differences that are presently not captured or included by the phrase 'lesbian and (-Ya\, 

community, ' but are equally outwith the heterosexual matrix (and by this I inean a 

discursive matrix, as the notion of a unified, homogeneous 'heterosexual i ty' has itself 
27 been problematised) . 

Feinberg, a butch lesbian who underwent some of the prescribed 

treatments/operations for becoming a FTM transsexual troubles identity categories and 

community boundaries, fitting nowhere comfortably. This position is mirrored by 

performer Kate Bornstein, categorised as a MTF transsexual, but self-identified as 

neither male nor female- 

my existence within a lesbian and gay community is threateninLy to the very Z-7) foundations of that community. Here I am- I am saying that I'm not a man and Z: ) 

I'm not a woman. So what happens when a lesbian is attracted to me'? I call into 
28 

question her lesbian identity . 

It is precisely because such people fall outwith the 'lesbian and agay community' I 

that Judith Butler asks whether demanding such unity actually produces further 

fragmentation. She suggests instead that, 

Certain forms of acknowledged fragmentation might facilitate coalitional action 
precisely because the 'unity' of the category is neither presumed nor desired. 
Does 'unity' set up an exclusionary norm of solidarity at the level of ident1tv that 

rules out the possibility of a set of actions which disrupt the ver-v borders of 
identity concepts, or which seek to accomplish precisely that disruption as an 
explicit political aim92') 
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Both heterocentrist p sycho analytical and common-sensical notions-, of sexual 

identity align sex, gender and sexuality, organising them into a normative heterosexual 

framework (structured through complementary opposites). Thus biological sex man 

masculine gender = male heterosexual complements biological sex woman = feminine 

gender = female heterosexual. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick provides a useful list of 'identity 

characteristics' which indicates that while sexual identity may be assumed to be unitai-v, 

it is actually constituted by various elements which include- 

your biological (e. g., chromosomal) sex, male or female, 
your self-perceived gender assignment, male or female (supposed to be the same 
as your biological sex), 
the preponderance of your traits of personality and appearance, masculine or 
feminine (supposed to correspond to your sex and gender)- 
the biological sex of your preferred partner, 
the gender assignment of your preferred partner (supposed to be the same as 
her/his biological sex), 
the masculinity or femininity of your preferred partner (supposed to be the 
opposite of your own), 
your self-perception as gay or straight (supposed to correspond to whether your 
preferred partner is your sex or the opposite), 
your preferred partner's self-perception as gay or straight (supposed to be the 
same as yours); 
your procreative choice (supposed to be insertive if your are male or masculine, 
receptive if your are female or feminine), - 
your most eroticized sexual organs (supposed to correspond to the procreative 
capabilities of your sex, and to your insertive/receptive assignment), 
your enjoyment of power in sexual relations (supposed to be low if you are 
female or feminine, high if male or masculine), 10 

As Sedgwick goes on to state, it is presumed possible to determine from a person's 

biological sex alone any number of other traits - providing that a parenthesis is added to 
11-7) 11-n 

stipulate that the biological sex of your preferred partner will be the opposite of oneýs 

oývii. Even without this heteronormative assumption, however, 'what's striking is the 

II is supposed to orLanise 
.. 
fi! reiicc of the dimensions that "sexual number and dif 

into a seamless and univocal N\-hole. '-" Such a perception of sexual identity casts it as 

fixed and stable, denvinij the various ways in whIch these specIficatIons can be mis- 
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aligned from the normative notion - thus, someone can have a physically 'male' body but 

perceive their gender to be feminine, women can act 'masculinely' by becoming the 

insertive member of the couple, men can act 'femininely' by being sexually reactive. both 

members of a couple can have the same gender or the same biological sex, or different 

Lgenders' but the same biological sex, or the same genders and different biological se. \es. 

or people's genders can fluctuate, or people may not just be sexually active in pairs, or 

they may be sexually active autonomously, or they may not be sexually active at all. 

The problem with such normative conceptions of sexual identity, therefore, is 

that they assume sexuality can be neatly defined, thus sei-ving to smooth over the 
I- 

multiple disruptions that exist within sexual identities, this is as true of a conception of 

lesbian identity which stresses a 'woman-centred' relationship as a conception of 

heterosexuality which perceives the man as always active and the woman as aký, ays 

passive. It also assumes that sexual identity is static and never-chano-ino. Therefore, a -1-) -'ý) 

person is either heterosexual or homosexual - which does not account for bisexualitv, or 

tI or people who have same-sex sex but who identify as heterosexual, or for lesbians who 

sleep with men yet continue to identify as lesbians. Sexual identity and self-conceptions 

of sexual identity are far more fluid than the culturally produced understanding of it 

would suggest, as is exemplified by the following advert which appeared in a San 
I: ) - 

Francisco paper. 

Looking for Daddy. This handsome fau boy needs a daddy- a stronor, touOh. 
loving daddy with a sharp knife and a big dick. Let me serve you, and let me 

schow you what a pig I can be, with proper discipline. Experienced daddies onl\ 
Dykes, FTMs, and gay men in the Bay Area all welcome. My boy pussy aý% aits 
you. 

hi this advert binary distinctions are severely troubled, most notably those of gerider and I- 

sexualitv. Corollary binaries. such as passive/active are also troubled. and, mth the 
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inclusion of FTMs and the fact that anyone can 'possess' a 'dlck, nature/culture is also 

problematised. 

The politics of this fluidity of 'identity' should not go unrecocynised. To establish 1= In 

'lesbianism' only in opposition to heterosexuality actually serves to resoljdifý, 

heterosexuality into some kind of unified whole. At the same time, It unIfies 'lesbiansi-n' 

into a single knowable activity and the 'lesbian' into a single knowable subject. thus 

erasing the differences between lesbians and within lesbian sexual practice. " 

This is not to deny that in terms of political praxis it may be necessary at times to 

gather under a 'lesbian banner' in what Gayatri Spivak terms 'strategic essentialism -4 Z- 

with the proviso that one considers carefully who the potential beneficiaries (and victims) 

of such a strategy are. Alternatively, operating within a more fluid significatory field, 

Judith Butler asserts that she will 'appear at political occasions under the sign of lesbian', 
-I-) 

I but that she would like to have it permanently unclear what precisely that means. ý 

Echoing Elam's desire not to close down the 'meaning' of woman, before we can fully 

know what she means, or has meant, Butler admits that- 

There is a political necessity to use some signs now, and we do, but how to use it 
in such a way that its futural significations are notfioreclo"; ex. How to use the 
sign and avow its temporal contingency at once. )-, 6 

This issue returns us once again to the notion of a 'coalitional' politics which is open to 

continual renegotiation and cross-subjective alliances, and whose boundaries remain 

contested, rather than closed (who ý)ets to draw the boundaries, where, for what 

purpose, at whose/what cost") 

It is impossible to maintain coherent boundaries around sexuality because there is 

nothing natural or essential about sexual identity oust as there is nothing natural about 

gender or the sexed body, as I have tried to show in previous chapters). As Diana Fuss 
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warns 'It is pointless to investigate the root causes of homosexuality' because it is 'not a 

transhistorical, transcultural, eternal category but a socially contingent and variant 

ý7 
construction' And, as Foucault has taught, the homosexual, as an identifiable cate(-Yof-\' 

of person, did not exist prior to the nineteenth century and only came into existence as a 

means of promoting and protecting the notion (or social fiction) of 'the heterosexual' as 

another specific category of person to be brought within a controlling regime of poxver. 

For Foucault, sexuality is itself a historical construct: 

not a furtive reality that is difficult to grasp, but a great surface network in ývhlch 
the stimulation of bodies, the intensification of pleasures, the inciternent to 
discourse, the formation of special knowledges, the strengthening of controls and 
resistances, are linked to one another, in accordance with a few major strategies 
of knowledge and power. " 

With respect to this understanding of the constitution of sexuality, it would be 

impossible to posit homosexuality as completely outside of heterosexuality. 

Heterosexuality demands homosexuality as its 'outside' but this outside is, therefore, 

necessarily inside - and even if it is located on the borders, borders still touch one 

anot er. -9 As Grosz notes, 'power requires the structural positions of subordination, not 

as the outside or limit of its effectivity, but as its internal condition, the "hinge" on which 

It PIVOtS. 74( ' For this reason, Shane Phelan suggests that we should not search for the 

'truth' of sexuality (because there is not one), but should interrogate instead the 

institution of heterosexuality, since such interrogation will 'usefully shift the focus from 

lesbian identity [thus] avoiding the constructions of lesbianism that trap us, constructions 

based on the idea of a natural, or an authentic lesbian identity, bv which Nve can measure 

and justify our existence'. 
41 

It is little wonder that, in respect of all that I have written so far, I arn ed(-Ying 

awav from my desire to place these performances within a 'lesbian' rubric. and moving 
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towards relocating them as 'queer'. 'This handsome fag boy' cited above is surely 

referenced by Sedgwick's notion of 'queer'- 

the openmesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances. lapses 
and excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone's gender. or 1-7) 
anyone's sexuality aren't made (or can't he made) to signify monolithically. 42 

'Queer' is, in a sense,, a doubled strategy of intervention. 'Queer theory' denotes a 

poststructuralist engagement with discourses circulating around sexuality, attempWig, to 

clestabilise the binary that organises sexual identity into heterosexuality/homoseXLialitN,. 

The aim is as much to problematise heterosexuality as it is homosexuality. The desire, 

then, is not to explain or describe 'homosexuality, but to trouble the mechanisms that 

would posit sexuality as stable, coherent and unified, through troubling and rejecting 

other oppositionally aligned categories (man vs woman, heterosexual vs homosexual), 

identity categories (man, woman, black, white), and asssumptive equations (sex 

gender). As Clough asserts 'queer theory shifts the focus of a lesbian feminist critic' In IIIII ism 

and of feminist theorising generally from an epistemology of experience to the 
I- 

.. 
y. 4 , 

exploration of the practices of disciplining knowledge [. -' There is no essential or 

innate sexual identity at the centre of queer theory because, after Butler, sexual 

subjectivity is performative - even the heterosexual matrix is the result of repetitive and 

stylised acts which serve to 'mark' and materialise the body as heterosexual, produced 

within the discourse of heterosexuality. 44 It is precisely because 'queer' moves away 

trorn any notion of the 'normal' (of either heterosexual or homosexual practices) that It 

has proven to be enticing to many who feel marginalised, policed, or discredited b\' the 
11-7) - 1ý - 

'lesbian and gay community' (such as S/M dykes, FTN/Is, or lesbians who sleep with 

men). 
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Existing alongside this theory is ýqueer practice' (although 'queer theory' I's also 

queer practice') with people deliberately enacting a literal troubling of the binaries 

problernatised within queer theory. As Sedgwick states: 

'. vav' and 'lesbian' still Dresent 
empirical categories 
contested). 'Queer' 
person's undertaking 

45 
perception . 

I 

governed 
seems to 

themselves (however delusively) as objecti\, e, 
by empirical rules of evidence (however 

hinge much more radically and explicitly on a 
particular, performative acts of experimental self- 

By visibly transgressing norms, the queer (theoretician-practitioner) makes those norms 

visible as norms, rather than as inevitables or essentials . 
40 

However, it has also been suggested that 'queer' does not apply only to sexual 

subjectivity. Others who have been positioned as 'marginal' also resist this positionin(y 

by troubling all such 'Identity nominations', stressing the historical and political 

contingency of all such categories, and the potential fluidity and intersubjective nature of 2: ) 

subjectivities. Queer politics is about the inclusion of difference rather than an 

assimilationist reduction of difference to the Same. 47 

The nomination 'queer', however, is not without its problems. While 'queer' 

deliberately dissolves the binary between theory and practice, locating queer as literal 

sexual 'practice' doe, y run the danger of returning 'queer' to a certain epistemological 

category, creating another type of 'sexuality' - 'I'm not straight, gay, bi, I'm queer. ' 

It has been argued, for instance, that because queer is c anti -normat I ve', it sets 1. 

itself up in opposition to 'normative', and therefore reinscribes another binary in place of 

heterosexual/horno sexual. As Walters states, 'To link politically and theoretically around 

a "clifference" from normative heterosexuality imposes a (false) unity around disparate 

practices and communities. ' I WOUld argue, however, that perhaps Walters - and many I 

of I those who identify themselves as 'queer' - read 'queer' too simplistically. 'QueeC is 
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not so much 'non-normative' but attempts to question the very notion of such a 

it becomes a set supposition. The danger, however, is that as 'queer' acts are repeated, i 

of defined practices signifying another category. 

Another criticism levelled at the term 'queer' is that as it proliferates (and in spite 

of Sedgwick's demand that its same-sex definitional centre be maintained)4' any number 

of marginalised sexual practices will be gathered under the queer banner - which may, as 

Walters predicts, impose a false unity around diverse practices, reducing (or elevating) 

them all to 'queer. Grosz worries that as- 

queer' is capable of accommodating, [it] will not [sicjdoubt provide a political 
rationale and coverage in the near future for many of the most blatant and 
extreme forms of heterosexual and patriarchal power games. They too are, in a 
sense, queer, persecuted, ostracised. [ 

... 
] It does make a difference which kind of 

sexed body enacts the various modes of performance of sexual roles and 
49 positions. 

Of course, this is a very thorny I in a sense, Grosz is re-erectinu boundaries issue because, 

of what constitutes an 'acceptable' or 'proper' sexual activity and is thus performing the 

role of the 'sex police'. Perhaps, again, an appropriate strategy would be to institute I- I- 

Elam's ethics of groundless solidarity, in which 'ethical decisions are not made on the 

basis of pre-established norms [... but the] search for the rule that may do justice to the 

case). 50 In this way, sexual practice is open to continual contestations through an 

interaction with the boundaries of acceptable and unacceptable, conducted within a 

network of shared responsibilities. 

Another problem with 'queer' is that those bodies self-designated 'queer', like 

bodies marked 'lesbian', are still bodies and are likely to be read as signifiers of gender nn 

(and sexuality), no matter what queer performances they conduct. As a performative 

Marti practice', queer is designated by action, not by surface signifiers but, as BI in 

SLI(Y(Tests, perhaps Nvithin queer theory and practice the body needs to be . conceived as a ZN, 71 
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drag or limit as well as a potential'. " This suggestion is supported by Jacqueline 
In 

Zita's exploration of the possibility of a 'male lesbian', who fails to become a lesbian 

because of her 

real powerlessness against the imposition of other- extendi ng attributions that 
'sex' the flesh. In this failure is a discovery of the historically located body - 
discovery of the historical gravity of a culturally constructed 'sexed' body. 52 

While we may be able to play with what the body does, we cannot actually throw off that 

body (although some of us can disguise it). 

Finally, as a number of commentators have noted, there is a danger that 'queer' 

does not take enough account of other power relations which operate along the axes of I 

race, gender and class. Jay Plum, for example, is troubled by 'practices in which the 

concerns and experiences of middle-class gay white men dominate discussions about 

what comes to represent queer'. " Suzanna Danuta Walters, meanwhile, reminds us that 

any notion of 'gender neutrality' is, as feminism has taught, actually a 'move of gender 

domination'. For Walters, 'queer discourse sets up a universal (male) subject, or at least 

a universal gay male subject, as its implicit referent. )54 This issue of power relations 

presumably also lies behind Grosz's sentiment that the kinds of bodies enacting sexual 

performances does make a difference. 

Such worries are mirrored in the gay and lesbian popular press, as evidenced by 

this quote which appeared in the American magazine 'Outlook'- 

Queerness means nonassimilationist to me, but even so, there is a sense of 
conforming to being queer. It's still a privileged thing to be queer. I don't feel 
it's inclusive - there are race and class issues around this. There are people who 
cannot afford to be nonassimilationist, - they are fighting just to li\-e and eat. 117) 'n j 

Indeed, in America, the group 'Queer Nation' experienced a number of divisive splits 

Nvithin its so-called 'inclusive' ranks. prompting female members to split off and establish 



their own sub-group, because they felt their voices were not being heard within the larger 
I: ) - 

group. 

In response to all of the above criticisms, I would suggest that *queer' can only 

continue to operate usefully as a deconstructive strategy If it insists on opening, up sexual 

practice and questions of sexuality to continual contestation. Queer practice is located 

contextually, resisting specific discursively constructed norms, and does not sipify an 

already known set of behavioural patterns but in fact interrogates such patterns. It 

would indeed be an ironic turn if 'queer practice, while resisting and contesting fixed 

grounds, established its own grounds. 

As a contextually specific mode of enquiry, 'queer I would siginif -ya particular 

type of engagement with, and questioning of, normative assumptions, in an atternpt to z:: ) 

denaturalise the supposedly naturally sexualised body (and of course its relationship xvitli 

sex, gender and race). A queer practice would resist promoting itself as, or promising, 

some 'utopian' sexuality, located someplace in the future when we will all be (happily) 

queer together. Instead of closing down sexuality (which it is in danger of doing., by 

otTering itself as an 'alternative'), 'queer' would strive to keep it open as a space for 

continual negotiation -a negotiation that cuts across other axes of subjectivity. We do 

liolYcl kiiow whalscxiialiýv is oi- wl// he. Like feminism, queer must be cognisant of the 

very real power operations that are implicit within its own discourse, engaging with its = It) '-: ) 

own ability to construct other bodies, binaries, exclusions, omissions. 

Aware of the problems of nominating anything either 'lesbian' or 'queer, I wish 

to resist fixing, these performances in either camp. Instead, I will examine the clisl*lpll . 01 Is 

thev enact and the questions they prompt - not just of the heterosexual matrix, but of 

other potentially unifying cate(yories Such disruptions may be queer muclinelms, 

I theretore resistim-, bci'iW queer. 
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VICTORIA GOODWIN BAKER - DYKE CUM FAG (1994) 

In many ways, Victoria Goodwin Baker's performance initially does present itself as a 

strategically 'queer' peýfi)rmance, highlighting in the course of its narrative a move from 

'lesbian identification' to a troubling of that position, much as 'queer' seemingly troubles 

lesbian feminist politics. " 

As the spectators enter the space the performer is already suspended centre stage 

from a harness and chain sling -a connotational index that immediately points to S/%I 

practice and sex-play. The narrative begins with Baker telling the audience, in a 

conversational manner, that she came out many years ago as a lesbian, and separated her 

pre-lesbian life from her lesbian life, thinking that she would never sleep with a man ag'ain I- 

and had no male friends because she did not feel that it was right. In this brief 

introduction Baker has already set up the binary hetero sexual/horno sexual. She is either 

a heterosexual or a lesbian - the two cannot exist together and must be effectively I- 

separated into a pre- and post-. As evidence of her lesbian credentials, Baker foregoes 

any connection with the pre-, and separates herself both psychically and physically from 

it. Thinking that it would not be 'right' to associate with men anymore, she implies that I- Z 

there is a right way and a wrong way of 'being' a lesbian, thus indicating the existence of 

an internal surveillance mechanism that polices and judges her actions, a mechanism 

presumably installed by her wish to remain within the 'lesbian community' and all that 

that entails. 

The narrative then takes an expected but sudden turn. 

And here I am in a slincy, looking into Jason's strong blue eyes. [... ] He tells, me n 1-7) I'D 
it's been years since he touched a woman sexually. He wants to fist me. I have 
desiring fantasies forever of being with a fagy. I Ný, -ant him to fist me. 

17 1-7) - 
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S- Inserted into and transgressling the 'woman-, dent, fi ed -woman 7 narrat, ve Is thl-, other' 

transgressi in, and having ve narrative. From thinking she will never sleep with a man aa 

no male friends, Baker now reveals that she wants this man to fist her -a doubly 

transgressive revelation if set within the woman-identified lesbian paradigm. First, this 

sexual act will not be woman-identified, Baker has revealed that her fantasies are of 

having sex with a gay man - i7of women. Secondly, the act itself will be read as 

aggressive, as breaching the boundaries of what is acceptable lesbian sexual activity, ' a 

dildo is 'bad' enough, but a fist 
... 

In the next part of the performance Baker's fantasies 

become actualised within the spoken narrative. 

What is interesting in the above is that Baker specifies that her fantasies are 

concerned only with 'fags' - not therefore heterosexual men - or even, for that matter, 

homosexual men. She uses the specific wordfiag -a queer appropriation of a derisive 

term. However, in spite of this, it would be difficult not to locate dyke or fag under the 
I- 

rubric of same-sex activity. Thus, to some extent, the heterosexual/homo sexual or 

straight/queer binary is questioned- is a lesbian having sex with a gay man having lesbian 

sex, gay sex or heterosexual sex? (Or is a dyke having sex with a fag having dyke sex, 

tag sex or straight sex") Such questions are impossible to answer. How does one I- 

classify a type of sexual activity? By the bodies of the people that are involved in it? In 

this case, it is a man and a woman, so would that make it heterosexual sex9 Or is sexual 

activity defined by the actual sex that is happenino, 9 Baker tells us that she is (-Yoin(y to 411-1) *- 1-: 7) 

I matrix would place her in the passive- (yet fisted which, in relation to the heterosexua 

reactive position, while the gay man will be active and insertive. However, later these 

positions are reversed. Alternatively, is sexual activity defined by the idewities of the 

people involved? Both participants are self-identified as 'homosexual', so can they be 

heterosexual Nvhile they are having sex toýgether, or can the sex that thev are having be Z' -- I- 
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defined as heterosexual when the participants are homosexual9 How can we define 

sexuality? Is it dependent on the type of sexual activity taking place at a precise 

moment, or is it dependent on the sex of the bodies that are (and which 'body' 

the biological body or the 'sexual body' - both of which are 'constructed'), or is it 

merely a matter of self-i d entifi cation? 

The impossibility of definitively answering these queries reveals the 

fundamentally flawed system of categorisation. How are categories constructed" From 

what information are definitional boundaries drawn? Where is such inforination 

produced, interpreted and by whom? What this 'couple' are 'being', what this couple 

alv, and therefore what this couple does, is outwith classificatory systems. In relation to 

Sedgwick's list of specifications, these people do not add up (I +I does not = two). 

They are 'misaligned', indicating a sexual fluidity that crosses over binaries of sexuality 

and (Tender, blurring these binaries in the process while also problernatising the 47) _n -- 

classification of bodies (with such problematisation revealing the process of 

classification). 

Paradoxically, however, is it not also possible that Baker's insistence on 'fags' 

serves to remscribe the hetero sexual. /homo sexual (straight/queer) binary at the same time 

that it troubles it? Is the danger of reinscribing this sexual activity as 'heterosexuai' 

lessened because there is no self-determined heterosexual within the scene" Would the 

reading be different if rather than the 'fag' fisting the dyke, a straight man was fisting 
I I- 1- 1-. ) 

y differently within the scene" And if this her'. ' Would the heterosexual male body signif 

is so, does this mean that the spectators read the fag body and the dyke body as distinctIv 

different to the heterosexual female and male body" Is this distinction marked on these 

bodies or is it played out in the sexual activity" Does the spectator inscribe the body. 

fiximy it into a position" Do Nve only assume such a distinction because \\e believe the 
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male and female homosexual body to be outside of heterosexually determined gender 

differences9 That is, we do not think of the fag body as masculine or the dyke body as 

feminine in this scene because both are outwith the heterosexual system of exchange 

(begging the question, what then do we 'think'? ). What if we had no previous 

knowledge of either of the people involved? What would we see? A man and a woman" 

A male and a female? A dyke and a fag? Something beyond signification" 

Indeed, it could be stated that Baker's desire to have sex with a gay man is a 

desire to harness and combine the homophobically assumed 'softer' version of 

masculinity (that is, the feminine version of masculinity - which would be less of a threat 

to the lesbian figure), with the - also assumed - sexually predatory nature of men in 
57 

genera. 

Within a heterosexist discourse, Man = (white) heterosexual- 'facy' = not man (the 

gay man is not a 'real man' and as not a 'real man' assumes the only other position 

possible - 'woman'). It could be suggested, then, that Baker is reinscribing this reading 

of the gay man, by insisting that the person she has sex with is a fag. But this I- In 

reinscription itself can be turned upside down. If the fag is a 'woman', then Baker is 

actually having same-sex lesbian sex. But, to take this line of thought to its - dare I say - 

'logical' conclusion, within the Freudian paradigm the lesbian is masculine, so Baker is 

the masculine to the fag's feminine - and thus this blurring of identities can effectively be 

returned to the heterosexual matrix of man + woman, masculine + feminine. 

Such reinscriptions and convolutions are undoubtedly excessive, but I would 

suggest that by insisting on the 'fag' some kind of 'pure' homosexualitv is inscribed into ý 1-) 11-: ) - 

the sexual action, thus negatina any threat vAich may be caused by the of the 
I: ) In 

heterosexual figure - keeping it within the family, so to speak. The inclusion of two 

homosexuals (albeit of different morphological sexes) serves to erase the notion of 
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'heterosexuality leaving in place perhaps a scored through DerrIdean 

'heterosexuality'. 58 

But does this notion of a '(homosexual) heterosexuality' not offer another 

possible reading. - that of the homosexual 'playing' the role of the heterosexual, thus 

suggesting that one can 'play' anything without 'being' it? Can one repeat the act of 

heterosexuality differently, by enacting it from a homosexual body" Again, then, we I- 

return to a blurring of the hetero/homo binary. If the homosexual can 'play' the 

heterosexual, then there is nothing essentially innate about heterosexuality (and vice 

versa). As Judith Butler has suggested, it is in the repetition of that 'playmg' that 

sexuality becomes a confirmed identity. However, having been told by the performer 

that this is an occasional encounter, we assume that such repetition is not undertaken 

here and does not therefore threaten the identity of 'the homosexual'. Such playing, 

though, necessarily does interrupt the repetitions that confirm that identity (or repeats Z: ) 

them differently), therefore endangering the (homosexual) ground that such repetitions 

produce. To repeat differently is to trouble the notion of a given and fixed sexuality. 

In what way, though, is the 'heterosexual act' repeated 'differently'9 What is 

striking in this meeting of the male and female body is the absence of the penis. The two 

bodies are connected not by the penis but by the fist. The sexual action is not therefore 

that of the two 'or(-Yans' usually alluned and eroticised in assumed heterosexual sexual ID -t) 

activity, and any notion of 'reproductive' sex is removed, as is the pervasive myth that 

men can only ()-et sexual satisfaction through direct stimulation of the penis. It is the gay 
-D 1. ) - 

man that wants to fist the dyke - this is his desire as much as it is hers. While the 

materially present bodies could be read as heterosexual, the heterosexual i ty on display is 

removed from the common (nus)conceptions of what that means - and it is frorn this 

distance that the common assumptions of a normative heterosexual ity are revealed. 
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Simultaneously, however, the assumed homosexual identity that is constructed 

specifically in opposition to heterosexuality - indeed, a homosexuality vv, hich could be 

seen to reinforce it - is also revealed, through its different enactment, as are both 

systems' mutual co-dependence. Not only is this not a 'heterosexual' scene, it is also not 

a lesbian or gay scene either. 

However, as evidenced by the proliferation of questions that surface when 

attempting to make sense of this scene, to make it 'mean', within the performance there 

is a continuous sliding between a troubling of sexual identities and a reconfirming of 

them. Thus, though this performance may be posited as 'queer' in that it questions the 

categories of sexuality, suggesting that sexuality is much more fluid than such categories 

presume or allow, there are points at which the performance seems to return to an 

essentialisation of sexual identity. 

While Baker indicates the constrictive and prescriptive nature of identity 

positions, asking herself questions as if being questioned by someone else - 'So if you're 

a dyke why don't you *ust have hot sex with women? Why this man thing, this fag i -- 1117, 

thing? ' - she also seems determined to prove that she is a dyke, in spite of the 'fag thing'. 

In answer to these questions, she insists that she does have hot sex with women, 'great 

sex with women, ' but she's not talking about the frequent here, 'this is the occasional 

adventure So hot, because it's so forbidden'. It is in the transgression of the Z--) 

prescribed that the erotic potential is heightened and realised. 'So hot when she straps 17ý 

one on and fucks him up the ass. ' The transgression is that she, the dyke, is fucking him, 

the fag, she, the woman, is fucking him, the man, up the ass - the gender roles are 

sNvitched, the woman has the phallus, the man is the 'receptacle', she is 'actIve', he Is 

I' (although, of course, these terms are mutually dependent, and therefore no one passive -In - 
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is either totally 'passive' or 'active). Baker then reinscribes her identity as 'lesbian' bN, 

emphasising that the 'transgression' is purely sexual- 

I don't want to live happily ever after with that person. I don't look into their 
eyes and ask if we're in love. When I have sex with a woman, that question still 
occurs. It's just not an issue with a gay man. 

In attempting to provide her own 'meaning' to having sex with a fau, Baker suguests It) - 

that this is all it is - sex. There is no question of her falling in 'love' with him, because 

this is not what she desires from him. That is reserved for her encounters with women. 

The erotic is somehow separated from the romantic - and in this way, Baker is able to 

hold on to her own primary identification as a lesbian. She may fuck a man but she'll 

never love him. From this rationalisation, it appears that Baker is attempting to broaden 

the scope of what 'lesbian' can mean rather than 'queer' sexuality. She does not want to 

give up her lesbian identity entirely and only wishes to shift its boundaries. 

Moreover, it is apparent that Baker does not reconceptuallse 'love', but retains it 

within the dominant paradigm of heterosexuality, where 'love' becomes equated with 

'long term relationship' and a lasting union with another person. Her definition of 

romance, then, would seem to be securely located within the already dominant 

patriarchal definitions and social organisation. To 'love' is to love singularly, and to love 

Iong. Baker does not attempt a queer reading or practice of either romance, or love (and 
II 

the structures produced and maintained in their conventional meanings) leavitig, them 

standing on entirely unreconstructed normative ground . 
59 

t) I 

In the next sexual encounter that Baker narrates, she reveals that, while at a -,, e\ 

,an the previousk, party, she whips a fag called Judy (more blurring of , (=Y)ender here) but ag 

. queer' readinos are both affirmed and troubled- 'He hadn't come, and I wanted him to 

knmv he could' - at which point Baker opens her legs, as if to suggest that he can corne 
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by penetrating her - 'but he didn't want to and I was very relieved. ' Baker does not say 

why she is relieved but one possibility suggests itself to me- to be penetrated by a penis 

would have different ramifications than being penetrated by a fist - it would perhaps 

make it more potentially 'heterosexual' and therefore trouble Baker's 'lesbian identity 

too strongly. After stating that she was relieved, she goes on to tell Judy that 

ýeverything we did tonight was very lesbian and he said "Yeah, the dyke in me was 

strong tonig C" This exchange presumes that there is such a thing as 'lesbian sex' - that 

it is quantifiable and describable. However 
, it also suggests that one does not have to be 

a 'lesbian' to have lesbian sex, which perhaps returns us to Zita's 'male lesbian' - and as 

this space is a semi-private space, it is possible that the male body in this context (sex- 

party) will not automatically signify 'man' and all that that simultaneously inscribes. If 

'lesbian sex' is a type of sexual practice or exchange, then anyone can have it. But, Z: ) 

again, to posit that there is such a thing may prescribe what can count as 'lesbian sex' - I- 

erecting boundaries of inclusion and exclusion in the process. If a woman having sex 

with another woman does not have 'lesbian sex', then what is she (having)? Such a 

question returns us to the feminist critique of particular lesbian sexual practices as being 

'male'. This suggests, then, that 'sexual identity' resides solely in sexual acts. Judy's 

assertion that 'the dyke in me was strong tonight' also suggests, however, that 

subjectivities are multiply constituted and shifting - Judy is not just one sexual type, with 

one sexual type of behaviour, but can inhabit different positions at different times, in 

different contexts, thus indicating that sexuality is, again, performative rather than 

essential. (I Nvonder, then, if this prompts the erasure of all terms of 'IdentIty' as such, 

replacing thern purely xvith signifiers clescribing actions- that is, replacing 'I am a lesbian' 
nI It) 

ing with 'I am having lesbian sex"' - which nevertheless leaves intact the problem of defini 

'lesbian se\'). 
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Baker goes on to reflect on the exchange that occurred between them- 

I realised that my invitation to him to fuck vagina to penis style was me sayllig, he 
couldn't be satisfied with me unless we did that, which was my heterosexual 
training. ... 

] He wrote to me and told me his lack of erection had made him feel 
free [ 

.... Judy really challenged my understanding of gender - I've never been 
with a man who didn't want me to fuck him - to focus on his cock. What I knew 
of male sexuality was really changed by our experience. 

As Baker asserts, the assumption that a man could only be sexually satisfied if he had 

ejaculated is part of the accepted discourse of masculinity (both heterosexual and 

homosexual; her further assumption that 'fucking' is only ever about a 'focus on his 

cock', however, goes unchallenged). However, Judy enjoyed the sexual experience 

without needing this 'climactic conclusion'. Baker states that her understandim-, of 

'gender' was challenged by this expertence. but does she mean by this that Judy was not 

masculine because he did not conform to the prescribed masculine behaviour, thus 

suggesting that not all men are masculine, or does she mean that the whole configuration 

of masculine/feminine and its interrelation with sexuality was challenged by this I- 

experience - revealed to be both a controlling and fictive binary mechanism9 I think the 

performance could be read in either way. 

Baker ends the performance by returning to the 'lesbian community' - to ask that 

she be allowed inclusion in it, a move which supports the earlier assertion that Baker 

does not want to entirely give up on identity categories, 

My experience of the lesbian world is that we're hell bent on definlnýcy what 
lesbian is and constrainino ourselves. I know that I'm still a dyke e%-en if I 

n- 
choose occasionally to act out my desire for men, and the men I'm attracted to 

are gay men, but I want to feel free to explore who I really am Ný,, Ithout the fear of 
being shut out of my community and I don't want to be stereotyped oil ally level 
because of my sexual identity. 

On one level, of course, this could be read as a call for a greater recognition of a multiply 

constituted subjectivity that cannot be served by a sitiplar. unified concept of 'sexual 
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is reading is troubled by the phrase identity' - identity overspills definitions. However, thi 
In) 

ýwho I really am. Baker is constrained by the lesbian community because of its 

tendency to prescribe 'proper' lesbian sexual activity. Such prescriptions do not allow 

her to be who she 'really' is. This 'real' posits a depth, an internal 'essence' or fixed 

ground to her identity, while the meaning of 'dyke' may be contested, Baker's identity as 

a dyke who sleeps with fags' is not. Although it could be argued that this 'real' is not I- 

an 'Identity' but a process of becoming, rather than ever fully arriving, Baker finishes the 

performance by saying: 

I'm a dyke. [ 
... 

] When I take a shit, I'm a dyke. When I fuck a man I'm a dyke. 

Below all the sexual activity, underneath whatever cross-identifications, there is a distinct 

person who can be categorised, no matter what she does. It is not so much 'Identity' 

that Baker is contesting, but the narrow significatory parameters of her own identitN,, 

location. If the parameters were broadened, the significations could proliferate and then 

presumably she would gain community acceptance for who she 'really' is. 

I would suggest then that this performance is ambivalent in that it does prompt 

examinations of sexual identity but at many points problematically returns the body back 

to an essential ontology of beingness -a being defined as dyke - rather than to a 

performative subjectivity. This is not the dissolving of categories so much as an 

enlargement of them. However, not intending to deny the political potential of this 

performance, I would also posit that Baker performs Butler's call for a contimzent 

identity which acknowledges the need to take a ground, Nvhile also always contesting the 

linlits of such a ground. 

vision here, perhaps such Momentarilv reinserting. a radical poll III 

enlargements, if practised and assumed across all 'identities', would ultimatek, result in 
17) - 
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the production of a proliferation of 'subject locations' (contingent, shifting), in which 

differences were not subsumed under general prescriptive nominations. What political 

formation, though, would be able to operate with such fragmentation" Again, we return 

to Elam's politics of undecidability, which is presumably the desire of a queer 

imagination -a 'locallsed' coalitional space formed around difference rather than 

sameness, in which negotiations between differences, or through differences, can be 

enacted to produce new spaces, which in turn will be renegotiated. zn 

There is another problem within this performance, however, that does not make 

itself felt when writing about it. What we see on stage is only one part of the 'couple' (a 

dangerous word to use here) - the dyke. The fag is never physically present - he is 

represented only through the dyke's mouth as this is a spoken narrative and the scene is 

not actually being seen. What would happen if the materially present, undeconstructed, 

facy male body were to appear before our eyes? Would it be more difficult to blur the I'D 

boundaries, move between the borders of male and female, heterosexual and 

homosexual, remscribe the bodies differently? Would the body be more of a real drag on 

signification if it were materially present before our eyes? Would we continue to see the 

bodies as male and female, masculine and feminine, irrespective of what those bodies did 

together 960 
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ANITA LOOMIS - FEMALE DEVJATIOXý: AUTOBIOGRAPHIE, ý OF DERRE 

(1996) 

How to show you what I saw" How to write what I felt? Would you see the 

same/Same, feel the same/Same9 

Female? Not-male, other, Same, different. 

Devicitions? From the 'Truth'. From the 'story. From expectations. From 'gender' 
From 'sexuality'. From assumptions. From 'theory. From the 'norm'. 

A wohiography? Truth, Fiction, Real, Fantasy. 

Desire? - Whose? 

Imagine the Scene/Seen- 

Dixon Place is a small performance studio located in the East Village of New York City. 

'Performance space' does not really 'capture' the feel of the place. To enter you ring a 

buzzer from the sidewalk, push the door open, and ascend stairs, passing by what are 

obviously residential apartments on the way. Occasionally, you meet people on the 

stairs, entering and leaving their homes. The performance space is small, not much 

lar(yer than a New York living room, while the 'sta(-Ye' consists of the basic flat floor at 1-1) -17D 

one end. The seats are an assortment of comfy chairs, including sofas and armchairs. If 
ý17) 

you are lucky you will arrive early enough to get one of the armchairs. If not, yoLi will C- 

be squashed into one of the sofas, with three or four other people. The 'house-lightin(-T' 

is provided by lamps that are situated on little tables, scattered about the performance 

space. As the performance is about to begln, those sittinIcy near the lamps reach out and 

turn thern off 
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The term 'intimate space' has literal connotations here. it feels a bit like 'home. 

Everyone seems to know everyone else and the audience is yet another recurrin-(y 

audience, both men and women, and probably (unless my eyes deceive me - which is 

wholly possible) a fair smattering of lesbians and gay men (the founder and programmer 

of Dixon Place, Ellie Covan, is a very 'out' dyke). I may be an 'out-of-towner' but I am 

not a 'stranger' to this space, having volunteered in the past to sell tickets on the door in 

return for free tickets to see the shows (an attempt by the smaller spaces to be more 

egalitarian in relation to ticket pricing policies). I have been here enough times to feel 

'part' of it. Martha Wilson, founder of Franklin Furnace - another of my temporary 

'homes', but less intimate than this one - gets off her comfy chair at the front. Everyone 

stops talking and Martha announces the 'Franklin Furnace in Exile' performance .61 
The 

little table lamps are switched off I sink into my comfy chair. 

An image of a book jacket is projected onto a screen Upstage Left. The title of 

the book jacket is the same as the title of the piece - Female Deviallons: 

A ulohiogi-aphie. v (? f Desliv. I look at my programme and read that this is the first section 

- 'An Introduction to the Subject' - of a seven section performance. 62 The cover of the 

pr jected book is a shade of pink with two interlocking symbols of the female gene -a Oj 117) 

common icon of lesbianism (while one symbol on its own is associated with feminism 

and/or 'women's issues'). The camera moves in and out to focus on the book cover 

Nvith the image becoming clearer as it gets nearer and then more blurred as it zooms out 

ýigniin. The picture frame then widens to include a pair of glasses situated next to the 

book. A hand touches the book cover. At this point Loomis enters, attired in a grey 

suit, white shirt, black tie, and business shoes, carrying a sheaf of papers. She stands 

behind a podium located Upstage Right. She places the papers onto the podium, 1) -- takes a 

lipstick out of her pocket, followed by a small compact mirror. She then paints her nose 
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red with the lipstick. While she is doing this, pages of the book on the screen are turned. 

and the camera focuses on individual words, such as tongue, breast, cunnilinL), us. Loomis 

then addresses the spectators- 'Can everyone hear me' If at anytime during this 

presentation you can't hear me, please let me know. ' 

The title, Female Deviations: Awobiographies qf Desire, suggests readincy the In 117) 

performance as a study in female sexuality, based on Loomis' own autobiographical 

history. However, the actual performance works against this reading, offerino instead Z: ) -- 

not a stable subject but a myriad of subject positionings that do not lend themselves to a 

single, straightforward reading. Following this first section, a dream about being carried 

away by water is narrated, while Loomis removes three balls from her trousers and 

juggles with them. In turn, this is followed by a section in which the narrator introduces 

the 'subject' of the FTM transsexual. Projected onto the screen are different body parts, 

shot close-up, so that you are never really sure what is being seen. In one shot, it looks 

as if an anus is being penetrated. Loomis repeatedly tries to draw the spectator's 

attention away from the screen, demanding that we 'Pay no attention to the man behind 

the curtain. Pay no attention to the woman behind the curtain. Come back tomorrow' 

In the fourth section, the narrator remembers being a two year old child, and thinking she 

was a boy. She reveals that she desired to please her nursery teacher, that she was 

desperate to please her. In the fifth section Loomis plays with performer/spectator 

control, turning on its head the assumption that a woman on stage is there to be 

consurned. After a series of different 'poses', accompanied by the line 'I Nvant you to 

look at me', Loomis stares at the audience and says 'I Nvant you to look at me when I'm 

talking to you'. In the sixth section, another sexually explicit scene is narrated in which 

the narrator fist fucks her lover and then dreams of an avalanche of bodies. In the final 

scene, the narrator reveals how, when li\-in(-, alone. she (-)-ot tired of seeing her own image 
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in the mirrors that were placed in the bathroom. As a result, she covered the mirrors 

with towels, so that she would be unable to see herself The title of this scene is 'How to 

Become Your Own Best Fetish'. I have included these short summaries to indicate that 

this is not a 'story'; there is no beginning, middle or end, but a series of sections, albeit 

connected by the common thread of 'lesbian subjectivity'. 

In relation to this I have decided to refer to the speaking subject within the Z--) 

performance as the 'narrator', in an attempt to avoid positioning Loomis herself as the 

subject of the 'stories', the privileged 'subject who knows'. There is no way I can tell 

whether these are 'true' or 'fictional' scenarios. The narratives shift from so-called 

creality' to 'dream' (fantasy? ), but where does one end and the other begin? How cail 

we be sure of the difference inbetween? Likewise, pronouns slide into and out of one 

another, positions fluctuate, power amasses and disperses, and the whole performance 

seems located on a fluid, fluctuating site (mirroring the dream that is narrated within the 

performance, of being on a bed which is floating on a sea of water). 4n "n 

'An Introduction to the Subject', with its deliberately ambiguous use of the word 

'Subject' (performer? lesbian? lesbianism? female sexuality9), also establishes the 

notion of the 'subject of authority' whose knowledge will enlighten the spectator as to 

what these 'female deviations, are. Anyone who has perused libraries in search of 

information on 'female sexuality' will be familiar with the fact that many of the (older, 

pre-Queer) books posit the female and the lesbian as an cobject' of enquiry, to be 

i-esearched, observed and, ultimately, explained (contained). 

As the camera zooms in to focus on the book cover, it is as if the 'lesbian' is 

under the lens, being scrutinised and captured. As the cover then goes out of focus, the 

researcher/'expert' has momentarily lost the object of their studv, which has become 

blurred. Another reading of this first image is that while the 'expert' may think ,, /he has 
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reached the core of 'lesbian desire' and can neatly categorise and explain it. the 'lesbian' 

herself is actually beyond the expert's vision - it is not the 'lesbian' who has been 

4captured', but some blurred, undefined, unreadable 'object' that the expert has Put in 

her place, that bears only vague similarities to the actual subject. Equally, it could be 

stated that the lesbian subject is placed under erasure by the lesbian object of study -a 

figure of 'Imagination' that eclipses the 'real' lesbian (the unrepresentable lesbian). 

The word 'deviations' indicates that what is under the expert's microscopic lens 

(camera lens) are female actions that turn away from the 'norm', while the inclusion of 

the word 'desire' links these 'deviations' to female sexuality. Alternatively, 'deviations' 

signifies that the narrations will devilate from each other, that there will be no one single 

path. As the camera angle widens to include a pair of spectacles the 'expert' subject is 

introduced into the text - the 'academic' who will shed light on, bring into focus, the 

object of this study. The glasses therefore have a double indexical function- as a 

metonym of the 'reader/scholar' and as a metaphor that suggests clear vision, 'to see 

clearly'. 

As Loomis enters the space and takes up her position behind the podium the 

assumptions set up by the opening pr Jected images are strengthened- Loomis is the 
,: ) Oj 

I expert', and the 'correct' place of the 'expert' is behind the podium. The spectators - 

me, us - are those to whom this expert knowledge will be imparted. It is for our benefit 

that these female deviations are to be revealed and explained. Like the 'male academic', 

Loomis is dressed in a suit and tie, carrying in her hands the results of her 'object of 

study'. All will be revealed. We NvIll 'knoxk-' the object, having access to her thrOLI(-Th Zý - 

this knowledgeable figure. 

As soon as Loornis has positioned herself behind the podium, ho%\ ever, she 

1. ma-cye of the be(-Yins to insert spokes into this reading, and dramatically deflates the I 
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expert'. First, she takes out a lipstick and, just as we assume she is going to cross from 
Zý -: ) 

male academic mimic' to 'high-powered female academic' by applying the marks of 

'femininity', she paints - not her lips - but her nose red. The 'academic expert', ýý ith this 

one simple gesture, is immediately transformed into a clownish figure, althougli the 
I- - 

previous marks are not entirely erased, so that the figure standing behind the podium Is 

like a human palimpsest, bearing the traces of the transformation. The words appearing 

on the screen that attempt to 'capture' female sexuality can be read against Grosz's 

worry, as cited earlier, that the 'new' is in danger of being tied 'to models of what is 

already known, the production of endless repetition, endless variations of the same'. "- 

However, as the performance progresses, what becomes obvious is that these 

'deviations' escape the confines of such words. 

Having applied the lipstick to her nose (a female deviation"), in spite of the 

ýclown face', Loomis remains within the 'proper' academic framework, stating that this 

is a 'presentation' which she will be delivering. This reinstates the spectators' 

expectations that these 'notes' will theoretically shed light on 'the lesbian'. However, 

such expectations are again shattered when Loomis begins to read from her papers. 

Wait. How can I share this experience with you? How can I translate what I 

heard, felt, saw (before me and in my mind) into words, how can I make the words here 

carry my emotions, carry you to that place? My attempt will fall. I know that from the 

outset. First, I cannot capture the performance, second, I cannot make my words 

capture ine, third, I do not know what you will read. 

If I begin at the end- I felt excited, electrified, moved, alive, carried away. 

Empty Nvords. 

Mv breath was taken awav. Breathless, 
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Back to the beginning. 

Loomis begins to read from her papers: 

I hear the door open and shut again. I hear the tumblers in the lock roll. I hear 
1hefloor in the hall creak asshe shýffsfirom one large bootedfoot to 117c o1her. I 
hear her shruggi . ng (? f / -. I heal- 

, 
ýherj cket. Hang'ng 'I on the back (? f the cha'i ja II 

her breathe out a long breath, like she's been holding it infior hours. It emptics 
out (? f her. 7hen a long inhale and another long, s/oiv exhale. I hear hcr 
walking down the hallway now. Not walking. Siriding. 

II's my. favourite time (? f day. The time when daddy comes home. A/l lhcsccrctsý 
I've been saving to tell him. What I've been doing all day while he Is gone cni, ql, 
to wherever and whalever /I is he does all day. I iccia to his (? 1ficc oncc, hill I 
still don't have a clue. 

[The word on the page pr jected onto the video screen is 'cunnilingus'. Then the page Oj 
turns to 'Chapter I' - 'The meaning of lesbianism'. ] 

I hear him slop at the dil iing room side hoard ýu ic I pour himse ýf'c i drink. Ilicur 
the hottle clink against the other hottles, against the glass, against 117c olhcr 
bottles as he retin-lis it to the liquor Irtiv. Scotch neal. He has laughl mc how to 
pour it, how to swirl it around m the fumhler, how to take a longsiA miuflow 
and exhale, the alcohol. fumes wqfiing ow hi's mouth and nose. Lacr when I am 
in high school, I wfflfiol/ow this ritual ni. vseff as soon as I get honic, wheli m. v 

. 
/afher is not honic. 

She'slall. The hallway, lakes oii4),,. foiii-or. fii, c, ýil-ide, vatidiI is hehindher. She 
stri s into the room and across the room. From where I sit, I waich her 
entrance with n7y arms olded, /egs crossed, chin ip. I am counting n7l, breal/is. 

.f Slow4y in, slowly out. ýf this is m. vfiavoriie moment (? f the dqv, the moment when 
she walks hack into this roomfirom whcreivi-she has heen, she J's not going to 
Imoij, lhisfiroin ine. 

Shc stops, one hand on her hip, head lipped lo Ihe side. She surve 
' 
I's 1111, 

posmi-ing wilh clear cYcs, Icis out a long low whistle, like cm ow/. '[Faitilig 

again? ' 

I don'l (mmi, cr her. She doesiO ask aiývlnorc questions. Crossing lo me, shc 
1ýfts Inc ip /ýv im, c/bows. I califtcl her sure grp through fhe thin silk 'Inv ip 
robe. Whenshc kisscs me, a is 1/0/ a peýlifncfol. ), C1, C111lig grCefing. Her 171011111 
slams inio Inine and Ificel (is ýfshc will lake awajý all in. 1, carefidly coillued 
breallIs. I, A'd III 

, 
vscýf /osc balmice, ftcl her cuich Ine wilh otic halid behind 111.1. 

back whilc smooth1v i1ii/asicin . iý(,, III 
*v 

robe wilh ihe olhcr. 1hrou((, Th an open 
w1ndow, I can. feel an evening bree--c across im, belly and nij, ihlghs. ni) /c 

go hard She phic-cs a bowed. fooi benuccii III). two bareficci and mv legs Opcjj 
ipfior her. Shc sh . ties a hand down to Iny pubic hair, iakcs ufisýfit/ and 
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'Tellmeeverylhing. ' And I am ahoul to give her (? f /1711- dal- 11-17cil 
she adds 'Please'. 

I hale Please'. Don't ask me Please'. ýfshc doesn't know I'm hers 
, 
/61- 117C 

taking, ýfshe hasn'Ifigured oul my secrel, that shejusl has to knou, and act 
wilhout all the nicelies, then no, I woWl breathe u icord (? f m vscýf to her. 'A'o "I 
growl at her, unable and umi, illing to fell her more. More as in. - ') ou beller 
fitck me right now! ' Let her oij, / eyes look at nic. Let herfigurc oul All I Irun/ 
her to tighten her grip not loosen /I ii, ah Please'. I see the smufles/ suiprise 
ividen the corners (? f her eyes. A slightshock qfcoqfusion. I. lCcl deyerale. 
Desperate thalshe w/l/s/op, doubting herseýf and n7y desirc. for her. But I cali'l 
I. nlerrupi the scene to reassure her. I don't wa/a to. She has to Imoir. She has 
to know that her seýf-assurance is my turn-on. Her scýf-reljuncc ((rivcs iiic 
permission to show her my complete devotion. 'NO! 'I challenge her agaill. I 
breathe hard, hoping my n7aniulatiOns have led her to her own an. swcr. 

'Sit down, 'she fel/s n7e, shoving me asshe releases her hold oii In 
*I-/. - -j 'I 

said tell n7e eveiy1hing. ýf you woii't do that, thenyou can shoil, Ine c vci: i -ihing. 
Spread your legs. [.. ] Touch yourseýf ', comes her instruction. / 

... 
/ 'That's 

better', she says. 'I think. you missed n7e todql,. I think 
, 
vol/ werc walting. for /l/c 

to come home so you could gc-, tfitcked I think 
, 
vou didn't wa/a to /c// Inc. But I 

kliow you're going to show n7e that Im right. ' 

With that she uliz' s her lps p jeans and herfial pitiple dildo springs ow. A, li, h' 
J. livolunlarlyfimp (? f I/ lump onto her cock. ff the couch like in), cmil is trying to. * 
She pushes me dowii, laughing. 'No. You said, "No ". ýf you ij, o//'/ falk to 111c, 
itse 

- 
vour n7outh. for something else. ' She shovcs the chuhhysex /ov henrccli my 

lips. With a n7ocin I lake her in. 

I love giving wolneli head. Ijusl irlsh olic n7ore womali itus hercso I coiddgcl 
fiicked while slnnlltaneoilsýv going dowli on ni 

,v 
lover. Just thinking ahow lhis 

gets Ine husler oii hcr dick. She has as lighl grip on mY crew cul now as shc had 

oti in. y pubes and is slealing my hrealh in calvicsi. 

'Nexl. Time. You. Tell. Alle. A'vci: v. Thing. When. I. Sav. So. " Shc 

puncluales each word wilh a deep 1hritsf into n? 
'v 

throal and shudders hig on thc 
Iasi ývllahle. Shc colnes hard [.. ] I caii'l hold il hack aiýy longer. I reach 
hchind me and grab her h'v thc hair. Letting out In 

'v 
Own scrCuln, 1 C-0177C. 

Pushing hack on her cock, pushing airfi-om ni. ), IiIngs, in 
'v 

mind takes oft 
running. She Imoirs: all in. i-secivis alreadv. Shc ktiows this is in. 1,, fiavorite Ililne 

qft/qv. The Iline when my dudcýv comes hoinc. 64 

What did I see/hear" Desire. 

What kind of desire" 

What did I see/hear" I don't know. I felt... I felt... I felt. 
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Let me go back to another 'beginning', another 'frame: 

Freud: The girl acknowledges the fact of her castration, and with it, too, the 
superiority of the male and her own inferiority, but she rebels against this 
unwelcome state of affairs. From this divided attitude three lines of development 
open up. The first leads to a general revulsion from sexuality. [ 

... 
] The second 

line leads her to cling with defiant self- as sertivene ss to her threatened 
masculinity. To an incredibly late age she clings to the hope of getting a penis 
some time. That hope becomes her life's aim, and the phantasy of being a man 
inspite of everything often persists as a formative factor over long periods. This 
4 masculinity complex' in women can also result in a manifest homosexual choice 
of object. Only if her development follows the third, very circuitous, path does 
she reach the final normal female attitude, in which she takes her father as her 
object and so finds her way to the feminine form of the Oedipus complex. "ý 

The contextual 'frame'. for the performance (for me) is the intimate, homely, familiar 

space of Dixon Place. The frame (? f the performance is the title Felnulc Deviullwis: 

Autobiographies qf De, ýire. This frame is located inside Freud's frame, but wildly 

exceeds it, and in that excess reveals the psychoanalytic frame's narrow and prescriptive 

perimeters. The frame is inadequate to this subject. 

Many theoretical feminist texts draw on psychoanalytical accounts of subject 

fI ormation, focusing attention on the difficulties that psychoanalysis poses for feminists, in 

relation to women being placed only as the objects of desire, never the subjects, and the 

conflation of the phallus with the penis. However, too often the fact that same-sex 

desire is seen as deviant or 'abnormal' (or impossible) within the Freudian psychoanalytic 

paradigm is either mentioned fleetingly or completely disregarded. " According to this 
Z I- 

paradi(, ), rn, subjectivity is constituted in relation to difference - having or not-havinu, the 

phallus, a difference which organises subjects into binary opposites, the most important 

being rnale/fernale and niasculine/feminine, the young girl transfers desire for the mother 

to the father, while young boys transfer the desire for the mother "vith a desire for othel- 
1.1 

women and a Nvish to be like the father. However, as Wilton states-. 
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Just why young girls should feel desire for their fathers or young boys for their 
mother is never problematized. Heterosexuality remains the unquestioned 
definitional norm, and the radical potential of Freud's theorising runs aground on 
his inability to critique the gender relations of his culture and his time. 07 

It is important to note then, that alongside the phallocentricity operating within Freud's 

paradigm there is also a heterocentri city, and the two operate in tandem, ensuring the 

coupling of active male with passive female. 

While Freud admittedly asserts that prior to this process of differentiation, the 

non-sociallsed infant has a bisexual disposition, Butler rightly identifies an alread\' 

existent heterocentrism within this assertion since 'bisexual' already posits a 'focus on 

the fall into twoness' - prompting the question, why only two sexualities? Furthermoi-e, 

as Butler states, 'to what extent do we read the desire for the father as evidence of a 

feminine disposition only because we begin, despite the postulation of primary 

bisexuality, with a heterosexual matrix of desire. "' When Freud himself addresses 

'lesbianism', rather than seeing it as a different sexual practice he returns it (thereby 

effectively controlling it and erasing the notion of a female active sexuality) to a variation 

on heterosexuality: the 'lesbian' does not specifically desire other women as a woman, 

her desire is masculine. 

In this first section of Felnule Deviatioiis the narrator talks about her favourite 

time of day - the time when Daddy comes home. However, there is not one 'Daddy' 

present in the text but two, one to an extent superseding the other. At first it is difficult 

to determine who 'Daddy' is, and who the narrator is, as the story is actually mo stories, 

a story of past and present, with the two interconnecting. The pronoun xý, Ithin the 

narrative switches although the content of the narrative remains the same, as if a 

seamless whole. The fernale 'Daddy' is replaced NvIth a seemingly real *father' or 

Perhaps the Imaginary father - all powerful and InaccessIble, whIle the narrator herself is 
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positioned as a child, not yet in high-school. The story then returns to the female 

irror. Yin to overlap, mi 'Daddy'. The daughter-father narrative and this other narrative beg 
I- 

re(as)semble. The narrator has already stated that the t1me when her 'real' Daddy comes 

home is 'my favorite time of day'. In relation to this 'other' Daddy she says: 'This is my 

favorite moment in the day, the moment when she walks back into this room from 

wherever she's been. ' The 'wherever' becomes a duplication of the 'where%-er and 

whatever it is he does all day'. The father and this woman are becoming merged. In the 

past and the present, the narrator 'waits' for her Daddy to come home. 

How, then, to read this scene? In many ways it remains impossible to definitivelv 

tread' it, since meanings keep appearing and then slipping away. An appropriate 

response, perhaps, when set beside the figure of Loomis, standing behind a podium 

reading the first chapter of her 'thesis', 'Female Deviations', a title mirrored by the I: ) 

chapter heading that appears projected onto the screen- "The Meaning of Lesbianism'. 
1. 

(The 'meaning' ascribed to lesbianism is always a pr jected meaning? ) Lesbianism, then, 01 It" 

will be given meaning through reading it as a 'female deviation'. But whose meaning, 

will be produced here, and from where will that meaning arise? From within what frame 
In 

is lesbianism read, enabling it to 'mean' a certain thing? The slippage of meanings 

experienced here suggests that there is not one frame, but multiple frames, multiple 

meanings. While the initial frame may be that provided by Freud, the meanings that 

proliferate destabilise the 'coherence' of Freud's explanations. 

Loomis narrates her 'Female Deviation' immediately after reddening her nose 

Nvith lipstick. One is reminded of Freud's 'most extraordinarv' case in which 'a young 

man had exalted a certain sort of "shine on the nose" into a fetishistic precondition. ' The 

narrator, then, bears the fetishistic mark, wlilch Freud describes as 'a substitute for the 

N\; oman's (the mother's) penis that the little boy once believed in and does not ýý ant 
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to give up. ' 69 Is this mark, then, representative of a spectatorial wish to turn Loomis into 

a 'fetish' - the lesbian can only be read as a woman who 'has' a penis" Or is it a mark 

which Loomis herself claims, thus suggesting that she both does and does not accept her 

own ccastration', her red nose a disavowal of her lack of 'penIs' or a lack of what that 

comes to signify in a phallocentric culture? Or is it an appropriation of the theory of 

fetishism in which the red nose could signify a fetish but could also signify a mockery of 

that theory, a theory which rests on the prior belief that woman is, in the first instance, 

castrated? Indeed, the entire Freudian theory of sexuality rests on the ground of 

woman's castration (and the corollary narcissistic investment in the penis), since it is that 

castration that determines the direction of sexual drives in that the one who is not 

castrated fears that he could be, while the one who is castrated desires the property that 

she has lost. It is assumed that it is this relation to the phallus, a symbol of the penis, 

which structures sexuality and sexual desire, notably in a heterosexual direction. 

How, then, is lesbian sexuality represented in this performance? What does 

lesbianism 'mean' here? My experiencing of this performance was marked by a continual 

vacillation. Was the lesbianism conjured before me merely an imitation of 

heterosexuality, where one woman was 'masculine', and the other 'feminine"' While 

such a conjuring may serve to dislocate, in the case of one woman, sex from gender, and 1. 

the assumption that one sex will direct its desire towards the opposite sex, the meaning I 

here ascribe to lesbianism is produced in relation to heterosexuality - the latter becomes 

the fraine through which the scene is read. Moreover, heterosexuality is figured in this 

nleaniniz as the original, after which lesbianism can only be a copy - and as a copy, is 

presumed inferior to the 'real' thin-gy. However, remembering Butler here, the VeFV 

concept of an original dernands the prior concept of the copy - through which the 

original constitutes itself us orloinal. In which case, the so-called 'copy' in fact must be 
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said to come before the 'original'. This reversal, however, as soon as it is instituted, 

produces another reversal, since if the 'copy' is taken to be the 'original'. it can oniv be 

that 'original' through the presence of a 'copy'. That is, as soon as 'homosexuality' is 

reread as the original, it is no longer a copy and therefore can no longer precede 

'heterosexuality' but must follow it. Through this incessant chain of reversals, then, as 

Butler asserts, 'the entire framework of copy and origin proves radically unstable as each 

position inverts into the other and confounds the possibility of any stable way to locate 

the temporal or logical priority of either term. ' 70 

However, as Butler goes on to suggest, this process of inversion of origyinal/copy, 

viewed from a psychic/political perspective rather than a logical one, reveals that that 

which takes itself as 'origin', is in some way actually produced - or reproduced - by that 

which is seen to be an imitation. The nomination of an act as derivative institutes the 

ground of an original, and without that so-called derivative act, the 'original' could not 

claim itself as the norm. In Butler's terms, 'inutallon does not copy that which is prior, 

but produces and inivi-is the very terms of priority and derivativeness. Hence, if gay 

identities are implicated in heterosexuality, that is not the same as claiming that they are 

determined or derived from heterosexuality [ ]", 

Heterosexuality depends on the presence of an 'imitation', the 'risk' that is 

figured as homosexuality, so that it can continuously reaffirm - through an incessant 

repetition - 'its own naturalized idealization'. It is the risk that compels the repetition of 

heterosexual performance, and as such, the risk can never fully be eradicated. since the 

\, ei-N/, repetition which produces the idea of a normative heterosexual'tN, Is dependent upon 

it. Thus, as Butler states, it is important to recogmise that gay and lesbian identities are 

not outxvith the domain of heterosexuality but are in part structured 'bv dominant 

heterosexual frames but they are tiol for that reason c1clei-iniiiecl by them. 72 Instead, they 
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Ii ions as well, parodic replays and are running commentaries on those naturalized positi I 

resignifications of precisely those heterosexual structures that would consign (Ya\' life to 

discursive domains of unreality and unthinkability. ' 73 When heterosexual constructs 

appear in gay and lesbian identities, Butler suggests that rather than perceiving them as 

unwanted intrusions of 'the straight mind' they should be taken as opportunities in which 

c straightness I is repeated, with that very act of repetition - occurring as it does in a non- 

heterosexual frame - providing an occasion for resignification. The very repetition of 

straightness, then, provides an opportunity for it to signify differently. Such a 

resignification of heterosexual constructs 'brings into relief the utterly constructed status 

of the so-called original, but it shows that heterosexuality only constitutes itself as the 

original through a convincing act of repetition. The more that 'act' is expropriated, the 

more the heterosexual claim to originality is exposed as IIIUSory. )74 

Could Loomis' narrative be read then, not in the conventional sense of being an 

imitation of an original heterosexuality, but as a performance of sexuality in which that 

very concept of the 'original' is contested, or in which the construct of heterosexuality 

signifies differently through its location in a lesbian exchange? Of course, am, reading of 
17) ID 

this performance will be produced by the spectator, irrespective of the intentions of 

Loomis, and therefore any possible re signification s in a sense remain the property of the 

viewer. There is no guarantee that the entire scene will not be read, throughout, as 
1ý 11-ý 

.,, 
the uncontested merely an imitation of heterosexuality, with heterosexuality remaining 

norm and frame through which meaning is prescribed. Accepting this, however, I would Z I- 

repeat my earlier observation that one effect of this performance is that significations 

proliferate, and it is probable that such proliferations will include resignifications, eveii if I- 

the threat produced by these are contained by a return to their more conventional 
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meanings. The very term 'return' that I a move has taken place, and in that 

movement assumptions have been destabilised, even if momentarily. 

The narration in this first section performs a switching of 'Daddies', and in that 

switch the narrator plays with and within the Freudian frame of 'proper' female sexuality. 

The narrator's 'object of desire' is the 'father' - the narrator has successfully reached 

'the final normal female attitude in which she takes her father as her object'. And yet, 

the 'father' is not the 'father' but the 'Daddy' -a female father. On the one hand, the 

narrator is 'normal', but on the other she is 'deviant' - has deviated from the path of 

normality. Her object choice both 'is' and 'is not' the 'father' - or one like him. Her 

object choice, could, similarly, be seen to combine both her original and second object 

choice - the mother and father dissolved into/onto the one body. Is the doubling of the 

'father', then, a parody of Freudian thought? If Freudian theory insists that the 'proper' 

object of desire for the female is the 'father', and that all future objects will be 

replacements of him, where is the lesbian's father figure to be f6und9 On/in a woman 

called 'Daddy'? Freudian 'conceptions' of 'normal' female sexuality are refracted 

through a 'perverse' lens, perverting the theory in the process. Or are they? What of the 

figure of 'Daddy'? 

Is the lesbian Daddy assumed to be the 'father' figure rather than a potentially I- 

radical appropriation of that position? The Daddy here could easily be located as 

masculine identified, while the other woman is located as feminine identified, in which 

case the scene that is being played could simply be contained within the 

masculine/feminine binary structure. To arrive at such a reading, howe\-eF, certain unruk, 

as would need to be suppressed. First, although the Daddy may or contradictory meaninl-, I 

signify the gendered position of 'masculinity', throughout the narration she is positioned 

as a 'she'. There is, then, an Immediate dislocation of gender and sex. which pot i Iv II entia 1_ 
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enacts a disruption of the assumed coherency and unity between them. of course, there 

is already a disruption of normative heterosexuality within the scene, since it figures an 

erotic exchange between two women. However, figuring one of these women as a 

'Daddy', and therefore as masculine identified, could potentially return the scene to that 

of normative sexuality, in that although the couple are of the same sex, their guenders are 

seen to be complimentary opposites. In which case, although sex may be uncoupled 

from gender, gender remains tied to sexuality, structuring the direction of desire. 

Such a reading, though, must presume that the 'Daddy' is, first, masculine 

identified, and that such an identification is singular and unambiguous. Contesting this 

assumption, I do not intend to definitively - or defensively - argue against the possibility 

that the Daddy is masculine identified, since such an identification, when figured within 

the context of a lesbian exchange, may, as Butler indicates, provide the occasion for 

masculinity to be resignified. The multiple readings which follow, then, are based on the 

fact that I could not decide, absolutely, what the 'Daddy' meant, since she was a figure 

of ambivalence. 

Can the Daddy be read, simply, as a woman who is masculine identified (and 

therefore as evidence of Freud's theory pertaining to the 'inverted womanj? Where is 

this masculinity inscribed, or to be more precise, read? Of course, the nomination 

'Daddy' prompts a particular reading. But then this nomination is confused, as already 

stated, by the fact that the one who bears that name is also nominated as a 'she'. The 

'Daddy', though, is the one who appears to occupy the powerful position within this 

scene since she is the dominant partner, signifying authority. Yet a(yaln, however, this 

dominance is radically undermined by the actual exchange that occurs between the 

Daddv and the so-called passive partner, perhaps prompting a different conception of 

I 
power, and thus treeing it from its fixed place in the binary structure of power/powerless. 
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Foregrounded within the narrative is the fact that each woman p/ays a specIfic 

role. The Daddy does not automatically assume dominance, but must perform it, and in 

this instance it is herpeýformance that sIgnifies her authority. (Could this be an occasion 

in which masculinity is resignified a. v a performative achievement, since the masculinity 

repeated here is seen to be av, vunied, and signifies masculinity only through a re-citation 

of the norms presumed to inhere in that position, therefore suggesting that 'masculinity', 

rather than a given, is only ever a citational practice? ) However, who is it that authorises 

the authority of the Daddy, conferring upon her performance a seal of approval" In a 

sense, anyone can be the 'lesbian Daddy' provided that they can successfully play the 

role of the 'lesbian Daddy' - success being defined not by its approximation to the 'real 

father' figure, but by its approximation to the lesbian-Daddy, a signifier given meanim, 

within leshian sexual exchange. In a sense, then, the signifier 'father' is redeployed 

within this context, signifying differently as one who is able to act a specific role, a role 

which has been determined and agreed within a lesbian context. It is not that the lesbian 

Daddy is a lesbian Daddy but that she performs as one. 

What is revealed in the narration, however, is that it is the so-called 'passive' 

partner who decides that the Daddy is not playing her role according to the rules of 

Daddy role-play. When the Daddy says 'please, a rule has been broken. She is not 

demanding but is asking. This is not the role of the 'Daddy'. This wrong move results in 

the 'passive' partner having to decide how to respond. In this instance, she refuses the 

Daddy's request, thus refusing to play her 'passive' role. As soon as she refuses, the 

active/passive positions have reversed, since the passive partner is actively attempting to 

push the Daddy into becoming active rather than passive, but her owii strate(-Ticall\, 

determined action will, I-nomentarilv, position the Daddy in the passive position since 

control has been wrested from her. Thus, it would appear that it is the passive partner 
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that is active all along, since it is she that determines whether the play of the Daddy is up 

to scratch. 

Moreover, her decision to stop playing the passive role reveals that the passive 

'feminine' role is equally a role. The playing of any role demands an active engagement, 

belying the so-called passivity that is represented by it. There is a disjunction, then, 

between the role that is represented and the activity that is required to represent that 

role. Moreover, if the 'passive' partner engages in this particular role-play because she 

enjoys the feeling of being passive, she is actively satisfying her own desire, and her \'ery 

taking up of that position is an active taking up. Perhaps, then, it is nol that she enjoys 

being passive, but actually enjoys being active, with her play of 'passivity' enabling that 

position of dominance. 

Yet this reversing of the active/passive is not the only story, since the 'passive' 

partner depends equally on the 'dominant' partner to be able to play her passivity. As 

becomes evident in the scene, as soon as the Daddy plays her role wrongly, the passive 

partner is unable to play at being passive. Thus, both positions are mutually dependent 

on each other, since each, through an appropriate playing, will enable and sustain the 

desired positioning of the other. Both women, then, are acth, ell, involved in playing the 

scene, and the playing is a very deliberate performance - in which mistakes, as evidenced, -In 

can be made, attesting to the fact that it is always play. If this is so, it is no simple matter 
1ý 

to determine who actually is passive and who is active. Could it be that power, here, is 

I- a negotiation rather than a property belong*n, (, ):,, to either woman" And that the figured as 

erotic char(-)-e of the scene is precisely this negotiation, this deliberate plavim-, of roles 

which - through their liability to be misplayed - enables the phiv of a shifting power 

dvnamic, a power which cannot finally be fixed since both passive and active seem to 

itivert, coincide and revert" 
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i ise Of course, my insistence on this as a plqyl . ng of roles may not destabili 

is normative heterosexuality, assumed to be a nami-al expression of gender, which n turn 

assumed to be a natural expression of sex, since the very playing of the roles maý' 

position the play as imitation of the norm - thus reconfirming it as the norm. But surely 

the fact that these roles are evidenced us roles also entails confronting the possibility that 

the so-called 'natural' expressions of masculinity and femininity, and heterosexual ity . are 

equally roles - roles that have themselves become naturalised precisely through the 
I- 

compulsion to play them repetitively? Seeing these roles as the playing out of compelled 

prescribed 'rules' may then serve to denaturalise normative heterosexuality. Moreover, 

the very fact that this is a play of roles prevents 'the' lesbian from appearing - all we are 

faced with is roles and it is therefore impossible to deduce any 'truth' of lesbianism that 

may be thought to lie beneath such playing. The 'real' lesbian, in fact, never appears. Z: ) 

Returning to the earlier question of where the masculinity of the 'Daddy' is 

inscribed, however, the spectator is obviously confronted with the image of the dIldo. 

What exactly does the dildo signify here though? In anti-S/M theories and heterosexist 

commentaries lesbian sex with a dildo is perceived as either not 'lesbian' sex or a (poor) 

imitation of heterosexual sex- because they are not really woman-identified, they ape 

heterosexual sex and patriarchal power relations, or because they do not have the 'real' 

thing, they make do with an inferior substitute. Both reactions assume that the dildo is a 

substitute for the penis, and this assumption is not denied within the narration, since the 

tiarrator refers to the dildo as a dick and a cock, terms more usually used to refer to the 

anatomical penis. (Interestingly, Butler refers to the penis not as an anatomical given, 

but as an 'Imaginary' property, perceiving, it as an idealisation of a body part. 'ý Is it 

possible, then, that the 'dick' and 'cock' here are imaginary investments in a body-like 

h n(Y" Wh'ch *t to deny that such an could merely serve to reprivile-ge tII is 110 111 
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the penis which this body-like thing is said to imitate. ) Conflating the dildo with the 

penis would enable another return of this scene to an imitation of heterosexuality, since 

the Daddy, as masculine identified, wants a penis but because she can't have one she has 

to make do with an inferior substitute. However, what if this dildo isn't an imitation of 

the penis, but that which provides the occasion for the phallus to symbolise (as in, the 

phallus 1. v not the dildo, but that which it symbolises)? That is, this Daddy wears the 

dildo to signify that she 'has' the phallus? 

If the dildo is only ever inscribed as an infilation of the penis, is this because only 

those that really have a penis can 'have' the phallus9 Thus, the idea that a woman may 

be able to 'have' the phallus is disavowed by nominating her as an impostor, as someone 

prelending to 'have' the phallus, signified through her pretend penis. In which case, the 

penis and phallus are revealed to be more synonymous than Lacanian theory would 

admit. Returning to Butler's inversion of copy and original, is it the very possibility of an 

imitation of the penis that serves to produce the 'original' as the 'original'9 The 'real' 
'In 

thing can only achieve its 'realness' through the possibility of the 'unreal thing, and it is 

the risk of those positioned as 'masculine' being read as 'unconvincing' or 'fake' that 

compels them to repeat incessantly their having of the 'real' thing - proving, so to speak, I- 

that they are 'real men'. If they are not 'real men' then the only other possible place for 

thern is as woman - castrated. Does this insistence on the 'realness' of the penis - 

dependent on the occasions of its absence or imitation - perhaps not serve to dissemble 

the fact that, within the Lacanian scheme, no-one can 'have' the phallus" Is the 

castigated lesbian who dares to wield a dildo the figure for this displaced fear, by xvhIch - 

if Shc is positioned as an imitation - their own imitation can be denied" Here, then, 

perhaps, the woman Nvith the dildo, through being read as a poor imitation, reveals the 

fact that those Nv-ho supposedIN, have the 'real' thin, -, can continuously assert that fact 
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only if there is the possibility of a fake. However, if ha\-Ing the 'real' thin ij, as actually 9 

an undisputed fact 
, it would presumably not require any sort of repetItIve assertion. The 

repetition of the real, against the fake, is that which constitutes the real as the real. The 

disavowal of the possibility of the lesbian actually having the phallus could then be read 

as precisely the necessary condition for it being the singular property of another body. If 

the lesbian could actually have the phallus then there would be no fake and therefore no 

occasion for this performative repetition. 

Am I merely writing my own desire, however, by suggesting the possibility that 

the lesbian could 'have' the phallus - an instance of my supposed 'penis-envy9 If I say 

the lesbian cannot 'have' the phallus because her 'not having' provides the occasion for 

those who have a penis to repetitively insist they 'have' it, I may be showing how it is I- 

that the penis comes to 'have' the phallus, but the power of that latter term remains 

undiminished; he may 'have' it, but I wish she could 'have' it. Of course, to claim that 

the lesbian with the dildo can 'have' the phallus implies that women can have it without 

being phallic, castrating women which would be one benefit of insisting that the lesbi IIIII ian 

can 'have' it. Can she 'have' it, however, in a way that would deplete its power rather 

than reiterate it? Butler substantiates this possibility in her chapter 'The Lesbian 

Phallus', working within Lacanian psychoanalysis, and showing that inspite of Lacan's 

claims that the phallus is not the penis, the former does remain dependent on the latter in 

order to appear - as a symbol. Thus, there is a relation between the phallus and penis, 

even if that is one of negation (the phallus is not the penis). Butler's next question, then. 

is to ask whether it must necessarily only ever be the penis that provides the occasion for 

the phallus to signify. Again, working within the very terms of psychoanak, sis, she 

deduces that the phallus is given the status of the transcendental siunifier through its It) 

nornination as transcendental. when, in fact, the phallus is merely another efFect of the 



process of signification and not its cause Indeed, as far as I understand the hugely 

complex argument of 'The Lesbian Phallus', Butler reads the phallus as it appears within 

the Lacanian scheme as a transfigurative idealisation of a body part, which is therefore 

necessarily an imaginary idealisation. This idealised body part, instituting a kind of 

synecdochal operation, serves to confer a sense of control and integrity onto the body, 

becoming its centre and therefore also controlling its body's boundaries - enabling the 

body to have a perceived form. The idealisation of a body part is itself the result of 

external identifications with idealised images which become pr *ected images, producing 01 _n 11-n 

a sense of the self 

Butler's point, then, is that if the phallus is an idealised body part, an imaginavy 

body part produced through identifications with a pr jected external image, then not 01 It) 

only are such identifications liable to be various because they cannot be strictlv 

controlled, but the phallus could be figured by any idealised body part and therefore must 

be transferable. For Butler, the more various the idealised body parts or body-like things C) 

which serve as occasions for the phallus to signify, the more the phallus and penis will 

become separated. The more this separation occurs, the more liable it is for the phallus 

to sianify differently, since if the phallus no longer only appears through its symbolising 1-) 117) It) 

of the penis, then that which it signifies will no Ion er be connected to that which the 
1-71 9 

penis signifies. For Butler, then, the phallus is only another signifier, and as such, will 4t) I 

sigmify variously and unexpectedly. Within this rereading of what the phallus is, its 

transcendential status is denied. To claim, then, that the lesbian phallus can exist is not 

intended to repeat or uphold the performatively produced privilegged status of the phallus. 

but to diminish its power through affording the opportunity to produce ditTerent 

significations through different repetitions. 
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Returning to the performance, though, if the dildo is read as an imitation of the 

penis, then to say that the Daddy is in the position of 'having' the phallus does not enable 

much of a separation of phallus and penis. Moreover, if the literal ha-\, -ing, of the dildo is 

then placed in a structural relation to the narrator who evidently doesn't have the dildo. 

are we back once more to a 'having' and 'being' the phallus9 Such a 'having' must be 

immediately destabilised, however, by the fact that the lesbian with the dildo who may 

'have' the phallus, evidently doesn't 'have' it in the usual way, since she is still read as a 

wonian. If the dildo here signifies a 'having' of the phallus, I am not then sure what that 

'having' means. 

All of these readings are based on the assumption that there is an equivalence in 

the scene between dildo/penis/phallus, and that 'masculinity' is denoted simply through 

reference to the penis or its visual substitute. However, within the performance it is 

notable that it is the 'passive' partner who confers a morphological status on the dildo. 

When she is not actively engaged sexually with it, it is merely a dildo, when she desires 

to jump onto it, it becomes a cock, when this is refused, it is returned to a 'sex toy', 

when it is taken into the narrator's mouth, it is somethin(. ),, that can be 'gone down on' I- I- 

and sucked off, becoming a 'dick'. It is the 'passive' partners actions and desires which It) 

confer a 'real' status onto the dildo, not the object in itself Moreover, it is the narrator's 

desire which is most fully described, in relation to this object, and not that of the Daddv, 

It is the narrator's imagination, then, which turns the sex-toy into somethiniz else, not the 
17) 1: ) 

Daddy's wish to 'have' a penis. It is, of course, much harder to read the 'passive' 

partner's desire within a heterosexual framework, because if one savs that she merelv 

Nvants the 'real' thing, then what is there to stop her from getting it" If she wants to be 
I 

with a nian, rather than be one, NvIiN, is she with a xvoman9 
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If it is the 'passive' partner who confers meaning onto the d1ldo, who makes It 

mean, could we say that she 'has' the phallus, If the phallus here sIgnIfies 'poýver' and 

control of meaning? But on what part of the body is that 'having' of the phallus 

signified, because she doesn't even have the dildo" And again it remains more than 

possible to read this from within a Lacanian scheme, since I could say that the Daddy 

desires the narrator because the latter 'has' the phallus, which the Daddy 'lacks' and 

therefore wants - inspite of the fact that she wears a dildo. And so 'havinLY' and 'being' 
In - 

remain mutual opposites. And yet they are not wholly opposite, because both are 

women and therefore neither can 'have' the phallus in the traditional sense, but both can 

'be' it. And if the Daddy wSihly appeary to 'have' the phallus, it is only if the phallus i, s, 

the dildo, and only then because the narrator 'gives' it to her, and if the narrator '(-TIves' it 

to her, does that mean that she 'had' it? And is this merely another replaying of the Z: ) 

Lacanian scheme anyway, since it is woman's 'desire' for the phallus that reflects back 

its power to the one who claims to 'have' it. Is it the narrator's desire to have that which 

she 'lacks', figured in the performance through her naming of the inanimate as animate, Z: ) Z-: ) 

that inscribes it with phallic property? The point is, I am not sure what Ly the phallus 

here, or even if there is one, inspite of the presence of the dildo; the actual erotic 

exchange between the two women diminishes the assumed intrinsic symbol' f 4: ) ic power o 

the dildo (the assumed 'penis substitute'), while still retaining it as otic figure of desire 

within the sexual scene. 

What, though, of the feminist discourse which would also seek to return the 

lesbian with a dildo to an imitation of heterosexuality, a return vvhich is in fact a 

- 
judgement" The woman who Nvears a dildo is perceived to be not woman-identified, and 

thus to not be a 'proper' lesbian. The judgement conferred on her, then, is a judgement 

which prescribes 'correct' behaviour and is a Judgement that serves to institute 
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boundaries of what can be deemed to be acceptable lesbian practice. The banishnig, of 

the lesbian dildo is intended to be a banishing of the 'straight mind'. However, as Butler 

has repeatedly stressed, any notion of an inside, of a community, depends on a marking 

of the outside and as such, this outside is, in fact, a constitutive outside, which is then 

inside. The banished lesbian wielding her dildo, then, Is already inside the so-called 

woman-identified lesbian community, as the refusal of anything that could be read as 

'heterosexual). Moreover, as Butler has also contended, any identification with a 

position necessitates a prior disidentification enabling that latter identification to be 

made. 76 To insist that lesbians are not, in any way, 'heterosexual', presupposes that a 

former identification with heterosexuality has already been made and then disavowed. 

As such, irrespective of the desire to banish 'straight' from lesbian, 'straight' is always 

already inside any conception of that position. Could the play here, between the woman 

with the dildo and the 'passive' woman, be read as an appearing of this constitutive I- 

outside, that which makes lesbianism 'possible' but which, as soon as it appears, 

threatens the stability of that nomination? In which case the absolute separation of 

heterosexual and homosexual is also troubled? (Of course, this works in the opposite 

direction too, since the insistence on heterosexual identity can only be constituted 

through a repressed earlier identification with homosexuality. ) Could it be this vei-v 

threat to the stability of positions that becomes the occasion or scene for this lesbian 

desire" The desire, then, is an erotic desire produced through transgressirig, the 

prohibitions - both heterosexual and lesbian. 

I think I could go on forever attempting to 'work' this performance out, C 

nvolved in it, with each attempt attemptino to read the sexual excliange and those IIII 

Iz it leading me further into the maze of (Yender, sex and sexuality. With each readin- . 

seems possible to cite this performance as an example of a crItIcal appropriation and 
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redeployment of psychoanalysis, but then each of these readings can be replaced with 

another which would serve to realign it within a Freudian or Lacanian frame The 

performance, then, institutes ambivalence. And maybe this is precisely the point. The 

'lesbian' remains unfixed. Yes, I can read her. But I can read her again and again, each 

time in a different way, as the significations occasioned by this narrative proliferate 

ceaselessly, all of which are, necessarily, read in relation to some frame, whether that be 

a frame of 'correct lesbianism' or 'woman-identified lesbianism' or 'heterose\Ual 

imitation' or 'queer parody' or 'performative resignifications', etc., etc. As Butler has 

written, 'it is always finally unclear what is meant by invoking the lesbian-signifier, since ID 

its signification is always to some degree out of one's control, but also because its 

ýYpecýficity can only be demarcated by exclusions that return to disruPt its claim to 

coherence'. " As has been witnessed endlessly, all insistences on the specificity of 'a' 

lesbian identity, that 'quality' or thing., presumed to inhere in all those who identify as 

lesbian, has only met with contestations and refutations. For Butler, 'If it is already true 

that "lesbians" and "gay men" have been traditionally designated as impossible identities, 

errors of classification, unnatural disasters within juridico-medical discourses, or, what 

perhaps amounts to the same, the very paradigm of what calls to be classified, reguilated, 

and controlled, then perhaps these sites of disruption, error, confusion, and trouble can 

be the very rallying points for a certain resistance to classification and to identity as 
I- - 

such. "' 

The potential of this performance is that, as is to be expected bv the prelude to 

this 'narration' in which the symbol of the 'lesbian' blurs, a blurring which itself 

provokes multiple readings, the 'meaning' of lesbianism that is promised, is never 

actualIN, delivered. The meaning is always more than one, and as such, is never simpIN, 

there. If the meaning of lesbianism, of what a lesbian i. ý, remains unfixed, then it 
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becomes impossible to control and regulate 'her'. Loomis, i, then, througli this narration, 

conjures a sexuality that is evidently possible but any explanations for it quickly become 

ungraspable. The Daddy and the narrator are 'lesbian', to the extent that this is an erotic 

exchange between two women, but within this scene, what each lesbian 'Is' and -means'. 

and the desire that is played out between them, can never be finally settled. The 

coherence and unity between sex, gender and sexuality - and within sexuality, whether 

that sexuality be figured as lesbian or heterosexual - is perpetually unsettled. 

IGNITING THE SUBJECT 

This is not what I meant to write. 

How to show you what I saw? 

Desire. 

Where has the desire within the performance gone" Loomis does not attempt to explain, 4n 

or theorise, lesbian sexuality, working against her own title. Instead, she 'performs' 

lesbian sexuality and it is this performance that I watch. That carries me away. That 

leaves me breathless. The bodies that are conjured in my mind, through her text, are 

female bodies, desiring bodies, sexual bodies, transgressive bodies, bodies that take up C 

identifications and positions within the sexual act rather than prior to it. Bodies that 

play, play across, play between- other texts, assumptions, expectations, prescriptions, 

positions. There's a thrill here. A thrill in the transgression, in occupying 'inappropriate' 

places, in queering signifying spaces, in not really lowiving what I see (in my mind) but 
IC-- 

feeling it, recognising the arnbivalences captured within the performance, as the 'Daddv 
Zý _n _n - 

-In issoit, occasi slips into the (prohibited) father and vice versa, producing in me afil 'oned bv 

the multiple possibilities of reinscription, a different inscription and a djssoI%-jn(-,. Lost in 
71) 

the text of this performance I experience a certain. lowssmic-c. 



The text is explicit (explicitly erotiO) in its figuring of lesbian sexuality, and that 

sexuality is raw, passionate, aggressive - this is not the cosy woman-identified-xý'oman 

love scene that is being played out, nor the desexualised image of the lesbian, but a 

visceral sexuality in which the unconscious of desire seeps through, performed but 

unexplained. I see/hear and I do not want explanations. I am movinor/being moved too 

quickly to (want to) understand the desire that is signified within the piece. Instead, I 

want to feel it. This, then, is desire represented as e ea. Affecting those in the 'story' 
, 
ff 

and myself It is a desire which conjures up the existence of lesbians. In the moment I 

do not read the 'Daddy' as a prohibited desire, or the dildo as a revealing of the 

heteronormative or patriarchal status of the phallus, but read this desire as desire for and 

in itself Here desire can be located in the bottles that clink together, that clink against I- 

the glass, the booted foot that connects with the hall floor, making it creak, the leather of I- 

the leather jacket creaking as it is shrugged off, "' the dry scent in the air, the sure grip 

through the thin silk of the robe, the mouth slamming into mouth, the evening breeze Z--) 

across belly and thighs, the booted foot between two bare feet, the hand on pubic hair, 

the fistful and the tug. Can you feel it? (What do you see? )" 

Up to this point in the performance, actual reference to physical sexual activity is 

absent, but the erotic tension between the connections of materials, their associations and 

juxtapositions, is palpable and reads as physical. Mixed together in this short scene are 

aural sounds (clinks, creaks, strides), smells (dry scent, leather - although she does not I 

sav she can smell it, when I saw the piece I made that connection in my own nose), 

textures (leather, silk), contrasts (leather, sure grip, silk robe, boots, bare feet), 

sensations (breeze). Anticipation is increasingly built up through the interweaving and 

proliferation of all these different yet erotically connected 'objects'. The effect is that the 

narrator's nipples go hard. She loses her balance. She is countincy her breaths. The 
I -- 
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connections impact across the body of the narrator, their Inscription evident in the 

hardened nipples, without the two bodies actually physically connecting,. Desire 

inscribed on the body's surface rather than in its depths. 

Later in this scene, when the narrative becomes more sexually explicit. the bodies 

are still physically separated, as the narrator touches herself while her lover looks on. 

The desire, however, is not produced so much from the autoeroticism of this act but 

from the lovers looking. 

My hands slide lo n7y hard niffles (wd begin Io tug and n0si affhem. I doWl 

wani lo louch n7y pus. ý),,. I walit to, feel il gelling holicl-fi-oln 17cr walchmg Ine 
and me playing with my hreasts. And il is gelling houcr us sheslands ahovc mc 
and looks down. 

The desire is held in the tense connection between the eyes and the displayed body, 

rather than the connection between the self-pleasing fingers. Desire unresolved, built up, 

played between the eyes, marked on the body. 

I am counting n7 
'v 

hl-ccahs. S/owýv ill, s/owýv out. [.. / Iftel us ýfshc wi// oke 

(twav all m, v carefidly counted hl-cwhs. Iftel ln-yscýflosc halulicc N/v 

nipples go hard yy ass hits the cushions and tt small breath is blocked ow 
(? f me. Feeling that civning hi-ce--c across InY wel lahia [.. 

_/ 
Mv hips 

g 10jump onlo her cock. f1he couch like n7Y ciml Js li'viii 
Wilh a n7oan I lake her ill. /... ] She //, Vj NICUlIlIg /11 v hrealh ill carlicsi. 

She [.. I shudders hig She comes hard f.. 
_/ 

Ali, hrealh shps ow in hursts 

fl-111111,11g. j mv n7ind lakes (? f 

While the unconscious motivations for these desires remain unexplained, the conscious 

II ire as motivation that is represented here is tangiibleý she wants to feel the intensity of desi 

it moves across different parts of her body - desire for desire's sake, with one desiring 

effect igniting another until her entire body is aflame with desire and she is left, literalINT, 

breathless. The climax is not so much an 'end' however, but the catalyst for another 

movement, in which she will presumably szo frorn here to somewhere else, AN mind 

itike-s- o. ''rulml .I ý("- ý 



I catch my breath. My own mind has taken off running. To the proliferating 

scenes of lesbian desire, which, if ever thought impossible, here, now, seem so very 

possible, and full of possibilities. Who cares 'why', when the 'doing' is evidently so 

enjoyable? This enjoyment, the erotic charge evident in the exchange between these m-o 

women, is - for this spectator - affirmative. There is nothing 'pathetic' here, no abjected 

cothers', since the only thing that i. ý graspable within the performance is the very real 

pleasure of these desiring and desired bodies. 
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CHAPTER7 
MARKS OF OTHERNESS 

To those women here who fear the anger of women of Color more than their own 
unscrutinized racist attitudes, I ask: Is the anger of women of color more 

threatening than the woman-hatred that tinges all aspects of our lives? 

Audre Lorde' 

OTHER REMARKS 

In this chapter I wish to explore the politics of 'race', relating them to performances by 

'black' women. The writing of this chapter has been a performance of deferral, as certain 

anxieties bubble under my white skin. I am scared of saying/writing the wrong thing. In 

a very real sense, it is this chapter which brings to the forefront of my own consciousness 

the problematics circulating around identity, subjectivity and difference. I am a white 

woman and a lesbian. My anxiety suggests that I have unconsciously assumed that I can 

write 'correctly' (with authority) about white women/lesbian performers - and by that I 

mean from an 'Insider's' position, 'speaking from experience'. My own lived experience, Z: ) 

then, pervades my writina even as I write about destabilising it. 17) 

But I am different from the white heterosexual female performer, and this 

difference has not precluded me from writing about her. ' A recurring theme throu-(Yhout 

this thesis has been the heterogeneity of 'woman' -a sign that is crossed with multiple 

axes of differentiation, including sexuality, race, age, and class. Thus, while I may feel I 

have something in common with the lesbian performer, that lesbian performer may be 

black, may be Jewish, may be a lesbian mother, may be a MTF lesbian, may be a 

differently abled lesbian. At points I may be able to identiA, with the performer, and at 

other points I i-nav nor' Difference resides within - as well as between - positions of 
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location. The black woman is still a woman, but the meaning and experience of -woman 

will be inflected and transformed by the racial context (as well as other contexts) - and, 

similarly, the experience of 'race' will be affected by sexual difference. 

It is important that I recognise that while there may be overlappings in our 1. 

positionings at certain points and in certain discourses, at many times there will be 

disjunctions. It is politically expedient that a way is found to live with or through these 

differences, rather than ignoring or excluding them. At times I will be on the margins of 

the dominant hegemony, with my lesbian companions, at other times I will be in the 

centre of the dominant hegemony, as a white person. This shifting locationality is 

recognised by Avtar Brah as ja] multi-axial performative conception of power 

Like those marked 'female', those marked as Other than white have their 

difference simultaneously read off and inscribed on their body. ' As Rebecca Schneider 

suggests, 'the imperial white male became culturally and biologically superior to those Z: ) 

from whom he dýf 
. 
ýerentlaled himself - the "colored, " the colonised, the female. The 

sig-natures of primitivity and civilisation have been hiscribed tpon Me n7cirkitigs (? I'Ihe 

hoql 
. 

The first requirement of this chapter - choosing, the signifier that will I- - 

designate/position the performers I am writing about - is a step taken hesitantly. What do 

I mean when I write 'black performer"' Such a designation assumes that 'black' is 

entirely knowable. How, though, do I know whether someone is 'black' or 'white'9 Do 

merely presume that our skin tells me the whole story" Is there possibly another story 

beneath our skin, particularly when one considers, as Peggy Phelan does, that 'the 

history of slavery for African-American wornen is also the history of rape'. Arising out 

of these historical conditions, 'the belief that one is "purelv" white or black is difficult to 

SLIstain. 7 It is just such questions that artist Adrian Piper foregyrounds in her video 
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performance, Cornered (1988). ' How do we choose to categorise ourselves - or, more 

to the point, given the choice how would we choose to categorise ourselves - white or 

black') 

A video monitor is placed in a corner of the room. A wooden table, overturned 

and positioned in front of the monitor, serves to hem it in. Left of the monitor, a birth 

certificate is framed and hung on the wall. It is Piper's father's birth certificate, and 

typed in the 'Color' section is the word 'Octoroon'. To the right of the monitor there is 

an almost identical birth certificate, except this one reads Tolor- White'. Within the 

frame of the monitor Piper, a pale skinned woman, sits behind a desk, hands clasped in 

front of her, wearing a blue jumper, pearl necklace, dark hair tied back, pearl earrings. 

She is official looking, suggestive of a lawyer. She remains calm and consistent 

throughout, with her hands always clasped in front of her, and her voice unhurried and 

persuasive, pausing frequently during her speech. She looks straight ahead, out of the 

monitor, towards the 'audience'. 

When the video starts, 'Welcome to the Struggle' appears on the screen. Piper 

looks out silently. After a moment she says- 'I'm black. Now lets deal with that social 

tI act and the fact of my stating it. ' Piper then goes on to 'deal' with the facts - the fact 

that if the spectator thinks it is unnecessary for her to state this (that she should just 

I pass' as white), then they are suggesting white is better than black i. e. no-one v, 'ould n In 

actually wti/a to identify as black if they did not have to. The main 'fact' that Piper 

introduces and pushes throughout the piece, however, is that you - the spectator - ml(yht I It) 

not hi fitc/ be white, but black. 

If someone who looks and sounds like me can be black, then no-one can safe]N, be 

Nvhite. Researchers have found that 5- 20% of the population have black 

ancestry. Most reportedly white Americans are in fact black. If you've been 

identifý,, ing yourself as white then the chances arepFetty good that you are In fact 
black. 
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Following the stating of such facts, Piper than asks the spectator questions concerning 

choices - what will you choose to do now that you know you may be black - will you 

decide to 'pass', will you do nothing, will you tell your friends? 

Or are you just going to think- interesting art experience that bears no relation to 
real life? Or just another artist trying to put a hoax over on a gullible public" 
[ 
... 

] Now you know you're black you too have the option of getting affirmative t) 
In 

action Lucky you. Are you going to do it? No9 Why not? Think about 
all the institutional awards you're passing up. [ 

... 
] This is nol just an empty 

academic exercise. This is real. According to the genetic and racial 
classification of this country, you are probably black If I choose to identify 
myself as black and you choose white - this is not just a personal problei-n. This 
is about us. So, how do you propose we solve it? What are you going to do", 

As she asks this last question, Piper looks out at us, silent. The space between myself 

and her is filled with the phrase 'this is about us'. The 'space between' is the space of 

our difference. What am I going to do? 

Of course, on many levels, by suggesting that the spectator -I- am black, Piper 
I. N: ) 

can swiftly confront many of the racial stereotypes and prejudices that are displayed 

within contemporary personal and public discourses - such as, black people are lucky 

because they receive affirmative action. As Piper suggests, even if I had the opportunity 

of taking up this affirmative action by stating my black identity, it is unlikely that I would 

wish to do so, because affirmative action, in reality, does not make racism any more 

palatable. The pay back is nowhere near big enough. I would still rather 'pass' as white 

and forego the affirmative action. Similarly, against the common assumption that many 

artists provoke merely to make it big as an artist, Piper asserts that she w-ould like to 

know how an artist can make money if all she does is antagonise her audience. 9 And, 

against the assertion that she is making a 'fuss', Piper argues that a fuss II 
In -, 

implies that 

something is beino disturbed - in this case, assumptions. 'Perhaps to avoid this ktý Z7 

1 

disturbance VOLI shouldn't be making assumptions cvcv 



Aside from confronting these typical reactions, Piper is also foregrounding, the 

impossibility of ever truly knowing what you see - racial identity cannot be read 

accurately off the skin. Therefore, a 'white' racial identity cannot be securely posited as 

'white'. Since it is an advantage in a racist society to be (seen to be) white. those who 

can 'pass' as white often do, erasing their 'black' identity and history in the process - as 

Harryette Mullen writes, 'the very conception of whiteness entails the exclusion of 

blackness. "" (One is either white/not-white. ) Similarly, the 'pure' white family 

constitutes itself by 'denying kinship with its nonwhite members, [... ] marginalizim-, its 

non-European heritages'. " Each generation results in a further erasing of this 'black' 

identity, until one actually becomes 'white', is white, has always been white. In reality, 

however, 'pure' whiteness or 'pure' blackness is unlikely. Through questioning the 

spectator about what they will do with this knowledge, this fact, Piper asks us to take 

responsibility for our actions and choices. If we continue, unaffected, and determined to 

hold onto our 'pure' white identity, then what are we saying - and continuing to say - I- I- 

about that other part of us, the literal 'other' within ourselves? 

My positioning of the 'black performer', then, risks relying, on the purely visible. I- 

However, the material body that i-e(i(ly as black is made to bear the effects of that 

marking in a racist society and such effects need to be acknowledged. While Piper can 

I pass' but chooses to actively resist that option, for many such an option is not available. 

My choice and use of the term 'black' is also problematic in that it signifies I 

multiply. Like any signifier, w, hatever one I use to designate these performances ýý III be 

contingent - offering a certain meaning in a certain context. In Britain, accordin(y to 

Alastair Bonnett. 

It is used, as in America, as a term for people descended from sub-Saharan 
Africa. It is also ubiquitously emploved as a word for this latter group and 
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'Asians' (British definition). A third usage is to equate the term with all people 
who are not white. Finally, 'Black' is used in anti-racist debate as a political label 
for those who experience and resist White racism. The fact that four defillitions 
can be supplied is an indication of the fluidity of the meaning of 'black'. 12 

A related problem, however, is that 'black' signifies differently between Britain and the 

USA. In Britain 'Asian' refers to people of South Asian descent while in America 

'Asian' more often reads 'East Asian'. The word 'black' (in terms of Bonnett's third 

category) in the USA has been replaced with the words 'people of color'. While most of 

the performers I am going to discuss are 'American' I feel that, since my own writii-ig is 

located in Britain, it is more appropriate to use the British signification of 'black' rather 

than 'people of color' 

'Black', like the signifier 'woman', also risks subsuming under the narne of the 

general the particular, reducing and erasing difference through a process of domination 

and marginallsation. Within the term 'black' there is a danger that, for example, Asian 

voices (and they too are multiple) become silenced. But, as Avtar Brah comments, the 

use of the term 'black' in post-war Britain 

cannot be taken to have denied cultural differences between African, Caribbean 
and South Asian people when cultural difference was not the organising principle 
within this discourse or political practice. In any case, the issue of cultural 
difference cannot be posed purely in terms of differences between South Asian 
and African-Caribbean cultures. There are, for example, many differences 
between African and Caribbean culture. " 

Borrowing from Catherine Ugwu in an attempt, I suspect, to borrow her 
I'D 

authority, I frame my use of 'black' by citing her position: 

One contentious issue raised many times within this publication is the use of the 

word black and indeed its spelling. Many terms or expressions could have been 
1. - 

used throughout this publication. The general editorial position has been to use 
the term black (Nvith a lower case b) as referring to peoples of Affican, Asian, 

South East Asian, Latino (Puerto Rican, Mexican, Cuban) or Native American 

descent. 14 
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What must be stressed, however, is that whatever 'black' signifies it does not sigyniý, 

ifically. some essential racial category (although it may signi y, variously and spec 

histories and cultures). As Stuart Hall asserts, although he capitalises the B- 

Black is not a question of pigmentation. The Black I'm talking about is a 
historical category, a political category, a cultural cate ory. In our language, at 9 
certain historical moments, we have to use the signifier. 

The central question is how one uses the signifier without essentialising it. One xýay out 

of this problem is by recourse to a contingent identity, as outlined in the preceding 

chapters. However, such a practice has come under criticism from post-colonial 

theorists. Nira Yuval-Davis, for example, suggests that the term 'contingent 
1. identity' 

hides the play of asymmetrical and systemic power relations. She goes on to su(,, (,, est 

that although identities may be deliberately 'worn' for strategic political purposes, such It) 

categories in fact become relfied by both social movements and state policies (for 

example, 'queer' is in danger of becoming more 'fixed' by the 'queer movement', as 

suggested in the previous chapter). The contingent, then, becomes static and rigid. 16 In 

place of strategic essentialism Yuval-Davis suggests a 'transversal politics' -a form of 

coalition politics that retains 'identity' as the ground on which people can ne(yotiate 

difference, thus acknowledging the different positionings while refusing to grant any of Z 17) 

them 'a pllori privileged access to the "truth"'. Whilst each participant in the dialogue 

remains rooted to her own identity, such grounding does not prevent her from 

exchanging dialogue with people from other positions. Additionally, such an exchamye 
17) In -- 

does not demand that one loses one's own rootin(, y - instead, one must retain one's own 

perspective whilst remaining aware and respectful of others. Finally, the aim is not to 

reduce differences to an indistinguishable mass. 'The tratisversal coming too-ether should 
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not be with members of the group eii bloc, but with those who, in their different rooting, 

share compatible values and goals to one's own. ' 17 

Stuart Hall, recognising the multiple, contingent and diverse make-up of 

'Identity' likewise suggests some form of coalition politics within a practice whose 

strategy has shifted from that of manoeuvring to that of positioning. And again, whilst 

'identity' is seen as constructed, Hall also stresses that one needs a ground from where 

one can speak. For Hall, we are all ethnically located, where 'ethnicity' means the place 

from where we speak, our particular history, experience, and culture. " But this ground 

must not become exclusionary or fixed: 

This is not an ethnicity which is doomed to survive, as Encylishness was, only by Z: ) 

marginalizing, dispossessing, displacing and forgetting other ethnicities. This 
precisely is the politics of ethnicity predicated on difference and diversity. I () 

Hall demands that the tension between 'location' or 'position' and 'movement' is kept in 

place, so that one neither becomes fixed forever in a singular identity, nor liable to 

continuous, ungrounded sliding. Hall requires us, instead, to live in the tension between 

ity through 'identity' and 'difference. It is within the tension that we will live identi Z: ) 

. 
20 difference. 

One group has to take on the agenda of the other. It has to transform itself in the 
course of coming into alliance, or some kind of formation with another. It has to 
learn something of the otherness which created the other constituency. It doesn't 
mistake itself that it becomes it but it has to take it on board. It has to struggle 
with it to establish some set of priorities. " 

What is notable in both of these suggested strate,, cyies is that Yuval-Davis and Hall 
I- 

c ate pol t recognise the need for some posited ground to facil tI al action. The subject, 

here, is not left completely free-floating. 'Identity' (and therefore the siunifier 'black') is 

ioned. In relation to the clestabilisation of the u ect, retained whilst also being questi s bj 
1. 

Gayatri Spivak has commented that when white male theoreticians denounce the 
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existence of the 'subject' they are attempting to denounce the existence of themselves 

and in so doing they mask their power. 22 Similarly, Stuart Hall, summarising critiques of 

post-colonialism, writes, 

Sometimes the onl)) purpose which the post-colonial critique seems to serve is as- 
a critique of western philosophical discourse, which [ 

... 
] is like 'merely [taking] a 

detour to return to the position of the Other as a resource for thinking the 
Western Self ý23 

Destabilisation of the 'subject' is no guarantee that the powerful centre will likewise be 

destabilised and the Other will not be returned to the Same. 

The changing political strategies circulating around the (changing) discourses of 

crace) are comparable to the shifting discourses of feminism and sexuality that I have 

already documented. This is not to imply that they are identical since each is the result of 

particular historical, social, economic and cultural conditions. Nor do I mean to suggest Z 

that these others took the lead - in many ways the 'black (Pride)' movement provided the 

model for other movements. Indeed, the feminist, gay and lesbian movements of the late 

1960s and early 1970s arguably took their hope and impetus from (and copied or 

appropriated the tactics of), the Black Power Movement and Equal Rights Movement of 

the 1950s. 

Both of these movements sought to overturn the negative connotation of the 

\vord/colour 'black' by investing it, instead, with positive meanings. This invok, ed a 

return' to a pre-colonial, pre-racist history, a return to a time when people were not 

oppressed, subjugated, enslaved as a result of their skin colour. In many w-ays this pre- 

histyi),, is mythical, since links to the 'past' have effectively been dernolished by the 

mechanisms of slavery 

ics to rediscover i The homeland is not waiting back there for the new ethni IIt. 
There is a past to be learned about, but the past is not seen, and has to be grasped 
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as a history, as something that has to be told. It is narrated. It is grasped 
through memory. It is grasped through desire. It is grasped througli 

24 
reconstruction . 

Similarly, like autobiography, the past can never reach us unmediated. 

There can [ ... 
] be no simple 'return' or 'recovery' of the ancestral past ýk,, hich is 

not re-experienced through the categories of the preseriv no base for creative 
enunciation in a simple reproduction of traditional forms which are not 

2'; 
transformed by the technologies and the identities of the present . 

One can see the similarity between this 'mythical', invented, or imagined past and the 

attempt by radical feminists in the 1970s to overturn the negative images of woman bý, 

providing in their place an alternative 'woman', a pre-patriarchal woman. What I am 

asserting, then, is that in both cases, the political strategy adopted was the promotion of 

some positive attribute that would effectively replace the negative connotations with 

different, celebratory, ones. However, from the vantage point of 2000, rather thati 

seeing this as merely a misguided move, I would suggest, again, that such an C I- 

essentiallsing is understandable and possibly itself essential. This was the necessary first 

step. As Stuart Hall argues: 

'Identity Politics One' had to do with the fact that people were being blocked out 
of and refused an identity and identification within the majority nation, having to 
find some other roots on which to stand. Because people have to find some 
ground, some place, some position on which to stand. [ ... ] This is an enormous 
act of what I want to call imaginary political re-identification, re-territorialization 
and re-identification, without which a counter-politics could not have been 
constructed. I do not know an example of any gyroup or category of the people 
of the margins, of the locals, who have been able to mobilize themselves. socially. 
culturally, economically, politically in the last 20 or 25 years who have not gone 
through some such series of moments in order to resist their exclusion, their 
marainalization. That is how and where the maroins becyin to speak. -" 

This 're-identification' Nvas a reaction to the stereotypical picture of the 'black' as 

'primitive', 'savage 'uncivilised', 'ignorant', or any of the other various stereotypes in 

circulation relating to people of 'non-white' ethnicities - with the stereotypes varving, 
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depending on how each of the 'ethnic rninoritiesý was viewed (produced) by the 

c majority i. 27 

However, while such re-identifications served to resist the identities gm-en, and 

offer alternative identities, this strategy was not unproblematic. One set of stereotypes 

was potentially replaced with another, as an alternative essence was created. The 

C emasculated' black man, for example, frequently became the 'black macho'. Women, in 

turn, were left out of the 'new' picture, along with men who did not want, or N\ ere 

unable, to embody the new macho image. The desired unity behind the Black Power and 

Equal Rights movements, like the Women's Liberation Movement, belied and denied 

differences between black people, differences that cut across class, gender, sexuality, 

caste, and race. The construction of an alternative identity demanded that anything that 

threatened that identity be suppressed. Moreover, insisting, for example, that the black 

male subject is 'macho' actually plays into other stereotypical (contradictory) beliefs 

such as black = primitive passion, and black male = rapist. As Hall comments'. 

The essentializing moment is weak because it naturalizes and dehistoricizes 
difference, mistaking what is historical and cultural for what is natural, biological 
and genetic. The moment the signifier 'black' is torn from its historical, cultural, 
and political embedding and lodged in a biologically constituted racial category, Z- - 
we valorize, by inversion, the very ground of the racism we are trying to 

28 deconstruct 
. 

Susan Lewis' performance Walkitig Tall (1993 ), 
29 

could be cited as an example 

of such a 'weak' moment, in that the performance charts a shift from a 'noble' pre- 

colonised black woman to a woman who loses her identity. The performance begins 

ývlth Lewis standing side-on, centre stage, naked. Her moulded position - upright, head 
I'D _n 

held high, feet facing forward with a slight space between them - and the fact that we see 

her in profile, suggests extreme power and pride. \N, "atching her, one senses that she is 

ver-v centred, literally grounded. A recorded soundtrack, at points indecipherable. 
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occasionally offers up recognisable words Embedded as they are within otherwise 

electronically distorted voices, the words stand out in their familiarity. These repeated 

words form the refrain 'We are powerful, we are beautiful'. 

Having maintained this position for some time, Lewis suddenly walks out of it, 

crosses the stage and begins to dress, putting on shorts and a vest. Once dressed, the 

previous 'noble and proud' figure disappears into a body racked with fear and 

uncertainty, a body which takes short hesitant steps across the space, eyes covered mth 

her hands as she does so. She does not seem to know the way. She does not want to 

know/look. She does not want to see (me)? Be seen? The hesitation is gradually 

replaced by a sadness and desperation, replayed and repeated endlessly and arduously as, 

her shoulders enact a sobbing gesture and she continuously rolls and unrolls herself up 

into and from a small ball. Attempting to make herself invisible. She does not like 

herselP Is not liked9 These painful movements are in turn gradually followed by an 

exploration of her body, as she removes her hands from her face, smiles, and begins to 
1. ) 

touch her breasts and vagina. Her movements become freer and more expansive. She 

seems to be touching herself lovingly. Getting back in touch with herself'? Suddenly, 

though, the movements become more regimented and precise as she repeatedly covers 

her own mouth, vagina, breasts, stomach, bum, in a strict pattern. Love has been 

replaced with demand, and this demand of/for her body is one that is made over and over 

again. She then begins to walk across the space, her hands sliding over her face and into C) In - 

her hair, pulling her head back in the process, as if she is being pulled down, pulled into 

submission, pulled into ý, Yiving (herself) up. Again, this action of an invisible harmful 

other is repeated over and over. Lewis then covers her vagina, looking around her 

anxiousIV, Nvith the movements becoming more rapid. SuddenIN,, with a sharp inhalation 

of breath, she stops, pauses, and then repeats the action, following it this time x\ith a 
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rapid fall to the ground. She stands up and falls down again, as if she has just been hit, 

falling into a star shape, her hands moving down to her vagina as she curls once more 

into a self-protective ball. She undresses again, looks at the audience and xýalks 

backwards away from them. 

While there is no live text in this performance, the soundtrack of distorted voices 

is heard throughout, although the only discernible words are those noted earlier. The 

shifts within the live performance seem to suggest the erasure of the black, proud female 

body, a space which becomes occupied by the colonised black female body, a body 

marked with fear, hate and self-hate, pain, and abuse. The putting on of clothes over the 

previously naked, noble body connotes the so-called 'civilising' of the 'primitive' which, 

in my description offered above, can only be read as a critique of this term, or a i-narkin(, 

of its inappropriateness. In place of the proud black (so-called pre-clvlllsed) body we 

have the 'civilised' black woman who is located almost diametrically opposite - not 

proud, but broken, destroyed. At the end of the performance, as Lewis undresses, looks 

at us, and walks away facing us, there is a sense that she is returning to this previous 

figure, reclaiming her noble past. This time, however, she keeps her eyes on us. She 

knows what to expect. She is prepared. 

Displaying the pain of the black woman in a colonised (and post-colonial) xvorld, 

it is not difficult to understand why Lewis should wish to return to some pre-colonial 

representation of the black woman Oust as radical feminists in the 1970s 'returned' to the 

pre-patriarchal woman). However, such a return is undoubtedly mythical, and the idea 

of the 'noble savage' is one which ýý,, as itself conceived within the colonial era. Even this 

pre-colonial proud woman, then. is a product of a particular historical period, e\isting 

within that discourse, as a discursive construct. 
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Whilst it is understandable that to be able to speak one has to re-create oneself as 

having the power of speech through returning to a (mythical) past when one did speak, 

the grounding of one's identity in this past holds within it the danger of fixingy it. Such a I'D - 

return does not acknowledge that identity is fluid, that it changes as it is impacted by 

changing social and historical conditions. Whilst the margins could not 'speak without C 

first grounding themselves somewhere', Hall goes on to ask whether 

they have to be trapped in the place from which they begin to speak" Is it )'oin(-, 
to become another exclusive set of local identities? My answer to that is- 
probably, but not necessarily so. 

One danger of re-valorising the category 'black' and of continuing to operate within the 
I- 

binary structure of black/white, even when the operation is based on reversal, is that 

differences within each category will be erased, producing the assumption that all 

mernbers of that culture speak with the same voice and say the same things. What too 

frequently happens as a result is that one member of a 'minority community' is held up as 

the representative of all the members - and that representative tends to be male. 

Furthermore, institutions - under the guise of multiculturalism - actively seek this 

'authentic representative', thereby fixing it in its 'exotic difference' or Otherness. As 

Yuval-Davis writes'. 

These voices are constructed so as to make them as distinct as possible (within 
the boundaries of multi culturali sm) from the majority culture, so as to make them 
'different'. Thus, within multiculturalism, the more traditional and distanced 
from the majority culture the voice of the 'community representative, is, the more 
cauthentic' it would be perceived to be within such a construction. -, I 

performance that specifically cites this demand for the authentic, or the exotic, 

is Dee Dee Russell's piece Me Advcwitrc. ý qfArt Cirl. - layane in Sal, 

1996). -' Russell enters the space in an outrageous, eccentric costurne comprised of 

leopard skin patterned suit, blue flowery heels, flowery hat. blue feather boa, carrynigy a 
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box of Tide soap powder as a bag. Her costume is a parody of the 'exotic' - she wears a 

Westernised version of the 'exotic' on her body - feathers on the boa, fake animal skin 

suit, and a bizarre 'handbag' that is actually a washing powder box - brand name 'Tlde' 

which could signify, parodically, 'nature' or even '(desert) island'. The first words that 

Russell speaks are 'I don't mind being a little token'. Throughout the rest of the 

performance, Russell ironically inhabits other stereotypes and miSCOnceptions, playing 

variations of the 'eccentric exotic' throughout. In one scene, she puts a plastic bag on 

her head and talks about recycling, while in another she sticks winged sanitary towels 
Z- 

onto her suit, and stuffs them down her pants - as a gesture to fertility. These actions 

could be read off her female body as a parody of 'primitive ritual', or 'radical' or 'eco' 

feminists. However, this excessive embodying of the stereotypes goes beyond parody by 

inflating the images to the point of explosion. The 'exotic' is taken beyond the 

acceptable of difference - and in that beyond, the point of acceptability is marked. I am 

reminded of Trinh Minh-ha's statement, 'We no longer wish to erase your difference, we 

demand, on the contrary, that you remember and assert it. At least, to a certain 

extent. 

A large part of this piece relates to the time when Russell's performances used to 

be angry. 'And then I got all the grants. Critics love one-dimensional angry art. ' Here, 
I- 

then, the 'authentic' black experience was to be 'angry', and the panacea to (or reýý ard 

of) anger, supposedly, was to receive funding. 'Anger pays. ' 'Black' art, to be 4real' 
I 

black art, had to be angry art. The critics and funders demanded it. If it was tiot aiigyrv. 

it Nvas not really black. If it was not 'black' it would not be funded. However, by being 

anory towards xvhite people and towards men, Russell becomes the '\-Ictim' of a liate 

call .- 
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Got a telephone call. 'You fucking cunt. Your art sucks and so do you. nigger. 
You're dead. ' I took it seriously. I was acting too bold, too proud. I don t call 
men bitches anymore. I just think it. I got over It but I d, dn't reallý, get over 
It changed me. " 

Russell's piece, then, is infused with a politics of multiple locationality - she is an 

Afri can- American woman, and both her sexual and racial differences are inscribed onto 

her body. To be an authentic black artist you have to be angry, but, as Russell found out 

to her cost, as a black woman you are not allowed to be angry. 

At the end of the piece Russell jumps to the year 2000 - 'I am scabbing. 1999 - 

Michael Jackson paralysed after his last face op. Someone says "Art Girl - you'd look 

prettier with a whiter shade of cosmetIc. "' Russell puts on face cream, a sparkly hat and 

starts dancing to a Michael Jackson song, 'No more confrontational art for me - just 

good old rock and roll. ' This last section offers multiple readings (y -a critique of the 

plastic surgery that Michael Jackson has undergone and his motivations for having it 

done, a critique of the fact that arguably the most successful contemporary popular black 

performer has both 'whitened' and transformed himself, performing a self-exoticisation 

by embracing the eccentric and the bizarre, as embodied by his pet monkey, his 

outrao, eous clothes and unique dancing style. Finally, this finale makes visible the fact 
It) 

that a woman can only be successful if she avoids 'anger' and confrontational art, xý'hile 

simultaneously wearing the acceptable face of entertainment - one which is not too black. 

Perhaps the most unnervingy, and unexpected, part of this performance, however, 

arises at the very end. Following the 'curtain call' and the stage bow, Russell thanks 

everyone for coming, and for the funders for bringing her here. Since she has spent half 
I I- 

of the show (angrily) berating funders and critics for their insistence on 'authenticitv in 

art through anger' I could not help but feel that this, itself was a double -ýesture. 

Sincere" Ironic" Sincerely ironic"' Ironically sincere" 



Working within the white/black binary is problematic in another way. \Vithout 

denying that black people in a racist society or culture have distinct and real experiences 

as a result of the negative inscription of their skin colour, 'race' is itself constructed in 

discourse. Merely reversing the meanings of black and white does not dislodge the 

binary opposition that is at work - both remain dependent on each other for meaning, and 

the new 'positive' image of 'black' is no nearer any 'truth' of 'blackness'. There is no 

race as we know and experience it (and we do really experience it), outwith or beyond 

discourse. Thus, 'black' and 'white' and their different significations are the effects of 

various aligned and competing discourses. Both are discursively constructed, and the 

effects of such construction are dependent on their separation. 'Black' means what it 

means only because of its necessary relation to 'white' - or rather, 'white' needs 'black' 

to mean specific things. Thus, if black is constructed within discourse as 'primitive 

ýuncivilised% 'ignorant', etc., then locating it within a binary opposition of white/black 

produces 'white' as civilised, cultured, educated, etc. The inscription of 'black' as 

negative enabled colonisers to justify colonisation and the expansion of the Empire 

37 
within a discourse of emancipation and development - 'for the good of the Natives' 

. 

As Catherine Hall argues that 'The colonies provided the benchmarks which allowed the 

En(, lllsh to determine what they did not want to be and who they thought they were'. I- 

That is, 'Men were made white by the Empire in a way that was never articulated "at 

home". 'Whiteness', then, is the result of the discursive production of 'blackness'. and 

has no 'origin' in itself It is by seeing this 'Other' that the One sees her/himself, and it is I- I 

ao-ainst this Other that one's identity is repeatedly constructed and confirmed. White' 
'In - 

n it the of black and can never therefore be 'pure'. necessarily contains withl IIII 

The notion of a separate 'Britain' likewise -,, Li(-, (-, ests a selective memorv. AS 

Stuart Hall comicalk, and astutelv asks- 
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what does anybody in the world know about an English person except that theV 
can't get through the day without a Cup of tea" Where does it come from'? 
Ceylon. Sri Lanka, India. That is the outside history that is inside the history of 
the English. There is no English history without that other history. The notion 
that identity has to do with people that look the same, feel the same, call 
themselves the same, is nonsense. -9 

Susan Lewis' performance, Ladies Falling (1995 ), 4( ' directly reflects Hall's comment. 

The performance begins with a voice-over in which a female voice states., 

About a year ago, a very pompous, middle-aged, white man said to me 'You're 
more British than the British themselves'. I thought to myself who does he think 
the British are? Who does he think are this great British nation9 Closing my 
eyes, I come into the darkness, seeing the prize, the symbol of the British Empire, 
the Lady. The Lady that haunts. Steppin, (,; into her shoes, I journey back in time. 

Entering into the space wearing a Victorian gown, with her hair pinned up, Lewis 

literally steps into the shoes of this colonial symbol and begins to strip it away, revealing 

its fictional status. Contextualised by other colonial symbols - tea, sugar and rum - 

Lewis performs the Lady as bored, demanding and childish. Sitting at a table xvith a C) 

teapot and cup, the Lady plays mindless games such as throwing teaspoons of sugar into I- 

the air and trying to catch them again. Similarly, when the Lady wants someone to take 

away her tea-cup, rather than waiting for a response she holds the cup out, sighs 

impatiently, and lets it fall to the ground. On a screen behind the performer, an image of 

a falling tea-cup is repeated over and over again, underscoring the common nature of this 

occurrence. In the background, the indicatively Encylish sonc, 'In an Enulish Countrv 
In - _n In 

Garden' is playing. However, as the performance continues, the notes become distorted, 

mirroring the 'collapse' of the fictional imagge of the so-called Lady. 
Z- 

By embodying the fi(-)-ure of the Lady but refusing to represent the myth, Lewis 

reveals that the construction of such a ficTure relies on the counter-constructiot, of the -In I 

black woman, particularly the 'black marna' figure. As the Lady swans about in her fine 



clothes, sipping tea, the black woman works endlessly to 'keep' the Lady 'refined. 

unsullied by work and domestic chores. While the Lady (Lewis) sips tea, a projected 

film image shows a montage of 'black mamas' sweeping, washing, scrubbing on hands 
I- - 

and knees, with an interweaving of black female voices, stating over and over again 

ýworking and working, cleaning and working, over and over, it never seems to stops, 

over and over, working and working When the Lady invents games with the suU- ar ID 

or drops her tea-cup, it is the Other who will clean up after her. Only by constructing 

the black woman as the worker,, the domestic, can the Lady be positioned as 'refined', 

although this picture of refinement is parodically and ironically undercut in Lewis' 

performance. 

Lewis' appropriation of this symbolic figure is transgressive and the clash 

between her colour and the mythically inscribed symbol inevitably sets up a frisson. The 

black woman inhabiting the space of the 'Lady' serves to reveal the extent to which this 

figure is culturally imagined and inscribed as white. The Lady cannot be black since no 

space for such a position is available within colonialist discourse. It is an impossibility. 

However, this inhabiting of a white space by a black body also enables a dialogue 

between colonised and coloniser within the one space. The black body of Lewis 

confronts the white body of colonial history, specifically the white female body, since in 

this performance both places are inhabited by the performer. (Lewis' movements also 

suogest the fi ure of the ballerina, and again a tension is produced by the fact that this ) CD 
9 

ballerina is black, foregrounding that the conceptual space of the ballerina is similark, 

inscribed as white. ) 

What also surfaces, however, is that the Lady is also constricted by her 

construction as aL prize'. When she takes her cup of tea, she pours alcohol into it, as an 

adult she reminisces about her childhood when she was free to run in the fields - before 



she became the 'colonial lady'. In the performance Lewis removes the victorian dress 

layer by layer, revealing that each layer effectively produces the Lady - controlling her 

posture and movements, the way she sits, walks, clances. One Is not born a lady but 

becomes one 

While Lewis reveals the necessary relationship between the Lady and the black 

woman, she simultaneously reveals that both are equally essential to the maintenance of 

the colonial system. Neither woman is therefore 'free', but each is specifically produced 

to take up a place in colonial discourse, reinforcing its power in the process. The Lady 

cannot be a Lady without her opposite. Her identity, then, is as much constructed by 

what she is not, as what she is. 

In this post-colonial era of globalisation it is far from simple to define national or 

cultural identity (if indeed it ever was straightforward, since nations and culture have 

never been strictly 'pure' ). 41 'Belonging' exceeds any notion of the singular, whether it 

be of race, culture or nation (and other social positionings and identifications that are 

outwith the concept of 'origin' but related to it, such as sexuality). Cultures and C 

histories cross and interlock, affecting both sides of the 'boundaries' as people move 

across the globe in diasporic formations. This is not a one-way street, where, for 

instance, black people become more 'British' - in the Powellist sense of the term - 

through a form of cultural assimilation (although for the majority never fully 'British', 

since the 'non-whiteness' of their skin would preclude that). Cross-overs occur in both 

directions, with 'Britain' being impacted and affected by both cultural clashes and 

cultural mergers - mergers that produce something new, rather than the domination of 1-7) Z'7ý I,.: ) 

one culture (the majority) over another (the minoritv) or the subsumption of the Other 

into the One. As Stuart Hall Nvrites. * 
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Third generation young Black men and women know they come from the 
Caribbean, know that they are Black, know that they are British. They %vant to 
speak from all three directions. 42 

To speak from all three directions implies not speaking from just one at anv 

particular time. What it suggests instead is an interaction and exchange between all 

locations that produces something 'new'. This new is defined by the term 'hybrid', 

referring, in Hall's writing, both to the process of interaction and the forms of identity 

that are generated as a result of such exchanges. Homi Bhabha uses the notion of 

hybridity, not to indicate some process of accumulation, whereby 'essences' of identity 

are combined,, but as something else besides either of the two 'original' identities. The 

hybrid, then, exists in what Bhabha has termed the 'Third Space' - the place where 

meaning becomes translated in the passage from One to the Other. As translation is 

never truly 'successful', meaning necessarily becomes changed in this process, belonging 
I: ) -t) 

therefore neither to the One nor the Other, but becoming something else quite different. 
1-71 

The existence of the hybrid, then, signals the failure of language to be present to itself, as 

the signs in the space of translation 'can be appropriated, translated, rehistoricised and 4: ) 

read anew'. 4' Bhabha goes on to suggest that within translation there are always seeds Z: ) 

of the 'untranslatable' - the foreign - which serves to split the previously perceived unity 

of 'skin and fruit'- 

Unlike the original where fruit and skin form a certain unity, in the act of 
I: ) - 

translation the content or subject matter is made disjunct, overwhelmed and 
alienated by the form of signification. [ 

... 
T]hrough this dialectic of cultural 

negation-as-negotiation, this splitting of skin and fruit through the auencN, of 
I'D tl - 

foreignness, the purpose is not 'to turn Hindi, Greek, English into German' 
44 

[but] instead to turn German into Hindi, Greek, English . 

The impact of 'black' music, for instance, can be heard and felt throughout the British 

music scene and particularly vvithin the club culture where rap and juii(yle are popular 

dance forms. Hox%, -e\-ei-. it is not possible to say that either this club rap or jungle are in 



any way authentically 'black' (indeed, what would such a thing sound like"), or 

authentically 'British'. Rather, they are specific cultural products of a particular time and 

place -a place informed, nonetheless, by a particular history. In a sense, then, Jungle j c, 

music could be said to be both 'Black and British', neither one nor the other. nor a 

combination of the two - but something different. 

Multiple locationality is a recurring trope within many performances by black 

women. Maya Chowdhry's piece, The Sacred House (1993 )'45 for instance, specifically 

examines the multiple axes of Asian, Scottish, lesbian and woman as each identity 

crosses each other across her body. Using multiple layerings of slides, text, movement, 

fabrics and pr *ected images that mirror the multiple positionings of the performer, it Is 01 

impossible to locate Chowdhry as 'simply' Asian, or Scottish, or lesbian or female - the 

intersection of all four locations prevents any neat definition, blurring any concept of 

hermetically sealed identities or categories. Each location is inflected, and therefore 

affected, by the impact of other locations. Chowdhry is Asian and Scottish and lesbian 

and female, but her Asianness will be affected by her Scottishness and her Scottishness 

affected by her Asianness and her femaleness will be affected by her lesbianness, and her 

lesbianness will affect her experience of being Asian and Scottish, and so on. Each 

location, then, impacts the shape of the others and the experiences that Chowdhry 

experiences are specific to that multiple locationality. Chowdhry cannot isolate each 

aspect of her identity because her 'Identity' is the product of all of these simultaneousk, 

occupied locations. It cannot be separated out. Thus, her Scottishness is an Asian 

Scottishness - as well as a female and lesbian Scottishness. Additionally. however, as an 

Asian Scot, Chowdhry alters others perceptions of Scottishness - of what that signifies. 

'Scottisliness' can no longer be based on the clairn of 'pure' origin or culture. The ame 
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is true of Asian and lesbian as these positions negotiate with each other and all other 

positions. 

In a similar form to Chowdhry's performance, Margaret Nelson, in Pi-ell 
. 

Dctrk Girl ( 1995 ), 4' 
repeats the refrain-. 

In search of my voice, I will be in search of my voice, I will hear me in search of 
my voice, I'm a female in search of my voice, I'm black in search of niN, voice, I 
am female in search of my voice, I am black female or female black, I'm a black 
female and female black African American African American African American 
Caribbean American in search of my voices. 

The singular 'voice' becomes multiple 'voices' by the end of the refrain. The hybrid 

identity poses a threat to the notion of a unified, stable national location or nationalist 

History and Truth. However, as Nelson's performance suggests, the difficulty lies in 

finding a way to speak this plurality, of being able to speak in a multilingual tongue, 

where that multiplicity is not silenced by any internal (or external) dominant voice. 

Performances such as Chowdhry's and Nelson's indicate that there are 

differences within and that multiple experiences and subjectivities are located within the 

term 'black'. One is never 'only' black. 

Another frequently witnessed strategy displayed within performances is a 

performed resistance towards being hemmed in by singular definitions - or the 

impossibility of definitions capturing 'real' lived subjectivity. In Julie Tolentino's 

IVA'slizo - Olle Botwos Ojos Dews (1998), 47 for example, one section of the 

performance consists of Tolentino being asked a series of quick-fire questions, all of 

\vhich are to do with 'xvho are you"' In many instances, the questions do not alloý\ for 

flexibility or instability, requiring short, ready made answers. or a simple 'ves' or 'no'ý 

ino can rarek, ans\ýer 'Describe vourself ' 'For the record, who exactly are VOLIT Tolenti 

id- the questions successfully, within the allocated time, and frequentIN, (yets cut off III 
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sentence, or struggles to find an adequate answer, or appears to diverge from the 

question. Tolentino, a dyke of Filipino/El Salvadorian descent, originally from San 

Francisco, cannot answer such questions easily, since the questions do not allo%v for a 

complicated or multiple sense of subjectivity. The questions are like the boxes that one 

has to tick - sex, gender, nationality, race - boxes which leave no room for multiple 

intersections of difference. 

In a very real sense, black women are always located as doubly 'othered' - that is- 

as women and as black. When they speak they do so from (at least) two places at the 

same time. The black female is 'plural' and therefore performs internal dialogues xvith 

herself - with the 'others' inside herself - as a black woman talking to a black ivolnan. 

Mae Gwendolyn Henderson has suggested that this doubled positioninu enables black 

women writers to speak from within identifications and across differences- 

What is at once characteristic and suggestive about black women's writing is its 
interlocutory, or dialogic, character, reflecting not only a relationship with the 
'other(s), ' but an internal dialogue with the plural aspects of the self that 
constitute the matrix of black female subjectivity. The interlocutory character of 
black women's writings is, thus, not only a consequence of a dialogic relationship 4: ) ZD 
with an imaginary or 'generalized Other, ' but a dialogue with the aspects of 
'otherness' within the self The complex situatedness of the black woman as not 
only the 'Other' of the Same, but also as the 'other' of the other(s) implies a 

4, X 

relationship of difference and identification with the 'other(s)' . 

The 'dialogic' is Bakhtin's term for the propensity within language for a dialogue 
C) 17) 117) 

or verbal exchange. In the dialogic view of language, each word spoken is 

'interpenetrated' by others' words or utterances. That is, the word spoken always takes 

into consideration another speaker's Nvord. The word, then, is not only a sicynifier 

slanallina a referent but is continuously enoa(yed in dialogue. However, one does not IIIII -In 

need to have an external interlocutor to experience the dialogic nature of words. since I- 

the individual engaged in thought is necessarilv havim, a dialogic relation to her/his inner 
17) _n ---- 
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speech' by dividing her/himself in two. The speaker is both the subject and object of 

speech: 'By objectifying myself .. 
I gain the opportunity to have an authentically dialocyi II-, - ic 

relationship with myself' The 'other' then, may be the self As Henderson states. the 

internal, consciousness, 'becomes a kind of "inner speech" reflecting "the outer word" in 

a process that links the psyche, language, and social interaction. 49 

As black women are positioned by both race and gender, the words that they use 

will stage a literal dialogue between these two locations, enabling them to speak in Z-7) 

dialogical voices 'to the other(s) both within and without. The 'other(s)' within the self 

are not denied then, but are used to conduct creative dialogues across differences. 

Henderson goes on to cross this notion of the dialogic of difference with Hans- 

Georg Gadamer's 'dialectical model of conversation', or dialectic (? f hlcluii. i-, in wbich 

. 
fi I the black woman idenfý es with the locations of others 'who share a common history, 

language, and culture. "' The dialectic of identity is not based on the contestations that 

occur in language as heteroglossia interact, but instead 'presupposes as its goal a 

language of consensus, communality and even identification, in which "one claims to 

express the other's claims[ ... 
]". "' This expressing of the other, then, Is simultaneously 

an expressing of the 1. 

Although Henderson's concept of this doubled mode of language inhabited bv the C) -- ý 11: ) - 

black woman is specifically concerned with the black female writer, her insight can be 

usefully transferred to performance art. First, it is likely that the performer relies on 

inner dialogue to construct the performance piece, and that this process will display the 

same simultaneous movement of Ia dialocgic of difference and a dialectic of identity as 

outlined by Henderson. Moreover, in the actual presentation of the performance, it is 

possible to suLY, (,,,, est that such simultaneous enunciations are visible, as the multiple 

nIýTi iocations of the performer are foregrounded within the actual performed text A on--side 
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this projection of the difference within - the internalised others - there exists a point of 

identification of the same. 

Such a process of dialogics and dialectics can already be observed iii Nlava 

Chowdhry's performance cited earlier in which her multiple locationality enables a 

dialogue of difference, between her location as Other (in my reading figured raclallv) and 

her other others - her lesbianism, her gender, and her nationality all enter into a dialogue 

with each other, as well as with her location as Asian. Similarly, I identify xvith some of 

Chowdhry's locations, but this identification must be negotiated through her difference 
I- 

from me, her Scottish, lesbian, female 'Asianness'. In Pamela Sneed's performance 

Inicigitie Beitig More 4fraid (? f Freedom Man S1uvci),, (1994), 52 Sneed talks to me as a 

dyke, talks to straight women as a ivonian, talks to straight black women as a h1ack 

iromati, talks to black men as a h1ack woman, talks to gay men as a cývkc, talks to 

bisexuals as a dyke. But she also talks to black men as a iroman, to straight women as a I- 

cýVkc, to straight white women as a black dyke, to white dykes as a black dyke, etc. She 

simultaneously aligns herself with and against every spectator, finding, both a point of I- 

connection with and a distance from each person. Crucially, the connections form the 

bridge across differences. As critic Barbara Christian writes, in relation to Audre Lorde- 

As a black, lesbian, feminist, poet, mother, Lorde has, in her own life, had to 
search long and hard for hei- people. In responding to each of these audiences, in ZI-n 
which a part of her identity lies, she refuses to give up her differences. In fact she 
uses them, as woman to man, black to white, lesbian to heterosexual, as a means 
of conducting creative dialogue. ý" 

As Kobena Mercer asserts, such dialogism shows that 'black identities are plural and 

heterogeneous and that political divisions of gender and sexual identity are to be 
17) 1) - 

transformed as much as those of race and class'. If the others are also within then the 

abSOILIte binaries One/Other, or white/black are destabilised, as 'black' becorne,., 
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heterogeneous and diverse, rather than fixed and essentialised or established in relation 

to another homogenised and fixed Other (One). 

1995: BLINDED BY (MY OWN) POLITICS 

In 1995 1 saw the performance America, the Beaulýful, at the ICA in London. Shortly 

after witnessing it I wrote the following. - 

[The performer] takes transformation to a[... ] painful level by attempting to 
transform her body into an image of Marilyn Monroe. To do this, she takes a roll 
of thick Sellotape and proceeds to tape up her flesh, thus narrowing her ýý, 'aist and 
her thighs. The constrained, manipulated body is a body in pain, a body trýnng to 
fit into the template [of the projected image of the 'perfect body']. In this action 
[the performer] has embodied so-called female strategies of dieting, plastic 
surgery and the wearing of shape-altering clothing attempts to contort or 
change the body into a shape that is not its ownJ 55 She continues with this 
transformation by over making-up her face with lipstick and powder and wearing, 
a blonde wig, sprayed with an entire can of hairspray to 'hold/fix' it In place. The 
end result is a grotesque parody of Marilyn Monroe struggling to remain on high- 
heeled shoes which hardly hold her frame - which may be a more truthful 
representation of the 'real' Monroe than the perpetuated sex-Idol one. 56 

Irrespective of some worrying suggestions contained within my writing, such as the 

notion of a 'truthful representation', two and a half years after the event I still maintain 

that this is basically what the performer does. However, I have strategically oillitted 

information here. The performer's name is Nao Bustamante 
. 

Does this not alert and 

alter simultaneously9 Although American, as indicated in the programme by the '(US, -\)' I- I 

that follows her name, Bustamante is of Latin American descent, being of second I- 

(yeneration Mexican-American parents. 57 This is not only an imitation of a blonde icon. 

When I saw this performance I completely erased Bustamante's 'difference' in 

the process. I read the performance as being feminist, as being a critique about the II 

pressures of women to conform to stereot-N, pes of fernininitv, when such stereotypes are 

nipossible to achie - at least without a great deal of effort (not to mention paln and I ve 
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women as objects to be looked at. Through Bustamante, I saw only my own resistance 

to adopting the iconography of Marilyn Monroe - constructed representation of 

femininity extraordinaire. In a sense, then, I heard or recognIsed only those parts of the 

performance that talked my own language, that met me at my place, that knew where I 

was coming from. My personal sight/site lines were monodirectional. I saw only what I 

needed to, wanted to. My feminism had become tunnel visioned - sexual difference at 

the expense of everything else. The prophecy depicted by Mae Gwendolyn Henderson 

that 'the "critical insights" of one reading might well become the "blind spots" of another 

reading' had, in this case, rung true: 

That is, by privileging one category of analysis at the expense of the other, each 
of these methods risks setting up what Frederic Jameson describes as strateuies 
of containment, ' which restrict or repress different or alternative readings. 1. ) 

And yet now, re-playing the memory of the performance in my mind, I find it 

unbelievable that I could have ignored the 'racial' implications of the performance. 

However, perhaps this 'blindness' on my part could indicate the slippery nature of the 

signifier 'black'. In Britain, those designated as Latin American are 'seen' to be 'white' 

(Spanish) rather than 'black'. Acknowledging, here, Bustamante's inscribed 'Otherness' 

am I now in danger of fixing her difference through positioning her as Latin American" 

Bustamante is not, in fact, Latin American, but a citizen of the United States of America. 

However, if I insist on Bustamante's Americanness at the cost of the difference which is 

culturally inscribed on and through her flesh, a difference which impacts in a very real 

sense the one who Nvears the marked skin - then I am guilty of race blindness -a sort of 

inverted racism. Similarly, Bustarnante has a particular cultural history and to erase this 

is to erase her Mexican roots. Yet the roots of her childhood are not simply Mexican 
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since her access to the 'Mexican' is inseparable from the 'American' as her parents are 

second generation Mexican-Ameri cans. Bustamante has no direct experience of 'being 

Mexican'. But what does 'being Mexican' mean" Does one need to have been in 

Mexico to 'be' Mexican? (Equally, what does 'being American' mean") 

My attempts to write about Bustamante foreground the difficulty in positionim),, 

her comfortably anywhere and the ambiguous nature of this piece. She is neither 

Mexican nor American, as she is both Mexican and American, but neither purely 

(whatever that is). Bustamante is the offspring of hybrid parents who were the offspring 

of hybrid parents. What does that make her? A hybrid hybrid hybrid? A third 

generation hybrid? As a hybrid Bustarnante pushes at the boundaries of both 

'Americanness' and 'Mexicanness' questioning our assumptions of belonging and 

identity in the process - while also making us aware of the danger of erasing the 

'grounds' completely. If I erase Bustamante's 'Latin American' ground what happens9 
C) 

She 'becomes' , in my eyes, white. This, then, is the specific danger of deconstructive 

moves around 'race' - too often they result in a partial deconstruction which erases 

'black' (culture, history), while reinforcing 'white'. 

Moreover, Bustamante is more than Latin American, more than black, more than 

Mexican, more than American. She is also a woman. Her 'self, then, is produced, 

crossed with and impacted by all of these positions and more. Another danger lies in It) 

tI oreorrounding 'race' and erasing all other positions, making Bustamante stand In for 

race, as its representative. But, returning full circle, if I do not acknowledge the racial It) - 

and cultural difference between us, then do I perform a cultural indifference. reading 

Bustainante's body inerelv as a tool to be wielded by my hands against 'patriarchy'9 

HoNv to read this text without uncritically or unconsciously returning it to 'me' or 

essentialising, our difference" As noted earlier, the performance offers multiple readinos, 
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just as - and perhaps because - Bustamante herself s multiply located. Moreover, the 

II erformance, I Zý initial reading, produced during my witnessing of the p is only one reading 

that I will undertake. After the event, I undertake other readings. staging a dialogue 

with myself (and my others? ), between what I saw and what I went on to see. This 

performance highlights, then, the impossibility of meaning residing singularly within the 

text. The first reading that I offered was a reading dependent on what I brought with 

me, into the space of the performance. My interpretation was dependent upon my own 

location, upon my own interpretative tools which, at the time of that reading, were white 

feminist tools. However,, this reading is neither 'wrong' nor unproductive for what it 

enables is a later reading of my reading, resulting in a greater self-consciousness of what 

I read, and why I read what I read - that is, my own spectatorial location, and the 

exclusions that such a fixed location performed. 

This ambiguity within the performance, the lack of a 'right' reading, could be 
I'D 'In 

seen to be a deliberate performance strategy which seeks to pose questions rather than 

attempt to suggest answers. As Coco Fusco has suggested about her work with =Z--) 

Guillermo G6mez-Pefia, '[We] use our presence as a catalyst for discussion by other 

people rather than our presenting some sort of rational discourse. [It's] not just us 

telling you, but what voit think, see. ' 
59 

Seeing again, attempting to see differently as a result of my awareness of the 
Z 

operations of both production and exclusion within my first reading, I return to this 

performance to reread it. Such rereadings will, undoubtedly, provide the stage for 
I- I-) 

further dialogues with my future selves and interrogations of previous I's. 

The first rereading that I offer to myself is that the woman attempting to 

transform herself into an image of Marilyn Monroe is not onIN, ti-A, ingy to achieve the bodv 

of Monroe, but is also trying to be(come) white like Monroe through hicling), her cmn 
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skin colour. The white face powder, the blonde ývlu. and the Sellotape are all therefore 

part of an attempt to cross from 'black' to 'white' - to embody the white skin of the 

famous white female icon. (Black Skin, White Mask") Bustamante -s- critique, theti. 

comes from a different place than my own. Not only does she not have that 'perfect' 

female body, but she also has the wrong skin colour since the desirable body N\ idiin 

Westernised culture has been constructed as the white body. 

Through putting on the accoutrements of the desired female body, it could be 

said that Bustamante is mimicking white femininity. Her performance, then, is a 

literalisation of what Homi Bhabha has termed 'colonial mimicry' - the process by which 

the Other is produced as 'cilmo. vi lhe same, bul not Illi/C 
6 0 The 'not quite' xvithin 

colonial mimicry is that which ensures 'difference', therefore producing and maintainim, I- -- 

the identity of the One. The skin of the Other is marked as excessive, so that 'not quite 

becomes 'not white'. Bustamante is not the 'real' Marilyn Monroe (her skin prevents 

her taking up the position of the 'real thing') but merely a mimic. 

However, this mimicry is performed with a twist. It is not primarily 

Bustamante's skin which prevents her from assuming the place of the 'real Monroe', but 

her excessive performance of white femininity. The racial 'excess' that blocks access to 

the place of the 'real', then, is displaced onto the act of excessive4v miming this real - of 

excessively making up as the white ferninised body. Importantly, this excess is produced 

hv Bustamante within the act of mimicking, rather than being inscribed onlo her (skin). 
I- 

The difference is a difference of her own making. This mimicry, then, is a parodic 

mimicry. Bustamante is not attempting to he Monroe since she deliberately exceeds that 

location. 

Moreover, what is suggested in this excessive mimicry is the fact that %\hite 

iii- without an original. 'Monroe, 'herself, is ternininity is also always a mimicking. i 
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(literally) made-up, a copy of a copy. Thus, one cannot strictly say that Bustamante is 

noi the 'real' thing, or that she is a bad copy of the ori(ginal, because hers is a parodic 

copy of a copy without an original. Bustarnante cannot be the 'real' thing because there 

is no real thing. Monroe, then, is no more 'real' than Bustamante's imitation of Monroe, 

since Monroe is herself an imitation of an already inscribed femininity, which, through 

excessive circulation and consumption has become a hyperreal (and therefore impossible) 

femininity. It is not just that Bustamante's skin or flesh is in excess of the image, but that 

the image is already excessive. 

It is through the 'black' that the actual masquerade of white femininity is revealed 

all the more profoundly. As the black body is strapped up, strapped down, strapped in, 

and the flesh is whitened, and the hair disguised, the extent to which the iconography of 

desired femininity is 'made up' is foregrounded. Both the construction and inscription of 

that white femininity are highlighted by being worn by an inappropriate body. Nao 

Bustarnante presents us with a parody of Marilyn Monroe but by playing it across her 
1: 1 

black body is able to foreground the performance as a performance - masquerading the Zn ltý 

masquerade. As the masquerade is performed by and across the inappropriate body, the 

performance also reveals the narrow parameters of the appropriate. 

There is something obvious within this performance that needs to be remarked. 

Bustamante, a 'black' woman, is (not) attempting to embody a it, hile female icon. What 

is partially highlighted in this act is the gap between 'Icon' and 'black'. There are feýý 
ID 

ternale Latin American icons in circulation in Western popular culture (xvhich is not to 

saV that they are not in circulation in Latin America. However, as bell hooks has pointed 

out, historically, even within 'black' culture - as a subconscious incorporation of wliite 

racism - the less dark body was often deemed to be more attractive 61) Bustarnantel 

performance, then, is more than a critique of representations of wornen. It Is al., (, a 
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critique of the fact that the majority of popular representations in circulation In the NN"est 

62 s are of white female Westerners 
. 

But I am again in danger of refixing Bustarnante 

difference through insisting on her difference as Latin American when she is in fact a 

citizen of the United States of America. An alternative - but related - reading, then, is 

that this is a critique of 'Americanness', that the representation of Monroe as ilic 

'American female' is racist in that it suggests that the most (or only) desirable American 

female is a white one. Finally, could Bustamante's mimicking of Monroe be read as an 

example of the hybridity that the performer herself inhabits - both Mexican and American 

- the Mexican Monroe or the American Mexican? G6mez-Pefia has discussed the 

potential for problematising racial and ethnic stereotypes by hybridisim, them, which in 

his terms refers to' imbu[ing] the stereotype with so much cultural information [that] you 

create a composite image that is so hybrid and complex that [it] challenges all the 

perceptions, all the coded perceptions of the viewer However, the reading of 

Bustamante's performance of Monroe as being an example of such hybridity is 

foreclosed in my mind by the fact that I do not see a composite image as much as an Z: ) 

inhabiting of a (Western) stereotype, in which Bustamante exaggeratedly steps 'Into' 

Monroe rather than transforming her into something else. 

Additionally, I would suggest that by refusing to inhabit a 'black' stereotype the 

possibility of that stereotype being reinscribed is lessened. However, the danger of I- I 

Bustamante stepping 'into' Monroe and wearing an excessive disguise, is that 

Bustamante becomes invisible (to me). What my own initial blindness would suggest, 

then, IS that the spectator habitually performs a resolution of ambis)-ulty, readin-(-, only that 

vvhich is already known. As I hope I have shown here, ambiguity of meaning is hUgely 

productive, enabling an active encounter with the spectating self and the process of 

seein(. 1. if such a dialogue takes place after the performance event then the event has 
I -- 
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indeed been a catalyst. Perhaps what is required, though , is that the spectator be 

prepared to see differently (and I speak of myself here) - learning to look dialogically for 

the different at the same time as I see the similar, so that I can see from a different place 

and hear other languages being spoken at the same time as I hear my own. In short, the 

spectator has a responsibility to become nothing less than multilingual. I- 

However, the danger residing within a concept of multilingualism is that 

difference can as easily be reduced to the Same as the domination of One over the Other 

is performed; while one may learn to speak another language this does not ensure a 

communication across difference but may actually aid in the appropriation of the Other. 

In their performance, Siqf )'64 (1996 Nao Bustamante and Coco Fusco reveal this danger 

of the multilingual. The performance centres around the booming global tourist industry, 

in which the 'exotic' is (made and) marketed specifically for Western travellers. 

Through parodic performance, Fusco and Bustamante inhabit Western stereotypes of the 

raci II full vievv- of the lally marked Other, specifically the black female eroticised Other. In 

audience, they transform themselves (via wigs, costumes and fake accents) into 

'authentic' Latin American women and aim to transport the 'tourist' to a sensual, foreign 

world. 

What is foregrounded in the performance, aside from the commercial production 

and packaging of the Areign', designed to make it palatable for Western consumption, 

is the interconnection of tourism and sex - the fact that sex sells, particularly the sex of 

the 'dark' woman. The language that the tourist learns in the performance is the 

lano-ua(ye of neootiat* xual transactions, of owning a piece of the 'exotic' woman, 
It) ing se t) -, It) 

rather than negotiating difference without merely appropriating It. Difference again 

returns to the Same and wornan is reinscribed as an object for (wNte, heterosexual male) 

Coll SLI illpt 1011. 
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Moreover, there actually J. ý no so-called 'difference' since difference has already 

been produced as the Same, as the 'exotic woman ) is literally 'made up' to appeal to 

Western tastes and fantasies. The 'authentic' then is nothing more than a figure of 

Western male desire. And the 'dark skinned sexually available' woman is a performance 

put on and necessitated by the need to survive in a context in which the sex industrN,, 

remains one of the most (and often the only) lucrative options open to many w, omen. 

Sex becomes a global language and a global currency in a global market dominated by 

the white, male Westerner. As Judy, a prostitute whose voice is heard within the 

performance, states. * 

When I feel down, I start thinking about a new way to fix my hair. The Italians 
like wild hair, so I permed mine [ .... 

] We have to eat, right? 

Dialogue is impossible without a contract being undertaken on both sides to enter 

into it. The question that keeps surfacing, though, is how do we prevent such dialogue 
It) 

slipping back into a monologue? How to resist the continual returning of difference to 

the Same, the continual performing of power by One over an/Other? How to live with 

and through difference? As performer Anna Deveare Smith writes. * 

Few people speak a language about race that is not their own. If more of us 
could actually speak from another point of view, like speakins, another langaiage, 

we could accelerate the flow of ideasj ... 
] If we were able to move more 

frequently beyond those boundaries, we would develop multifaceted identities 
and we would develop a more complex language. After all, identity is in some 
ways a process towards character. It is not character itself It is not fixed. Our 

race dialogue desperately needs this more complex language. 6 
I- I- 

Destabilising identity - as the performers cited in the second section of this thesis have 

consistently shown - is perhaps one xvay to induce this more comple\ language. 
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CONCLUSION' 
TRAFFIC LIGHTS 

At the end of the day, at the beginning of the (next) day, it comes back to this'. 

Two thoughts: there is no liberation that only knows how to say, *1". 
There is no collective movement that speaks for each of us all the way, 

through. 

Adrienne Rich' 

AMBER: ME 

A common experience shared by researchers when conducting their study is that every -In - 

thesis is potentially infinite (and this one is no different) - but the full stop must be placed 

somewhere, even if only momentarily. Having reached the 'end' of this thesis, hoýýevei-, 

I realise it is not so much an 'end' as another be(yinnincy, or at least a gateway to It) 11: ) 1-: ) 

continuation. 

The production of research, on the scale of that required for a Ph-D thesis, is a 

p/-occ. s'. v located in time and (personal, emotional, intellectual) space. As time passes, 

space changes. 2 While such shifts are perhaps not inappropriate in a thesis which aims to 

rnap shifts, they do problernatise the process of writino", since active thou(yht does not 17ý C) 

obey the full stop. Simply put, I doubt I am the same person I was when I wrote 

Chapter 1,2,3,4,5,6, or 7 and it is unlikely that I will be the same person who wrote 

this at the time of your reading it. The only way I could attempt to keep pace with niv 

own shifts would be to keep rewriting my words and thoughts, which, having reached C) 117) 

the 'end' again, would undoubtedly have reshifted, returning me to the 'be(-TinniII(-Y,, 

Wishing to avoid this continual repetition and impossible cha, --, Iii-(-, of m- 1 
17) 

N, own tail (not to 

mention the necessitv of actually submitting my thesis) I position this 'conclusion' as a 

sign of where I am now (in relation to where I might have been previously). and where 
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intend to go next. Ironically, having spent several years following different permutations 

of this route, I find myself forced to a halt by a return of the terms 'feminist politics' and 

'feminist performance art'. The spaces in-heluven 'destabilisation' and 'contestation', 

'ground/ed' and 'Ground', 'self and 'Self, 'presence' and 'Presence' have made 

themselves felt. Caught up in the sometimes contagious exhilaration of shifting and 

contingent subjectivities (shifts and contingencies which, I maintain, are still politically 

important), I was unaware, until reaching this 'end, of those significant spaces beginning "7) _n -- 

to open up. 

RED: WOMEN'S PERFORMANCE ART AND FEMINIST POLITICS 

At Performance Studies International 5 (Aberystwyth, April 1999), Robert Ayers, in a 

panel presentation, asked 'What is performance art forT, itself a variation (and 

avoidance) of the older question, 'What is performance artT In Ayers' question the 

debate around categorisation (and the 'existence' of performance art) is displaced onto 

determining the 'function' of performance art. However, such a question assumes that 

there is olic function, and that this function, whatever it is, remains constant throughout 

'history'. As explicated in Chapter 1,1 believe that performance art has always had more 

than one function. Equally, who would determine what it is that performance art is for- 

the artist, the critic, the spectator, the historian" Attempting to avoid prescripw, 'es, I 

seek to substitute Ayers' question with another: 'What, potentially, does or can 

performance art doT Any answer to this question must necessarily locate performance 

art pieces within their own historical and cultural contexts, since what they 'do' ývill be 

dependent on where they are placed. Equally, the 'do' will be plural - do for the 

performer, the spectator, society, wornen, feminism 
... 

While I have suggested 

ditferences betNveen performance art produced by women in the 1970s and contemporar-v 



performance art, neither of these strategies should be 'judged' outwith their contexts. 

The strategies since it is these contexts that determine the specific challenges made. 

utilised in both cases are appropriate to the contexts from which they arose. 

Thus, embedded within the newly burgeoning Women's Liberation Movement, 

much women's performance art of the 1970s entered into the struggle to improve Z7) 

women )s situation in society, utilising a number of strategies to do so. Amongst these 

were celebrations of 'natural' femininity (pitted against an 'aggressive' and 'destructive' 

masculinity), the revealing of the untenable position women held in society (intended as a 

corrective to those images of women produced by men), the creation of spaces intended 

to provide support and to nurture women's creativity, the revalorisation of xvomen's 

aesthetic 'forms', and the forging of artistic communities with shared aims. What is 

suggested by these activities is that in the 1970s (viewed from the late I 990s), feminism 

was relatively 'uncomplicated'. As a new 'liberation movement' its aims seemed simple - 

the liberation of all women. 

The fragmentation of the feminist movement, however, reveals that the story 

becomes more complex as the movement 'develops', with critiques arising from within. 

Such fragmentation need not be regarded negatively, however, since it necessarily 

produces both a dialogue across the fragments, as both an increased awareness of 

differences within 'the movement', and an awareness of the need for self-reflective and 

critical feminist practice, becomes prevalent. Engaging critically with 'femini ' as a sm 

discourse which has the power to both potentially liberate and oppress prompts dialogue 

around the term 'woman' - who is 'she', where is 'she, where does 'she' come from9 - 

and the assumed, given 'subject' of ferninism. 

In my introduction I stated that it had become evident, after watching 

performance art by women, that 'feminism' within women Is performance art had not 
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disappeared but had shifted. In marking those shIfts. it would perhaps be more accurate 

now to suggest that It is not simply 'feminism' that has shifted but the signifier 'woman' 

(the two shifts obviously interrelated). In my quest to find the feminist subject - 

woman' - in performance, I am confronted with a dissolving nomination. What lias 

become apparent, however, is not that 'woman' has disappeared, but that it is impossible 

to locate and fix her in one place since she has herself become problematised. 

Surely though, as feminists, it is not that we wish to totally eradicate the signifier 

woman' but that we want to challenge and change its potential, future sigiiýficaiions'. ' 

This change is not based on a reversal of meanintys, turning the negative into the positi\, e, 

as such a strategy, by necessity, assumes it already knows what 'woman' is and wants, 

and continues to work within and maintain the gender system. As the history of 

feminism has shown, while it was an important first step to identify 'woman' as 

oppressed, and challenge that oppression, such oppressions are differential and 

multivalent. Focusing singularly on the issue of (unified) gender risks the suppression of Z- 

internal and external differences and/or the oppression of those located in different 

places. Neither does 'change' simply imply reinventing 'woman' since 'woman' is a sign 

produced i1i discourse, and such 'reinventions' will be determined by, and read within or 

frorn, already existing discourses. One cannot simply erase the various marks that 

women are made to bear. The feminist aim then, oti ilic way, to chatige, is to challenge 

the various discourses that produce 'woman' to mean certain things. Importantly. this 

desire for change implies that something needs to change, positing this somethinCy as 

located in the here and now, which in turn implies that it can and iv/// he chan(_, ed. 

In my tracing of the shift from a politics of identitv to a politics of subjectivitv 

within women Is performance art, I am aware that the identities of feminist politics seem 

to have disappeared. While the ferninist subject may have become destabilised, feminist 
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politics are not without identities as they necessarily remain grounded in a political will 

for (and belief in) change - even if the terms and aims of such change continue to be sites 

for negotiation, with no already decided or guaranteed end in sight. 

Moreover, while 'woman' is a sign produced in discourse, 'she' is also more than 

this since women are material bodies living in the social world. Women ui-c matter. Aiid 

for a feminist, they do matter, and must continue to matter. While we may not want to 

fix what 'woman' means, we cannot lose sight of the fact that she uh-eaqv means, 

variously, and that any feminist political action therefore acknowledges this multiple 

uIrecidy. While the 'sign' can be destabilised it cannot be totally dematerialised. 

'Reality' may be only a discursive construct, but that does not stop it from really 

impacting bodies. 

Contemporary performances perform both the constructed status and shiftinc, It) 

possibility of the sign 'woman' through revealing both the discursive operations and 

productive powers which make woman 'mean', as well as determining the limits of such 

discourses. These performances undoubtedly serve to shake 'woman' from essentialised 

and immutable notions of the 'natural', and are therefore implicitly political, even if they 

resist replacing one 'woman' with another (presumed to be better). In this sense, such 

performances put into practice Diane Elam's call for a politics of undecidability. 

While acknowledging the difference between this strategy and that of earlier 

women s performance art which took 'woman' as an unproblematised ground for 

representation, I would like, here, to close the gap between 'earlier' and 'contemporary' 

The bridge across this difference is produced through identifying a shared '(-, round' - that I It) - 

of challenging the already given. The performances cited in the second section of this 

11-D -- ý iiist something and towcu-ds thesis, like those in the first, are framed by a struggle ctgci* 

(ye. In contemporary performance, however. the space of 'towards' is refi u ed as chanl,, 
uv r 
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an 'unknown'. Such performances work against the way woman is already constructed 

to be read and towards the possibility of different (undecided) future constructions and 

readings. While 'woman' can no longer be said to 'be', then, that which she variously 

is, here and now, continues to provide the grounds for various political feminist 

actions. Importantly, while a feminist politics may be undecided in terms of having no 

pre-defined 'end', such actions in the moment of being peýfoi-nied are far from aimless. 

This is not to deny that the grounds from which such actions are taken are continuent, or Z7 

that they will change as the discourses which produce them change, partially in response 

to feminist discourses. What it does imply, however, is that to make a stance - anv 

stance - you need to have somewhere to stand. The difficulty, though, and one 

addressed throughout this thesis, is how one can stand without becoming rooted to the 

same spot. 

It is apparent that those performances which attempt to negotiate this difficulty 
ID 

utilise a double strategy by conihining deconstruction and feminism with an explicit 

feminist resistance, thereby reinserting the possibility of political agency for the I- 

(decentered) performing subject. Every destabilisation is enacted with a contestation. 

Bobby Baker destabilises the autobiographical subject while contesting the discursively 

produced position of 'mother' through exceeding it, Sprinkle destabilises (Tood/bad ID -- 

biriaries while contesting the negative sign 'whore' through performing 'whoreý 

differently-, Finley destabilises psychoanalytical discourse while contesting the passive 

position of woman in such discourses through enacting an active resistance, Lee 

destabilises subject/object positions while contesting the system that would make woman 

invisible through rendering 'herself 'unreadable' and literally unpicking 
11-! ) the metaphor of 

such a system, Victoria Baker clestabilises sexual identity categories while contesting 

shyllificatory parameters through seepa(ye- Loomis destabilises heterosexual d* 
I- - ZN III iscourse 
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while contesting its prescriptive limits through performing lesbian desire in the marg, I It) III gins 

II iscourse wi of its structure- Piper destabilises dominant racial di hile contesting racist 

assumptions through remarking herself (and me) 'black; Chowdhry and others 

destabilise unified identities while contesting organisational categories through shmvmg 

the difference within, Bustamante destabilises 'woman' while contesting the 'natural' 

through mimicking excessive white femininity. 

What is notable in all of these performances is that 'while' is interchangeable xvith 

'by' - and this is precisely what is meant by working within discourses. Such 'within' 

does not negate the possibility of directly political challenges to the hegemony, since in 

each case, the contestation is addressed to, and operates through an exploration of, what 

is already there. The politics within these performances, then, are not situated in some 

disconnected deconstructive game but are an informed politics, grounded in and by the 

(constructed but nonetheless present) real. 

RED AMBER: INTRUSIONS 

March 1997- It does not happen very often but I am compelled to keep looking, 

January 1999- It does not happen often enough. 
But when it does happen it is enough to compel me to keep 
looking. 

The space between 'does not happen' and 'does happen' is a space that increasHiLyk, 

intrudes upon my thought . 
"al happens in those performances which ensures niv 

return, but which fails to appear in the others (the majority")? I suspect that as I 

struggle to answer this, I Nvill have to go back and negotiate with a former self. One 

tentative suo-gestion is that there is something about the live. present body that rakes the 
ID17) -- 

possibility of pivsciwc, not just in the literal sense, but also connoting a presence of 

conimi 1 ics, to performance). of conviction (a belief in what they itment (to feminist politi 
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are doing and saying), and resolve (that they have to do this because it needs to be done) 

jer of which in turn affects the spectatIng experience. I reallse that I am In dang 

reinserting the 'aura' (and intention) of the performer here, but there are so many 

performances which have left me feeling distanced, unconcerned. unmoved, and 

unbothered. The question ricocheting around my mind at such moments is 'why (did 

she/1) botherT And yet, on rare occasions, I feel as if I have (been) moved. 

Although I have attempted to blur questions of 'truth' and 'fiction' in this thesis, 

these terms and their relationships need to be explored further. The performances in 

which I have been moved from myself are those that hit a 'truth', that have disturbed me 

out of complacency by showing me something from a new place, openino up another 

space, provoking questions, debate, daring to go further. In Lisa Weslev's 

Alfcthhlelhorpe Dwikey (1996), ' for example, I experienced absolute abjection and 

loneliness as I watched the performer cross the floor on her hands and knees, naked 

except for a pair of shoes on her hands, and a sanitary towel pressed over her mouth. In 

a moment of stillness she turned around and urinated in front of me. In another example, 

as the solo spectator of Becky Edmunds' hluefiiink (1998), 4 1 felt absolute vulnerability 

and helplessness after watching the performer enact amnesia all around me and then 

finally come up to the chair in which I was sitting and place her head in my lap. I have 
I 

never before experienced the barrier between spectator and performer being 

simultaneously dissolved and foregrounded. In this moment, her isolation became mN, 

isolation, in spite of her closeness I was unable to reach across (that gap). 

While Wesley's performance could be located as 'feminist', it woLild be rnore 

difficult to position Edmunds' in this Nvay, but what Wesley and Edmunds (and others, 

cited in this thesis) have in common is the performing of a 'character' (a dorikey and all 

aninesiac in these latter examples), while simultaneously 'being themselves' The 
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presence of this 'self, I would suggest, lends an honesty (or truth) to the performance 

(and here lies their difference from 'theatre'). Those performances which leave me 

affected are those which seem to offer up or open up the 'self of the performer. Aiii I 

I. Yet returning, then, to a conception of 'depth', of dredging up the 'truth' of the 'self ? 

this 'self is not the autobiographical self but something else. There is a gap somewhere I- 

between 'self and 'Self, then, and presence and (fixed) Presence, and honesty and 

Truth. Can one 'be' the self without being the Self, have presence xithout fixing 

Presence, perform honestly without promoting a Truth? Having sensed these gaps, I cari 

do nothing more than resolve to enter into them. 
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GREEN: 2000 

And so the next journey begins 

ii just one amongst many and The previous one, marked in the pages of this thesis, is 

already its contours are beginning to shift, suggesting a different path across a similar 

map. Undoubtedly I have a long way to go with no possibility of ever arriving but, 

reinserting my own experience here, it is in the act of movement that encounters ýý Ith the 

unexpected become distinct possibilities. 
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NOTES 

Introduction 

.. The *diary entry' for 1989 was actually wrItten In March 1997, which raises the notion of the 'fiction' 
of autobiographv, a point pursued in Chapter 4. My rememberings of this event seem clear to me. but 
how much is this remembering informed by iny future reinterpreting my past? 

2. See The., linazing Decade: 11'Onwn and Perfbrniance, -Irt in. Imerica, 1970 - 1980. ed. by Moira Roth 
(Los Angeles: Astro Artz, 1983). which documents women's involvement in performance ýirl in the 
USA. 

3. See, for example, Roselee Goldberg, Perforinance Irl (firoin Ftittirisin to Ilic Presciit) (London. 
Thames and Hudson, 1988). C. Carr, On Edge. - Perforniance at the End (f thc Tirciaielli Ccwiiýv (NH: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1993), Heiirv M. Savre, The Object of Pei- -maiicc: Tlic, 4inerican. 1vain- fin 
(; arde Since 1970 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1989)-. Philip Auslander. Prescncc and 
Rcsistance. - Posonodernisin and Cidtitral Politics in Conteivporaýv 

. linerican Pcýformancc (Ann 
Arbov University of Michigan Press, 1992b). 

4 

. 
See, for example, il faking aSpectacle: Feivinist Evsays on Conicinpol-al-1,11'Onwii's 7-licalre. ed. bN' 

Lý, nda Hart (Ann Arbor: Universitý, of Michigan Press, 1989), Perforiving Feininisins: Feininist 
(I ithural Theoýv and Theatre, ed. b), Sue-Ellen Case (Baltimore-. The John Hopkins University Press. 
1990). Icting Out: Fetninist Peýfbrinances. ed. bý, Lý, nda Hart and Peggý, Phelan (Ann Arbor: 
Unk, ersity of Michigan Press, 1993): Peggy Phelan, Uninarked: The Politics of Perfbonam-c (New 
York: Routledge, 1993a), Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire: Eysa 

, 
i, s on Gender, Scxualiýy, and 

Perforinance (Ann Arbor: Unwersity of Michigan Press, 199 1)-. -1 Sourcebook (? f Feinhiist Theatre 
and Pei-forniance: On and Be 

, vond the Stage. ed. by Carol Martin (London- Routledge, 1996). Rebcccýi 
Schneider, The Explicit Bodv in Peýforinance (London- Routledge. 1997); Alisa Solonion- Re-Di-cssinc, 
dic Canon: Essa 

, 
vs on Theater and Gender (London: Routledge, 1997) plus the journal It . Onlen 

and Peýfbrniance. Amelia Jones' text Bodv 
. 
Irl: Peýfornfing the Sithject (London- University of 

Minnesota Press, 1998), ujifbrtunatelý7 appeared in print after the majority of this thesis was written and 
time has not permitted me to sttidý, it in depth. However, it would appear that Jones raises some of the 
sainc issues covered here but does so specifically with the aiiii of elucidating the extent to which -bodý 
, art'. and in particular the ail of the 'croticized' female performer. deliberately explodes the inyths of 
disinterested spectatorship and universal0- in relation to aesthetic evaluation. 

Stizanna Danuta Walters, Ilalcrial Girls: Hakinc, Sciise of Fcminist Cultural 7hcorv (Berkelev- 
Unk-ci-sity of California Press, 1995). p. 47. 

0.1 am aware of Philip Auslander's separation of transgression and resistance and Nflule I agree that , 
is more difficult to transgress anything in this current time I certainly do not think it is impossible. Of* 

course, *transgression' is presurnably subýjective - it depends on where one's borders are located as to 
whether they are ever 'transgressed'. See Auslander (I 992b). 

7. This is particularly tnie of the performances I have seen by *cnierging' pei-formance artists dollig 

platform' performances at the National Review of Live Art. Often the same concerns and the means of 

expressing those concerns Nvill be similar to forms and content used in the 1970s. particularlý in relation 
to 'images' of women. women's bodies. and *sexism'. BiOdin,. performed bN Stisan Wase and Rebeccýi 

Lane. NRLA. Arches (1996), is a case in point. Two women talk about weight. about trý ing to diet. and 

the performance ends with them both eatin. - hug chocolate cakes. The pre-publicity rca& 'Two 

women awkwardly dressed in ballet leotards pliýsicAly show the stniggle to be thin. hairless and 

t, to explore issues beatitiftil. A comic performance using elements of theatre. dance and cabaret 
female bodN 

surroundilig the feniale body. The performance proposes and then destroNs the idea of the 
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as a garden that needs to be maintained and cultivated. ' In this performance. then. the focus. like earlier 
performances, is placed on body image and the socio-cultural pressures of 'being' a woman. 

8 
. 

Alisa Solomon (1997), p. 19. 

9. bell hooks, Yearning: Race, Gender and Cultural Politics (Boston. MA: South End Press. 1994). 
P. 3 9. 

I () 

. 
Ifigh Perf6miance 33 (1986). 

11.1 have been unable to locate the first usage of the term, but Sayre decides upon 1970 as his own 
starting point, since the term 'performance' was first used then by Jtidy Chicago and Miriain Schapiro in 
their feminist performance class. It is likely, however. that performance art has ahýays been 
ii nca tegori sable. There is no definition that entirely 'captures' or 'defines' what performance art is. and 
therc is still a slippage between 'performance'. 'five art' and *performance art'. as I xý ill discuss in 
Chapter 1. 

12. Coco Fusco, 'Performance and the Power of the Popular". in Lct's (; ei It On. - Vic Politics, (ýI'Black 
Pel- I . 

1brinance, ed. by Catherine Ugwu (Seattle: Baý Press & ICA London, 1995)_ pp. 158 - 75 (p. 160). 
See also Guillermo G6mes-Pefta, -A New Artistic Continent'. in. -b-t in the Public Inicrest. ed. bv Arlene 
Ravcn (New York- De Capo Press, 1993). pp. 105 - 17. Goldberg would merit Fusco's criticism in 
relation to a Westernised genealogy of performance art. 

bell hooks, 'Performance Practice as a Site of Opposition'. in UgNvu ed. (1995). pp. 210 - 211 (p. 
211). 

14. Butler, Gender Trottb1c. - Fcminism and the, l; ltbvCl-SiOll Of MCI 71 i/Y (London: Routledge, 1990). p. 7. 

[bid., p. 22. 

10. Susan Bordo, Feminisni, WCstcoi Culture, and the Bo(li, (London: University of California Press. 
1993)), p. 35. 

17. The 'real' is marked here to suggest that the term, like 'Nvoinan'. 'black'. 'lesbian'. is deliberately 
probleinatised. As will become clear throughout this thesis, the 'reaY cannot be taken to refer 
tiiiprobleiiiatically to something pure and self-present, since the 'real' is always constructed Ný ithin 
discourse and always culturally mediated. To state this, however, is not intended to deny that 
experiences are not real, or really felt -just that such experiences are themselves historically contingent 
and marked. In places, then, I will use the term real without the marks ", to refer to the actual or the 
fived. as it is experienced here and now. Of course. the 'actual" and the 'lived' are as contingent as the 
real'. but I feel that it is important to resist completely erasiiig the material relations and their real 

effects in (lie social world. Thus. for example. there is a real, actual power imbalance between men and 
Nvonicii in societ-v. There are also real cases of racism within the Western world. Women reallv 
cxpcrieiicc sexism. HoNvever, there is not a 'real' Nvoinan. nor is there a *real' black person. The "real'. 
then. Is a contestation of an essential. abidnig. unchanging 'Truth'. while the real is intended as an 
ack uoNx, I edge inent of the here ajid now. 

The 'real' should be distinguished from the Lacauiaii concept of the 'Real'. since the *reff as I 

use It here is more consistent Nvith Lacau's iiiiaginary order. (See footnote 8. p. 374. for a defiii1tiou of 
the Lacanian imaginary, and footnote 9. p. 375 for a defiiiitioii of the Real. ) Each writing of the 

siguilicr(s) - real. *real . and Real - should be read within the contcm in which it is placed. W11ile this 

InaN, go ý, Lýalnst the , miu of recent theory by atteuiptiii(g, to 'secure' the significr. Nvithotit such 
, stability" I will be iiiiable to stig-cst differences bewccii the terms. aiid such diff reiices (10 -tcuiporarý 

rellialli importaut. 
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I X. Avtar Brah, Cartographies of Desire: Contesting Identities (London: Routledge. 1996). p. I 'ý. 

19. Linda Gordon, *What"s New In Women's History". in Feininist Studies Critical Studie. ý. ed. bý 
Teresa de Lauretis (Bloomington: Indiana University Press- 1986). pp. 20 - 30 (p. 29). Gordon acttialh 
writes -a critique of male supremacy', but I am more interested in the system which would enable or 
promote such a supremacv, and the challenges made to this svstem. 

21). The other most frequently cited 'form' of feminism - liberal feminisin - Is notably absent froin iuý 
examination. This decision is based on in), understanding of liberal feminism as a strategy that does not 
aini to directly refigure society as such, but rather which strives to make the present societ-N more 
inclusive of women. While greater inclusion of women within the present social structilre Nvill 
ttndoubtedlý, change the make-up of that structure. it Ina\ not. however. change the workings of the 
st rticture itself. The danger implicit to the liberal feininist strategy is that in seeking parity bew cen men 
and Nvoirien within the dominant svstein. Nvoinen have to be. or are seen to be. the same as men. and the 
inale reference point therefore remains dominant. 

21. Diane Elam, Feminism and Deconstruction., I Is. en, I bYinc (London. Routledge. 1994). 

22. Jill Dolan, The FcministSp(_-,, cIator as Critic (Aiiii Arbor: University of Michigaii, 1988). p. 04. 

23 

. 
See Diane Elam. 

Sidonie Smith, Sttbýcctivit, v, Ide 24.1 
ntilvandthcBodv. - lf'()iýiien', ý,. ItttobiographicalPracti(ýc, s- ill thc 

Twcntielh Centurv (Bloomington: Indiana UnIversitv Press, 1993a). 

25. Gerrv Harris, 'The I of the Beholder: Annie Sprinkle RevIsitcd'. Traces of' 
thc Boqv in Pei. fibrmancc (Arnolfim Live, 1997), [n. p. 

26. A word about definitions of terms is required here, since one problem intrinsic to working across 
various discourses is that often the apparently same signifier carries a different signified. when placed 
within a different discursive context. Thus, in relation to *other'. which I enclose in quotation marks 
here only to indicate its difference from the common usage of the word. the terin within this context 
relates to the theoirv of psN, clioaiialN, sis. Here, the other is a 'real' individual. upon whoin the suýject 
relies for a sense of 'self as differentiated from another. The other reflects back to the self an image of 
unit), and coliereiiev which the self then takes as its own - which. in fact, produces the self as a scif. The 
self. then, is dependent on this other. This other, moreover, needs to be distinguished from 'Other'. 
since within psychoanalysis the 'Other' is not a *real' individual or person. but the loctis of the law. 
language and the symbolic. Thus. the desire of the subject for the other (in order to be a Linified 'self) is 
acitialIN a desire for access to the Other - to be at the centre of control and to achievc (the impossible) 
satisfaction of desire, which is presumed to reside in this Other and which one believes one could have if 
one could only properly situate oneself within this Other. 

Complicating matters ftirther. this ps) choanalý-tic Other should be distinguished froin the 
postinodern or postcolonial Other, a term used to refer to persons who are positioned oii the mar-Iiis of 
dominant discourses. enabling those in the centre to produce and maintain their centrality Wlicii the 
Other is used in this context. then. it refcrs. for example. to black people. women. lesbians. , a\ men 
that is- those who are not inscribed with power withiii the social splicre. HoNwver. the Other itself 
should not bc seen to be fixed. as one who is positioned as Other in one context niay well be positioned 
as tile one - the central figire - in another. Tlitis. iii the relations between white wonien aild black 

NN-ollien, the Other is the black woiiiaii. w1ule the One is the white Nwimm. 
All of the above should signal the importance of reading terms withiii the contexts iii N\ lucli 

IJICN, ýIrc NN, ritten. As this thesis will use ý111 of tlicsc terms. which NN III be expaiided upon iii the inairi 
body of the text, their intended nicanin-s can be deduced b\ the reader froiii the discourses M whicli the\ 

a re located. 

-17 
, a), P. 10. Scc Pcgop PlIcIall (199' 
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2x. The term -queer' refers to a critical practice iii which the 'object' of study is not 'the homosexual'. 
but sexuality in general. Thus. queer theory focuses as much on iiorinatn'e heterosexualitý as it does oii 
homosexuality Indeed, its aim is to problematise both of these sexual categories. challenging the ways 
m which they have been produced within discourse, their mutual interdependence and their subsequent 
separation. Queer practice (-vý-hich blurs the distinction between theory and practice). as a potential and 
a limit. will be discussed fully in Chapter 6. 

29 
. 

See, in pailicular, Peggy Phelan (1993a). 

30 

. This term is again enclosed in quotation marks here only to draw attention to its difference from the 
usual application of the word. The use of this word, however. is not simple. In reading 
psý-clioanalytically informed texts, it becomes apparent that there is an inconsistency in the signifier. 
since sometimes it is written as Symbolic, and other times as sý-mbolic. Attempting to moid confusion. 
haN, e decided to use only the lower case version. since unlike other and Other. there would appear to be 
no difference in the actual application of the term. Where it is N-,, ritten as Symbolic, it would appear that 
this is a short-hand form used to denote the Symbolic order. 

Adding to the complications of using this word, as Laplanche and Pontalis note. 'To attcnipt to 
contain the meaning of "Symbolic" within strict boundaries - to define it - would amount to a 
contradiction of Lacan's though, since lie reftises to acknowledge that the signifier can be permanently 
bound to the signified. ' (J. Laplanche and J. -B. Pontalls. The Langiiqge qfRýiýchoaiiaývsis, London, 
Karnac Books, 1988, p. 440). Indeed, this could equally be said in relation to most of the terms that 
Lacan uses. However, admitting this difficultý, of tying down the signifier, 1, ý, v-otild define the sý nibolic 
generally as the social and cultural order whiCh precedes cN, en- sub .. ect and as such IS that in which NNc 
are produced and positioned as subýjects. Moreover, this order is structured by language and the laws 
which language guarantees. The Symbolic order is the order of signs. the realin of signification which 
operates through difference and regulation. 

Biddy Martin, 'Sexualities Without Genders and Other Queer Utopias', Diactritics. 24.2 
(1994), 104 - 21, Stizanna Danuta Walters, 'From Here to Queer: Radical Feminism. Post modernism. 
and the Lesbian Menace (Or, Why Can't a Woman Be More Like a Fag? )', Sigiis. 21.4 ( 1996). 83) 1- 
60, 

32. Stuart Hall, 'Old and New Identities. Old and New Ethnicities'. in Cullure, Globalizoomi an(I the 
Conteniporaýv Conditions for thc Represcntation qf ldentiiy. ed. by Anthony D. King 

(London: Macmillan, 1991b). pp. 41 - 68. 

Mae GNýcndolyn Henderson. *Speaking in Tongqpes: Dialogics. Dialectics, and the Black Woman 
Writer's Literary Tradition', in Feminists Thcorizc the Political. ed. bý Judith Butler and Joan W. Scott 
(London-. Routledge, 1992), pp. 146 - 66. 

Pcgg-), Plielan (I 993a), p. 3 1. 

D. See Adrian Heatlifield. ed.. 'Evcnt-Text'. in Shattercd Anatomies: Trace,, ý (? / ill(, Bodv, ill 

11ci, -fin-mance, (Arnolfiiii UN c. 1997). [n. p. ]. In attempting to reinscribe the performances in a w1v ill 

which their 'event' form is maintained. this antholop- upsets the traditional publishing couvelitions bN 

extending beyond the frames of the pages. One effect of this technique is that the writing, does not so 

casily become 'reproducible' since it cannot be easily photocopied. 

mamn Carlson. Ilo. -lormaticc. - A Critical Introduction (London. Rotitled, -, c. 1996), p. 190. 

37. it would be more accurate to replace 'anticipate' with -know'. since like most introductions this olic 
appenim-, evc1l colijes . 1fter the production of the main tcxt. and the c0"N'ci-sation with myself is already li 

thi- C)n -miroductions* see Christopher Norris. I)cconstruction: Thcorv alld Pi-acti(c. rc\ IIIt 
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edn. (London- Routledge, 1991). and itilian Wolfreys. Deconstruction-Derrida (London* 
1998). 

38. Peggy Phelan. 'RecitIng the Citation of Others. - or. A Second Introduction-. in Lynda Hart and 
Phelan eds. (1993b). pp. 13 - 31 (p. 23). It strikes me that the only Nvaý to erase the power imbalance 
between my writing and performance art would be to turn my writing itself into an eplicineral act. 
perhaps by making it auto-destruct or by burning it. 

39. Of course, there is no strictly originarN, moment, mere]N- incessant movements. See Roland Bartlics, ý 
'The text is a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable centres of culture. ' 'The Deatil of the 
Author', in lusic-Text (London: Fontana Press, 1977), pp. 142 - 48 (p. 146). N1\ aiiak ss of 
Bobby Baker's performance aims to reveal this 'tissue' of quotations alongside my citation of the piece. 

40 

. 
Barthes- p. 147. 

41. Simon Herbert, 'Bread and Circuses',, -, ] rt & Desiizn: Peýforinance 
ý Irt Iwo the '90s, Profilc 

(Academy Group Ltd- 1994), pp. 6- 35 (p. 29). Herbert is actualh, recirculatiug the imili couccrilm- 
Fiiiley putting yams up her ass. See a response to this myth iii TDR, 33,9, bý- Finley's manager Michael 
Overn, who writes 'Once and for all: SHE HAS NEVER DONE THIS!!! She smeared tinned 
(xdupped) yams on her buttocks but she iic\, er, repeat, never put aý ain any-wlicre. It inay seein lik-c a 
petty mistake but you wouldn't believe the problems this mistake has caused Kareii over the N cars. ' 

42. Nick Kaye, *British Livc Art'. in. Irl (ý, Design: Peýforniancc. Irt. Profile 38 (1 994b). pp. 87 - 91 
(pp. 88 - 89). See also Peter Ansorge. Disruptilig 117c ý' pcctacle. - Fivc Ycars Expel-Mic"IMI alld 
Fringe Theatre in Britain (London: Pitinan Publishing, 197-5). Catherine Itzin. Stagcs m thc I 
Rcvolution: Political Theati-e in Bi-itain since 1968 (London: Methuen, 1980)- Baz Kershaw. The 
Politics of Peýfbrmance: Radical Dicatre as Cultural In1cm, cimon (London: Routledge. 1992). 

4-;. 
arlson, pp. 100- 120. C, 

44. and Leading Figures'. M I-lappening, Gfinter Bergliatis. 'Happenings in Europe: Trends, Everits. , ýs 
and Othei-. ed. by Marielleii R Sandford (NcNx- York- Routledge. 1995). pp. 3 10 - 88 (p. 370). 

45 

. 
Robert Hewison, Too, lluch: . Irt and,. ý'()cicl. v m thcSixties 1960 - -5 (London. Methilell. 1986). 

40 

. 
Kaye. op. cit.. p. 88. 

47 

. 
Bcrgliaus, p. 369. 

48. In the past nine years I havc watched many performances that did not achieve this. I decided at the 

outset of my research that if I were to devote three years of iny life (at that point I did not imin-nne it 
would be nearer five) to something, then it had to be something I enjoyed - which does not ineaii that I 

ncccs, sarilv 'liked' all of them, for I believe one can eqjov disliking something. 

49 While thl I -erly subjectivc. I activeh Nvant to avoid talkim, about some s could be seen as being oN 
týciieralised spectator. I hope. then. that iny spectatorship Nvill be read as being that of' ;I 

educated. lesbian' which Nvill produce links to other spectators - to those both positioned III a similar 
or placc and those positioned in very different places. Thus. iny wriling, should produce rainifications f 

others than ilivself. However. it Nvill 11so contain elements that are specific to me. since while I may be 

white. feniale. educated. and a lesbiall. my cilibodinicut of these categories Is botli 
-, -, ciicral and 

particular. In those instances of specificitv I hope our differences NN-111 surface. as sticli dil-l-cmiccs 

provide other , rounds for mutual ejj,, ýj,, culcnt and ne-otiation. Additionally. each of' dicse catcgories 

1111-011"ll NN'llich I name and locate niNscif are theinsch, cs problematic. since I ani also variouslý. and 

11111ch more than these (ISSUcs NN'llich I NN-111 rcturil to throughout this llicsis). 
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50 
Of course. this begs the question of why I did not choose to write about the performance I ýictuallý 

NN itnessed - ,4 Certain Level qf'Denial (ICA, 1995). As a text. The Constant Sc cq Desire en ga, -, cs 
with more of the issues covered throughout this thesis and personally interests me to a greater extent. 
51 

. Heathfield [n. pj. 

52. See for example Jill Dolan's article 'In Defense of the Discourse. - Materialist Feminism. 
Potsmodernism, Poststructuralism 

... and Theory', TDR 33.3 (1989), 58 - 71. See Aso Barbara 
Christian. 'The Race for Theory', FeminisiStudies 14.1 (1988)ý 67 - 80. 

53. The Southbank show, Body, Irt (1998), which featured Orlan, Athey and Fakir Musafar was initUilly 
placed on "indefinite hold' by LWT. See Claire Armistead's column *Provocations' in Pic Gttar(han. 
25 October 1997, for the process that led to this *hold'. Interestingly. in relation to body art. Armistead 
writes that 'far from being the preserve of a tiny minority, if vou look around voti'll find a whole festival 
of the stuff in Cardiff, NvIffle Scotland's biennial Fotofeis is full of photographic fetishism'. The show. 
prior to being put on hold was first broadcast to the 'compliance officer'. who 'couldn't find anNilim- 
legally actionable in the programine', and then sent it out to a *consultant' who NNas briefed to Judge its 
'intellectual credibility'. This consultant came to the conclusion that Fakir Musafar *said nothing in his 
inten'lew which led me to believe his work was part of an art practice. Rather it seemed a personal 
lifestyle choice'. The 'indefinite hold'. liowever. was reversed. as the programme was broadcast iii 
Spring 1998. 

54. Following the 'NEA four' spectacle in the USA, exactly such questions Nýere raised. The NEA 
four' - Holly Hughes, Karen Finley. Tim Miller and John Fleck - all had a recommendation for fundin- 
bý the NEA's panel overturned, following Helms' 'outrage' that public money was being used to support 
sucli work. Legislation was subsequently passed wliich placed restrictive language in NEA grant 
applications, prohibiting the use of money for works that, in the endowment's judgement- 'inay be 
considered obscene'. Finley took the NEA to court resulting in the federal court ailing that flic clause in 
the NEA legislation was 'unconstitutional'. For examples of the dialogue that resulted around this 
event, see Richard Bernstein, 'Subsidies for Artists: Is Denying a Grant Really Censorship'. ". Vcw York 
Tinics. 18 July 1990, C. Carr, 'War on Art' and 'The NcýN Outkm Art'. T1'i11q(, -c Voicc. 5 June and 17 
Julv 1990-, Joan Shepard, 11anhattan Daiýv, Vcws. 2 August. 1989. Gene Seý niour, 'Support for Artists'. 
Vcw, Y(/q. i,, 12 July 1990. Events were also staged by artists as a response to denied NEA grants. 
including a press conference and a funeral for freedom of speech. 

During Ron Athey's live performance 4 Scencs in a Harsh Lýfe, CCA (1994), the ventie manager 
was legally obliged to *Nvarn' the audience that Athey's blood would be 'present' in the performance 
space. Athey has HIV positive status. 

50. Honu Bliablia, Ac Location of Culturc (London & New York: Rotitledgc. 1994), pp. 2() -21. 

57 

. Ibid. 

ý Sý. Judith Butler. -Contingent Foundations: Feminism and the Questlon of "Postmoderiusni-. In Butler 
A-, Scott ( 1992), pp. 3-21 (p. 14). 

. 
Bliablia, p. '0. 

60. 
aiw p. 20. Diaiie EL 
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Chapter I 

I. Spy, June 1991, p 20. 

2. 
, 'ýphinxes Without Seerets (il'Opien Pei-fi)i-iliaiiee, Irtists Speak Olit). dir. by Maria Beam (1990)- 

Ibid. 

Perfi)rniance: The LivingA rl. dir. bN R. Vlttucio and R. DNN-N er (1989). 

5 

. Interviewed at ICA, September 1995. 

6. NY Weekend. Veirsday, February 9,1990, 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

9 

. 
Fillage Ioice, 17 July 1990. 

I (). High Performanc-c. 19, Vol. 5, No. 3,1982. 

June 1991, p. 29. 

12. Heresies 17, p. 22, 

13 

. Ibid. 

14, H616ne Cixous, 'Coming to Writing', in "Coming to If'-iting" and Other Essavs, ed. by Deborall 

Jenson (Massachusetts: Hamird University Press Cambridge, 199 1), pp. I- 58 (p. 49). 

15.1 am aware that 'coinmunitv' is a contested concept and will discuss the issues involved at mother 
point. 

16. See niv artic1c, 'What's in a NameT. in Studies in Ylicairc Production. 18 (1998)ý 49 - 75. 

17. Baz Kershaw does much the same when describing the audience(s) at Glasgow's TraniNvin. during 

the Wooster Group's performance L. S. D (... Just the High Points-): 'avant-garde trendies in 

expciisivcIN tailored leather jackets rubbing shoulders with gangs of thin-frocked. streetwise teenagc 

women, no doubt drawn by the filinic presence of Willem Defoe 'The Politics of Performance In a 
Postinodern Age*. in , 

Inahzim, I'cr Ormancc: A ritical Reader, ed. bv Patrick Campbell (%I. incliesterý 
Manchester University Press. 1996). pp. 151 (p. 140). 

III soilic iiistances. "club' and *performance venue' themselves become merged. as the eNcm is 

produced deliberatelý to be a performance club spectacle. See for example NVA's production of Iirtual 

Oi-chcswa, Fniltmarket (1997). in which coiiteiiiporarý dancc inusic surrounded (eclinolouical 
I 

and interactive events and performances by artists stich as Stelarc. This N\IIS 110t ;i 'club' with 
III strand performances thrown in for cmertainincrit. but was an attempt to mix the two evcnI. N. Nv fli neitlicr 

liaN III,,, prominence. 

I Q. Herbert ( P. I I). 
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20. See for example, Erving Goffinan, The Presentation o Sel -erl-dav Lýfe (New York: DoubledaN in Ei 
Anchor. 1959)-, Richard Schechner, Between Theater and . -Inthropologi- (Philadelphia. - University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1985): Judith Butler, *Performative Acts and Gender Constitution. An EssaN" III 
Phenomenology and Feminist Theon", Theatre Journal. 40.4 (1988). 5 19 -31, Erika Fischer-Lichte.. 

Art and Ritual: Bodies in Performance'. Theatre Research International. 22.1 (1997). 22 
- 37. For an oven, icw of some of these different frames of reference regarding 'performance' sec 
Carlson (1996). For an analysis of the productive difference between 'performance' in theatre. and 
. performativitN, ', see Jill Dolan, 'Geographies of Learning: Theatre Studies. Performance. and the 
"Perfori-native "". Theatre Journal. 45.4 (1993). 417 - 42. 

21. Stelarc is one practitioner ýwho comes to mind, in his belief in the soon-to-be (already there? ) 
obsolete body. Using mechanical prosthetic devices. technology becomes. in Stelarc's performances. a 
parasite on the body. The body, while acting as a necessan- host for the technology, begins to disappear 
as the technology and its capabilities become foregrounded. This interpretation Is taken froin Stelare's 
performance Host (Arches, Glasgow 1998). See Philip Auslander. 'Llveness: Performance and the 
anxiety of simulation', in Peýforlnance and Cultural Politics, ed. by Elin Diamond (London- RoLitledge. 
1996). pp. 198 - 213-. Gerhard Johann Liscl-Lka, *Performance Art/Llfe Art/ Mediafication'. Discow-sc 
14.2 (1992), 124 - 41-. Critical Art Ensemble, 'Electronic Disturbances. Telecritical Performance'. in 
7hc LastSex, ed. by Arthur and Marilouise Kroker (NeN\ York: St. Martin's Press. 1993). pp. 208 - 19. 

22. See Nick Kave (1994a), pp. 87 - 88. 

23 

. Sec. for example, Goldberg. 

24. See Carlson, pp. 80 - 86. 

Anais Nin, The Journals qf, Ina! 'S Alii 1947 - 195 i. ed. by Gunther Stulilmann (London- Peter 
Owen, 1974), p. 133. 

26 

.I use the terin 'histomythography' to indicate a certain mythical history deposited as a result of the 
continual citation of these movements, performances and performers which in turn sen, es to posit a 
teleological 'story' of performance art (and its interrelations NvIth other movements). 

27. In 19 11, for example, Futurist painter Soffic] declared that 'the spectator [must] live at the centre of 
the painted action'. while Marinetti, in an all-embracing gesture. declared that 'Thanks to us, the time 
Nvill come when life N-vill no longer be a simple matter of bread and labotir, nor a life of idleness either. 
but a Nvork of art. ' The *found environment' - an environment located in "life' - Nvas used frcqLieiitl\ bN 
Dadaists in the 1920s, as evidenced by an exhibition held in a cotirtyard behind a caf6 in Cologne. which 
could only be reached through a public urinal. Similarly. challenging the separation between artist mid 
spectator (and bv extension art and life). Bauhaus artist Molioly-Nagý announced in 1924 fliat - It is time 
to produce a kind of stage activity which Nvill no longer perinit the masses to be silent spectators whicli 
NNIII I ... 

I allow thein to ftise with the action on the stage. ' Goldberg (1988) p. 117. See Aso N/lariellen 
R Sandford, ed.. Happ(whias and OthcrAcIs (London- Routledge. 1995). 

Jackson Pollock. Written remarks published in Francis Valentine O'Connor and Eugene Victor. 
Jackson I)ollock: .I 

Catalouue Raisomic ol'Painting,, Drawims and Odwr [Forks. Vol. 4. (New Haven. 
Yale University Press. 1987). Qtiotcd in Valle Export. 'Persona. Prot o-Perfori na nce. Politics, 
Preface'. Discoiwse. 14.2 (1992). 26 - 33 5 (p. 26). 

P. S, 

10 

. 
Golderg. p. 126. 
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31. Allan Kaprow, Asseniblages, Environnients & Happenings (New York: Harry N. Abrams. 1966). 
See also Adrian Henri, EnvironnientN- and flappenings (Lonclon- Thames and Hudson. 1974). Udo 
Kultermann. 'Irt-Events and Happenings, trans. by John William Gabriel (Lonclon- Matliews Miller 
Dunbar, 1971). 

32. Michael Kirbv. 'An Introduction. in Sandford, ed.. pp. I- 20 (p. 10). 

33. Jon Erickson, 'The Spectacle of the Anti -Spectacle. Happenings and the Situationist Internat, onal'. 
Discourse. 14.2 (1992), 36 - 58 (p. 40). Of course, from a present-daý perspective this strategý- of 
resisting the cominodification of 'art' by denying it an object status has been undermined by the fact that 
it is no longer oniv 'objects' that are incorporated into the market, but also ideas and concepts. 

34. FIviii. quoted in Export, p. 3 1. Originally from Henry Flynt. Bliteprint for a 1-figher Civilizatimi. ed. 
bN Germano Celant (Milan: Multhipla, 1975). 

5 

. 
Export, p. 32. 

I will address this later. 

37.1 do not mean to suggest that there are no performance eN-ciits outwith these institutions. as this is 
obviously not the case. American performance artist Rilie Laffin, for example. corisistemly performs in 
public spaces, typically using the 'sidewalk' x0thin her NNork. In I 'arious Slates of D(torcss ( 1994). 
Laffin's performance involved her crawling along the paNei-nents of New York. HoweN, er. stich work 
frequemly remains tied to galleries in that the work is produced or programmed and marketed by the 
galleries, even though it may be 'staged' ontwith them. Another of Laffin's performances. Red Ooirli 
(1996), an 'opening event , for the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago. took place on the steps of the 
Ga IIc ry. 

It is important. however, to resist reinstating the original/copy and live/recorded binaries here. 
These other merchandising materials might be 'originals* in their own right - that is. not recordings of 
the event, but different events. However. complicating this, Auslander has stated that 'the breakdoN\ ii of 
the distinction between live and inediated performance, [Isl perhaps the final frontier of 'atithciiticdý' in 
performance [ 

.... 
I' He continues: 'The five performances [ 

... 
] exist side bý side with the films. 

videotapes, records, and books [ 
... 

I-, each olýject takes its place in aii ovcrall cultLiral floNN that defines 

each b\ its relation to the others rather than intrinsicallý. Wheii the same object is available in several 
inediated forms. the meaning of each one as an experience is likelý to derne from its relatioii to 
-mother. ' ( 1992b), pp. 65 - 69. 

Janine Antoni, Slumber. Anthony d'Offav Gallery (1994). 

40. Joselte Rral. 'What is Left of Performance Art? Autopsy of a Function. Birth of a Genre'. 
Piscourse, 14.2 (1992), 142 - 61. 

41. 
ril, pp. 148 - 49. Fe , 

42 

. Ibid.. p. 148. 

lbid- p. 145. 

44. 
Ibid., p. 149. 

45 

. 
Ibid.. pp. 14, - 44. 

46. 
Ibid.. P. 157. 
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Quoted in Kave (1994a). p. 28. 
47 

Fried's article. 'Art and Objecthood*. appeared 10 
(Surrimer 1967), 12 - 23. 

48 

. Ibid., 

49 

. 
Ibid., p. 26. 

50 
See Philip Auslander, 'Orlan's Theatre of Operations'. Theati -c Forion. 6 (1995). 25- 'I Carc\ 

Lovelace, *Orlan-. Offensive Acts*, R-U. 49 (1995). 13 - 25: Katlirvn Pauly Morgan, 'Wonien and the 
Knife: Cosmetic Surgery and the Colonization of Women's Bodies'. Iýypatia. 6.33 (1991). 25 - 53) 

51. There is a danger within my writing that I am sen, ing to reiristate the coiiimercial/iioii-coiiiiiiereiýiI 
bhiary- which has itself become dislodged. As Auslander (1992b) states. 'A fundanieutal ýispcct of 
postinodern culture inay be described as a collapse of the distinction bewecii the economic and the 
cultural realins within capitalism [ ... ] It is not that the cultural has deteriorated but [ ... I that tile social 
and economic have become cultural [ ... ] the cultural can no longer presume to stand back froin the 
econonuc/political and comment on it from without. ' (p. 10. ) However. to contest Hral's article. I ain 
suggesting that contemporarv performance still has the capacitý to challenge coininodifiaitioit eN, en if 
that challenge is more indirect. 

52. See, for example, Linda Nicholson. ed.. Feininisin Post1nodernisin (London: Routledgc. 199M.. 
Tania Modleski, Foninisin Without lfoinen: Culturc and Criticism in a '110sýkminist'. 1,,,, c (London. 
ROLItledge, 199 1). Butler and Scott eds. ( 1992). 

5 3. Rita Felski. The (; ender o/l lodcrnil. v (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1995). p. 14. 

ý4. Frederic Jameson. Postinodcrnisin, or, Vic Cidtitral Logic ot'Lale Capitalisin (Dia-hain: Duke 
Universitv Press, 1995), p. xxii. Moreover, it is apparent that ther e is a great deal of slippage between 
terins/practices used as examples of the 'post inode rn'. A glance at the Icon Critical Dictionaýv (ýf 
Posonotlern Tholight, ed. by Stuart Sim (Cambridge- Icon Books. 1998). positions deconsIrtiction. 
poststructuralisin. post-MarXisin as postniodern and yet there are huge differences betweeii (and Ný ithin) 
all of these terms. 

Felski. p. I 

ý6. Andreas Huyssen. .I, 
fter the Great Dividc. - ýIodernism, 11ass Culture, Posimodernism 

(BloominLqon and Indianapolis: Indiana Uiiiversilý Press. 1986). p. vii. 

57. HuNssen, p. 53. 

ý S'. Roy Boyne & Ali Rattansi. I'osonodcniism andSocioy (London. - Macmillan Press. 1990), p. 6. 

51) 
KaNc (1994a), p. This (non)description bears an uncanny similarity to the (non)descriptions of 

pcrforiii, iiice art. It is perhaps for this reason that inam critics turn to it as an exemplar of postmodern 
practice. 

60. Jclll-Fraiiýols Lvotard. Dic Posonodei-n Comlition: A Repori on Knowlcau,, Ohnclicster- 

Manchester Universm Press. 1984). p. xxiii. 
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Chapter 2 

I. Stuart Hall. 'The Local and the Global- Globalization and Ethnicity'. in Culturc, Globalization and 
the ffl'orlcl-, ý'vsteln: Conteniporarv Conditions. fbr the Representation of Mentity. ed. by Anthony D. 
King (London- Macmillan. 1991a), pp. 19 - 39 (p. 34). 

2. Existing alongside - or underneath - these movements, I in both Britain and the USA. NNas the 
underground' and the 'counter culture', both initiallý cultural movements arising in oppositioii to the 

hegemonic culture of the 1960s. For more on this see Hewison. 

I Lynne Segal, 'A Local Experience', in Bevond the Fraýzmcnt,, ý. - h-Cminism and the . 
ýIabnu of 

I; ocic ilism. ed. by Sheila Rowbotham. Lynne Segal and Hilaiý- Wainwright (London- Merlin Press. 
1979). pp. 157 - 209 (p. 164). See also Once a Feminist - %rics of a Generation. ed. by Michelene 
Wandor (London- Virago Press, 1990). and Michelene Wandor, The Bodv Poliiic (London' stagc 1. 
1972). For an exposition and critique of socialist feminism. see Mich&le Barrett. [Vomen *s 0I)pi-cssimi 
Toda 

, 
V. - Problems in Alarxisl Feminist Anaývyis (London: Verso. 1980). For an account of 

contemporary British ferninisin see Joni Lovenduski and Vicky Randall. Conicin ormy Femiiiisl P 
llolilicv. - [I'Mven and Power in Britain (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1993). 

4. See Maren Lockwood Carden, The Veir FcminisiHovcment (New York: Russell Sage Fomidatlon. 
1974). and Sheila Rowbothain, The Past Is, Befin-c ('s. - Foninism in Actioii 'ýince Ilic 1900s (London: 
Pandora Press, 1989). 

5. See Wandor (1990), pp. 103 - 04. 

6. See Wainwright, 'Introduction', in Rowbotham (1979), pp. I- 20 (p. I ))- 'The causes Of 3 
oppression are social and economic, but these causes could only be revealed and confronted Nvhen 
NNonien challenged the assumptions of their personal life. of NN-ho does the houseNvork. of the way the 
children are brought up. the quality of our friendships. even the waý xve make love and xvith NN-hoin. 
These were not normally the subject of politics. Yet these are the problems of evcrý&\ life. the 
problems about which Nvoinen talk most to other Nvoinen... When the women's movement inade these 
issues part of socialist politics, it began to break down the barriers which have kept so inany people. 
especlallý Nvoinen, out of politics. Before the Nvoinen's movement. socialist politics like all other sorts of 
politics seemed something separate from cverydaý fife. ' 

7. Lorcii Kruger, 'The Dis-Plays the Thing. Gender and Public Sphere in Contemporan- British 
Theiaer', Theatre Jo m-nal, 42.1 (1990). 27 - 47 (p. 27). 

8. See Wandor (1972), p. 249. Unfortunately. however. the participants in this action severeIN 
underestimated the power of the inedia to distort and manipulate the cvent. The focus was placed on 
presenter Bob Hope's hysterical reaction to the agitation. with his description of the feminists as 'bomb- 
throwing drug addicts' rather than on the ainis of the disruption. 

(). arden. p. 63. C, 

I (). This is not to suggest that there Nvere no performance artists working in Britain at this time. "ince. 
foi- cxample. Rose English Nvas already Nvell known. However. performance art as a (non)specific form 

NN; is not ycl Nvidely recognised. 

Of course. ; is indicated earlier. there Nvere other alternatiNc forms in circulation aloin'side political 
theatre. Is exemplified by Welfare State and The People Show. More 'art-based' forms of feminist 

performancc Nvill be discussed later in this section. 
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12. In fact, C. A. S. T.. AgitProp and Red Ladder are all linked. since AgitProp arose out of C. A. S. T. and 
Red Ladder developed from AgitProp. 

I 11ý. See Ytrike While the Iron Is Hot. - Three Plqi-s On ýexual Politics. ed. by Michelene Wandor 
(London: Journeyman Press, 1980). 

14. For comprehensive ii-Lformation regarding feminist theatre companies see Lzbeth Goodman. 
Confeniporaýv Feminist Theatre; Helen Keyssar, Feminisl Theatres (London: Macmillan. 1984). SLIC- 
Ellen Case, Feminism and Theatre (London: Macmillan, 1988). Gayle Austin, Feinini. s-l 7, heorics lor 
Dramatic Crilicisnr. Gillian Hanna, 11onstrous Regiment: A Collecthv Celchration (London: . Nick 
Hern Books, 1991). Elaine Aston, -In Introduction to Feminism and Theatre (London: Routledge. 
1995): Sandra Freeman, Putting Your Daughtem on the ýtaýze: Leshian Theatrefiroin flic 19.. Os lo 1/w 
1990s (London: Cassell, 1997). See also Itzin (1980). Kershaw (1992). 

15. For details of Tattvcoram, see Goodman, pp. 184 - 88. 

16. Stella Hall, 'Profile: Bloodgroup', in Peýfbrinance, 22,8 -II (p. 10). 

17 
. 

. National Performance Listings', Peýfbrniance. 20/2 1ýp, 54. 

18 
. 

Hall, p. 10.. 

I () 
. Ibid., p. 11. 

20 

. Ibid. 

21. . National Performance Listings', Per - 19. fibrinance, 23,17 

22. See 'National Performance Listings', Peýfbrinance. 14. [n. p]. More recently. both the CCA (ind the 
ICA held all-wortien performance art 'Seasons', entitled Bad Girls (1994) and Jczcbcl. v ( 1995). It is 
notable that both seasons position the performers as inappropriate women through their titles. eveli if Ilic 
performances enact an appropriation, contestation or investigation of such terms. 

The boundaries blur here betxN, ccn performance art, activist art. niterveiihoilist 
perforniance/art/theatre. guerrilla art. /performance. radical street theatre. Such 'events' are becomm- 
mcreasingly documented. See. for two recent examples, Radical Sirect Peýformance: An Ilacni(Itional 
Intholoov, ed. by Jan Coheii-Cruz (London. Routledge, 1998) and But is it. Irt?. - Dic Spirit ol, Irt as 

, -Ictivism. ed. by Nina Felslim (Seattle. Bay Press. 1995). 

ý4 6' ormancc. 22,37. See Peýf 

25. arali Schulman. Ilv. I mei-ican Hi. vtoi-v - Le. vhian an(I Gav Lik During the Rcauan Bioýh YC(MN See S, 
<!!, 

(New York: Routledge, 1994). p. 281. Other actions include the response to the Cedar Park Baptist 
Church's sign in Texas, 'Don't be deceived. homosexuals commit the most liemous crinies iii America. ' 
The local Chapter of Avengers dumped a ')-foot pile of horse manure into the church parking lot before 

the Sunday smices. and posted various flyers that said *Hoinophobia Stinks' and 'You eat shit. X\c cat 
clit'. Another feminist group to stage successftil performance spectacles are the Guerrilla Girls. See 
Collfi', V'violl., ý Ofthc 611el-1-illo (iii-tv, by the Guerrilla Girls (whoever they reallý are) (Londow Pandora. 

199 5), Elizabeth Hess. 'Guerrilla Girl PoNicrý Why the Art \Vorld Needs a Conscience'. in Felshm ed.. 
pp. 309 - 32. 

20. At B(O CCA (1994). there was Sprinkle. Painela Sneed. Permý Arcade. and Leslie Hill. At 

jc_-chc/, v. ICA ( 199-5). there was Nao Bustaniante. Karen Fiiilcý. Leslie Hill. Marissa Carr. Helen Paris. 

Rona Lee. Elic Arce. La Ribot. 
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27. This maý be one paradox evident within *performance art' practice. Although performance art as a 
forin inay have wished to challenge the status of the *artistic genius, it largely, through Its prc\, alence of 
solo performances, reinscribed the figure of the 'artist' as creative individual. Some of these artists 
may, of course. have collaborated with other artists on certain performances. In Handcuff (197')). Linda 
Montano and Tom Maniom were handcuffed to each other for three days and Montano and Teliching 
Hsieh were tied together with rope for a year in One Year Peýforinance (1983) - 84). However. such 
collaborations were sporadic rather than continuous. 
28 

. Thanks to Greg Giesekarn for bringing this to my attention. 
29 

. Such disparity between the documentation of the history of women' s performance art in the USA 
and Britain indicates a gap in research which I hope to be able to address in future comparative work. 
While Peýfornmnce lists many female performance artists, there seems to be little information about the 
work that was produced during the 1970s. 

30 

. 
Judy Chicago, quoted in Lucy Lippard, From the Centrc: Fcminist Eysavs mi Womm's. Irt (New 

York- E. P. Dutton, 1976), p. 215. 

31. Judy Chicago, quoted in Catherine EINves. Tloating FeminimIN: A Look at Performance Art bv 
Women', in lf'Omen'S Imaý, cs qfHen. ed. by Kent And Morreau (London: Writers and Readers 
Publishing, 1985). pp. 164 - 93 ( p. 177). 

3,2. Judy Chicago, Through the Flowci-. - . 
111, I; tl-lt(,, glc as a WOman, Irtist (London. The Women's Press. 

1982), p. 114. 

Chicago in Sayre, p. 95. 

34. Moira Roth. 'Autobiography- Theatre, Mysticism and Politics: Women's Performance Art in South 
California', in Perforinance 

, 
Inthologv. - Source Book of Califbmia Performance 4rt, ed. by Cirl E 

Loeffler (San Francisco: Contemporary Arts Press, 1980). pp. 463 - 89 (p. 463). 

lbid, p. 464. 

Chris Straaver. 'I Sav I Aiii: Feminist Performance Video in the '70s". Afiterim(ýý,, (, [nx, I (19, N, 5)- 
8- 12 (p. 8). 

37 Although I would maintain that it is often di icult to draw a distinct separation betweeii 'ýirt' and 
political spectacle' since the latter often deliberately utilises artistic forms to make the spectacle. 

However, Kaprow also presented Nvork which included gender-specific activities. In the happening 
F'at 

, 
for example, it is the Nvoinen performers who cook all the food. 

Kci r Elam. Thc Sciniotics of Theatre and Draina (Londoil - Rotitledge, 1988). p. 95 

40. 'ccc. using particular performance strategies. can assert a certain Of course. the creator of the pi I-I 

amount of control over what is shown. in what way. and when. bill the final production of the piece NN-111 
rest with the obsenw. Many performers actively represent this relationship between spectator and 
performer. forcgrounding the poNwr dynamics that exist in the space in-between. For instance. Fiona 
\Vi-l,, Iit. in lier performance Bi-idc Kicks (NRLA. Third Eye Centre 1990). enters (lie perforina lice spacc 

immediately begins to circle around it. constantly ina eN, c colltact a lid ii N\Itll the spectators. 
Cliallcil"kig their spectatorship by returning their look. 
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41 

. 
Quoted in Roth (I 980a), p. 466.1 xill be contesting the concept of the *authentIc' in Chapter 4. but 

draw attention to the fact that here Chicago is specifically referencing authentic fee hi7gs. 

42. Elwes. pp. 172 - 73. 

41 

. 
Description and quote from High Perforniance. 45 (1989), 34 - 37. The theory running beneath this 

performance relates to the theory of film spectatorship. An enduringly illuminating article is Lima 
MLIIVCý"S *Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' in Screen. 16 (1975). 6- 18.1 haNc clioseii not to 
focus oil Mul\, eys notions of the *male gaze'. voyeurism and scopophilia here because they are well 
documented in manNý texts - see, for instance. Dolan (1988). Furthermore. Mulvey's theories N\cre 
produced specifically in relation to the medium of film, and I think it is misguided to conflatc filin aiid 
performance since they are vcrý, different representational forms. The presence of the ll\-c performer. the 
temporal nature of the event, the proximity (or dissolving) of performance space and spectator space. 
and the absence of a framing screen all pose difficulties for the suspension of disbelief that would propel 
the N, IeN\, cr into a loss of ego while watching a film. 

44 

. 
High Peýformance, 45 (1989)ý 34 - 37 

45. Yoko Ono's performance, Cul Piece (1964 - 65). is similar in form to Export's. Wearing a f1iinsN 
dress, Ono invited spectators in the Indica Gallery to cut it aNýaý x\10i scissors. Iii spite of cat-calls. iio- 
one approached the audience until finally a student and the galler)IT porter snipped off tiny frigiiicias 
from the hem of her dress. For a description of this see Regina Cornwell. *Interactive Art- Toticlim- 
the "'Body in the Mind"', Discourse, 14.2 (1992). 203 - 21 (p. 206) and Chrissie Iles. 'Yoko Ono'. iii the 
exhibition catalogue )'oko One: Hai, e 1ýott Scen ihc Horizon Laic/. i- (Oxford- Museuin of Modcril Art 
I ii. d]), pp. 6- 136.1 am tempted to s. iy that they did not cut Ono's dress because they do not waia to 
reveal their desire in public, to a live woman. However. as iny supei-visor Greg Gicsekain has iiidicated. 
it is too simple, perhaps, to suggest that the one who docs 'cut' is the one displaying his desire since 
performances of this nature demand the participation of the audience to proceed. The one wlio *cuts'. 
then, inay be viewed as the one who enables the performance to happen. I ain reminded here of a recent 
performance, Elia Arce's Sirciching. lýi,, Skin Uiitil It Rips 11hole (ICA 1995). 111 whicli Arce raudoinlý 
selected two female spectators to enter the performance space and cut her dress off. Witnessing Ilicin 
undertake this task I felt that. rather than being a N'lolatiou. this was a moment of gentleness. as if they 
were carefully cutting away the constricting - albeit nourishing - skin of inateriial heritage iii xNliicli 
Arce was confined. 

46.1 xvill question this assertion of sub* ii lilt. . jectivity at a later poi 

47. By 'radical feminism' I -)III implying liere a British forin of feminism based on separatism. Jill 
Dolan actually calls this strand of feminism 'cultural feminism'. while stating that 'radical feminism 
ýN., is based on a theoretical struggle to abolish gender as a defining category between men and Nvol"CIC 
The British 'radical feminisin' is synonymous with Dolan's 'cultural ferninism' mid not American 
radical fenunisni*. I havc decided to use the terin 'radical' since I believe that it avoids the potential 

conftision circulating around the Nvord 'cultural" - partictilarly In relation to the cultural construction of 
(CIIIIIIIIIiIN'. 

4's. an (I 988)ý p. 10. Doi, 

49. Rosemary Hennessy. . 
11alcrialist Feminism and thc Politics ol Discoursc (Londow Routledge. 

199ý)). P. xi. 

This -sli*ft' Nvill be marked tliroti,, Iiotit this thesis. 

51. Sce Mia Campioni and Elizabeth Grosz. 'LoN c *s Labours Lost larxism and Feminism'. M. 4 

,, e, ed. Sncla GuncNN (London. Routlcdý-, c. 1991). pp. 306 ) Fe'llilliSt KTIOII'IeOý "97. 
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52 

. Hennessy. p. xii. 

53 

. Dolan, op. cit. 

54 

. Ibid., p. 11, 

55 

. 
Hennessy. p. xii. 

56 

. Dolan (1988), p. 10. 

57 

. Ibid., p. 7. 

58. For example- Iblutions, (1972). ln, Muriiinu and in Rage, (1977). Fi-cczc Fi-ainc: Rooinfi)rLiviii, (" 
Room (1982), It'hisper, the lf'Ovcs, the Itind(1984). 

59 

. Initially Lacy approached two large shopping complexes to try and secure a place for the maps but 
both refused her request, one on the grounds that it was 'controN'ersial sutjcct inatter'. Fiiially. a 
supportive City Commissioner offered Lacy the CAN Mall Shopping Center. NN-lucli ýNis beside the City 
Hall. While not her first choice, this position proved to be beneficial. as the city goN, cruincut became 
supportive of the entire project, and Hivolvcd with the issues and ainis of the piece. including Micildallec 
A press conferences and events. 

60 

. 
Loeffler, p. 315. 

61. 
acv, 'Evolution of a Feminist Art'. Ncrcsics. 2.2 (1978), 78 - 83 (p. 83). Stizanne L, I 

62 

. 
Dolan (1988). p. 7. 

High Peýformance, 1 (1978). p. 39. 

64. Moira Roth, however, suggests that implicit to iritich of Lacy's Nvork is a revalorisation of the 

. Xvitcli'. which again signals the danger of neatly separating the *materialist' from the 'radical'. See 

Moira Roth, 'Suzanne Lacv: Social Reformer and Witch' in TDRý 32.1 (1988). 42 - 60. 

05 taken from Roth (1983 "- 34. )). pp. Descri 

66 

. 
Ibid., p. 34. 

07. Ibld- P. 38. 

ON. Stizanne Lacy, quoted in Roth. 

(11) 
Faltli Wildliig quoted in Lippard (1976), p. 7-) 

Chapter 

(NeNN York- New Paltz. Docunientc. m. 19,1)), p. 194. Carolcc Sclineemaiiii 

itterman I 'Women. Representation. and Judith Barry and Sandy Fli quoted in Judith Bari. 

Performance Art: Northern California'. in Loeffler. pp. 4,9 - 02' (p. 4,52)). 
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3. Schneemann (1979), pp. 238 - 39. This 'text' had prevousIN appeared n Schneemann s flIll, kitch'. s 

4. Carolee Schneemann quoted in Kossia Orloff. 'Women and Performance Art: The AlternatiVe 
Persona*, Heresies, 17 [n. d. ], 36 - 40 (p. 37). 

5. Carolee Schneeniann, 'Ages of the Avant-Garde. Performance, IrtJournal. 16.1 (1994). 22 (p. 
19). 

6. H616ne Cixous, 'The Laugh of the Medusa', in New French FeminiSlll`ýý ed. by Elaine Marks and 
Isabelle de Courtivron (New York: Schocken Books, 1981), pp. 245 - 64 (p. 245). Originally froin 
Signs. Summer 1976. 

7 
I find myself in an uneasy relation to Lacanian discourse. Does this discourse nierely describe and 

attempt to explain existing social relations. or does it reinforce them within its theory? My tineasc Nýill 
be visibly performed throughout this thesis, as I both borrow from and resist Lacamaii psychoanalysis. 
While I am attracted to the Lacanian concept of subject formation in language I resist the priinacy givcii 
to the 'pliallus' within this conception, and the corresponding explanation of gender Pos, 11011ings as 
resulting from one's position in relation to the phallus. My necessary distillation of Lacanian 
psychoanalysis here leaves many gaps, and while I will return to psychoanalytic discourse at various 
points throughout this thesis, I would refer the reader to Elizabeth Grosz, Jacqties Lacaiv A Foilinist 
Introduction (London: Routledge, 1990), Nfliich is an invaluable text for accessing Lacanian tlieorý. 
See Aso Feininine ýextiahtv.,. - Lacan and the Ecole Freitdieniie, ed. by Juliet Mitchell and JacqtIelinc 
Rose (London: Macmillan Press, 1982). 

8 

. 
The term 'imaginary' is enclosed in quotation marks here to denote its belonging to a specific 

discourse. nainely psychoanalysis. The imaginary. though not unrelated to the more general 
understanding of that term, is again, like the symbolic, an order. Also like that term. the imaginary is 
designated variously within different texts as being capitalised or tincapitalised. In this thesis. for the 
sake of consistency. I Nvill use the uncapitalised version. The imaginan- order. M distinction to the 
syinbolic order, is governed by relations between the self and the other. It is imaginary because the self 
obtains a sense of itself from ari identification with an external other. which then becomes interlialised 
as the image of the self. This external image is perceived as unified and coherent, tinlike the infant 
which it that moment of perception experiences itself as disunified. The introjection of this tinified 
other as the self is therefore a inisrecognition of the self as tinified, since this veiý, self, produced as it is 
through identifying Nvith an external image, is necessarily a split self. this 'split' is then denied through 
a belief in the self s (and the other's) unitN. This unified self then. is the ideal. imagiiiarý self. 
establishing the imaginary order in which disunity (or the split between signifier and signified) can be 
disavowed. 

o. The 'Real', another order to be distinguished from both the iniaginan, and the symbolic. within 
psychoanalysis. is always capitalised to distinguish it from the 'real'. The Real refers to the order 
preceding both the iiiiaginarý and symbolic order. before the child has formed an linaginan- ego and has 
taken tip a place as a subýject within the symbolic. Since it can only be known throu"ll the ii-ninginary 
and s) nibolic order, it can never actually be known as it NNas. Thus, it refers to that which is excluded 
from the sý inbolic, that which existed before the imposing of an order. The Real. the,,. is the place in 
which it is supposed there wis no lack. prior to the subýject's becoming a subýject - although this 

assumption is itself in imaginary one. since the actual Real can neN cr be expericiiccd. The Real. then. is 
not the 'real'. but inay be the impossible real. 

10. H61611C CIXOIIS 0 98 1). p. 257. 

]I. There is a danger in collapsin., 4 tlicsc theorists into this one franic of referciice. since their tlieorcticýd 

S1,111ces arc widely diNvi-mit. 
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12 
Politv Press. Susan Sellers, HOýne Cixou, s I uthorship, A ittobiography and Love (CanIbrIdge. 1 

1996) p. 3. 

13. The figure of Derrida is lurking somewhere between these two poles - writing and speaking. Is it 
possible that Cixous is overturning the privileging of the spoken over the written. and thýit her concept 
of -writing', like Derrida's. extends bevond the marks on a page'? As is by NNJI now rehearsed. 
philosophy has traditionally privileged the spoken word, perceiving it to be closer to thc thinklin-1 
subject, and therefore containing within it the presence of the speaker. It is assumed that there is no -, ap 
between speech and thought, unlike in writing. which operates on absences. in that the speakcr is 
necessarily absent having been replaced by the written word. Derrida has questioned the whole notion 
of the immediacy of spoken language, by referring to the gap between the signifier and the signiffied. and 
the ever shifting nature of the signifier based on the concept of dif, cl f 

. 
fiýraiicc. as well as the exist icc o 

both presence and absence within every word. Speech. therefore. is already 'writin g" 
I would also like to draw attention here to the fact that Cixous herself has heralded thcairc as 

the vchicle in which the writer can truly inscribe the other. She believes that in theatre one can 
relinquish the language of the self, and allow the language of the other to enter. However. it is the 
characters within the written text that let her speak their language. In performance art there are no 
. characters' as such, onIN, 'the self. I will later explore the notion of internal *others'. contesting the 
concept of 'the self. 

14 H61ýjie Cixons, 'From the Scene of the Unconscious to the Scene of History'. in I, hc Futurc of 
Litcrarv Themy, ed. by Ralph Cohen (London. - Routlcdge. 1989). p. 24 quoted 11, Sellers (1996). pp. xiv 

- XV. 

H616iie Cixous, Tonversations'. in 11'riting Dýfferenccs. - Rcadin,, 
I,, sfirom thc Scininar of'1-0ýiic 

Cixoits, ed. bv Susan Sellers (Oxford: Oxford UnIvasitv Press. 1988). pp. 141 - 54 (p. 153). 

16. a 'feature' of performance art and one that makes It ý1 I arn liere positing what Is often assumed to be , 
desirable form of expression for women. This notion of the 'selt- and 'depth' will be contested in 
Chapter 4 onwards. 

17.1 
- pp. 15 1 52. Cixotis (I 988b) 

- 

is. C'xotts, 'Corning to Writing'. in "Coininu to U'piting" and Other Essavs, cd. bN Morall Jenson III 
(Massachusetts. Harvard Univusity Press. 1991). pp. I- 58 (p. 52). See also 1-1616le Cixotis. Three 

f Columbia Sicps on thc La(lder q 11'riting trans. by Sarah Cornell and Susan Sellers (NeNN Yorký 

UniversilN Press, 1993), p. 118. 'Writing is not there. it does not happen out there. It does not come 
from outside. On the contran,. it comes from deep inside. [... I It is deep in my body. ftirtlier down. 

behind thought. ' 

H616iie Cixous, Thc A'cir/v BOI'17 [Foinan. trans. by Betsy Wing (Minneapolis: UniversiIN of 

Minnesota Press. 1986), pg. 42. 

20. ast Painting or the Portrait of God* in Jenson. ed.. pp. 104 - _') 
I (p. 127). As niv Sce Clxotis *Tile L, I- 

thesis supemsor has remarked. however. this scroll has had to be inserted prior to tile performance. in 

reality. then, that which is inside lias actually coine from the outside. How might Nve rcad tills') This 

insertion could actualk enact a resistance to locating the performance as being, all example of radical 

feminism, for it implies that what is inside the body is a result of external forces. that is. tile illjpýjct of 

social, historical and political forces arc inscribed within the body. Schneeniann*s bodN then. in tills 

rcadim,. materially grounded. and the text she removes is a textual affect of t11,11 materiallN lived 

reality. Howcvcr. when I was researchilit-, Ili's performance. it did not occur to me that tile text had 

necessarily been previously inserted. I was cau,, Jit tip in the moment of C\tcrll; lll silt loll. SpCaking witil, 
ice I could sa\ Iliat my supervisor's obsen, ation 

or numicking. a radical ficiiiinist voi I Winsertion re\cAs 
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something about his own desires and unconscious. while iny focus on expulsion. on bringing forth. 11, 
turn reveals something about mine. 

However. on a more serious note. this bringing out of a text previously inscribed displays a 
Derridean moment of dif v be said to enian tc , 

Týrance. As the text is put into the body. it cannot strictl a III 
from it. Both the words, and the body from which thcý issue forth. are alwaý s already written -I herc are 
no pure. present words nor is there a purely present body. Thus. while it mav be said that Schneeinaiin 
is writing the body, the body is actually always already written (as I will explore later in this chapter). 
Her writing is. if anything, a rewriting, but even as a rewriting it necessarily contains the traces of the 
previous inscriptions. From this viewpoint, Schneemann's insertion of the written text could be read as 
a literalisation of this 'already written' state of the body. 

21. See Cixous, *Extreme Fidelitv', for reference to the feminine econoinNT and the Nvillhigiless to know 
the inside. in her rereading of the Biblical story of Adam and Eve in, in Sellers ed. (1988). pp. 9 -. 'W (p. 
16). 

22 

. Franýoise Defromont, 'Metaphorical Thinking and Poetic Writing in Virginia Woolf and H61ene 
Cixous', in The Bodv and the Text - HOMe Cixoits, Reading and Teaching, ed. by Helen Wilcox. Kcitli 
MeWatters, Ann Thompson and Linda R Williams (London. Han, cster Wheatsheaf, 1990). pp. 114 - 25 
(p. 120). 

23 

. 
Clxotis (1986), p. 90. 

24. Clxous (1988b), p. 150. 

25 

. 
Cixous (1986), p. 97. 

26 

. Ibid. p. 83. 

27 

. 
Sellers (1996), p. 7. 

28. Clxotis (1988b), pp. 55- 56. 

21) 

. For example, James Joyce and Jean Genet. 

Cixous (1991a), p. 49. The reader should bear this quote in inind during my analysis of Karen 
Finlcy's performance. The ( 'onstaw State of Desirc. in Chapter 5. 

Bisexuality should here be read as sexual multiplicity. This is a bisexuality pertaining to Freud's 
theory of the child as a subýject with both masculine and feminine libidinal econoinies in co-existence. 
See Cixous (1988a). p. 14. 'In order to trýT to distinguish vital ftinctions. Nvc distinguish two principal 
libidinal economies. but the)- do not distinguish themselves in such a decisive Nvaý in realitv. in the 
living there are traits which obliterate themselves. which blend together. " See also Sarah Cornell. 
'H61ýiie Cixous and les Etudes Ferninines'. in Wilcox ed., pp. 31 - 40 (p. 38). *In poetic writing. as in 
music, this originary bisexuality. or this sexual indecisiveness. can express itself freelv. There is 
tincertaiiih. crossing, blending. intenveaving of the two libidinal economics. 

Cixotis (1991a), p. 49. The reference 

suggesting as it does a prc-coiisinicted body 

instcad the sense of a not yet known 'ftittire . 
Posi Poni Hotlernist through Cixotis' theon-, 
Chapter 5. 

here to 'social constnictions' is admittedly problematic. 
However. I resist readim, 'beyond' as . return'. promoting 

While I do not rcad Annic Sprinkle's performance Post 
this notion of fluidity does relate to what I Nvill suggcst in 

Ibid. p. 
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34. The 'before' in this sentence is agam problematic. but I would maIntmn that it is suggestive of 
'beyond' the present. rather than a return to the pre-patnarchal feminine body. 

35 

. Dolan (1988). p. 64. 

-16.1 do not mean to privilege vision over reading here. merely to suggest that the liveiiess of thc fciiiale 
body in performance art - its presence before us - creates a different impact than the purek iiiiagMed 
body, which is precisely one of the reasons that woinen chose to use it as a medium of expression. 

37 

. Quoted iii Schneider, p. 40. 

38 
Schneemarm (1977), p. 197. This observation relates directIN to the line in Schneeinaim's extracted 

lext which reads '(1 don't take the advice of men who only talk to themselves)'. 

31) 

. 
Man, Douglas, Puritv and Danger (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966). p. 12 1. 

40 

. 
Ibid., p. 97. 

41 

. 
Punts, Radio 3,16 March 1997. 

42. And of course, if she had not been expelled, then the boundaries would hm'e slufted and the shape of 
Fluxus would necessarily have altered. Where would such a shift lim-e left its founder? 

4 3. RozsIka Parker and Griselda Pollock, eds, Framinu Feininism. - Art and the [Vomm's 11ovc/l/c/71 
1ý 1970 - 85 (London: Pandora Press. 1987), p. 118.1 will return to the destabilisation of 'representation 

as reflection' at the end of this chapter. 

44 

. 
And, as indicated in Chapter 1, the 'frarne' stabilises and maintains the 'market in art'. 

45. What is noticeable is that the boundary works productiNýcl\ in both directions - both remarkii-ig the 
obscene but also enabling those remarked to contest such Judgements as eN, Idenced by the political 
activffi, of artists following the NEA's reversal of funding decisions. 

46 
The histon, of the obscene/art binan, can be traced back to the increase in C011111ILMICatI011 

technologies in the nineteenth centun,. including printed matter. Reading the buian, througli a 
Foucauldian lens, the slash in-between performs as a 'controlling mechanism' by inarkmg (fliat is 
'producing') certain materials as inappropriate. Such separatiou was enacted by the bourgeoisie in aii 
attempt to stein the rising tide of 'mass' culture. The binan-, then. operates as a value judgement. 
demarcating the "worthy' from the 'unworthy'. the 'prized' from the 'despised'. In contemporary 
Britain. obscenio, is obtuselv defined in the 1964 Obscene Publications Act as materials whicli 'If takeii 
as a N0101c I tend to deprave and corrupt persons who are likely. having regard to all the relative 
circumstances. to read. see. or hear the matter contained in W. In the United States. material is defined 

-is obscene if: * 1) the average person. applying conteiiiporarý C01111111-1111tý standards. would find tliat the 

Nvork. taken as a whole, appeals to the pruricut interest. and 2) the Nvork depicts or describes. in a 
patently offensive NvaN . sexual conduct. and 3) the Nvork. takeii as a NN-1-iole. lacks serious literars. artistic. 

political, or scientific value. ' Quoted in Briari McNair, Hediatcd Scx: Pornogrqp4v and Postniodcrn 
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substitution of a performative. discontinuous self for one based upon the unique individual actually 
displaces and voids the concept of sexual orientation itself by removing the bourgeois epistemological 
frames that stabilise such identifications. Queer sexualities become. then. a series of iinproN, ised 
performances whose threat lies in the denial of am social identity derived from participation in those 
performances. ' 

48 

. 
Sedgwick, p. 8. 

41) 

. 
Grosz (1995a), Notes 1, p. 250. 

Diane Elam, p. 108. 

51 

. Biddy Martin, p. 119. 

52. Jacqueline N Zita, 'Male Lesbians and the Postmodernist BodN, *. HI-patia, 7.4 (1992). 106 - 27 
(p. 126). Also: 'What I am suggesting is that the stubborn return of the bodys sex. its '*maleness" in 
this case, is nothing more than a hegeinonlcallý, overdeterinined set of readings made apparciitlý, 
.. continuous" and "natural" by their seriality. redundancv. and consistency that confer --a sex" oii the 
body without regard to the Nvill or authorship of the subýject. These ineanings are perhaps nietapllý'sically 
wid historically contingent, titterl. v constructed and arbitrarý. but encumbering. ' (p. 125. ) 

ýI 
- 

JaN Plum, Tleasure, Politics and the Performance of Conuinin'tv. Poino Afro Honio's Dark Fruit'. 

.1 
lodern Drania, 3 9.1 (1996), 117 -I')I (p. 118). 

54 

. 
Walters (1996). p. 856. 

Miguel Gutirrez, quoted in 'Queer/Natlon* ed. by AlLin B6rub6 and JeffreN, Escoffier. In Outlook - 
Vational Leshian an(I Ga. v (MarterIv. II( 199 1). p. 16. 

ýo 
This has been contested by some feminist critics. such as Walters ( 1996), who sliggests t1lat soille 

'queer thcorists' have miscast 'ferilinists' as the *bad others'. setting themselves tip in oppositioll to 

them. 

7.1 -as suggested during a discussion with iny partner Rachel NN, Iio noted th fact thýjj This reading NN c 
lesbians tend to have 'gay' niale friends rather than straight male friends. because the *gay njýjll' is lot 
threatening to theill. 

n"sor Greg Gicsckani for sm, Thanks to my supe I ., Icstlilg Ili's 'erasure' of the term. 

ý(). Niany (lialiks to Grc- for spotting flus. 
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60. Another absence in iný writing around this performance is the play of desire. As I did not scc the 
performance live. I do not know whether there Nvas a dvnamic of desire circulating in the space. I will 
address the presence of desire in the next section of this chapter. 

61. Franklin Furnace was in 'exile' due to having been closed down by the Fire Department follow, 11, It, an anonVmous call stating that the 15 N ear-old performance space was ail illegal social club. 

62.1 have chosen to focus only on this section as it explicitly deals Nvith Iesbian sexualiti'. HoN%, c\ cr. 
Loomis' entire performance was extremely interesting with all sections circulating aroLind the liotiou of 
subjectivily and identity. While there could be seen to be a thread linking each section theN ivinaiiied 
self-contained pieces. 

63 

. 
Grosz (1995a), p. 221. 
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. This excerpt comes from a script of the performance, provIded by Loonus. 
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. 
Freud, p. 376. 

66. While Freud insists that he is not normalising heterosexuals over lionio-sexuals since both Identities 
are in need of explanations. lie does continue to refer to "uormal' ficinalc sexuality throughout his 
writings. 

67. Wilton (1995a), pp. 71 - 72. 

68 

. 
Butler (1990), p. 60. 

69. Freud, p. 351 - 2. 

70 

. 
Butler (199 1). p. 22. 
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. Ibid. 
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. 
Op. Cit., p. 23. 
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. 
Ibid. 
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. Ibid. 

75 
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See the chapter The Lesbian Phallus and the Morphological lniaginarý-' in Butler (1991) 

76. 
Sec Butler (1991) and (199.1 

77. See Butler ( 199 1 ). p. 15. 

78. 
lbid, p. 16. 

71). 1 nican this both in terms of feeling 'bliss' (sec Roland Bartlics. The Pleas-m-c o/ the Text. trans. 

Richard Miller (Ox-ford. - Basil Blackwell. 1990)). and in Ilic more radical sense bN Luce 

lrigýira) of the a specific felliale representation Of tile ullcolisciotis and desire. the 
C real 'lack' within psychoanalytic discourse. and that which is excluded from tile -SNiiibol*c Ord r but 

which exists nonetheless. See Irigaray (1995a). 
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80. Returning again to the printed text of this performance. after writing this chapter. I realise that the 
material of the jacket is never denoted, although in my own mind I saw it as leather. NI\ own desire. 
then. is written in my writing of this chapter. although I am not conscious of it. 

81 

. This return to the desire within the performance is prompted by Elizabeth Grosz (I 995a. pp. 179 - 83). who - following Spinoza - figures desire as productive rather than negative- 'As production. desire 
does not provide blueprints, models, ideals, or goals. Rather, it experiments. it makes: it is 
fundamentally aleatory, inventive. [ ... ] Sexuality and desire. then. are not fantasies. wislies. hopes. 
aspirations but are energies, excitations, impulses, actions. movements. practices. moments. pulses 
of feeling. ' 

Chapter 7 

I 
. Lorde, p. 129. 

2. Of course, there is a sense in which I feel I 'know' the white heterosexual female because her voice 
has historically been the dominant female one within botli academic discourse mid the mas's media 
(although, of course, the 'fernale' here has ofteu been the female as sceu througli the eN es of the male). 

3. The important question is 'What do I do when there is no idei-itificatioW. ' What happcii,, \\, Iicii tile 
performer is not talking about/to me'? ' 

4 

. 
Brali, p. 205. 

5. The 'Other' here refers to those specifically and necessaffly pos, tIoned oii the marg, iis. criabhng the 
production and maintenance of a system of dominatimi III whicli the One Is the doiniiiant terili/subject. 
Aniongst the 'Others'. then, are women. homosexuals. mid black people. 

0 
. 

Schneider. p. 137. 

7. Quoted in Peggy Plielan (I 993a). p. 7. 

8. Viewed at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago. 1996. Eight years after its inception. it 
remains a poxverftil and provocative piece. 

(). Perhaps this is slightly disingenuous. however. since the popular press does pick tip on provocative 
art, and the adverse publicity that is produced as a result. although adverse. does sen, c to bring the artist 
into the limelight, which may lielp their career. See. for example. Andres Serrano's Piss Christ. Kýireii 
Finley discredits this notion. howcvcr, as explored earlier - she denies that the controversN created was 
in any N\ ay positive for her as an artist. 

I () -Optic White. Blackness and the Production of \Vhiteiiess. Diacritics. 24.2 
. 

H. anctte Mullen. 
1994). 71 - 89 (p. 72). 

II, poilit raised in this same article s that other European sjiýjccts x% 
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Mullen, p. 72. An interestliq, IIIII1 -110 
'passed' as Anglo-Saxon whiles (the only 'proper' NN'llitc stiýjcct) Nvere perceived not to have 'passed' blit 

'Iftil deception of duplic' 
.i is an to lialc assimilated. For Mullen. 'passim-, is 'not so much a NNI II ItN as t, 

; Iltclllpt to illovc from the man, . ii to the miter of American ldciit'tN. ' Since Nery I-ew African- 
ýý I- 

Anicricans haNc bccii able to make this move. those NI-110 have *passed' are not rc, -, arded as havino 

assimilated to -white valtics' but as being *inauthentic'. Those who maim c to pass for N\-Ii' Itc are onh 
isliablc from whitcs. who of "'passing for" whi tilo,, c 1%, Iio arc indistinoti, become NN111te o. r 

fillictioll ýls NvIllte. NN hich alliounts to Ilic sanic thing xA lien their participation in the normal activities 01, 

mainsirc, im Americans is cnablcd bý the perccption that tlieý arc \\liitc. ' p. 77. 
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12. Alastair Bonnett, Radicalism"-'Infi-Racism andRepresentation (Lonclon- Routledge. 199. )). p. 6. 
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Brah, p. 99. 
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. Ugwu, Let'S Get It On, p. 11. 

15. Stuart Hall (1991b). p. 53. 

16. See Nira Yuval-Davis, 'Ethnicitv. Gender Relations and Multi-culturalism'. Debuting Cultural 
[ývbriditv - Alulti-Cultural Identities and the Politics ofAnti-Racism. ed. bý Pnina Werbner and Tarjq 
Modood (London: Zed Books, 1997), pp. 193 - 208 (p. 203 
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Ibid., pp. 204 - 06. 

18. Stuart Hall. 'New Ethnicities', in Black Film British 0iiema. ed. by Koberta Mercer (London: ICA 
Documents 7,1988)ý pp. 27 -31 (p. 29). 

I () 

. Stuart Hall, ibid. 

20. See Stuart Hall (1991b). pp. 50 - 57. 

21 
. 

Stuart Hall, ibid., p. 65. 

See Gavatri Spiv, 22. A. 'Can the Subaltern Speak'. in I larxism and the Interpi-cfation of ( '111turc. ed. by 
Carv Nelson and Lawrence Goldberg (Urbana. Universi tý of Illinois Press. 1988). pp. 271 - 3,13. 

23. Stuart Hall, 'When Was the "Post-Colonial"? Thinking at the Limit', in The Post-Colonial 
Oucstion: Comnion Skies, Divided Horizons, ed. by lain Chambers and Lidia Ctirti (London-. 
Routledge, 1996a), pp. 242 - 60 (p. 248 - 49). 

24 

. 
Stuart Hall (1991a). p. 38. 

2s 

. 
Stuart Hall (1988), p. 30. 

20. 
- Stuart Hall (199 lb). pp. 52 

27.1 mark this term because it depends on where one is located as to whether one belongs to the 
-iiia. jor*tN, * or the *minority'. Of course. in colonial contexts. the oppressor was a ininority. However. 
the term 'ininority' is also problematic in that it literally suggests a minor. See Brah pp. 196 - 90ý and 
Kobeiia Mercer. It -elconic to thcJungle (London: Routledge. 1994). p. 270 for more on this. 

28. Stuart Hall, *What is this 'black' In popular culture'. ". InSlitao Hall: Critical Dialogitc. s in Cultural 
Sludics. ed. by David Morley and Kuan-Hsing Clien (London. Routledge. 1996b). pp. 465 - 75 

(p. 472). 

Viewed on video documentation. Performed live at the CCA (1995). as a double bill Nvith Ladie. ý 
F(Iffill"'. 

Stuart Hall (1988). p. )6. 

Ytival-Davis. p. 200. 
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32. Viewed live at -Franklin Furnace In ExIle. DIxon Place (1996). 

33. Minh-ha (1989). pp. 88 - 9. 

34. Excerpt from the performance script. 

35. It is possible that Jackson suffers from a skin condition whIch causes his pigmentation to whiten. is 
lie himself has asserted. This could also be interpreted, then, from the opposite direction - Jacksoji is 
made into a 'freak' by the Western (white) media who wish to undermine his huge popularity and 
following. 

36. And as she thanked ine for being there, for coming, I also asked myself N\ liy I had come'. ' To taste ;i 
bit of the authentic'? To capture a slice of 'black performance art"? To get a bit of the -other". ' I knew. 
xýatching the performance, before the performance even, that at some point iii this thesis I NN-oLild iddress 
the issues of black female performers. Did I just attend this performance, then, because Russell is aii 
Afri can -American performer and I was hoping to get iny money .s worth'. 1 Would I haN, c oone had I not 
beeri doing a PhD'? How inany performances by black wonicri haN, e I not cited because flicy do iiot 
illuminate, reveal or support anything I ain writing about or exploring here'. ' 

37, See. for example, Stuart Hall (1996a, p. 252). 'JUInder the universallsing panoptic cý'C of tile 
Enlightenment, all forms of human life were brought NOthin the tiniversal scope of smole order of belill, 
so that difference had to be re-cast into the constant marking and re-inarking of positions NN Ithin a sin-le 
discursive system (diffý, rance). This process was organised bý, those shifting inechanisins of- 
otherness", alterity and exclusion and the tropes of fetishism and pathologisation. which were required 

if -difference .. was ever to be fixed and consolidated within a "unified" discourse of (101isation. * 

mcl CurtIs See Catherine Hall. 'Histories. Empres and the Post-Colomal Moinerit'. In Chanibus , 
eds., pp. 6-5 - 77 (pp. 71 - 76). 

Stuart Hall (1991b), p. 49. Of course, one could accuse Hall of reducing 'Englishness' to a 

stereotype, but then all attempts to define 'nation' inust ultimately draw on a strategy of reductiou - of 
smoothing out the differences. Also. to his credit, with the first simple question *NOiat does anybody in 
the Nvorld know...? ', Hall has succeeded in replacing the self-mýgrandisiug image of the couquestinv. 

colonialist *Englisliman" (and that Nvord is used deliberateh. since it is alwms au 'Euglishinau's' 

comitry. or house etc. ) who sees himself at the centre of the Uinverse Nvith a *cup of tea'. The 

colonialist's ego is sharply deflated. 

40. Viewed on video. Performed at CCA (1995) 

41. See Stuart Hall (1996a). for a useftil discussion of the ways in which the terin has 

been contested. Borrowing from this article. and in particular the quote included from Peter 1-hiline. I do 

not use the terin -post' to mean a definitivc split froin or coming after colonialism. but a 'process of 
disengagement from the whole colonial syndrome which takes many forms and is probably inescapable 
for all those whose Nvorlds have been marked by that set of phenomena: "post-coloilial" is (or should be) 

a descriptive not an evaltiativc terin ... 
[It is notj some kind of badge of nierit. ' p. 240. Further. as Hall 

staics. -After'" means in the moment which follows that moment (the colonial) in which the colonial 

relation was dominant. It does not nican. as Nvc tried to show carlier. that what NNc have called the 

"aftcr-effects" of colollial rule have sonichow been suspended. It ccrtainly does not inean that we havc 

it passed from a reginic of poNvcr-knoNvlcd, _, c i wo some powerless arid conflict-free zone. NcN ertlicless. i 

does also stakc its claiiii ill terius of the fact that some other. rclated but as yet 

Coll 1-1,, tj -at lons of poNver-knoNvicdge relations are bcgimum-, to cxcrt Ilicir distuictive mid specil-ic cffcct, ý. - 

p. 254. 

42 

. 
Stuart HýIll (1991b). p. 59 
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. 
Bhabha, p. 37. 

44. Bhabha, pp. 227 - 28. 

45 

. Viewed live at the NRLA, Arches (1994). 

46. Viewed video documentation. Originally presented at Franklin Furnace (1995) 

47. Viewed live at the Tramwm (1998). 

48. Mae Gwnedolvn Henderson, *Speaking in Tongues: DIalogIcs. Dialectics. and the Black \V0111JI] 
Writer's Literary Tradition', in Butler and Scott eds. (1992). pp. 144 - 66 (p. 146). 

41) 

. Ibid. 

50 

. Henderson, p. 147. 

51 

. Ibid. 

52. Viewed live at the CCA (1994). 

5 ', 
. Barbara Christian, quoted in Henderson. p. 147. 

54 

. 
Mercer (1994), p. 65. 

55. There is a difference here, I believe. between the performaiice artist or body artist who attempts to 
define the limits of the body, or to push the body beyond presumed limits. through using the body as the 
tool of art, and the Nvoman who changes her body shape because of societal prescriptimis. I ain iiol 
suggesting that body alteration bN an artist is of higher value bccatise it is 'art' tlian body alteratioii for 
cosmetic purposes. What I ain suggesting, however. is that the ageilcy and mofivation of the subject is 
verv different in each case. While I have not got the space to discuss these differences iii any deptli here. 
I hope in the future to look at the work of performance artist Orlaii since her work appears to raise maiiN, 
tensions and conflicts of emotion. 

Written for a PhD paper in 1995. 

7 In fact. at the tIme. Hi Similarly, another performer. Leslie Hill. was given the nomination UK III 
NNas ; in American Pli-D student studying in the UK. Such labelling surely reveals the difficulty in stating 
where one 'belongs'. and the probleinatics of locatlonalio-. particulark in the tension between where one 
conies from and where one now is, Hill has since returned to the USA. and I wonder what nomInat'011 

slic now uses. 

Henderson. p. 145. 

ýq 

. 
Coco Fusco in discussion al the NRLA. CCA (1994). 

60 Scc Bliablia. pp. 85 - 92. 

1. bell hooks (1994). It was against stich anti-black 1-cciiii, -, -,, that Black Pride Iiad stich jin illipct. 

02. Of course there are exceptions to this. slich as the Inercase in black super-models. HoNNc\cr. thesc 

remain exceptions and I would sti, -,, -, cst that as exceptions thcN are at an c\c1l grcatcr risk of beim-, 
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exoticised. Generally. cultural representations do not reflect tile numbers of black people living in the 
Western world. 
6ý 

. 
Discussion at the NRLA, CCA (1994). 

04. Viewed live at the NRLA. CCA (1996). 

65. Anna Deveare Smith, 'Introduction'. in Twilight Los . -Ingeles, 1992 (New York. Aiichor Book. 
Doubleday. 1994), p. xxN,,. Having seen the performance Twilight in 1996 in San Francisco I adinirc 
Smith's attempts to address the problems as outlined in this quotation within her work. HoNwN-cr. as I 
nominate Smith a theatre performer rather than a performance artist (althmigli there is a bItir at 111C 
edges here). I have decided not to include an anaKsis of Smith's work here. For ftirther niforination oii 
Smith see *Bearing Witness: Anna Deveare Smith from Community to Theatre to Mass Media*. aiid iii 
interview of Smith, both by Carol Martin ed., pp. 81 - 93 and pp. 185 - 204. 

Conclusion 

Adrienne Rich, 'Notes Towards a Politics of Location'. in It 011/c/l, FC111inis, MC17ti. ii tv W/d SOCIch, ill 
the 1980, s,: Selected Papen'. ed. by Myriam Dia/-Diocaretz and Iris M. Zavala (Ainsterdalit 
Philadelphia: John Beqjamins Publishing Company, 1985). p. 16. 

2. One ftindamental change that lias occurred since writing the bulk of this thesis is that I have inoved 
froin a large city to a 'cily' NvIth a population of 100,000. The inatcrial problems of living iii a toNNii. as 
,i "lesbian', has resulted in my return to another sort of politics. This sluft M physical space lws inade 
the issue of context hugely important. Sometimes one has to insist on the signifier to prevent 
disappearance. While Phelan may write of the problems of 'visibilm politics'. actually becon-iiii(, 
invisible feels as if one also becomes invisible to oneself T lose in)-self in iny isolation and 
inarginalisation. In place of *-F as a construct' is A ain not (eveii that)'. 

Viewed at the NRLA, Arches, 1996. 

4 

. 
Viewed at Trainwav. 1998. 
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